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U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMI'ITEE ON HEALTH OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.O.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :13 a.m., in room
4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Edward M. Kennedy,
chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.
. _Present: Senators Kennedy, Pell, Nelson, Javits, Schweiker, Domm1ck, Beall, and Taft.
Staff members present: LeRoy G. Goldman, professional staff member, and Jay B. Cutler, minority counsel.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
The national cancer program has been in progress for 2 years.
Much has been accomplished. But much more remains to be accomplished.
Some major advances have been recorded in 1973. The first artificial gene has been created with potential for life function. A tentative but hopeful approach to immunotherapy for acute leukemia
patients has been developed. The first evidence that some form of advanced non-Hodgkin's lymphoma can be controlled for long .Periods.
Survival of cancer patients overall has almost doubled smce the
early 1930's. Today, one out of three persons with cancer will be alive
5 years after treatment.
However, as important as these advances have been, an estimated
650,000 new cases will be diagnosed and more than a third of a
million Americans will die in 1974.
Unless more progress can be made, cancer will continue to strike
one in four of all Americans.
Before the Cancer Act became law, there were only three comprehensive cancer centers in the Nation-two in New York and one in
Texas. The act permitted the creation of 15 new centers, of which
nine have now been funded, and the other six will be funded by
June. But this is not enough.
The Nation needs between 30 and 35 comprehensive centers. No
American should be denied cancer treatment simply because of where
he may live.
Two of the principal killers are lung cancer and breast cancer. The
annual toll for lung cancer is about 75,000 and breast cancer takes
the life of one American woman every 15 minutes.
(1)

2

I am, therefore, gratified that the cancer program is making a
major effort in both of these areas.
Essentially, I believe this program is working well.
I order a copy of the bill be printed in the record at this point.
The 3-year extension which Senator Javits and I introduced does
substantially increase the authorization levels for the program. It
also removes the legislative limitation on the number of comprehensive centers which may be funded.
[The text of S. 2893 follows:]
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S.2893
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Mr. KENNEDY (for himself, Mr. JAvrTs, Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. EAGLETON, Mr.
HATHAWAY, Mr. HUGHES, Mr. MONDALE, Mr. PELL, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr.
SCHWEIKER, Mr. STAFFORD, and Mr. 'VILLIAMS) introduced the following
bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare

I

A BILL
To amend the Public Health Service Act to improve the national
cancer program and to authorize appropriations for such program for the next three fiscal years.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "National Cancer Act
4 Amendments of 1974".
5

SEC. 2. Section 402 (b) of the Public Health Service

6 Act is amended7

( 1) by striking out "in amounts not to exceed

8

$35,000" in paragraph· ( 1) and inserting in lieu thereof

4
2
1

"if the direct costs of such research and training do not

2

exceed $35,000, but only"; and

3

(2) by striking out "in amounts exceeding $35,000"

4

m paragraph ( 2) and inserting in lieu thereof "if

5

the direct costs of such research and training exceed

6

$35,000, but only".

7

SEC. 3. Section 407 ( b) ( 7) of the Public Health Serv-

8 ice Act is amended by striking out "where appropriate".
9

10

SEC. 4. Section 408 (a) of the Public Heu.Ith Service
Act is amended by striking out "fif,teen".

11

SEC. 5. Section 409 ( b) of the Public Health Service

12

Act is amended by striking out "and" before "$40,000,000"

13 and by inserting before the period at the end thereof a com14 ma and the following: "$50,000,000 for the fiscal year end15

ing June 30, 1975, $65,000,000 for the fiscaJ yeu ending

rn

June 30, 1976, and $85,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

17 June 30, 1977".
18
19

20
21

22
23

SEC. 6. Section 410 of the Public Health Service Act
is amended( 1) by striking out "fifty" in paragraph ( 1) and
inserting in lieu thereof "one hundred";
( 2) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph
( 7) ;

24

( 3) by striking out the period at the end of para-

25

graph ( 8) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and"; and

•

5
3
1
2

"

(4) by adding after paragraph (8) the following
new paragraph:

3

" ( 9) to award grants for new construction as well

4

as alterations and renovations for improvement of basic

5

research laboratory facilities, including those related to

G

biohazurd control, as deemed necessary for the national

7

cnncer program."

8

SEC.

9

7. Section 4100 of the Public Health Service Act

is amended by striking out "and" before "$600,000,000"

10 and by inserting before the period ut the end thereof a semi-

11 colon and the following: "$750,000,000 for the fiscal year
12

ending June 30, 1975; $830,000,000 for the fiscal year end-

13

ing June 30, 1976; and $985,000,000 for the fiscal year

14 ending June 30, 1977" .

•

•

6
Senator KENNEDY. At the end of my statement, I will insert into
the hearing record an appendix which further amplifies the nature of
the cancer problem and the progress of the cancer program.
Finally, I want to just make a brief reference to the remarks the
President of the United States made when we in the Congress were
considering this legislation in 1971. The President stated :
This, however, will differ from other programs in a very important respect.
This program I have asked be the one program within the National Institutes
of Health and within the whole health establishment of the United States that
is independently budgeted and that is directly responsible to the President of
the United States.

Truly, this has been a unique feature of this cancer program. And
I am most interested to have a detailed progress report from the
witnesses today on how this has worked and whether this mechanism,
if it has been successful, might possibly be utilized for other health
programs.
[The appendix referred to follows:]

.

APPENDIX TO ACCOMPANY THE OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR
EDWARD M. KENNEDY
"Cancer" is a term applied to more than 100 clinically distinct
diseases which kill someone in the United States every 1112 minutes.
In 1973, it was estimated that 642,000 Americans will become new
cancer cases, 1,310,000 Americans will be cancer patients and 350,000
Americans will die of cancer. The annual cost of cancer is about $18
billion, which cannot measure the incalculable suffering of victims,
their friends and families.
Cancer is a widespread biological phenomenon with different incidences, appearances and functioning. It is induced by widely different chemical, physical and biological agents, most of which are
unknown. Cancers have many similarities to the host tissues from
which they originate. This makes early diagnosis more difficult than
with infectious diseases caused by organisms which the body recognizes as foreign to the host tissues. A major effort of the national
cancer program is to develop tests which can identify the presence of
small numbers of cancer cells with a reliability similar to that of
well-known erologic tests for bacterial diseases.
In the early stages of cancer there may be relatively few cancer
cells among billions of normal cells. The best chances for curative
treatment are at this stage because the balance of forces is in favor of
the patient and a skilled therapist. Unfortunately, however, most
patients do not seek medical attention until their initial cancer has
progressed by abnormal growth and destructive invasiveness to establish new cancerous growths (metastases). If untreated, cancers usually are fatal. However research supported by the National Cancer
Institute has developed effective therapies for curing or controlling
10 forms of advanced cancer that were invariably fatal a decade ago.
Cancer causation involves many interrelated factors: heredity, exposure to a variety of agents, singly or in combination and at various
doses and routes of administration; host factors that produce different resistences to different agents and different means of handling

•
•
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the many agents (host metabolism, hormonal patterns, immunological responses of the host). Epidemiological data, particularly in
occupational settings, have clearly implicated approximately 22
chemical agents in human cancer causation; about a thousand chemicals are now known to induce cancer in animals.
In the early 1900's few cancer patients had any hope of cure. The
5-year survival rate in the late 1930's was about 1 in 5. Ten years
later it was 1 in 4 and today the figure is about 1 in 3. This means
that roughly 55,000 patients are being saved each year. The immediate goal of cancer control in this country is to save 321,000 lives a
year, or half of those who develop cancer. On the basis of 5-year
survival, about 224,000 Americans will be saved from cancer this
year. About 1,500,000 Americans are alive and free of cancer 5 years
after treatment. An additional 1,000,000 cancer patients diagnosed
and treated within the last 5 years will live to join these ranks.
Although these improvements in cure rates are impressive and
gratifying, the vastly complex nature of cancer requires a coordinated biomedical research effort of unprecedented dimensions. Many
methodologies and approaches must be used to solve problems and
gain significant new knowledge. Cancer is a chronic disease process,
with causation and development extending over several years in most
patients. In fact, with several occupational cancers, the period of
exposure to the causative agent occurs about a decade prior to the
diagnosis. This long time span makes it difficult to evaluate research
findings and new methods of prevention, diagnosis, and treatment.
Since its creation in 1937, the National Cancer Institute has been
the primary agency through which the Federal Government has
sought to marshal biomedical research toward the goal of controlling
cancer. The activities of the Institute have been directed toward
providing, through research, improved means for the prevention and
diagnosis of cancers in man, and the cure and rehabilitation of those
cancers that have not been prevented.
The National Cancer Act of 1971 rested on the conviction that
medical and scientific understanding of cancer had reached a level
where sustained pursuit of new scientific leads could advance national capacities to prevent, diagnose, and treat cancer. The act
stipulated that an intensified and coordinated national program
would be needed to quicken the pace for developing the means to
bring cancer under control .
The National Cancer Act gives the National Cancer Institute the
responsibility for organizing this complex undertaking and for channeling the resources needed for this program. The act specifically
directs the director of the Institute to "plan and develop an expanded, intensified, and coordinated cancer research program encompassing the programs of the National Cancer Institute, related programs of the research institutes, and other Federal and non-Federal
programs." This mandate includes support for cancer research in
industry and in other countries outside the United States.
To speed the translation of research results into widespread applications, the act directs the establishment of a cancer control program
to demonstrate to both the medical community and general public the
applications of the latest advances in cancer prevention and control.

8
The act further directed the Institute to provide supporting resources for the national cancer program. These include:
Collection, analysis and dissemination of all data useful in the
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cancer, including establishment of an international cancer research data bank.
Continuing support of appropriate manpower training programs
in fundamental sciences and clinical disciplines.
Support of the large-scale production and distribution of specialized biological materials and other chemicals and drugs for research.
An overall strategy for the national cancer program has been
developed, based on a consensus among Federal and non-Federal
clinicians and laboratory scientists about the direction, content and
pace of the research program. The strategy and plan for the national
program will be revised regularly as new information and concepts
flow from the laboratory and clinic. The overall strategy involves the
systematic sharing of cancer information by public and private agencies throughout this country and abroad. It requires continued assessment of resource needs and logistical planning to meet those needs.
In some cases, it necessitates the redeployment of existing facilities,
the rapid evolution of new kinds and combinations of research support, the reassignment of science management responsibilities, and
the development of new mechanisms of technological transfer and
information retrieval and application.
The national cancer program plan includes a strategic plan and an
operational plan. The strategic plan, developed with a broad spectrum of advice from the scientific and medical communities, presents
the major national goal, objectives, program strategy, implementation strategy, and estimated resources necessary to achieve the objectives. The operational plan, which is nearing completion, will include
more detailed information concerning plans for specific research
programs to implement the strategic plan.
A preliminary outline of the national cancer program plan and the
research strategy was developed by the National Cancer Institute
with the advice of the National Advisory Cancer Council. Then, in a
unique event in the history of biology and medicine in this country,
250 laboratory and clinical scientists met in a series of 40 planning
sessions between October 1971 and March 1972 to develop a scientific
and operational foundation for the national cancer program. The
resulting strategic plan was reviewed by the President's Cancer
Panel, the National Cancer Advisory Board, the director and staff of
the National Institutes of Health, National Cancer Institute staff,
the Association of American Cancer Institutes, the American Association for Cancer Research and the Institute of Medicine of the
National Academy of Sciences.
The goal of the national cancer program is to develop means to
significantly reduce the incidence of cancer in man and the suffering
and death from cancer. The general strategy of the program is to
provide for a balanced effort covering the entire spectrum of basic
applied and developmental research. The strategy will be implemented through laboratory, field and clinical programs that are
judged most likely to produce the information and technology that
can be transferred rapidly to medical practice. The program will be

•
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"balanced" in the sense that all promising options will be pursued,
taking into account the current state of research knowledge, the
probability of success of the option, and the impact of the successful
completion of the option.
The national cancer program has a mandate that goes beyond the
traditional NIH research mission. Simply stated, the program must
build effective bridges from laboratory and clinical research to those
who can benefit from the results of research-to physicians, their
cancer patients, and all at risk to cancer.
CENTERS

•
•

The most visible manifestation of bridge building during the past
year has been the establishment of a national network of cancer
centers demonstrating optimum cancer care at locations selected to
provide maximum public and professional access.
In 1971, when the National Cancer Act granted NCI authority to
establish clinical cancer research and demonstration centers, there
were three preexisting comprehensive cancer centers: The M. D.
Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute, Houston; Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center, New York; and Roswell Park Memorial
Institute, Buffalo.
Some 20.6 million people were within 60 miles of these three
centers and 33.7 million people were within 120 miles.
Within the past year, nine additional medical institutions have
established comprehensive cancer centers with assistance from the
National Cancer Institute. These institutions are:
University of Alabama School of l\fodicine, Birmingham.
Children's Cancer Research Foundation, Boston.
Duke University Medical Center, Durham, N. C.
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center affiliated with the University of Washington, Seattle.
The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimore.
University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami.
Mayo Foundation, Rochester, Minnesota.
University of Southern California (with the Los Angeles County
Department of Hospitals) , Los Angeles.
University of Wisconsin Medical Center, Madison.
As a result, today, 53 million Americans are within 60 miles of a
comprehensive cancer center and 92 million are within 120 miles.
The distances 60 miles and 120 miles are not arbitrary. Studies
show that 60 miles is generally the greatest distance a patient can
reasonably drive for daily therapy, and 120 miles is the greatest
distance a patient might b e expected to travel for consultation without requiring an overnight stay.
By July 1974, at least six additional comprehensive centers will be
underway. At that time, well over one-half the population should be
close enough for a patient to visit a comprehensive cancer center for
a consultation and return home the same day by surface transportation. The country will need 30 to 35 comprehensive cancer centers to
serve adequately the entire U.S. population.
Now, I want to describe the particular aspects of my bill. First of
all, it is a 3-year extension of the act through June 30, 1977. The bill
0
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proposes substantial increases in the two sets of authorization levels
for the program. For the basic research and training program, the
bill authorizes $750 million, $830 million, and $985 million for the
fiscal years 1975, 1976, and 1977, respectively. For the prevention and
control program, the bill authorizes $50 million, $65 million, and $85
million for those same fiscal years. The bill also removes the limitation in the act which prohibits the creation of not more than 15
comprehensive cancer centers. I believe the Nation requires 30 to 35
such centers in order to bring high quality comprehensive cancer care
within the reach of everyone. I can see no reason why any family
should be denied the best possible cancer diagnosis and treatment
simply because of where they live. Finally, the bill makes a number
of minor though important technical amendments to the Cancer Act.
Senator KENNEDY. This morning, the subcommittee is privileged to
receive the testimony of a host of distinguished persons. I certainly
hope that, based upon today's testimony, the committee can promptly
report legislation to the Senate. Clearly, there must be no hiatus in
the continued operation of the national cancer program.
Let me say at the outset that we are delighted to have the distinguished Secretary of HE1V here to present the administration's
program. He has appeared before this committee on many different
occasions, and we want to welcome him back with his associates.
1Ve want to mention, Mr. Secretary, that we applaud the efforts of
the administration. The funding of this program has not quite
reached the levels that we expected, but I think that the administration deserves credit for giving a sense of priority to this program.
I am also mindful that one of the features that troubled the
administration was the prevention and control program, and I think
the administration has demonstrated good faith with the Congress in
developing active programs in this area.
I think that the work that they have done in combining the
Federal Government's participation with that of private organizations, such as the American Cancer Society, is an excellent example of
the type of cooperation that can exist between the Federal Government and private associations, and I think you are to be commended
for that.
We are delighted that Dr. Rauscher is here, as well, and we want
to commend him for the leadership that he has provided.
We will be interested in any comments he would like to make,
particularly in the manpower area;
We have just had a chance to review your testimony. There are a
few points which we would like to develop with you, and we look
forward to your responses.
I want to recognize the Senator from Colorado, Senator Dominick,
who has been so interested in the development of this program and
the effect of our legislatio: in this area. He has been enormously
interested in this subject matter as he has in so many other health
areas. We have benefited tremendously from his participation in all
our deliberations.

'
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I will ask him to make whatever comments he would like.
SENATOR DoMINICK. I am just delighted we are holding these
hearings. I look forward to listening to the Secretary's testimony.
We in Colorado already have an application in .for a National Center for Cancer, and I think we are in a very favorable position as
opposed to most of them who are apparently looking for 75 perc~nt
Federal support. vVe have about 65 percent of local already, which
leaves us, I think, at a very favorable spot.
\Ve also have an integrated program with our medical school and
all the other hospitals and institutions in the area, cooperating in one
management under a very skilled cancer expert.
I am looking forward with anticipation to the selection of this as a
National Cancer Center.
I think it is worthwhile trying to determine as we go along how
many of these are going to be fruitful in terms of having enough
expertise to go forward with research on the causes and solutions for
the problems which we have. Certainly, this is not any kind of an
easy disease. There is no one solution because there are so many
vurieties of cancer.
As I think I said to the Chairman before, it was my anticipation
that by keeping it within the interrelated disciplines that we have in
the medical field. that some fellow with a research grant out of
some place we never heard of would suddenly come up with a real
advance.
At about that time, they discovered the viral materials in Canada
out of injections into a goat.
This proved, I think, the necessity for interrelationship between
all the various types of medical re.search which is going on.
I look forward with anticipation to hearing from the Secretary,
who has a firm grip on this particular piece of research which is so
vital to the health of the American citizens.
SENATOR KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Senator Dominick.
We have been joined by the ranking minority member of the
Health Subcommittee, Senator Schweiker. He is a co-sponsor of the
legislation, and he has been enormously interested in its development. vVe want to wekome him this morning. And we are interested
in any comments he would like to make at this time.
Seni>.tor ScHWEIKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to say I am delighted we have the opportunity to hold
hearings on this very important topic. I think they will be constructive.
I know the administration has a strong commitment to the cancer
effort.
I am looking forward to hearing the Secretary's statement as well
as this committee's consideration of our national interest in this area,
which I regard as vital. I look forward for the hearings to unfold.
SENATOR KENNEDY. Senator Javits has a statement to include.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The bill I introduced
with Senator Kennedy will continue the advances made against the
dread killer disease, cancer. This national commitment to the conquest of cancer grows out of legislation Senator Kennedy and I

12
introduced in 1971, which laid the groundwork for the enactment
into law of the National Cancer Act of 1971, Public Law 92-218.
This measure we introduced January 24, 1974, will assure that
cancer research continues within the NIH and maintains its separate
budget-at an increased level of $2,765 million over the next 3
years--to insure the necessary top priority to fulfill our national
commitment to launch a meaningful attack on cancer.
I believe that we must continue-at an increased rate-an intensive and sustained program of cancer research on all fronts. We must
also seize hold of our scientific insights and advances and exploit
them to their fullest potential. We can most effectively achieve this
desired goal by moving forward with the establishment of cancer
research and demonstration centers of excellence.
Unfortunately, under existing law these centers for clinical research, training, and demonstration of advanced diagnostic and
treatment methods relating to cancer are limited to 15. Therefore, the
bill I introduced with Senator Kennedy would eliminate this limitation-action which would be in accordance with the recommendation
of the National Cancer Advisory Board and the President's Cancer
Panel.
Other proposed changes-including the increased funding authorization levels--required by our "National Cancer Act Amendments of
1973" also represent the views of the National Cancer Advisory
Board, concurred in by the President's Cancer Panel, and are a
matter of public record. I would urge the administration to adopt
them as their official recommendation.
I would urge the President to continue his commitment to the
conquest of cancer, evidenced by his signing into law the National
Cancer Act of 1971 and by his 1971 state of the Union message where
he said: "The same kind of concentrated effort that split the atom
and took man to the moon should be turned toward conquering this
dread disease."
Cancer kills someone in the United States every llh minutes. In
1974, 1,310,000 Americans will be cancer patients and 350,000 Americans will die of cancer. The annual cost of cancer to the economy is
about $18 billion, which cannot measure the incalculable suffering of
victims, their friends and families.
Although the improvements in cancer cure rates are impressive
and gratifying-in the early 1900's few cancer patients had any hope
of cure, the 5-year survival rate today is about 1 in 3 which means
that roughly 55,000 patients are now being saved each year-the
vastly complex nature of cancer requires a coordinated biomedical
research effort of unprecedented dimensions. Many methodologies
and approaches must be used to solve problems and gain significant
new know ledge.
·we must speed the translation of research results into widespread
applications, and demonstrate to both the medical community and
general public the applications of the latest advances in cancer
prevention and control.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Weinberger.

'
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STATEMENT OF HON. CASPAR W. WEINBERGER, SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY
STEPHEN KURZMAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION,
DHEW; CHARLES C. EDWARDS, M.D., ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR HEALTH, DHEW; ROBERT S. STONE, M.D., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, DHEW; AND FRANK J'.
RAUSCHER, PH. D., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE,
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, DHEW
MR. WEINBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Committee.
We certainly appreciate your generous comments, Mr. Chairman,
and we are, of course, pleased to be here to testify in support of the
extension of the programs authorized. by the National Cancer Act of
1971, the authorizations for which expire on June 30 of this year.
We are glad that the hearings are being held this early in the year
so that there will be no interregnum in the program.
I would like to make a few introductory remarks. Before I do that,
I received a letter from the President late last night, and I would
like to put that in the record and read it if I might.
It is from the President, addressed to me.
[The President's letter follows:]
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Dear Cap:
It has come to my· attention that you will appear tomorrow .a_t
Senate hearings called to consider the e.~tension:·of: the Natlonal
Cancer Act of 1'971 when it expires on June 30. I waiit .you to ..
know that I strongly support an extens:.on· of this Act with whatever improvements might be made in .;:.onsultation betwe.en the
Executive Bran_ch and the Congress.
·
I continue to have strong and continuing interes.t in this program.
I remain just as conunitted to the attack on cancer as I was when
I signed the original.l.egislation on December 23, 1971. Our joint
efforts with the Congress in this area have provided an ·excelle'nt·
example of th~ ability of the Executive and Legislative Branches
to work together in dealing with a majc;ir problem.
I have followed progress on the attack. on c.ancer carefully. In
addition, I have met with Benno Schmidt and other members of
the President'~ Cancer Panel and have reviewed their report and
the report of .the National Cancer Advisory Board with great. interest. It is my feeling that consid.erable progress has been made
'in the attack on cancer in recent years and that there is rpu.ch hope
for additional knowledge tha_t can b.e developed in the future. ·
That is why I plan to ask for an .additional $100 million above last
year's request of $500 million for the expanded attack on cancer
in the budget that I will be submitting to the Congress next Monday.
I realize that this will result in spending over $415 million more
for this effort next fiacal year tha:n·was aviilable the year I took.
office, but I think the dual goals of an expanded re.seari;h .effort
to find the cauaes of cancer along· with rn:ore intensive demonstration and education p.rograms to help prevent and control cancer: ..
warrant this support.

•
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I hope you will share :my strong interest in this program with the
members 0£ the Committee and express my appreciation for their
past efiorts in enacting the National Cancer Act of 1971.

~in~e~ely,

(Af.L../~
/

Honorable Caspar Weinberger
Secretary 0£ Health, Education,.
and Welfare
Washington, D. C.
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Senator KENNEDY. I just want to say, Mr. Secretary, that that is a
splendid letter, and I think those who are concerned about this
program will be very much heartened by the President's strong
statement of support for this cause. I do not think that any of us
doubted his interest in cancer research, education, and control but I
think it is very reassuring to hear his affirmation of support.
I commend the President for making it.
Mr. WEINBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think it is indicative of the President's very strong support that
he is willing to take this rather unusual step of revealing the specific
budget request this far in advance of submission of the budget.
He was particularly anxious that this be before you today, and so I
am delighted to have the chance to present it.
Senator KENNEDY. Fine.
Mr. WEINBERGER. The administration and Congress have both been
deeply committed to the expanded cancer research program which
was augmented in December 1971, when President Nixon signed the
National Cancer Act.
Our joint efforts in these areas have indeed provided an excellent
example of the ability of the executive and legislative branches to
work together in dealing with a major problem.
Cancer, in its more than 100 forms, still constitutes a devastating
health problem for the citizens of this country and, indeed, for
mankind everywhere. Cancer continues to be the second leading
cause of death in this country and the incidence of new cases continues to increase.
Yet the outlook is improving at a steadily accelerating pace. One
out of every three persons who now have cancer can expect to be
alive 5 years after treatment.
There are 1% million Americans who have had cancer but are now
well. An additional 1 million cancer patients diagnosed and treated
in the last 5 years are expected to live to join these ranks.
Much of this progress and the hope for the future is a result of the
increased emphasis of the cancer research effort as administered by
the National Cancer Institute and the NIH, in cooperation with
many private and public groups.
This effort has a dual mission. The first is to speed the development of new know ledge by an intensive and coordinated research
effort involving the broad scope of medical, biological, chemical, and
physical sciences. The second is to demonstrate the most effective
methods for the prevention and control of cancer through dissemination and educational activities.
This demonstration of research results applies the best of our
present knowledge and will provide for the rapid application of new
information as the national cancer research effort continues to gather
momentum.
This dual approach has resulted in much progress, which has
brought us closer to the answers we need. This progress has been the
product of cooperative public and private efforts in the areas of
cancer cause and prevention, detection and diagnosis, treatment, and
rehabilitation.

j
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We do not expect that there will ever be a single cure for the many
forms of cancer. Instead, scientists and physicians are exploring all
promising avenues of research that may lead to identifying the
causes of cancer, preventing cancer whenever possible, diagnosing
cancer earlier and more accurately, and treating it more effectively.
The host of individual advances all work toward the ultimate goal
of preventing the occurrence of cancer, curing cancer when it does
occur, and restoring former cancer patients to full productive lives.
To implement these programs more effectively, the National Cancer Institute has recently undergone a major reorganization to assist
the Director in carrying out his new and additional responsibilities
as Director of the National Cancer Institute.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record a chart depicting this organization.
[The chart referred to appears as a fold-in following the last page
of this hearing record.]
Mr. WEINBERGER. I would also like to note, as the President has,
the significant budgetary increases that have been provided.
In 1971, the X ational Cancer Institute (NCI) appropriation level
was approximately $233 million. Today, the budget level has more
than doubled. The 1974 appropriation would provide up to $551 million. The President has requested an additional $100 million above
last year's request, as you have just heard, which will raise the requested level in the 1975 budget to $600 million for the cancer program.
National Cancer Institute operations are only one of the avenues
of approach. The understanding of the abnormal growth and spread
of cancer is inextricably linked to the biology of normal cells.
The National Cancer Act recognized that "the present state of our
understanding of cancer is a consequence of broad advances across
the full scope of the biomedical sciences." This ranges from the
molecular biology of genetic control to the biochemistry of cell membranes, metabolism, and immunology.
The National Institute of General Medical Sciences, the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, the National Institute
of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Digestive Diseases, along with the
National Cancer Institute and the other Institutes, are responsible
for exploring these fundamental life rrocesses through support of
basic research. These processes are stil far from being fully understood.
The administration's support of basic research was almost $400
million in 1973. That was, incidentally, an increase of about $90
million over 1969.
Interaction between scientists of the various institutes in the area
of basic biomedical research and with the scientific community at
large is intense. The clues to advances in cancer may well come from
research done and supported by other institutes just as clues to
advances in their areas of responsibility may corrie from research
done or supported by the National Cancer Institute. That is why it is
so important to maintain a close working relationship between National Cancer Institute and the other institutes.
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Increased participation in cancer research by scientists in industry
and in educational and other nonprofit institutions also has been
.
achieved as called for by the act.
In 1971, National Cancer Institute had 1,096 active grants and 252
contracts with educational and other nonprofit institutions, and there
were 139 contracts with profitmaking firms.
In 1974, the National Cancer Institute will have an estimated 1,747
grants, 753 continuing contracts and 292 new contracts.
The inrarnational scientific community has also been brought into
the cancer research effort, as called for by the act.
Research in 19 foreign countries is being supporUld by National
Cancer InstituUI.
Especially noteworthy is the broad cooperative cancer effort that
has taken root through the Joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. Health Agreement
of 1972. One result of that ag-reement is the Telex-line, which I
opened by agreement with the Soviet Minister of Health when I was
in Moscow last year. That has enabled cancer scientists in the Unirad
States and the U.S.S.R. to communicate with each other daily since
mid-October.
This system is used to exchange information on such things as
the use of drugs, the exchange of scientists, and the shipment of
materials.
I would like to describe briefly some of the accomplishments
against cancer which have been made.
1. Research results to date.
First, in the research effort there is a new emphasis on developing
treatment methods that effectively use combinations of surgery, radiation, and drug therapy.
As a result, half of those children with acute lymphocytic leukemia, a cancer of the blood, now are alive 5 years after diagnosis,
when treated aggressively with radiation and a combination of anticancer drugs. Twenty years ago, this disease struck down most of its
victims within a few months.
Radiotherapy for the early stages of Hodgkin's disease, another
cancer of the circulatory syswm, produces 5-year survival rates of
more than 90 percent. This is compared to a 68 percent survival rate
for early Hodgkin's disease 5 years ago. A four-drug combination
treatment for advanced Hodgkin's gives a 65 :percent survival rate
after 5 years, a vast improvement over the survival rate of less than
10 percent 5 years ago.
There are indications that breast cancer may yield eventually to a
combination of drugs, sur/;{ery, and radiation. Overall 5-year survival
rates for this disease, which kills more women than any other form
of cancer, have remained near 60 percent for the past two decades.
Scientists now have found significant decreases in tumor size when
advanced breast cancer patients are treated with any one of six
drugs.
Although these observations do not show any lengthening of these
patients' lives, they are essential first swps towarcf improved treatment for breast cancer in the future.
Adriamycin, another experimental drug, has been found to have
activity against a broader range of cancers than any other known
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drug. This includes breast cancer and lung cancer, the leading cancer
killer among American men, and now the third greatest cause of
cancer deaths among women as well.
Research now centers on developing less toxic forms of the promising drug.
Second, progress has been made in the early detection of cancer.
For example, x-ray examination used in combination with physical
examination in studies of mass screening for breast cancer has resulted in a one-third reduction of the death rate from that disease
over a 5-year period for the individuals in that study.
Another report in 1973 showed the value of periodic examinations
for colon-rectal cancer, the second greatest cause of cancer deaths
among both men and women.
A study was conducted of 18,000 persons over age 50 who had over
the past 25 years received periodic examinations of the lower colon,
and removal of polyps or other !?re-cancerous conditions. The rate of
colon cancer among these individuals was only 15 percent of that
expected if they had not been examined regularly.
Scientists are using immunologic techniques to detect cancerrelated chemicals, or "markers," in the blood or urine of persons with
cancer. One such marker, called carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA),
may be useful in combination with other tests for cancers of the
digestive system, particularly colon cancer.
Third, progress in understanding the causes of cancer may lead to
its prevention as well.
In this regard, the National Cancer Institute has been able to step
up its program to identify cancer-causing chemicals in the environment. Approximatel;r 445 chemicals are now being tested in 2-year
and 3-year studies with animals. The tests are underway at 20 laboratories, including the Frederick Cancer Research Center, converted by
Presidential mandate from a biological warfare center, at Fort
Detrick, )[d.
No virus has yet been found to cause human cancer, but scientists
are accumulating evidence for some type of association of several
viruses with breast cancer, leukemia, cancer of the cervix, and other
forms of cancer.
A battery of highly sensitive biochemical and immunologic tests
have been developed for this research. These tests have been used to
show that at least two suspected human cancer viruses are actually of
animal origin, important information which allows National Cancer
Institute to direct its resources elsewhere.
Finally, several totally new approaches for cancer control and
prevention may ultimately emerge from fundamental research into
the life processes of cells.
These include an artificial and potentially functioning gene which
has been synthesized for the first time. Years of further research may
lie ahead, but scientists hope artificial genes can be used to learn how
cancer starts, and how it can be stopped.
Genes direct the synthesis of enzymes that cells need to function.
There is new evidence for several enzymes that may appear only in
cancer cells. If these enzymes are essential for cancer, blocking the
enzymes may kill cancer cells while leaving normal cells unharmed.
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Turning to its second thrust, I am pleased to report that the
National Cancer Institute, working with cancer cente1 s around the
country, has posted an excellent record in delivering research results
to the people. We are doing what can be done, now, for the cancer
patient and those at risk to cancer.
Nine major medical institutions across the country have established
comprehensive cancer centers. The remaining six centers authorized
by the National Cancer Act will join these ranks by .July 1.
In addition, three pre-existing centers of comparable scope have
been strengthened. These centers engage in the full range of basic
and clinical cancer research and teaching. They demonstrate and
assist other institutions in their surrounding areas to provide the best
possible programs of cancer prevention, detection, diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation.
Cancer control activities, also called for by the National Cancer
Act, have been firmly established. This new program is speeding the
application of research advances through relatively short-term projects conducted in and out of major centers such as:
In cooperation with the American Cancer Society, 20 breast cancer
detection projects have been established throughout the country.
More than 100,000 women will be screened annually to find breast
cancers in the earliest possible state-when this leading cause of
cancer death among American women is most curable.
A network of more than 100 community hospitals is being established to demonstrate effective new treatments for acute lymphocytic
leukemia, Hodgkin's disease, and non-Hodgkin's lymphonas.
Collaboration with the HEW National Clearinghouse for Smoking
and Health is aimed at reducing the number of cancers caused by
smoking.
Several centers and hospitals are developing model cancer rehabilitation programs that can be replicated in community hospitals as
well as in the large centers for cancer care.
The National Cancer Institute also conducts and supports clinical
research involving all 36 major forms of cancer. More than 20,000
patients, 1,600 physicians, and 320 cancer centers and other hospitals
throughout the country are participating in these programs. This is
the frontline where new approaches are being tested for treating
cancer, and where results of research being done elsewhere is brought
out as soon as possible.
The bill before you would extend the appropriation authorization
in the National Cancer Act of 1971 for 3 years, raising the authorization levels to a total of $750 million in 1975, $830 million in 1976,
and $985 million in 1977.
The bill would also make certain other changes in the act. It would
remove the statutory limitation of 15 new cancer research and demonstration centers. It would raise the authorization for scientific or
expert consultants from 50 to 100. It could also expand the construction authority of the act to include construction of nonclinical basic
research facilities.
Proposals for change: The administration and this committee are,
I believe, in full accord in our commitment to maintain the momentum of the cancer research effort. It has the highest health priority in
our administration.

•
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We do disagree on certain of the specifics of the approach to be
taken. These differences arise from our need to consider it against the
background of the total resources we have for other health research
efforts and for other health programs as well.
vVe agree, as I have stated before, that the forward thrust must be
maintained and enhanced. We would, however, ask that the following changes be incorporated into S. 2893.
First, we prefer that specific authorization levels for the cancer
control pro$ram and for the remainder of the program be deleted in
favor of a smgle authorization, "such sums as may be necessary."
We. feel strongly that this language adds additional necessary
flexibility to our efforts to manage the resources available for health
programs. As noted earlier, the funding requested for fiscal year-1975
represents an increase over that appropriated in fiscal year-1974.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Secretary, what has been the reason for the
change in the administration's position 1
You did not oppose the dollar limitation in the previous legislation.
.
Mr. 1VEINBERGER. I do not recall what the position was when the
legislation was up 3 years ago. I was not here.
But I do know that recently in a wide number of fields, even
beyond health, we have taken the position that it is more flexible and
that it is always an improvement simply to authorize "the amount
that may be necessary."
The problem is, of course, that authorizations, as in this bill, when
they are in specific amounts, run 3 years ahead of the time when the
actual appropriation comes along.
vVe feel that there 1!:! no real way of knowing what amount can be
appropriated. It may well be that more is necessary than the authorization.
The other problem in other fields has been that very large authorizations have created a lot of completely unrealizable expectations.
The authorization, therefore, has a kind of unrealistic tone that may
bear no relationship to what the Appropriations Committee actually
appropriates.
Senator KENNEDY. That has not been true with this particular
program.
Mr. vVEINBERGER. No; it has not been true about this particular
program. But it may well be that more would be required in the
authorization legislation in 2 years. It may well be that that authorization level would be about what would be appropriated.
It may well be that something below that would be appropriated.
The authorization of a specific amount two, three, four, five years
ahead, we feel, is not only unrealistic but adds nothing to the
development or execution of the prog:ram. 1Ve feel it is much better
for the authorizing committee simply to say "such sums as may be
necessary," and then that would permit the actual amount at that
time to be fixed by the Appropriations Committees.
Senator KENNEDY. Then you might as well abolish the authorizing
committees. I:f your account is correct, then we are wasting our time
in holding legislative hearings. We should merely allow the Appropriations Committees to do all our work for us.
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Mr. WEINBERGER. No; I do not think that follows at all.
I think the authorizing committees have a real function to consider
the necessities, dimensions, and details of the programs.
I do think that as long as the Congress maintains the difference
between authorization and appropriation and has different committees approaching that same basic dollar amount problem, that it is a
better plan for the authorizing committees not to try to fix with any
degree of definiteness even the outside limits of the sums this far
ahead.
I am told that our request in 1971 was for the same language,
"such sums as may be necessary."
·
Senator KENNEDY. What information will the Appropriations
Committees have that we will not in order to set priorities 1
Mr. WEINBERGER. For one thing, they will have far more up-todate information. They will be considering the appropriation in the
context of the year in which the money will be asked for and spent.
We are here. this morning talking about programs 3 years disto.nt
from now, actually a little bit more than that.
Senator KENNEDY. 'What we are concerned with is overall goals.
That is the way the legislative system has worked; it permits the
appropriating committees to appropriate those funds within the context of the goals of the authorizing Committee.
Mr. WEINBERGER. My point is, Mr. Chairman, those goals cannot be
realistically set in dollar terms at this time.
For one thing, we do not know what the inflation factor will be.
We have no way of knowing whether $750 million or $850 million is
the proper outside limit for a cancer program 2 years down the road.
'\Ve do have authorization committees that are supposed to address
those more or less specific subjects at that time.
Our suggestion simply is that you allow the authorization of
enough money as may be necessary and then let the specific amounts
be set. I suggest that it could be an unwelcome limitation, or it could
be an unrealistic amount, when we try to fix it at this point this far
ahead of the actual year in which it is to be used.
Senator DOMINICK. Will the chairman yield to me~
Senator KENNEDY. Let me make a final point, and then I will
yield.
We will put in the record the authorizing figures for 1972, 1973,
and 1974. Let me assure you that should the administration feel it
needs more funding in terms of authorization or appropriation I
hope you will feel completely free to notify the members of this
committee. And I guarantee you that we will get expeditious action.
[The information referred to follows:]
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NATIONAL CANCER ACT -- FUNDING HISTORY
in millions
Authorization
Basic Program

Prevention and
Control

*

Appropriation

Authorization

20

0

30

400

378.8

500

60.0 of this total was iJnpounded by the Administration

Apprioriation

4

Auth

Approp

40

34

600

551.2
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Mr. WEINBERGER. We certainly would, Mr. Chairman.
It is our concern that there are so many other members of both

Houses involved that the delays involved in securing the increased
amounts might be unreasonably protracted.
Senator KENNEDY. "\Ve are glad you are thinking in terms of the
upper limits, rather than the lower iimits.
Senator Dominick.
Senator Do~nNICK. I have to say that this position of the administration or of your position-I do not know whether it is all administration or not-violates my fundamental principle that I have here
in Congress.
I do not know whether the amounts which Senator Kennedy has
in this bill are right or wrong. 1:Ve can find out some more of this as
testimony is given.
If you put in "such sums as may be necessary," what you are doing
is to turn over the whole authorization process to the Appropriations
Committee. You are, in fact, doing back-door spending.
We would have no idea whatsoever of the total amount of authorization in order to put it into a budgetary procedure. That has been
part of my problem with "such sums as may be necessary."
I might say, Mr. Secretary, you are not the first secretary who has
asked for this. It happened under President Kennedy and it happened under President Johnson, and I have always objected to it.
I would hate to see us go that route, I really would.
Mr. WEIXBERGER. It would not appear on the basis of these two
statements, Senator, that there is much danger of that.
Senator DoMINICK. All right.
Senator JAvrTs. ·would you yield to me a moment?
Mr. Chairman, I would like to know how the Secretary squares his
views on "such sums" with the views of the President himself.
He says, in the endorsing letter, that he is going to ask for $500
million.
Now, do you not think, Mr. Secretary, that we ought to advise the
Senate from the expertise of the authorizing committee, as we know
most about the substantive aspects of it, whether we think that sum
is right or wrong, and in order to do that, we have to express a figure
of authorization?
Otherwise, we leave absolutely, as Senator Kennedy said, to the
Appropriations Committee our function, which is to exercise expertise
respecting this particular matter.
I can understand it if you tried to make a case for "such sums
after the first year."
We have done that on occasion, although I have always sustained
Senator Dominick's position in that, and I would again, but, nonetheless, I can understand it.
'But I really do not see how you can ask us to deny to the
President the courtesy, the responsibility of our telling the Senate
that we do or do not agree with the figure that he himself said he is
going to ask for.
Mr. WEINBERGER. Senator, there are two points. First of all, the
President's letter asks for $600 million, not $500 million.
Senator JAVITS. Well, whatever the figure is.

t
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Mr. WErnllERGER. And the second point, you would not be denying
the President the courtesy of advising the Appropriations Committees of the amount involved if you put into your report that you felt
that his request was entirely appropriate.
As far as stating the appropriat10n limit for this year is concerned,
and specifying "such sums as may be necessary" for the other years, I
think that ~would be an acceptable compromise which we could work
with you to try to secure.
Senator JAvITs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEINBERGER. Contmuing with the statement, Mr. Chairman,
we do not believe that additional categorical cancer centers beyond
the 18 now established (15 new, three strengthened) should be constructed at this time.
We feel that the existing three centers, in addition to the 15
centers authorized in the act constitute an adequate and effective
demonstration effort.
All 18 will be on line this year. The National Cancer Institute
estimates that 18 centers will provide outpatient care within a 60mile range to approximately 45 percent of the U.S. population and
inpatient care within a 120-mile range to over 80 percent of the
population.
With this amount of population covered, these centers can effectively carry out an essential mission of demonstrating the best methods of cancer treatment. To support any more of these centers would
move the Federal Government dangerously close to a complete cancer-based treatment responsibility. This role would not only be an
undesirable and unnecessary one for the Federal Government, but
would create serious equity problems by providing special Federal
subsidies on a categorical basis.
· 'Ve feel that the Federal Government's resources will be used far
more appropriately and effectively against this serious health problem by concentration on research and demonstration of effective
modes of care, and then provide for the delivery of the research
results in the manner in which we are now doing.
The last two proposals in S. 2893 (to delete the words "where
appropriate" from section 407 (b) (7) and to increase the number of
experts and consultants in section 410(1) from 50 to 100) are not
needed and would not enhance the operation of the National Cancer
Institute. These proposals were suggested by an ad hoc committee
appointed by the National Cancer Advisory Board and have not
been identified by the National Cancer Institute as creating administrative problems.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, we are pleased with the progress
made by the expanded cancer research effort. We firmly support your
efforts to continue the program and, with the changes which we have
suggested, would be glad to support S. 2893.
I am accompanied this morning by Assistant Secretary K urzman
and by Doctor Edwards, Doctor Stone and Dr. Rauscher, and we would
be glad to try to answer your questions, or the questions of the
committee.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
I think there is basically a point of disagreement about whether
the centers cover the 80 percent of the people that you indicated here.
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I am going to leave that to the demographers. But as you are
aware the Cancer Institute report points out that 53 million Americans are within 60 miles of a comprehensive center, and 98 million
are within 120.
If you accept that the population is about 220 million, less than 50
percent are within reasonable access to the current number of centers
that are planned.
Your figures are different, and if you want to provide additional
information to suppnrt your contention, we will welcome it.
Mr. WEINBERGER. We can each consult our writers and find out
who is right.
Senator KENNEDY. Is it primarily then a budgetary consideration
that limits your support for additional centers?
Mr. WEINBERGER. No. I think it is more proper allocation of
resources that is involved in that. The construction of several additional centers, we do not believe, will advance the effort quite as far
as putting more money into the research and the demonstration, and
into the delivery of the research results, and even at $600 million,
some consideration has to be given to the proper way to allocate those
sums.
This represents, I believe, the consensus of view that we have been
able to establish, that 18 is a sufficient number, and will do very well
considering that there will be these additional ones on the line by
July, and that the remaining part of the resources should not go into
the construction, or that kind of thing, but should go into more of
the effort to find causes and cures and rehabilitation, and that sort of
thing.
Senator KENNEDY. Your recommendations therefore are given
within the framework of the $600 million budget figure that is being
submitted.
Is this the position of the Cancer Panel ?
Mr. WEINBERGER. Mr. Chairman, as far as I know, yes. Doctor
Rauscher is here, and he can certainly testify.
Senator KENNEDY. I understand that the Cancer Panel wanted to
eliminate the limitation on the number of centers.
Mr. WEINBERGER. They may very well have. What I was trying to
present was a consensus, the view of the Department, the National
Institutes of Health, and the National Cancer Institute, as to the best
way to allocate these resources.
Senator KENNEDY. $600 million 1
Mr. WEINBERGER. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. As I understand it therefore, with a budgetary
figure of $600 million, you would not request more .centers.
Mr. ·WEINBERGER. Well, I personally would thmk, and others are
here who can testify to that, if we do not have some kind of basic
limitation and basic plan in mind as to what you are going to do,
and if you have a completely unlimited figure, the process would
develop very shortly into something we are familiar with.
You would have a tremendous amount of pressure to have a center
in each of the various districts and States, and it would be perhaps
felt that it would have to be granted without respect to scientific needs
for that kind of expansion.
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So we believe that the number we have in place now, and the
limitation, are both desirable bases on which to operate.
Senator KENNEDY. Am I correct that if there is a scientific justification for the new centers, you have no objection to authorizing
them.
Mr. WEINBERGER. No, none whatever. We are told, and my belief
on the basis of that advice is that the 18, which we will have in place
by July, is a sufficient number at this time.
Agam, as with other matters of this kind, .if there should be any
feeling of justification for additional centers to do work that cannot be
done at the 18, we would not have the slightest hesitancy in asking,
nor would we have any problem with the resources to fund them.
This is not a matter of saving money. It is a matter of best
deployment of some very ample and substantial resources.
Senator KENNEDY. I think this is why we think it to be of great
value to hear from the panels themselves. They have considerable
expertise in this area and I think they have some definite ideas about
the potential for manpower and research in these areas. We are
obviously not interested in just authorizing money or just building
facilities.
We want to make sure that every dollar in this program is
maximized.
But I think if the case is made for justification of additional
centers by those who have a primary responsibility in advising in
this area, that will be very compelling testimony.
I think we should develop this point, and if there are any other
questions, we can have them now. I will then have other questions.
Senator Schweiker.
Senator ScHWEIKER. The point I want to discuss with the Secretary relates to the $100 million increase for cancer, which I am
pleased to see. I am glad to see the administration has upped the
commitment.
I guess my question is, will this be totally new money? We will not
be taking it from the other National Institutes of Health, and giving
it to cancer?
I, unlike some of my colleagues here, wear two hats, being on the
Appropriations Committee and the Health Subcommittee. I am delighted to hear the Secretary's opinion of the professional skill of the
Appropriations Committee.
One of the problems we ran into last fiscal year was that ~ith the
exception of increases in heart and cancer, all the other Institutes of
Health decreased from what was spent the year before, and also from
what Congress had appropriated.
So I guess my key question is, is the $100 million going to represent another readjustment whereby the Institutes other than, say,
heart and cancer are going to take a cutback from the new 1974
HEW appropriation that just passed, or is this going to really be
new money?
Mr. WEINBERGER. A quick answer to your question is, no, it is not
being taken from other Institutes. There will be, I think-I do not
have the authority this morning to reveal more than the budget
request for the Cancer Institute-but I think you will find when the
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budget is delivered to the Congress next Monday, I believe, that you
will be, I hope, pleased and reassured on that point.
You do, however, make an important point that we have to keep
in mind, and that I know you do, as a member of the Appropriations
Committee, and that is that there are a great many other Governmental activities many of them have very high importance, also,
although cancer does have the highest health priority of the administration.
As is the case with the appropriations for this particular item, the
appropriations that we could make for all the other activities in the
Government, is finite and limited.
So all of these things have to be considered against the overall
background and overall total.
There is another programmatic reason for doing that. That is, the
work that is done in the National Cancer Institute is not only of
benefit in trying to eliminate cancer, it has a very important carryover to the work that is done in the Heart Institute, and in many
others.
·whenever we study the circulation of the blood in the Heart
Institute, it is bound to be some help to the people primarily
interested in cancer.
When the cancer people study cellular structure, that too has some
carryover for other people in other disciplines.
We have to consider the health program of the Government as a
whole, and we do have to have in mind that when we ask for a very
substantial sum for cancer, that is fully, we think, and compleroly
justified.
We also think that it can be reflected in some of the results that
may well benefit people working in other diseases and in other fields,
and exactly the same thing happens in reverse when we ask for very
substantial sums which we will ask for for the heart research effort,
some of that inevitably, perhaps indirectly, sometimes directly, will
benefit the cancer effort.
Putting strict boundary lines around these dollar and cents figures
is not accuraw.
.
But to answer your question, no, the increased reguest for the
Cancer Institute will not cause a reduction in other Institutes. It does
not change basically the overall requirement that we have to look at
the entire health program for the Federal Government, for the
nation, and we do ultimately have to look at all the available areas
for the deployment of the total Federal resources.
Senator SCHWEIKER. As I understand what you are saying, it is
that the $100 million increase will not be at the expense of the other
Institutes i
Mr. ·WEINBERGER. I think that is perfectly correct, yes, sir.
Senator KENNNEDY. Senator Javits.
Senator J AVITS. Just one q_uestion.
I have already asked the principal question.
Mr. Secretary, the panel which is headed by the distinguished New
Yorker, who Senator Kennedy and I had the honor of bringing into
this effort-and the country has been blessed for it-Benno Schmidt,
is the Chairman of the President's Cancer Panel.
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Now, you are the President's department. The panel recommends
this bill to us, including a number of things that you oppose.
"\Vhat is the administration's policy on this matter? Who makes it?
Mr. WEINBERGER. Senator, I will not say you will have to accept,
but I will say you can accept the presentation made this morning as
reflecting administration policy.
1Ve have, at last count, something under 370 advisory committees.
\Ve used to have 490, or something, and they all do very valuable and
useful work, and I certainly share with you the high opinion you
have expressed of Benno Schmidt.
The minot changes, as I see them, that are recommended in the bill
that we have presented this morning, represent administration poli(y
and the administration request for changes in this bill.
You will undoubtedly have many citizens from many other groups,
some of them as Government advisory groups, some of them nonGovernmental groups, who may suggest other changes, or may suggest leaving the bill alone.
I feel confident in stating to you that the changes we have requested are changes requested by the administration, just as I felt
confident in reading the President's letter to you this morning.
Senator JAvITs. Mr. Secretary, the reason for my question is that
this-I think I recall the situat10n correctly-is a different situation.
We do have a National Cancer Advisory Board in this field. \Ve also
have the President's Panel.
The President's Panel-and I as one of the conferees-was expressly designed to exercise influence on the administration, the
Presidency, with respect to this high priority crash program, which
was the reason for the whole exercise.
I would have thought that the panel, as distinguished from the
Advisory Board or the Department, would express administration
policy. But it is 11 fact that this Panel is another level not normally
present. It is a fact, also, that I would assume the independence of
the Panel, and therefore, conceivably it could make a recommendation which the administration, through you-and I do not challenge
your authority in any way-might not particularly agree with.
But do you not think, Mr. Secretary, that we would then have a
right to inquire of the Panel what is really its :function, if it is
nothing but a supervisory committee, since we have an Advisory
Board.
Could you tell us, therefore, as a corollary question, whether you
think the panel should be preserved; and i:f so, why? What does it do
that is different from the Advisory Board, in your opinion~
Mr. WEINBERGER. Well, Senator, the Panel does have a special
function, and we, by working with them, and working with the
National Cancer Institute, have evolved what we consider to be a
satisfactory and very good working relationship that because o:f the
good will of various individuals involved does seem to be working
well at this point.
As far as their special function is concerned, it is set forth in the
conference report, and the statute, and I would not wish to either
challenge it or to characterize it, but to simply allow it to speak for
itself.
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Senator JAvrTs. I will pass now, because I do not have the recital
before me, but I think we ought to read into the record what the
Advisory Panel does, and really test out whether that function is not
duplicative of the Advisory Board.
Do you have it in front of you 1
Mr. WEINBERGER. I have the language, yes, sir.
It says that the panel shall monitor the development and execution
of the national cancer program under this section, and shall report
directly to the President. Any delays or blockages of the execution of
the program shall immediately be brought to the attention of the
President.
The panel should submit to the President eriodic progress reports
on the program, annually, an evaluation o the efficacy of the program, and suggestions for improvements, and shall submit such other
reports as the President shall direct.
At the request of the President it shall submit for his consideration
a list of names of persons for consideration for appointment as the
Director of the National Cancer Institute.
In other words, Senator, I think the characterization I made
earlier is basically accurate that the President receives recommendations and suggestions from him. He receives them from many people.
He embodies these recommendations in his decisions, and in authorizing us to present his recommendations with respect to the legislation
and his budget request.
Senator JAVITS. This is, however, a unique function in Advisory
Boards throu~hout the Department. To pinpoint this, would you say
it is fair that it has three major functions1
One, to monitor the operations, both of the Department and of the
Advisory Board?
In other words, it goes both below and above~
Mr. WEINBERGER. It says, "Shall monitor the development and
execution of the National Cancer Program."
I suppose to the extent that the Advisory Board is considered part
of the program, yes.
Senator JAvrTs. It goes below the Advisory Board and above the
Department.
Secondly, to submit names for top man in the effort.
Mr. WEINBERGER. Right.
Senator JAvrrs. Third, to submit such other recommendations and
ideas as its work in one and two may dictate?
Mr. WEINBERGER. To the President, yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Then the President may propose, or dispose~
Mr. WEINBERGER. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. Do you favor now that as we have defined it-and
you do have this difference-I do not think it is a very deep difference, but it is a difference between the administration and the
panel-do you favor the continuation of the panel, feeling that in
this case because of the crash nature of the program, this kind of a
special agency is necessary~
Mr. WEINBERGER. 'Vell, Senator, I have, as far as this morning is
~oncerned, I have no suggestions to make for organizational or
structural changes in the cancer program.
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As I say, I think it is working well, because there are many men of
good will at all levels involved in it. I think if men of good will want
to achieve a good result, they can overcome any organizational problems, or indeed, any organizational structure.
I would not have any recommendations to the committee to make
this morning, because when the thing is working well, I do not feel
any doctrinaire necessity to recommend changes.
Senator JAVITS. You do imply some doubts about the organizational structure.
Mr. WEINBERGER.. I thought I was very careful not to say so.
Senator JAVITS. You do not wish to imply that1 You are satisfied
with it iust as it is~
·
Mr. WEINBERGER. I thought the statement I made was one that I
wanted to have in the record, Senator.
Senator JAVITS. Good. I am asking you another question.
Flatly, directly, are you satisfied with it as it is j
Mr. WEINBERGER. I am satisfied with the way it is working now,
because as I say, men of good will who want it to work are addressing themselves assiduously to that. I judge things by how well they
are working. This one at the moment is working very well. I have no
recommendations as a result to make to the committee on organizational or structural changes.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you.
Senator DOMINICK. Mr. Secretary, I have received information,
and I just want to verify this one way or another, that NIH at the
moment has received and approved more planning grants than funds
are available.
In fundin~ plans for the centers, they will have to establish some
more priorities, unless more funds are available.
Would additional funds coming in, if this is true, be available for
planning grants, as well as the actual support of centers when they
are finally approved 1
Mr. WEINBERGER. In the proposed budget for 1975, Senator, we
would have an increased amount recommended for the Cancer Centers support. We do feel that the 18 that will be on the line by July 1
is an adequate amount, and if I. had more money available in the
budget, I would not recommend that more be deployed for bringing
onto line more than the 18 centers.
I have no doubt at all that there are, and always will be, a great
many more applications than fonds, but I suggest that the existence
of an application on file does not automatically establish the need.
Senator DoMINICK. I understand that. I am not being critical.
What I am saying is that we are referring here to money for
planning grants which have been approved. If you have got a
planning grant which has been approved, and the funds have not
been available to go forward with planning, there is a little problem
there.
Mr. WEINBERGER. The 1975 budget will contain an increase for
virtually every item, including planning grants, as I understand it,
and for that reason there would be more funds available for planning grants in 1975 than in fiscal year 1974.
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Senator DOMINICK. That is what I wanted to find out.
Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Beall.
Senator BEALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do not want to belabor the point, but Senator Schweiker brought
up a matter of some interest to me. I think we are all naturally
pleased to have the emphasis placed on cancer and the heart.
Obviously, the devastation caused, particularly by cancer, is something that needs national attention.
I saw some statistics recently that indicate that since the year 1968
through this past fiscal year the total obligations to the National
Institutes of Health have increased by 41 percent. But if you take, or
exclude the money, the obligations for cancer and heart institutes,
the total obligations for the other institutes collectively have increased only 3 percent.
As a matter of fact, if you include a 5 percent inflation factor, the
total obligation for those Institutes have actually decreased by 24
percent.
This would seem to indicate to me that there is a major change in
emphasis toward cancer and heart. I am not complaining about the
emphasis, but I am wondering if this is not really at the expense of
some of the other Institutes.
There has been a 24 percent decrease for some of the other Institutes-Mr. WEINBERGER. I do not believe there has been a decrease at all. I
think there ha£ been a leveling off. I think this is the inevitable
result of an activity that had previously had a growth rate of
approximately that of the Japanese economy, something in excess of
25 percent each year for many years, inevitably any such activity is
going to have to level out.
The specific question that Senator Schweiker addressed to me is
with respect to the 1975 budget and my response to him was that the
addition for cancer did not disrupt or lower the planned requests for
the other Institutes. and that is an accurate answer.
But the question 'you address is whether all the other Institutes of
the National Institutes of Health should increase at the same steady
rate of progression that has been the case in the past, and I suppose
that the administration's answer to that simply is that the total
funds overall, governmentwide, given the uncontrollability of so
!Ilany other programs are just not available for that kind of an
increase.
On the other hand, I do think that the point I made a moment ago
is a valid one, and that is that work done in arthritis, work done in
heart, work done in cancer, has a carryover effect back and forth
to all of the Institutes and the national health effort, and that we
should not ignore that, nor should we feel that simply because cancer
is the highest priority, and heart is the second highest priority of the
administration, that the work done in those fields is of no benefit to
the health of the Nation generally.
I think it is tremendously beneficial, even though it may not be
directly involved in additional work on, let us say, arthritis or
general medicine, or some of the other aspects of the Institute's work.
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Senator BEALL. I am not disputing that statement, I am in general
agreement on it. I am not even suggesting by the question that the
other Institutes should increase at the same rate they have been
increasing in previous years.
But maybe because the NIH headquarters is in my own State, I
have received more mail concerning this installation than others would,
but I continue to get letters from people who are employed there in
research capacities showing some concern about the way decisions are
being made, and where emphasis is being placed.
You cannot help but notice when people like the Assistant Director, who recently resigned, indicated in his statement that the effectiveness of the Institute is being impaired, or that there is an atmosphere of despair around - I am wondering if this does not relate to
the way the money is being spent at the Institute i
Mr. WEINBERGER. Senator, I would strongly dispute that, and even
more strongly disagree with the resigned former Deputy Director.
I do not think there is any connection whatever between the two. It
is unquestionably true that a person who works in a particular field,
and who has no responsibility, or indeed knowledge, or willingness to
'examine the overail problem of the health picture, or of the entire
governmental structure would feel aggrieved if his particular specialty
is not increased by the amount that he would like.
As you know, from your years of service, there is never a request
that can· be honored in full. Every request is always heavily inflated,
and the ultimate result is something that the process, Congress and
the executive branch, working together, ultimately resolve.
Inevitably, in our kind of government, it is going to be something
that leaves everybody less than satisfied. I would not be surprised if
there are some cancer people who wanted a lot more than $600 million.
I would not be surprised if there were some heart people who want
a lot more for the budget request for them in 1975.
Certainly it is true of every form of governmental activity with
which I have ever been associated, that the initial request was always
higher than the amount that can be allotted.
I do not think there is any basis for despair, or outrage, or the
other common words that are used so freely.
The NIH is not in my own State. But I get a lot of mail from it,
too, and I sense a very improved spirit.
Dr. Stone is here, and Dr. Rauscher is here. We would be delighted
to have either or both of them respond to this question about the general attitude out there.
I think that. the work that is being done there is enormously
important. It is extremely vital that we fund it at the very high level
that we are funding it, and that we continue to fund it.
And the increases that will be requested in 1975, they will not be as
much as people intimately concerned with individual details of each
Institute would like to have, but that is inevitable, and I think is a
permanent condition.
Senator BEALL. While I would like to pursue the funding and
other policies, I will not do it today. But we are here on a specific
matter, and I would like to pursue this. I want you to know that I
plan soon to go out to the Institute and see for myself, firsthand,
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what is going on, and get some feel for the feeling of the people
there.
Let me ask one other question on another subjecL
You have the authority to carry over funds from one year to another, don't you i
Mr. WEINBERGER. Depending on the language in the appropriation
bill, but the answer generally is yes.
Senator BEALL. You generally do have that authority~
Mr. WEINBERGER. Yes. One full year is carried over to the end of
the Appropriation Act.
Senator BEALL. A researcher then is not compelled to spend all of
his grant in the year in which he gets it~
Mr. WEINBERGER. No. We think it is very important that he not be.
Again, we do not think we should measure results by total amount
spent in any 1 year.
Senator BEALL. I agree with that.
We ran into a similar problem in education, and we came up with
a provision for carryover.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. I had a chance to peruse the statement of the
Secretary, and there is one subject that is of particular interest to me,
a matter which was enacted into law, and that is the provision in the
Cancer Act, saying that the NCI shall "collect, analyze, and disseminate all data useful in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment
of cancer, including the establishment of an International Cancer
Research Data Bank, to collect, catalogue, store, and disseminate
insofar as feasible the results of cancer research undertaken in any
country for the use of any person involved in cancer research in any
country."
The purpose here, as you may recall, was to reflect that we do not
have a monopoly on all medical knowledge. Many of the same
experiments may be run in Russia, Germany, Britain, France, Japan, and other technologically advanced nat10ns, and some of these
experiments may produce useful information.
If we knew about them, we would save time here, and some
failures. Some tests may have been run there, and by not knowing
about it, we may run through the same tests here.
I am very distressed to find very little real movement along the
systems approach for building international data research banks.
The only reference in your statement was on page 6, when you
mentioned the Telex line between the United States and the Soviet
Union.
I was wondering if you could tell our subcommittee, first, why
there has been no substantive movement in the direction which you
were mandated to follow; and, second, what your plans are for
fulfilling this mandate~
Mr. WEINBERGER. Senator, I would dispute strongly your assumption that there has been no progress, or there has been no carrying
out of this mandate. There has been a very substantial carrying out
of this mandate.
I had the opportunity this summer, when I was in the Soviet
Union, to examme fairly thoroughly a lot of the cancer efforts in
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Soviet Russia. They are substantial, and they are very closely correlated with the efforts in our country, as is the case in many other
countries where this important work is going forward.
We mentioned the Telex line, because that was a matter of agreement between the two governments, and one of the reasons they wanted
to have it was so that there would be a much more rapid exchange of
data than would otherwise be the C'ase.
Otherwise, if it was stored in some computers, and printouts made
eventually, and computer capability there is not equivalent to ours, so
that you would have a much slower exchange of information.
We are carrying out the mandate of the act. We are exchanging
both informat10n and scientists, and actual samples of tissue and
drugs, and we are doing it with a number of countries.
I think the assumption, or the statement that we are not carrying
out the ntandate in this connection is quite unwarranted.
There are others here who can testify in more detail perhaps to it,
but we recognize fully the work that is done there, just as those
countries recognize the importance of the work done in this country.
They are very eager to have an exchange. They are doing that. We
also have efforts underway to improve the exchangeability of the
information that is gathered at the National Library of Medicine
with a number of countries.
In all of these ways the mandate of the act is being carried out.
The fact that there may not be a separate building, with a label on it,
headed the International Cancer Research Data Bank, should not be
taken as any kind of indication that we are not aware of, or do not
support the necessity of exchange of information with all these other
countries that are also doing very valuable work, and who want the
information about the work we are doing.
Senator PELL. Well, what you have described so far is an extension
of what we were doing before.
I have yet to hear from you about the system's center.
As you look at the legislative background of this amendment, the
statements of Mr. Schmidt, and the advisory committee of the council that he headed, you will see my statement stands. As you say,
naturally, when you travel, there is an exchange of documents and
information and always has been, but what we are talking about is a
single systems center where all these tests are run into a computer
and where you have the universities, our own hospitals, and our own
research people here with data systems that can feed into a tube and
find out what has been run before and what has not, and in this
particular regard, the establishment of an international cancer research data bank, no progress has been made whatsoever.
Mr. ·WEINBERGER. I think that is not correct. There has been great
progress made, Senator, and my understanding is that our data
center in this country is the National Cancer Institute and it exchanges information which it gathers through its Registry and others
around the country with information that is gathered similarly from
the Institute of Oncology in Moscow.
Dr. Rauscher may want to develop that further and also Dr.
Edwards.
The structure of the act is being carried out.
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Senator PELL. As you look back on the hearings we had and the
discussions the idea was to tie it into a computer so the man in
Chicago can press his buttons there and get back what the results
were m Russia or Germany and there has been no move in that
direction; am I correct~
Dr. RAUSCHER. Senator, let me speak to that.
No. There has been a great deal of new activity in this area. One
of the first activities that was conducted was to determine where data
banks already existed not only in this country but in the world.
The idea there, of course, was trying to take advantage of thins-s
already developed. This has been done. I can identify three m
France, Germany, and England.
The Secretary has already commented about the data system in the
Soviet Union.
"What we are trying to do is develop a data system where we can
get data out of each of these in a very convenient and time saving
way.
The other new activity as an example is our support of the International Agency for Research on Cancer in France to serve literally
as a world repository.
Now, this is brand new and a very important component of the
International Cancer Research Data Ilank.
In this country, the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda serves
as the major quarterback, if yon wilt for all these data systl'ms.
There are other principal components of this, however. For instance we have private studies going on now in the Pacific Northwest
Center, in the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center, as well as another
one for the Rocky .Mountain area centered in Denver whereby all
available information that can be of benefit to any physician is now
being put not only on tape but already being stored in computers.
Another component of this has to do with the dial access system. A
member for instance of the President's Cancer Panel, Dr. Lee Clark,
has been very much interested in this and has developed a system as
have others in the country whereby physicians can call and find out
what is the latest mode of treatment or the best ml'thod of treatment
for a particular cancer.
This is followed up within 24 hours with a written printout to that
physician. These are all components of the data bank. They are all
new components that were initiated really since the passage of this
act and a great deal of activity has been going on. .
.
Senator PELL. To be specific, can Dr. DeBakey m Texas ask his
computer has such and such an experiment been run in the Soviet
Union from your data bank 1
I do not think that is possible. Can you do that 1
Dr. RAUSCHER. Not yet in that way. He can still get the information by calling us at the Cancer Institute to find out if that experiment has been performed.
Mr. WEIXBERGER. In Dr. Dellakey's case he would be able to get it
more dirl'ctly because he is involved with Dr. Pctrovsky, the MinistC'r
of Health in the Soviet Union working on this joint authorship and
he has a very direct opportunity to communicate and would be
perfectly authorized to use our Telex for information of that kind.
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Senator PELL. ·when do you believe you will have, at the rate you
are moving now, a true international cancer research data bank to
collect, catalog, store, and disseminate information 1
Mr. ·WEINBERGER. A great deal will depend on the progress made in
other countries.
This does not depend on our own technology alone.
Dr. Rauscher may have an exact time estimate. But a great deal
depends on how rapidly they advance their mvn techniques and their
ability to collect and centralize the information done in their countries and place it on the computer.
Senator PELL. "When do you think you will have such a data bank
just for ourselves in the United States1
Dr. R,1.rsCHER. I think we have a data bank at the present time for
the United States.
There really is no trouble getting the kind of information which is
very expensive. Most scientists tell me they have enough information
now.
Senator PELL. When do you think this system will be related to the
other countries in the world ~
Dr. RAUSCHER. I think for the Soviet Union we are progressing
very rapidly and to be specific within the next 8 to 10 months.
Senator PELL. How about Germany, France, and Great Britain?
Dr. RAFSCIIER. France is about 50 percent. Again, to be precise.
there is a Jong way to go between the United States and France.
"\Ve have just signed an agreement also with the Japanese. Our
second meetmg will be held this spring again with the idea of
getting the Japanese data plugged into the international data bank.
Senator PELL. 1Vill this be done by computer, and not just by
typing a letter?
Dr. RAUSCHER. It will be done through a Telex system with computer storage data.
The computer is the only way to do this, of course. It is the major
way.
Senator PELL. The major way?
Dr. RAUSCHER. Yes, it is.
Senator PELL. And you say that within 2 years we will have a true
international data bank established?
Dr. RAUSCHER. I think we already haw some major components of
the international data bank.
In terms of the complete collection, analysis, dissemination of data,
this is a matter of 2, 3, or 5 years.
·
Senator PELL. I still do not understand clearly what you are
saying.
"When will we be able to acquire information about a serious
experiment that has been done and is being run through in Germany,
and know if it is a failure or success?
"\\"'hen will that be able to hr retriewd immediately?
Mr. WEINBERGER. 1Ve can do that now. It is a question first of all
whether every doctor in this country is going to be equipped with a
computer in his own office. If you want to know the results of an
experiment in Germany we are perfectly equipped to get that information back from Germany to the doctor who makes his request to
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the Institute somewhere in the neighborhood of 24 hours, or maybe
48 hours, depending on how rapidly they can get the answer in
Germany.
The centralized points of inquiry and distribution information are
established, for the most part.
We can go back this afternoon and tap out a message on the Telex
and inquire of the results of some experiment involving some powerful chemotherapy in Russia and if they have the information, it will
come back in this afternoon and we can pass it on to Texas, Rhode
Island, or wherever the particular doctor is who wants to know. But
the ultimate link of a doctor sitting in his office in San Francisco
and typing out something and getting an immediate answer back
from Moscow is probably a few years off mostly because a great
many doctors in San Francisco are not going to have computers in
their offices, but the ability to get that kind of an answer in a very
short time is there now for the most part and to a great extent it will
depend on the ability of the foreign countries with whom we are
dealing to collect the information internationally themselves.
In Russia, as Dr. Rauscher has said, the system is very more centralized, and they are able to get that kind of information very quickly.
They do not have a voluntary system and can get it very rapidly.
Senator PELL. Who is the Chairman or Director of your International Data Research Bank now?
Mr. WEINBERGER. Where, here?
Dr. RAUSCHER. He is an Associate Director of the ~ational Cancer Institute, Dr. O'Conor. He is a pathologist and ·an expert in international cancer activities.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Perhaps we could get a report from him along
the lines of Senator Pell's inquiry to give us a detailed memorandum
as to exactly what is being done, if that is agreeable.
Senator PELL. That will be fine, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEINBERGER. The President's panel has noted some very flattering aspects of the work also.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Taft?
Senator TAFT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One of the bases on which the legislation we are discussing this
morning was set up was a feeling of mine and I think a feeling of
many other Senators that its purposes were several. One was to
assure a constituency to direct attention to the point of view of
getting assurance of continued, adequate financing and an increase
in financing if necessary, to bring about effective research. And we
seem to have more or less mo.ved on that objective and where we find
ourselves this morning bears out the wisdom of that decision.
It was also a theory that this setting up of a separate institute was
the most effective way of assuring maximum progress in research in
cancer.
I have heard criticisms of that decision and questioning as to
whether or not that actually has occurred as a result of the approach
that we took, the setting up of a separate National Cancer Institute.
What I would really like to ask is just one basic question-Is the
approach that we have taken of setting up the National Cancer
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Inst~tute adequatelJ: interdisciplinary to assure that we are making

•

maximum progress m research m cancer i
And, secondly, are we getting the maximum benefit from that
research in noncancer-related diseases, as well?
Mr. 'VEINBERGER. Senator, I think you put your finger on a very
important point in asking an extremely important question, and I
would answer it by sayin~ I believe that the work of the National
Cancer Institute is interdisciplinary primarily because of the good
will of the numbers of people who are participating in it.
I think the organizational structure if it were replicated throughout the entire Government would have obvious disadvantages and
would tend to compartmentalize everything and prevent an overall
examination of the related aspects of a lot of the work that we are
trying to do, not only in health but elsewhere.
It is certainly enough emphasizing and underlying the importance
and priority which the administration and the Congress attaches,
and properly so, to cancer. But it is quite possible that if it were not
being run under this pattern and this organizational structure by
men of good will who want to agree and who want t-0 work out
results and who want not t-0 have isolation result from this kind of
organizational structure that we might be running into those dangers.
However, I think it is quite correct to say that one of our major thrusts
with respect to the National Institutes of Health has been to assure
that the work is entirell interdisciplinary.
Mr. Chairman, that is one of the reasons it is so important to have
the entire research effort under general overall direction and supervision and management of the Institute.
Dr. St-One is here and can testify as to our own desires that that
happen and that there be proper carryover.
As to the way in which he tries to assure that that does happen,
and I think it is happening with respect to cancer and the work of
the National Cancer Institute, and I think the fact that it is a very
real tribute to the people involved on all aspects of this, maybe Dr.
Stone would like to add a word or two.
Dr. STONE. Senator, I would only supplement the Secretary's remarks in one regard, and that is I am extremely pleased that the
administration has taken this opportunity to make a very strong
statement on behalf of basic medical research.
That is the source of information for all of the Institutes and that
has a kind of compatibility, a kind of interchangeability, a kind of
diffusion that occurs regardless of institutional boundaries.
As long as we put great effort into that basic medical research I
think we are safe.
Mr. WEINBERGER. I would like to emphasize, Senator, that we do
plan and are planning to put a great effort into basic medical
:research.
"\Ve believe it is proper to have a balance between that and research
that is specifically focused on trying to develop particular needs and
things of that kind.
We have not the slightest intention of reducing or eliminating or
in any way weakening any basic research thrust sponsored by the
Federal Government.
Senator TAFT. Thank you, very much.
I gather that the answer is, it is something that appears to be
satisfactory at the moment but should continue t-0 be monitored.
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Mr. WEINBERGER. Yes, that is the gist of the answer I tried to give
to Senator Javits and that is my feelmg.
Senator KENNEDY. I have some questions for Dr. Rauscher.
Has your budget channel procedure worked well?
Dr. RAUSCHER. It has worked very well, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. And you have submitted your budget directly to
the White House and gotten your funds from OMB directly?
Dr. RAUSCHER. 'Ve submit our funds directly to the Office of
Management and Budget with concurrent copies to Dr. Stone and to
the Department.
That has worked verv well.
Senator KENNEDY. How many personnel positions have yon requested in order to fill out your mandate in the cancer program?
Dr. RAUSCHER. I have been very concerned about the availability of
an adequate manpower base to effectively manage the dollars we
are getting into cancer all over the country and have requested
additional positions from the Office of Management and Budget with
support from the Department.
I am very pleased to say quite recently we did receive an additional number of positions.
Senator KENNEDY. How many did you request?
Dr. RAUSCHER. I requested a minimum of 109 positions.
Senator KENNEDY. When did you make that request?
Dr. RAUSCHER. About a month ago.
Senator KENNEDY. And how many have your received?
Dr. RAUSCHER. We will be -authorized, it is my understanding, to
recruit virtually up to that level over a 2 fiscal year period beginning
with this fiscal year.
I do not know what the exact distribution will be in 1974 and 1975,
yet.
Senator KENNEDY. You had requested for just 1 year and now you
will be able to get the full complement over a 2-year period?
Dr. RAUSCHER. ::\fy major concern \Vas to have as many positions as
we needed as a minimum right now and I think we will get them.
I have been told that these positions are up and forthcoming.
Senator KENNEDY. Who has told you thatl
Dr. RAUSCHER. This is word from the Under Secretary and from
the Assistant Secretary as well as from OMB.
Mr. WEINBERGER. I can confirm that.
Senator KENNEDY. That they will get those positions?
Mr. rVEINBERGER. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Secretary, if this direct budgeting process
appears to have worked so well in regard to cancer, why not develop
a similar system for the rest of NIH to guard against what has been
I think the legitimate concern of Senator Schweiker, Senator Pell,
and a number of us over a period of time; that is, the cutting back of
the other Institutes.
Mr. 'VEIXBERGER. Senator, that is a system that can only work
when there is no concern whatever about the total expenditures each
year of the Government.
Senator KENNEDY. I do not think that is very responsive.
Do you want the record to reflect that answer as a response?

•

•
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Mr. WEINBERGER. It cannot be more responsive or specific than
that. You cannot have that kind of system unless you have no
concern about the overall total that the Government spends.
If you have any concern about that and its effect on the inflation
and the tax burden people have to have, then you have to have some
overall consideration of the total requests. And those I think have to
initiate generally with the departments that are most concerned with
those activities. Otherwise, you have something like 1,500 or 1,800
separate units going in with their own separate budget and I do not
think that kind of system would work.
'\Ve have tried it on a much smaller scale prior to 1921 and ever
since then the feeling has been that we needed some kind of overall
approach .
It is actually the system that has produced an increase in the NIH
budgeting from something under $5 million to about $2 billion now.
It has not worked in all that restrictive a fashion but it does have
to have I think some kind of overall examination and otherwise each
individual program, each individual Institute, the person who felt he
was not getting all he felt he was entitled to would run this independent route and we would have quite a problem.
Senator KENNEDY. Any Institute staff would obviously have to
justify such a request. ·why would you not expect them to adopt a
responsible attitude?
Mr. WEINBERGER. It is a question of whom are they going to justify
it to and what would be the criteria used.
Generally speaking among people who are primarily interested,
and I do not say it critically, people with primary interest justify it by saying they need it and they do not have an independent examination made of their need measured against a total background of availability of resources. And if, ns I say, there is no
concern whatever about the overall total that the Government
spends, then it is a system that conceivably could work, that you just
add up a list of demands, but it is not a system that can work where
you have to have some concern as to what the Government spends or
the people pay 1in taxes or the effect on the economy, etc.
Senator KENNEDY. Of course, OMB would still be available to
exercise some judgment.
Mr. WErnBERGER. Well, they are fairly heavily burdened now and
if there is no screening in advance of OMB I would think the protest
against OMB would rise to such a pitch of volume that they would
be abolished within 6 months.
Senator KENNEDY. To some that might appear desirable.
Mr. 1VErXBERGER. To some that is a temptation but I do not hold it
out to you as a hope.
I thmk you would find the tax rate would be completely insupportable, partfoularly for the elected officials, and you just could not have
that kind of system and expect to have any kind of built-in self
restraints.
Senator KEXXEDY. I think you would be surprised at the number
of Americans who would be willing to pay more taxes if more money
were to go to improved health care.
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Mr. WEINBERGER. One question to be answered is, what are they
getting for that money~ And that is not showing them vastly increased totals each year without substantial improvements in results
and I do not think that would satisfy very many of them. I do not
think they would gladly bear this increased burden.
Senator KENNEDY. I think indications from the public over any
period of time have shown strong support for allocating additional
funds for these kinds of health programs. Obviously we are not
suggesting the open-endedness you inferred in response to my '1.uestion, but I think the American people would like to see these kinds
of programs developed, and I think the American people would
support additional allocations to do so.
Mr. WEINBERGER. What we are really talking about is the President's request, the administration's request of the Congress.
There is, as you know, nothing that prevents the Congress from
adding to a Presidential request.
·what we are talking about is the mechanics of preparing and
organizing and considering the President's overall request for the
Government as a whole, and if the Congress has different ideas as to
the proper priorities, they have certainly not hesitated to exercise
those in the past and I am sure would again.
I do not see any way in which you could apply this particular
organizational structure to the Government as a whole and I think
you would have very serious problems if you did it.
Indeed, it was those very problems when the Government was
much smaller that led to the creation of the Budget and Accounting
Act of 1921.
Senator KENNEDY. Excuse me, Mr. Secretary, I was not talking of
the Government 11s a whole but of the National Institutes of Health.
Mr. WEI}o,"""BERGER. There is every reason to believe that the precedent that would be established and extended and carried out because
your very understandable and proper interest in health was replicated by your colleagues in every other field in which the Government is interested and I see no way in which we could present any
logical arguments against doing the same thing in education or in
welfare or in the environment or any one of a number of different
fields.
[The prepared statement of Oaspar .1Veinberger follows:]

•
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I am pleased to be here to testify in support of the
extension of the programs authorized by the National Cancer
Act of 1971, the authorizations for which expire on June 30th
of this year.

•

I would first, however, like to make a few introductory
remarks, followed by a brief summary of progress since
passage of the Act.

Introduction
The Administration and Congress have both been deeply committed to the expanded cancer research progr'3Jll which was
augmented in December 1971 when President Nixon signed the
National Cancer Act.

Our joint efforts in these areas have

indeed provided an excellent example of the ability of the
Executive and Legislative branches to work together in dealing with a major problem.

Cancer, in its more than 100 forms, still constitutes a
devastating health problem for the citizens of this country
and, indeed, for mankind everywhere.

Cancer continues to
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be the second leading cause of death in this country and
the incidence of new cases continues to increase.

Yet the outlook is improving at a steadily accelerating
pace.

One out of every three persons who now have cancer

can expect to be alive five years after treatment.

There

are one and a half million Americans who have had cancer
but are now well.

•

An additional one million cancer patients

diagnosed and treated in the last five years are expected
to live to join these ranks.

Much of this progress and the hope for the future is a re·sult of the increased emphasis of the cancer research effort
as administered by the NCI

~nd

many private and public groups.
sion.

the NIH, in cooperation with
This effort has a dual mis-

The first is to speed the development of new knowledge

by an intensive and coordinated research effort involving
the broad scope of medical, biological, chemical 1 and physical
sciences.

The second is to demonstrate the most effective

methods for the prevention and control of cancer through dissemination and educational activities.

•

This demonstration of

research results applies the best of our present knowledge
and will provide for the rapid application of new information
as the national cancer research effort continues to gather
momentum.

- 2 -
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Progress
This dual approach has resulted in much progress, which
has brought us closer to the answers we need.

This progress

has been the product of cooperative public and private efforts in the areas of cancer cause and prevention, detection

•

and diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation,

We do not expect that there will ever be a single cure for
the many forms of cancer,

Instead, scientists and physicians

are exploring all promising avenues of research that may lead
to identifying the causes of cancer, preventing cancer whenever possible, diagnosing cancer earlier and more accurately,
and treating it more effectively.

The host of individual

advances all work toward the ultimate goal

o=

preventing the

occurrence of cancer, curing cancer when it does occur, and
restoring former cancer patients to full, productive lives.

To implement these programs more effectively, the National
Cancer Institute has recently undergone a major reorganization
to assist the Director in carrying out his new arid additional
responsibilities as Director of the National Cancer Institute.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record a chart
depicting this organization.
- 3 -
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I also would like to note the significant budgetary increases
that have been provided.

In 1971, the National Cancer Insti-

tute appropriation level was approximately $233 million.
Today, the budget level has more than doubled.

The 1974

appropriation would provide up to $551 million and additional

•

increases will be requested for FY-75.

•

NCI operations are only one of the avenues of approach.

The

understanding of the abnormal growth and spread of cancer is
inextricably linked to the biology of normal cells.

The

National Cancer Act recognized that, "the present state of
our understanding of cancer is a consequence of broad advances across

the full scope of the biomedical sciences."

This ranges from the molecular biology of genetic control to
the biochemistry of cell membranes, metabolism, and immunology.
The National Institute of General Medical Sciences, the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, the National
Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Digestive Diseases,
along with the National Cancer Institute and the other Institutes, are responsible for exploring these fundamental life
processes through support of basic research.
are still far from being fully understood.

- 4 -
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The Administration's support of basic research was almost
$400 million in 1973.

Interaction between scientists of

the various Institutes in the area of basic biomedical research and with the scientific community at large is intense.
The clues to advances in cancer may well come from research
done and supported by other Institutes just as clues to advances in their areas of responsibility may come from research done or supported by the NCI.

Increased participation in cancer research by scientists in
industry and in educational and other non-profit institutions
also has been achieved as called for by the Act.

In 1971,

NCI had 1096 active grants and 252 contracts with educational
and other non-profit institutions, and there were 139 contracts
with profit-making firms.

In 1974, NCI will have an estimated

1,747 grants and 1045 contracts with educational and other
non-profit institutions, as well as an estimated 216 contracts
with profit-making firms.

The international scientific cOJ11J11unity has also been brought
into the cancer research effort, as called for by the Act.
Research in 19 foreign countries is being supported by NCI.
- 5 -
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Especially noteworthy is the broad cooperative cancer
effort that has taken root through the Joint u.s.-u.s.S.R.
Health Agreement of 1972.

One result of that agreement is

the TELEX line which has enabled cancer scientists in the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. to communicate with each other daily

•

since mid-October.

This system is used to exchange informa-

tion on such things as the use of drugs, the exchange of
scientists, and the shipment of materials.

I would like to describe briefly some of the accomplishments
against cancer which have been made.

I.

RESEARCH RESULTS TO DATE

First, in the research effort there is a new emphasis on
developing treatment methods that effectively use combinations
of surgery, radiation, and drug therapy.
As a result:
Half of those children with acute lymphocytic leukemia,
a cancer of the blood, now are alive five years after diagnosis
when treated agressively with radiation and a combination of

•

anti-cancer drugs.

Twenty years ago, this disease struck down

most of its victims within a few months.

- 6 -

• Radiotherapy for the early stages of Hodgkin's
disease, another cancer of the circulatory system, produces
five-year survival rates of more than 90 percent,

This is

compared to a 68 percent survival rate for early Hodgkin's
disease five years ago.

A four-drug combination treatment

for advanced Hodgkin's gives a 65 percent survival rate

•

after five years, a vast improvement over the survival rate
of less than 10 percent five years ago •

. There are indications that breast cancer may yield
eventually to a combination of drugs, surgery and radiation.
overall five-year survival rates for this disease, which
kills more women than any other form of cancer, have remained
near 60 percent for the past two decades.

Scientists now

have found significant decreases in tumor size when advanced
breast cancer patients are treated with any one of six drugs.
Although these observations do not show any lengthening of
these patients' lives, they are essential first steps toward
improved treatment for breast cancer in the future.

Adriamycin, another experimental drug, has been found to
have activity against a broader range of cancers than any

- 7-
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other known drug.

This includes breast cancer and lung

cancer, the leading cancer killer among American men and
now the third greatest cause oi: cancer
as well.

death~

among women

Research now centers on developing less toxic

forms of the promising drug.

Second, progress has been made in the early detection of

•

cancer •
For example:
• X-ray examination used in combination with physical
examination in studies of mass screening for breast cancer
has resulted in a one-third reduction of the death rate
from that disease over a five-year period for the individuals
in that study •

• Another report in 1973 showed the value of periodic
examinations for colon-rectal cancer, the second greatest
cause of cancer deaths among both men and women.

A study

was conducted of 18,000 persons over age 50 who had over the
past 25 years received periodic examinations of the lower

•

colon, and removal of polyps or other pre-cancerous conditions .

- 6 -
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The rate of colon cancer among these individuals was only
15 percent of that expected if they had not been examined
regularly.

• Scientists are using immunologic techniques to detect
cancer-related chemicals, or "markers," in the blood or
urine of persons with cancer.

One such marker, called

carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) , may be useful in combination
with other tests for cancers of the digestive system,
particularly colon cancer.

Third, progress in understanding the causes of cancer may
lead to its prevention as well.
In this regard:
• The National Cancer Institute has been able to step up
its program to identify cancer-causing chemicals in the environment., Approximately 445 chemicals are now being tested
in two-year and three-year studies with animals.

The tests

are under way at 20 laboratories, including the Frederick
Cancer Research Center, converted by Presidential mandate from
a biological warfare center, at Fort Detrick, Maryland.

- 9 -
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• No virus has yet been found to cause human cancer,
but scientists are accumulating evidence for some type of
association of several viruses with breast cancer, leukemia,
cancer of the cervix, and other forms of cancer.

A battery

of highly sensitive biochemical and immunologic tests have

•

been developed for this research.·

These tests have been

used to show that at least two suspected human cancer viruses
are actually of animal origin, important information which

•

allows NCI to direct its resources elsewhere.

Finally, several totally new approaches for cancer control
and prevention may ultimately emerge from

fu~damental

research

into the life processes of cells.
These include:
• An artificial and potentially functioning gene has been

synthesized for the first time.

Years of further research

may lie ahead, but scientists hope artificial genes can be
used to learn how cancer starts--and how it can be stopped.

• Genes direct the synthesis of enzymes that cells need to

•

function.

There is new evidence for several enzymes that may ap-

pear only in cancer cells.

If these enzymes are essential for

cancer, blocking the enzymes may kill cancer cells while

.a-

leaving normal cells unharmed.

- 10 -
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II.

TRANSLATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS INTO MEDICAL PRACTICE

Turning to its second thrust, I am pleased to report that
the National Cancer Institute, working with cancer centers
around the country, has posted an excellent record in delivering research results to the people.

We are doing what can

be done, now, for the cancer patient and those at risk to
cancer.

Nine major medical institutions across the country have
established Comprehensive Cancer Centers.

The remaining

six Centers authorized by the National Cancer Act will join
these ranks by July 1.

In addition, three pre-existing

Centers of comparable scope have been strengthened.
These Centers engage in the full range of basic and clinical
cancer research

~nd

teaching.

They demonstrate and assist

other institutions in their surrounding areas to provide
the best possible programs of cancer prevention, detection,
diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation.

Cancer control activities, also called for by the National
Cancer Act, have been firmly established.

This new program

is speeding the application of research advances through
relatively short-term projects conducted in and out of major
centers such as:
- 11 -

•

• In cooperation with the American Cancer Society, 20
breast cancer detection projects have been established
throughout the country,

More than 100,000 women will be

screened annually to find breast cancers in the earliest
possible state--when this leading cause of cancer death

•

•

among American women is most curable •

• A network of more than 100 community hospitals is
being established to demonstrate effective new treatments for
acute lymphocytic leukemia, Hodgkin's disease and nonHodgkin's lymphomas •

. Collaboration with the HEW National Clearinghouse for
Smoking and Health is aimed at reducing the number of cancers
caused by smoking •

• Several centers and hospitals are developing model
cancer rehabilitation programs that can be replicated in community hospitals as well as in the large centers for cancer
care,

The National Cancer Institute also conducts and supports
clinical research involving all 36 major forms of cancer.

- 12 -
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More than 20,000 patients, 1,600 physicians and 320 cancer
centers and other hospitals throughout the country are
participating in these programs.

This is the frontline

where new approaches are being tested for

tr~ating

cancer.

•

Description of S.2893
S.2893 would extend the appropriation authorization in the
National Cancer Act of 1971 for three years raising the
authorization levels to a total of $750 million in 1975,
$830 million in 1976, and $985 million in 1977.

The bill would also make certain other changes in the Act.
It would remove the statutory limitation of 15 new cancer
research and demonstration centers.

It would raise the

authorization for scientific or expert consultants from 50
to 100.

It would also expand the construction authority of

the Act to include construction of non-clinical basic research facilities.

Proposals for Change
The Administration and this Committee are, I believe, in
full accord in our commitment to maintain the momentum of

- 13 -
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the cancer research effort.

It has the highest health

priority in this Administration,

We do disagree on certain

of the specifics of the approach to be taken.

These dif-

ferences arise from our need to consider it against the
background of the total resources we have for other health

•

research efforts and for other health programs as well •

•

We agree, as I have stated before, that the forward thrust
must be maintained and enhanced.

We would, however, ask

that the following changes be incorporated into S.2893.

First, we believe that specific authorization levels for the
Cancer Control Prog,rarn and for the remainder of the program
be deleted in favor of a single authorization, "such sums
as may be necessary."

We feel strongly that this language

adds additional necessary flexibility to our efforts to manage
the resources available for health programs.

As noted

earlier, the funding requested for FY-75 represents an increase
over that appropriated in FY-74.

Secondly, we do not believe that additional categorical cancer

•

•

centers beyond the 18 now established (15 new, 3 strengthened)
- 14 -
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should be constructed at this time.

Ke feel that the

existing three centers in addition to the 15 centers
authorized in the Act constitute an adequate and effective
demonstration effort.

The National Cancer Institute esti-

mates that 18 centers will provide outpatient care within
a 60-mile range to approximately 45 percent of the U.S.
population and inpatient care within a 120-mile range to
over 80 percent of the

population.~

Kith this amount

•

of~

population covered, these centers can effectively carry
out an essential mission of demonstrating the best methods
of cancer treatment.

To support any more of these centers

would move the Federal Government dangerously close to a
complete cancer-based treatment responsibility.

This role

would not only be an undesirable and unnecessary one for the
Federal Government, but would create serious equity problems
by providing special Federal subsidies on a categorical basis.
We feel that the Federal Goverrunent's resources will be used
far more appropriately and effectively against this serious
health problem by concentrating on research and demonstration
of effective modes of care.

The last two proposals in S.2993 (to delete the words "Where
appropriate" from Section 407(b) (7) and to i!lcrease the number
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of experts and consultants in Section 410(1) from 50 to
100) are not needed and would not enhance the operation
of the ~ational Cancer Institute.

These proposals were

suggested by an Ad Hoc CoI!llllittee appointed by the National
Cancer Advisory Board and have not been identified by the

>

National Cancer Institute as creating administrative
problems.

!
Summary
In summary, Mr. Chairman, the Administration is pleased with
the progress made by the expanded cancer research effort.
We firmly support your efforts to continue the program
and, with the changes which we have suggested, would be
glad to support S.2893.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal remarks.

We would

be pleased to answer any questions from you or your colleagues.

- 16 -
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Senator KENNEDY. Senator Nelson?
Senator NELSON. I have a question for Dr. Edwards.
·when the Cancer Act was before us a few years ago with a
proyision whic~ was s_npported ?Y the administration, and by the
chairman of this committee, creatmg a semiautonomous status for the
Cancer Institute within the NIH, I opposed it and voted against the
bill for the reason that I thought it was deleterious to the National
Institutes of Health and counterproductive from the standpoint of
helping the cause in this major effort in the cancer field.
At that time every single medical organization and scientific organization in America that took a stand, took a stand against that
provision for a semiautonomous status for the Cancer Institute. They
included the Association of American Medical Colleges, the American Medical Association, the American Association for Cancer Research, the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology, and many more.
There was no medical organization that I know of and no scientific organization which was not critical of that provision.
Now, in this news story, in the Washington Post, Nov. 21, 1973,
there is a comment by vou, Dr. Edwards. Having been in politics a
long time, I know that~what the newspapers say may not always be
correct, and only a couple of words in this article are actual quotes.
Anyway, the opening of the story says, "The Government's chief
health official, Dr. Charles Edwards, said yesterday that Congress
and the President made an administrative 'mistake' by giving the
war on cancer semi-independent status in the Federal bureaucracy."
I would ask you to comment on that. If you believe that to be so,
would you think we ought to have some kind of a review of the
administrative procedures called for in the Cancer Act, and a recommendation to the Congress as to whether to continue that semiindependent status or to reestablish cancer's position with the same
status as the other Institutes?
I understand, since the law has not been interpreted strictly, that
you had more of an input and administratively kind of worked
things out, so the bill did not quite accomplish what the strict
language did say.
Would you like to comment on that, Dr. Edwards 1
Dr. EDWARDS. Yes, Senator. I made that comment in response to a
discussion that we were having regarding the National Institutes of
Health.
Let me first say I think one of the great strengths in the entire
health system in the United States is the :N"ational Institutes of
Health and I think one of the reasons that it has this great strength
is it is an organization that has in the past utilized interdisciplinary
strengths, the Institutes working together.
There has been a program balance out there that I think has
strengthened the organization. I think the Secretary has very adequately expressed our position.
"\Ve feel under Dr. Rauscher and Dr. Stone's leadership the current
cancer program is working very well and the leadership has been
excellent.

r
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The thing that would concern me is that we do not split or give the
other Institutes of the National Institutes of Health partial autonomy because in the final analysis what we would be doing would be
destroying NIH and I think that is too vital a national resource to
take any chance with ,its viability.
Senator NELSON. Well, the paper is correct. It quoted you as saying
it was an administrative mistake.
Dr. EDWARDS. I think just from a poor management point of view
it does add difficulties whenever you add different lines of authorit:y,
change the command and so forth, but nevertheless we have made it
work and I think at the moment the important thing is to kee;p the
program in place, keep the leadership which has demonstrated itself,
in our judgment, very conclusively effective and not interfere with
the progress that has been made and that is currently goin$ on.
Senator NEusoN. Well, if it is in your judgment an admmistrative
mistake sufficient to comment on publicly, would you recommend
there be some reevaluation of that aspect of that piece of legislation
with recommendations, if the evaluation indicates there ought to be
recommendations, for change j
Dr. EDWARDS. Well, I think we constantly have to reevaluate the
way we are operating the Federal health establishment.
I think as the Secretary has said, I think there is, whether we
admit it or not, a limit as to how much the public is willing to pay
for biomedical research.
If that is true, we have to set up under the Director of the
National Institutes of Health a priority, a system that will help us
develop priorities; and I think that this has to be done by the
Director of the National Institutes of Health, an individual who has
access and information and the overall view of the biomedical
research effort, not just the Federal Government and the Nation
generally.
As a result of that I think we have to constantly reevaluate how
we are doing business.
Senator NELSON. I had a previous engagement, so I could not be
here, and if the questions have been asked, tell me so.
We constantly hear in reports in the press, and I . hear from
acquaintances and friends and others, in NIH, that the morale in the
National Institutes is very low, and that you are losing lots of
scientists.
I do not know whether I am correct in my memory about this, but
I seem to recall 1,000 have left since 1968.
In any event, you continue to hear this, and I continue to talk to
doctors who are associated on some of the advisory panels, and I talk
to others in the Institutes, and it is repeated often enough so it is
very disturbing to me to have people who have been there and are
dedicated saying that the morale is very low, the lowest that they
know of. I know some personally who have already left, and some
others who are going to leave.
What is your evaluation of that assertion in the press about many
of the employees out there j
Dr. EDw ARDS. Are you speaking to me~
Senator NELSON. Well, whoever is knowledgeable.
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Dr. EDWARDS. Well, I will speak to it, and then anyone else can
speak to it, if they like.
The National Institutes of Health have had morale problems.
There is no question about it.
I think over the past, under Doctor Stone's direction, however, I
think this morale has been improving. I think the morale problems
that have occurred in the past occurred for a number of reasons.
I think we have had them because there has been some tightness in
the budget. I think there have been morale problems because there
have been a number of people out there who believe very strongly in
this balance of programs, who see the balance shifting in favor of two
categorical programs; namely, cancer and heart disease.
I am not arguing whether this is right or wrong, but nevertheless
it does create a morale problem for those in the other Institutes.
We have changed directors in the last year, and whenever you
change a director of any organization, it creates a certain number of
morale problems.
The deputy.director is leaving. That has created a certain number
of problems. That comes as no great shock. It was indicated that he
was likely to leave a year ago.
These are all issues that I think Doctor Stone has under control,
and I think under his leadership since July 1, there has been a
definite improvement in morale in the general operation of the whole
National Institutes.
Senator NELSON. I have no further questions.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
We will submit some other questions to you in writing.
[The questions and answers referred to and other information supplied for the record follows:]

J
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20201

.
..

Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Chafni~n. SubcOlllllfttee on Health
Commfttee on Labor and Publfc Welfare
Unfted States Senate
Washfngton, o. C. 20510
Dear Senator Kennedy:
Thfs fs fn further response to your letter of February 6 requestfng
answers to several questfons concernfng S. 2893, the Natfonal Cancer
Act Amendments, whfch we dfd not have the opportunfty to cover fn
detail durf ng my testfmony before your Subcorrmittee. I submit the
enclosed answers for your consfdaratfon.
If I can supply any addftfonal fnfonnatfon or be of any further
to you or your SubcOl!lllfttee on thfs 1118tter, please let
me know.
s~rvfce

Sfncerely,
/ s/ Caspar Weinberger

Secretary
Enclosure
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Question #1
What were the position ceilings for NCI in fiscal years 1972, 1973
and 1974 and what is projected for fiscal year 1975? What were the
NCI requests for positions for tho:;2 years? HC\'I r.any supergrade
positions does NCI now have and how many unfilled requests do they
have? How are supergrade positions allocated to NCI from NIH?
Answer
Budgeted positions for NCI:
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal

Year
Year
Year
Year

1972
1973
1974
1975

l ,669
l ,736
1 ,844
l ,873

NCI Requests for Positions:
Reguest
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal

Year
Year
Year
Year

1972
1973
1974
1975

1,680
l,935
2,138
2,088

NCI has 40 supergrade or their equivalent positions. Approximately
30 more supergrade or their equivalent positions have been requested.
On ~n annual basis, NIH requests NCI to submit all their sunergrade or
equivalent needs to NIH in priority order. NIH reviews the need of
NCI and all other Bureaus, Institutes, Divisions, and NIH makes a
determination as to how many supergrades or their equivalent will be
allocated to NCI.
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Question #2

.

2.

-~

,.,

How many expert appointments have been made at the NCI under Section
410(1)? What are the terms of emp"loyment under this type of appointment and ~1hy has the llCAB asked to increase the number authorized
from 50 to 100?
Answer
·ro date the NCI has appointed 14 experts under· Section 410(1). Expert
appointments under this authority receive all Civil Service benefits
except tenure. Appointments under this authority can be extended for
up to 4 years. Experts are paid ~1ithin the supergrade salary ranges.
The NCAB asked to increase the number authorized from 50 to 100 for
two reasons: first, they viewed it as a way to increase llCI supergrade
level personnel, on the assum~tion that these positions can be filled
outside the Institute's oersonnel ceilinos which is nnt the c~se,
and second, to allow more flexibility to·recruit top· scientific and
administrative staff.
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Question #3
What has been the impact of the NC) not being an agency-level oroanization
within DHEW? Specifically, what limitations have been placed on~the
NCI Director's contracting authority? Have personnel reductions been
made in the r/CI Puhl ic Affairs Office and does the Director continue to
manage a full ran9e of puhlic affairs activities on behalf of the
National Cancer Program? Also, to what grade level does the Director,
NCI, have complete (i.e., without prior review_and apP.roval) authority
to appoint and promote personnel in the NCI?
Answer
Currently, the NCI is a Bureau-level organization within NIH, which is
an "agency" in the terms applicable to HEW organization. For most administrative purposes the Director, NCI, reports through the Director,
NIH, the Assistant Secretary for Health, to the Secretary, DHEW. If
the NCI were raised to an Agency level within the Dl1EW, the Director, NCI,
would be organizatonally equal to the Director, NIH.
Administrative authorities are normally delegated from each higher level
organization to succeeding lower levels. Consequently, except for
authorities which are vested by law in the Director, NCI, the administration of the National Cancer Program is subject to delegations of
authorities from levels noted above except for the budget authority of
. .
P.L. 92-218.
The Secretary, DHHI, has essentially delegated all research contracting
authority to Agency heads, including the Director, NIH. The Director,
NIH, in turn, has delegated all of these authorities to the NIH Bureaus,
including tlCJ. He Secretary, anc hence the Director, tl!H, has retained
only the authority to establish overall HEW procurement policies and procedures and to conduct pre-award review and approval of all contracts in
excess of $500,000 and non-competitive contracts in excess of $100,000
and to appoint contracting officers.
The Office of Public Affairs for the National tancer Institute and the
National Cancer Pro0 ram has been terminated, and the Institute's personnel
positions were reduced by six as a result of the DflEW public affairs'
reorganization.
The public affairs' activities of NCI and the national program are now
being met by the central NIH Office of Public Information as are the needs
of the other Institutes within NIH.
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Question #3 (continued)
The Director of the National Cancer Institute goes through the NIH
to have direct access to the mass media, though, of course, the mass
media contact him directly. Audiovisual production resources together with certain other related t~chnical services also are
available to the ilCI Director through NIH •

•
...

Moreover, as part'of the public affairs reorganization, DHEW has set
new regulations and rules for contracting for such services as printing
(excluding GPO or internal printing of publications), graphics, audiovisuals, exhibitry, writing and editing. These new requirements include
concept and other clearances by the Assistant Secretary for Public
Affairs. They apply to contracts for public infonnation and education
and for information and education communicatior1s activities among NCI
and practicing physicians, research scientists and hospitals, professional and voluntary groups, and other institutions and agencies
participating in the cancer research effort.
The Director, NCI, or his designee has final authority for the appointment or promotion of any employee through Grade 14 and for GS-15
scientists in the extramural research area. Other personnel authority
retained by the Director of NIH is as follows:
a) He must concur in appointments or promotions at Grade 14 for the
top position in the function areas of executive and administrative
management; financial mangement; personnel management; management
analysis; grants or contracts administration; procurement; supply
management; business data systems; program planning and evaluation;
legislative ana1ysi$; resources analysis; and public information.
b) The rHH Director must concur in the appointment or promotion of
any GS-13 through GS-15 professional, scientific or technical support
positions in the intramural, collaborative, or other direct research
programs. This includes personnel engaged in the scientific application
of computer data sys terns.
c) The NIH Director must approve or clear the appointment or promotion
of research assistants/technical positions above GS-9 in· intramural,
collaborative, or other direct research. ~rograms when filled by nondoctorate personnel.

&
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Question #4
How were the authorization levels approved by the National Cancer
Advisory Board and President's Cancer Panel derived?
Answer
In developing the five-year resource projections for the NCP Strategic
Plan an analysis of alternative budget levels was· conducted. The result of this analysis is presented in the docwr.ent entitled "An
Analysis of Mid-Range Resources Requirements for the National Cancer
Program" dated March 1973, DHEW Pu~lication No. (NIH) 74-571.

..
•

Three basic resource projection levels were developed: (1) an estimate
which reflected an almost zero growth in the program; (2) an estimate
which reflected an accelerated program taking maximum advantage of
available kno~1ledge and opportunities; and (3) an estimate whch falls
between the other two levels. This last estimate was presented in
the Strategic Plan.
These estimates take into account such factors as the resources needed
to implement the recommendation of the Airlie planning sessions, resources conmitted to current research programs, categories and numbers
of manpower needed to implement the pro9ram (and direct and indirect
costs and resources associated with these categories of manpower), .
facilities, impact of inf1ation on salaries, supporting resources
(e.g., materials, equipment) and construction, but they do not consider
the balance of biomedicine research needs for other than cancer research.
These estimates were presented to the National Cancer Advisory Board
at the June 1973 meeting, and a suut:onui1ittee was appointed to review the
material and make recom~endations. This subcommittee's report at the
Board's October meeting led to slight modifications in the curves presented in the "Mid-Range Analysis."

&
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6.

Question #5
Clarify the opening statement regarding how many comprehensive
cancer centers would be needed to put various percentages of the
U.S. population with1n approximately a 60-mile and 120-mile radius
of these centers.

Population studies have been carried out to determine the potential
impact of comprehensive cancer centers programs based on geographic
distribution of proposed centers. Today, 53 million Americans are
within 60 miles of a comprehensive cancer center, and 98 million
Americans are within 120 miles. By July 1974, with the 15 centers
authorized by law (and the three pre-existing), it is expected that
six additional centers will be designated, bringing approximately
60 percent of the American population within daily commuting distance
of a center.
The rationale in the opening statement was that providing centers
within commuting distance of 60 percent of the U.S. population is
optimal population coverage for a large demonstration program. We
do not intend for the cancer research and demonstration centers to
be a separate federally-built and funded health care system for
cancer patients. The purpose of these centers is to demonstrate
the most effective and the latest methods of cancer treatr.1ent. The
15 centers authorized by la\'/ will provide more than ample population
coverage for these demonstration efforts. The:re 1vould be little
relative gain in expanding the number of centers. As the above
figures indicate, we would have to double the number of centers to
reach even 15 percent more population.
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7.

Question #6
How are comprehensive cancer centers designated?
Answer
The National Cancer Advisory Board together with NCI staff has
established criteria for qualifications as a Comprehensive Cancer
Center. Those institutions submitting applications for grant support
of a comprehensive center undergo a peer review by outside consultants,
with final review being made by the National Cancer Advisory Board. The
results of the peer review, including evaluation for comprehensive criteria
are communicated to the Director of the National Cancer Institute.
Comprehensive centers are designated by the Director based on peer
review and advice of the National Cancer Advisory Board.

.
.
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8.

Question #7

-.

.

.·.

Explain the process by which research and other activities in a
comprehensive center receive NCI grants and contracts .

•
Core grants (Cancer Center Support Grants) are for the purpose of
funding centralized and coordinating functions of a cancer center
including salaries and benefits of professional personnel, administration, planning and evaluation, ·development of new projects, certain
hospitalization and clinical costs, alteration and renovation, equipment, supplies and cor.imunity services. Research and other functions
are funded through the nonr.al funding mechanisms, e.g., individual
research grants, fellowships, program project grants and contracts.
All grants undergo competitive review, traditional research grants
by the appropriate Division of Research Grants' Study Section and
program project grants and core grants by the Cancer Special Program
Advisory Committee or Cancer Research Center Review Committee. Contract support within comprehensive centers must meet the same
requirements as any other NCI contract.
Comprehensive centers must augment their support of research by a
multiplicity of sources since the core grant supports research only
to the extent of providing "seed money" for developing new research
project grant programs, after which irivestigators must obtain funding
through normal grant or contract mechanisms.
Centers are encouraged to seek support from various Federal sources,
State and local sources, charitable donations and patient care
charges.
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Question #8
What is the International Cancer Research Data Bank as it is presently
being developed? Who will it serve; what are the oroblems being
encountered and ~hen will it be operational?
Answer
On the basis of advice from experts in information science, cancer
scientists, and other advisors from various countries, the concept has
evolved of a data bank program as an integrated and coordinated GROUP
of activities that collect, process and disseminate information related
to cancer. Its purpose is to facilitate and promote the exchange of
cancer research information between research scientists and clinicians.
Many systems for dissemination of ~ancer related information already
exist. For example, the processing of information related to
chemotherapy and carcinogenesis is already well developed within the
NCI. In addition many commercial services cover various aspects of the
cancer literature. Under these circumstances, the primary effort of
the ICRDB Program at this time is devoted to identifying specific
gaps in the existing information services and developing products and
services which will fill these gaps. At the same time the ICRDB
Program is developing methods for gathering information rtata in
specific cancer-related areas from diverse sources, bringing it
together in central locations, and processing the data so that it is
in a more useful form and more easily available to cancer researchers.
The initial phase of the ICRDB Program development included the
follmdng ';:c21T'J:11ishr1'.:nts (soc:e still in progress):
1)

Developed a set of recommendations for the ICROB Program
by a group of cancer researchers, information scientists,
library scientists, and information systems managers (May 1972).

2)

Arranged for an international advisory group (Committee' on
International Collaborative Activlties (CICA) which is a
component of the International Union Against Cancer (UICC)
in Geneva) to review development of the ICRDB and provide
advice on future efforts.
·

3)

Selected a contractor and awarded a contract to Informatics,
Inc. to design a comprehensive system for the ICRDS and to
produce some of the specific products and services listed
below. (Awarded in ~ay 1973 a~ the $800,000 level.)

•
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4)

Produced a directory of cancer research institutions and
cancer-related research projects to promote interaction
between scientists working in similar areas.

5)

Developed plans for a center which will collect, update, and
disseminate information about current cancer research projects.

6)

Developed plans for setting up a series of cancer information
analysis centers, each of which will provide a spectrum of
information products and services in a major area of cancer
research. The major approach is to use present computer
technology to keep each scientist and clinician aware of
current research projects similar to his own, to call his
attention to results of related projects as soon as they are
released by other researchers and to permit rapid and efficient
on-line searching and retrieval of cancer res€arch results
obtained in the past.

7)

Conducted an extensive survey of cancer researchers and
clinicians to determine their present patterns of information
use and their need for new types of information products.

8)

Began the comprehensive design for the ICRDB Program taking
into account the results of the User Survey and the Survey.of
'Existing Cancer Information Systems.
·

9)

Began the preparation of magnetic tape data bases that will
facilitate computer searching of cancer-related information.

10)

Established ho~1 cancer-»~lat'2d data bases prepared hy the
ICRDB Program can be incorporated into the computer system
at the National Library of ~edicinc and made available
throughout the ,United States and abroad for searching on
computer terminals linked to the National Library of Medicine
system.

11)

Supported development of a registry for collecting and
disseminating information about clinical trials involving
use of irnmunotherapy for treati~g·cancer.

12)

Began negotiations for use of the French SABIR cancer data
base in the United States. This data base is derived from
articles describing the results of nearly 25,000 cancer
research projects.

13)

Developed plans for a Clearinghouse which will collect and
process information about current research on cancer epidemiology.
This activity will be centered at the International Agency
for Cancer Research in Lyon, France.
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14)

Prepared a catalog listing current information activities
supported by NCI. This catalog describes NCI suoport of data
centers which collect and process clinical information on
cancer patients both in the United States and in Europe (The
European Organization for Research on the Therapy of Cancer
or EORTC), as well as support for the Environ~ental Chemical
Information System which processes information about
environmental agents that may cause cancer in man.

The ICRDB will facilitate and ·promote the exchange of information·
between researchers working on basic cancer biology and clinical
cancer researchers. The ICRDB will interface directly with the first
two groups of users. It will cooperate fully with and provide information to the Cancer Control Program which has the primary responsibility
for interface between NCI and physicians who are treating cancer
patients.

•

•

The technical, administrative, and political problems associated with
the gathering, processing, and dissemination of information on an
international scale are inherently quite complex, requiring extensive
planning and the solution of many problems arising at each step in
ICRDB development. These problems must be solved as ICRDB services
are to be made available.
Some products and services have already been provided or are in various
stages of planning (see Section A). Demonstration products and services
which are used to evaluate and optimize the techniques will be the
primary output of the ICRDB in 1974. This 1~ill include the availability
of detailed cancer chemotherapy abstracts with in-depth indexing through
the comput!'!r system of the National Library of Medicine by the second
half of 1974.
Centers for collection, processing, and disseminating information in
almost all major areas of cancer information (chemotherapy, carcinogenesis, cancer immunology, and cancer virology) should be in operation
by mid-year 1975. Each of these centers will be engaged in actively
promoting the exchange of cancer information and responding to requests
in the assigned subject area within a few months after it is established.
The data base, subject coverage, and information products and services
of each center will grow as funds permH over the next few years.
As problems related to specific subject areas are solved by each center,
an effort will be made, beginning in 1976, to increase the efficiency
of the centers by combining and centralizing certain selected data
gathering, processing, and disseminating activities.

•

..
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Question #9
Please also submit the latest version of the report required by
Section 4(a) regarding the review of all administrative processes
under which the National Cancer Program is carried out.
Answer
This report is still in preparation. It will be forwarded to the
Committee as soon as our analysis and review of these complex processes
are completed.
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February 6, 1974
· The Honora t le Cas pa i J.!einte rge~
Secretary
Department of Health, Education
,Washin5ton, D.C.

& Welfare

Denr Mr. Secretary:

•

As I indicated to you at the conclusion·of your te5timony
the other clay on s. 2893, the Hational Cancer Act A~endi::ents
or 1971;, I would 11ery much appreciate the Department's response
to the i:'.)llcwing questions which we did not have a chance to
go into detail on durin3 the hearing:
1.

What were the position ceilings for NCI in fiscal years

1972, 1973 and 1974 and what is pr'.)jected f:::r fiscal year 1575?
What were the NCI requests for posit1ons for those yeaf's·'i ~!::'.·;
many su~er(!:rade p::>sitions does iSCI now have and how many unfilled
requests do they have? H'.)W are supergrade positions all·'.)Cate::\
~NCI fnm NIH?
,._
How many expert appointments have been made at the NCI under
~·iha~ are the ;:;~rrr.s ;,f' employment u:ider this
tyl'.!c of appoint~ent and why has the r;c.~13 asked to increase the
nl2.ter auth~rized rrom 50 to 100~

2;:;<:=·

s{.'.,~ti:Jn !~lC{l )':

3::::'. What has teen the impact of' );he NCI not being an agency
lo.1>el organization within DREW; Specifically, what limitati::ins
r:cr Directorrs e.:intracting authority;
Have personnel reducti::ins teen rr.aae in the NCI ?utlic A:::fairs
Office 2nd Ooea the Direct.:>r continue t·.:> r..ana~e ~ .:"'"..:.11 ran;.e
of public a:':'.'airs acti•Jities ::n t.ehalf '.)f the Kational Cancer
Program': 4~ls.:i, to what £Tade level does the :l!.rect~r, I~CI,.
have complete (i.e., without prior re·1iew ar.d appr::>val) authority
to appoint and promote personnel in the NCI'!
ha~'le been placed on the

4. H::iw were the authorization levels appr'.)ved ty the riational
Cancer A<ivisory B~ard and President •s Can:::er ?anel 6erived'.

•

.
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5,

Clarify the opening statement ree;arding how r.!any
comprehensi·1e cancer centers t·rould l:e needed t·::i put 'larious
percenta (.';es ::>f the U .S, po:>Ula tion within approxirrn tely a
60-r.1ile and 120-mile radius of these centers.

6.

7,
~

•

How

are cor.!prehensi·;e

canc~r

centers designated;·

Explain the process by which research and other activities
a comprehensive center receive NCI grants and ccntrac.ts·z

8. rlhat is the Internationai Cancer !'l.esearch Data Bank as i t
is presently being developed': \·iho will it serve; what are the
probler.1s being encountered and when will it ·be operational~

9. Please also submit the latest version of the report required
by Section 4 (a) regarding the review of all administrative
processes under which the National Cancer Program is carried
out.
It is my intention to expedite the enactment of S, 2893,
Therefore, I would very much appreciate a pror.!pt reply to
this request.

·~"{JI t(h_ve
Edward M. Kenned; vJ,airman
Senate Health Subj;l~tr.ee

,.
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September 30, 1974

•

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Chainnan
Senate Health Subcomnnttee
Washington, D. c.

•

Dear Senator Kennedy:
on February 4, 1974, we requested specific information
from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
regarding implementation of the National Cancer Act of
1971. On September 23, 1974, we received answers to our
queries.
It would be appreciated if the February 4 letter and the
September 23 responses were printed as part of the hearing
record on the National Cancer Act Amendments of 1974.
In addition, enclosed is the Zinder Report on the Special
Virus Cancer Program, with appendices, and articles about
the National cancer Program, which I would appreciate having
inserted into the hearing

recor~d.rely your~

•

'

a>J.~

GAYLORD NELSON

u. s. Senator

GN:cwr
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The Honorable Caspar Weinberger
Secretary
Department of Health, Education & Welfare
330 Independence Avenue, s.w.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
Three years after the enactment of the special cancer proqram law, we are
now concerned with examining the impact the law has had.
With such a large influx of Federal money, it is important that the· program
is serving the public health in the best possible way.
It is a matter of public knowledge that there has been some unhappiness,

both within HEW and the scientific community at large, about the way
the Cancer Act was structured and implemented.
Dr. Edwards, on November 20, 1974, called the administrative and budget
arrangement in the cancer program a "mistake," and indicated that budgetary
favortisim for cancer research might be at the expense of other research
programs.
Morale at the National Institutes of Health is reported to be very low,
and a number of scientists are leaving the service of the Federal Government.
There should be a careful review of the impact the Act has had and the way
it is being implemented, so that further erosion of the NIH constituency is

halted, and the excellent biomedical research that NIH fosters goes forward.
The public should have confidence that its tax dollars are supporting
the best possible research in the world in the most productive and efficient
way possible.
,
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A number of questions have arisen about the cancer program, wl'!ich I would
like to have answered for the hearing record, beyond those that were discussed during the oral hearing. I have asked that your responses, along
with this letter, be inserted into the hearing record.
Spending for cancer research jumped from $180 million for the National
Cancer Institute budget iii 1971 to $432 million in 1973, and $551 million
in 1974. Outside of the National Heart and Lung Institute budget, which
also increased, the nine other Institutes at· NIH suffered budget cuts in
these years.
Dr. Marston, in an October 6, 1972 memo to the HEW Assistant Secret~ry
for Health and Scientific Affairs, decrying proposed cuts in the 1974 NIB
budget, expressed great concern over large increases for dancer research
without adequate funding for othe.r research areas.
•
"Such a budget would belie any assertion that cancer research
growth was not at the expense of other research. More
importantly from a substantive standpoint, it might well under-.
cut the promise of sign!ficant progress in cancer research
itself. For instance, the two most promising areas of cancer
research today are immunology, including the studies on BCG,
and the area of viral oncology. These areas originally were
developed and supported to the point of potential benefit in
cancer research by the programs of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. The comparison in funding
between these two Institutes fails completely to reflect the
heavy dependence of future cancer research on the continued
development of more general knowledge in fields such as these,
as well as fields represented in other Institutes.
"In su!1lmary, we support the cancer proposal but must express
concern at a budget that increases cancer by $208 million,
heart by $23 million and the balance of biomedical research by
$28 million. Additionally, we are also seriously concemed
with the capability of the NIH to provide service and logistical
su~2ort for such an effort without a commitment in 1974 e.nd
future years for centrai staff and facilities." (Emphasis Added.)

•
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James D. Watson, Nobel Prize winner, professor at Harvard University
and Director of the Cold Spring Harbor, New York, Laboratory, had this
to say in testimony before the House Subcommittee on Public Health and
Environment, March 20, 1973:
"We thus must not be falsely reassured by the recent federal
budget which anno"Unces an increase in money for cancer
research. While the NCI component does go up, it is only
at the expense of other branches of the NIH, any one of
which might be the funding body for the scientist(s) who
stumbled onto the essential facts we all want.
"Moreover, in looking over the research proqrams now supported by NCI, comparing them to projects assigl')ed to
pigeon holes in other ~nstitutes, I am constantly struck by•
the fact that the vast majority of the best American Biologists
are not now supported by NCI but all too often by the Institute
for General Medical Sciences, a body without friends on the
top and whose budget assignments are increasingly meager."

Moreover, although the NCI staff positions have been allowed to increase
since 1968 by about 350 positions, a hold-down on personnel positions
has been effected by HEW over the rest of the Institutes,so that, since
19 68, it ls my understanding that all other Institutes have had a total
loss of about l, 000 staff personnel, who have not been replaced.
l.

What have been the number of fulltime permanent positions at each
Institute, including the Cancer Institute, in each year from 1969 to
the present?
Are these positions largely scientific and professional staff?

..

2.

You testified before the Senate Health Subcommittee that the increases !n
budget allocations for cancer research had not been made at the expe:ise
of other research programs supported by NIH, and that for fiscal 1975,
additional funds for cancer research would not be taken from the other
Institutes.
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Nevertheless, the, proposed 1975 budget shows that the cancer reeearch
budget would increase by $73 million to a total of $600 million; that the
hea.'"t and lung research budget would inorease by $23 million to a total
of $309 million; but that all other Institute budgets together would increase
by only $45 7, 000, and that the Research Resources budget, which I understand is used to support grants for basic research, would drop by $44 million.
If I have these figures correct, it would appear that other institute budgets
are suffering. Please give me your views on this.
Please include figures showing the total budget authority and allocations
for each Institute, including the Cancer Institute, from 1970 to fiscal 197'5.
3.

Who actually is directing the program? The NCI Director? The ·NIH Director?
The Secretary of HEW? The President's Cancer Panel? OMB? Or the President?
For example, who selects members of ad hoc advisory committees, which
the Act says may be established?

4.

Do you believe it would be wise to make the NIH Director less tied to political
eppointment, by setting a time limit on his appointment, and having it con-·
firmed by the Senate?

S.

An NIB Committee, the Program Mechanisms Committee headed by Dr. Theodore

Cooper, Director, National Heart and Lung Institute, made a study of the NIH
contracting process, and in February of last year (1973). recommended that NIB
adopt uniform policies and procedures for selecting both grants.or contracts,
to avoid conflict of interest in contract awards, and to expand to contracts
the same kind of peer review system now applied for grants.
Have these recommendations been implemented for the research and development contract procedure?
Do you favor a form of peer review by outside experts for both contracts and
grants?

.
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6.

The National Cancer Advisory Board became concerned last year ~that the
cancer grant program supporting "basic", investigator-initiated research
was being down-qraded in favor of NCI~irected, contracts for "targeted"
research.
The AdVisory Board voted almost unanimously to \Jrge that no less than 50%
of the available cancer money go to grants.
What is the percentage of grants versus contract awards noW? What was
the percentage in 19 70, thro1Jgh 197 3? What is your view of this matter?

7.

It is ou.r understanding that some $237 million has been spent on the Special
Virus Cancer Program since it began in 1965, entirely on contracts and intramural research. The National Cancer Advisory Board named a special ad hoc
committee to review the virus program.

What were the committee's recommendations, and what is the status of
that program now?
B.

In August 1973, an ad hoc NIH ''Committee on Testing for Environmental
Chemical Carcinogens" issued a report, recommending that more special
attention be focused on this aspect of cancer research, and that a Federal
Council on Environmental Carcinogenic Hazards be established, analogous
to the Federal Radiation Council, which formulated Radiation Protection
Standards.
Have the recommendations of this Committee been implemented?

9.

10.

What percentage of cancer money ls going to Chemotherapy Research?
Immunology Research? Virology Research? Hematology Research? Other
research areas? (Identify.)
We understand that platelet therapy has some potential for cancer research,
as well as for aplastic anemia.
Is NCI funding such research, and how does the funding compare to that
for such research in past yecirs?
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11.

Are there enough adequately trained researchers to carry out the potential
expanded research in cancer? Do we need to support training of more
researchers?

12,

Should federal support continue for pre-doctoral research training, as well
as for post-doctoral training?
\
.'("',,

13.

In 11 January 24, 1974, letter to the Washington Post, responding to
an editorial, which, in tum, discussed nr·, John Sherman's resignation as
Deputy Director of NIH, Dr. :£dwards made reference to NIH leadership not
having been "more perceptive and responsive" so as to prevent the "removal
of the cancer research ~ffort from the adminis.trative control of NIH, a move
that threatens the further dissolution of biomedical research efforts,"
Quite clearly, the leadership at NIH opposed creating a special status for
cal!cer at the Ume the Congress was debating the Cancer Act. The HEW
Department and the White House changed positions several times, from
supporting a separate cancer stat1.1s to opposing it, to supporting a modified
semi-independent status.
In what way should the NIH leadership, which consistently opposed an independent cancer research effort, have acted differently?
Thank you for your cooperation in answering these questions for the record.·
Sincerely,

GN/jrl

GAYLORD NEISON
U. S • Senator

.
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WASHINGTON. D. C. 20201

•
Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Washington, n. c. 20510
Dear Senator Nelson:
This is in response to your questions concerning S. 2893, the National
Cancer Act Amendments, which we did not have the opportunity to cover
in detail during my testimony at the hearing. We regret the delay in
responding to your concerns.
Enclosed _are the responses to the specific questions you raised.
We would, in addition, like to address some of the broader issues
which you raised in connection with these questions.
On the issue of "budgetary favoritism" for cancer research, we noted
at the cancer hearing that we believe that we have balanced programs
among the Institutes at the National Institutes of Health. Furthermore,
it_is our belief that the structure of the current cancer program is
working well, and that the program has excellent leadership. It
is, nonetheless, the Department's concern that other NIH institutes
not be given special semi-independent status as was done with the
cancer program. This, we feel, would ultimately destroy the Institutes'
interdisciplinary strengths, and thus their viability. Moreover, it
would be contrary to the agreed upon priority of cancer research.

.

With regard to your views on the expansion of the cancer program in
relation to other Institutes, I should note that the growth rate of the
other Institutes had previously been in excess of 25 percent each year
for many years. It is inevitable that this trend would eventually
end. This does not mean that the program of the other institutes has
been disrupted or that the quality of their research reduced. It
simply means that Federal funds are not available to continue to
increase all programs at the same tillle.
In connection with your concern about low morale at NIH, there may
have been some truth to that allegation when the National Institutes
of Health was without a director for a period of tillle last year.
However, it is our observation that since July of 1973 morale has
improved considerably.
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With respect to turnover rates, we believe that the failure of Congress
to enact higher salaries for our scientists at the super grade levels
as requested by the President is much more a cause of scientists
leaving the Federal Government than "low morale." We believe that
enactment of the Administration's proposals in this area--along with
implementation of the new physician bonus authorities for the Public
Health Service Commissioned Corps--will contribute to retention rates.
Your letter also expressed general concern about the future direction
of biomedical research at NIH. I am confident that the Assistant
Secretary for Health, along with the NIH Director and his scientific
staff, can work together successfully to exert the necessary leadership
for Federally-supported biomedical research.
In addition, Section 201 of the National Cancer Act Amendments of 1974,
P.L. 93-352, establishes the President's Biomedical Research Panel to
identify and make recommendations with respect to policy issues concerning the organization and operation of biomedical and behavioral
research conducted and supported under programs of NIH and NIMll. We
also welcome the opportunity to assist this Panel in any way possible
in our common goal of furthering the quality of biomedical research,

Enclosures

..
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Question #l
What have been the number of full time pennanent positions at each
Institute, including the Cancer Institute, in each year from 1968 to
the present?
Are these positions largely scientific and professional staff?

Approximately one-third of the positions at the NIH are filled by
professional and scientific personnel. See attached chart of
comparable positions, FY 1968 - 1975.

I

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
COMPARABLE END-OF-YEAR FULL TIME PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
FY 1968 - 1975 .!J

;

1974 Est.
Original

y

President's
Budget
1975 21

196B

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

NCI ••...••.••..
NHLI .........••
NIDR ..••.•.....
NIAMDD ..•••••••
NINOS ..•...•...
NIAID ..••••.•••
NIGMS ..........
NICHD ..•••.•..•
NEI .•..•...•...
NIEHS •••.•..•••
RR •••.••..••...
FIC ..••.•••.•••

l ,453
609
301
633
732
706
207
405
169
98
62

l ,411
564
291
615
652
695
191
400
59
176
85
46

1,355
558
283
58B
5B8
676
180
415
85
202
82
48

1,426
584
2B9
597
583
665
164
435
92
220
83
47

1,663
618
288
585
557
623
167
482
117
235
78
59

l ,720
641
2B7
579
527
604
147
510
121
228
75
53

1,820
656
265
551
515
590
153
514
127
233
71
49

l ,820
687
267
560
524
599
153
523
132
235
71
49

l ,B55
656
265
551
515
590
153
524
127
233
71
49

TOTAL IRD'S ..

5,375

5, 185

5,060

5, 1B5

5,474

5,492

5,544

5,620

5 ,519

NIM •...•......
OD •.•.•...•.••
MF •..........•
S&S .••....••..

491
4,3B9
676

489
472
3,527
779

461
473
3,403
736

462
489
3,470
645

465
490
3,330
624

456
513
3,326
701

455
525
3,265
606

465
531
3,373
606

455
525
3,284
606

l 0' 931

10,452

l 0. 133

10,251

10,383

l 0,488

10,395

10,595

10,459

TOTAL, NIH
]}

2/

y

1974

All years prior to 1975 adjusted to reflect organizational changes in NIH inherent in 1975 Budget
Tentative, pending review by Director, NIH with each Institute Director.
1975 employment is currently being studied. Final decisions regarding a potential increase in employment
ceiling have not been made.

..

•
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Question #2
You testified before the Senate Health Subcomnittee that the changes in
budget allocations for cancer research had not been made at the expense
of other research programs supported by NIH, and that for fiscal 1975,
additional funds for cancer research would not be taken from the other
Institutes.
Nevertheless, the proposed 1975 budget shows that the cancer research
budget would increase by $73 million to a total of $600 million; that
the heart and lung research budget would increase by $23 million to a
total of $309 million; but that all other Institute budgets together
would increase by only $457,000, and that the Research Resources budget,
which I understand is used to support grants for basic research, would
drop by $44 million.
If I have these figures correct, it would appear that other Institute
budgets are suffering. Please give me your views on this.
Please include figures showing the total budget authority and allocations
for each Institute, including the Cancer Institute, from 1970 to fiscal 1975.

The FY 1975 budget request for the NIH is $1,834,784,000, an increase of
about $54 million from the amounts appropriated for FY 1974. This is
made up, as stated in the question, primarily of increases in the cancer and
heart/lung programs. These two programs have grown rapidly in line with
their status as priority Presidential programs. Other biomedical research
areas have grown, but less rapidly than the cancer or heart/lung programs.
For example, the figures on the following page indicate that the budgets
of the research institutes other than cancer and heart/lung increased by
over $200 million in the 1970-1975 time frame. In short, the research
budgets of the other Institutes have not been ignored.
It is true that the Research Resources budget is reduced by $44 million
in 1975. This reflects the proposed phase-out of the General Research
Support Grant Program (GRSC). The original objectives of this program
have been met--high quality biomedical institutional strength has been
built up. Now, it is believed, biomedical research funds will be more
efficiently utilized in the regular research grant programs of the Institutes.
Unlike GRSG funds, which are made available on a formula basis and for
which no specific investigator initiated research is undertaken, research
grant requests are subjected to a rigorous scientific review process
which ensures that the best research projects proposed are funded.
Minority Schools Biomedical Support Program (MSBS), however, a
component of GRSC, will be continued in 1975 at its $7 million level.
This program provides support to minority insitutions for the development
of biomedical research activities.
A table showing comparable appropriations from FY 1970 to present is
attached •

•

'

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
COMPARABLE BUDGET AUTHORITY FY 1970 - FY 1975
(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

NCI .•......••................
NHL I ................••....•..
NI DR .........................
NIAMDD .....................•.
NI NDS .........•....•......•..
NIAID .....................•..
NIGMS ........•...............
NI CHO ........................
NEI .......•..................
NI EHS ..........•......•......
ORR ..........................
FI C.•........................
Total, Research ..........

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

$171,822
148,451
27,066
125,122
90,242
91 '265
139,197
71,303
22,636
16,942
123,323
2,857

$223,633
182,360
33,504
125,095
93,647
92,329
146,557
89,222
28,619
19. 361
127 '149
3,732

$372,838
224,389
42,366
145,032
111 ,557
l 03 ,986
166 ,358
112,515
35,555
25,889
130, 211
4,357

$485,230
287,927
45,793
158,257
124,469
107,698
173,757
126,002
36,843
30,305
135,785
4,644

$527,399
286,749
43,955
153, 736
121 ,393
111 '146
166,805
125,508
41,228
28,338
128,059
4!762

$600,000
309,299
43,959
152, 961
119 '958
110 ,404
168,329
124,897
39,947
28,684
82,700
4,784

1,030,226 1,165,208

1,475,053

1,716,710

1,739,070

1,785,922

28,413
8,500
12. 785

26,254
8,000
12,993

27,738
3,000
18'124

1,766,408

1,786,325

1,834,784

NLM ..........................
B&F .........•............•...
OD .......•...................

19,253
l '615
10,113

11 !074

24, 111
3,565
11,117

TOTAL, NIH BUDGET AUTHORITY ..

1,061,207

1,197,712

1,513,846

..

Bud.
Est.

21,430

•

~
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Question #3
Who actually is directing the program? The NCI Director? The NIH
Director? The Secretary of HEW? The President's Cancer Panel? OMB?
Or the President?
For example, who selects members of ad hoc advisory committees, which
the Act says may be established?
Answer
The direction of the National Cancer Program is the responsibility of the
Director, National Cancer Institute. The NCI is part of the National
Institutes o~ Health within the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, with special authorities given to the Director, NCI, by the
Cancer Act of 1971. Under the Act, NCl's regular budget proposals
are transmitted directly to the President. The Director, NIH, and
Secretary, HEW, may cOf:lllent, but not change the NCI budget requests.
The policy and program decisions of the Director, NCI, are also rendered
in concert with and based on evaluation of advice and counsel received
from the National Cancer Advisory Board, special technical advisory
committees composed primarily of nongovernment scientists, and senior
Institute staff members. Policy and program decisions involving legal
and administrative procedures are responsive to regulations promulgated
by the Department of HEW and the Office of Management and Budget. The
President has a special interest in the National Cancer Program and is
kept apprised of the operations of the Program through the President's
Cancer Panel.
Nominees for membership on ad hoc advisory committees are proposed by
the Federal officials organizing the special groups, in this case
administrators of the NCI. Appointment is contingent upon approval
by program superiors and ultimately the Director, NCI. In addition,
c011111ittee members are subject to approval in terms of NIH and Departmental
guidelines regarding geographic representation, multiple committee
membership, institutional representation, etc. Similar approval
mechanisms exists for selection of members of standing convnittees.

...

r,
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Question #4
Do you bel1eve it would be w1se to make the NIH Director less tied to
political appo1ntment, by sett1ng a time limit on his appointment, and
having it confirmed by the Senate?
Answer
The National Cancer Act of 1972 made the positions of the NIH Director
and the NCI Director Pres1dent1al appointments.
The position of the Director, NIH, should be filled by a competent
scientist-adm1nistrator exper1enced 1n b1omedical research. It has
trad1tionally been filled by a Federal employee as a permanent career
appo1ntment. The characteristics considered essential to the position
are scientific and adm1nistrative competence. We believe that the
current methods of selection and appointment have satisfactorily
addressed these 1mportant considerations. The proposal to make
the NIH Director's appointment for a f1xed term would not be in the
best interests of effective management of the Department although
the Department does not object to Senate conf1nnation of the NIH
Director.

•

•
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Question !?5(a)
An NIH COft111ittee, the Program Mechanisms Corrmittee headed by Dr. Theodore
Cooper, Director, National Heart and Lung Institute, made a study of the
NIH contracting process, and in February of last year (1973), reconmended
that NIH adopt uniform policies and procedures for selecting both grants
or contracts, to avoid conflict of interest in contract awards, and to
expand to contracts the same kind of peer review system now applied for
grants.

•

Have these reconndations been implemented for the research and development contract procedure?
Answer

•

'The reccmmendations of the Program Mechanisms Conmittee have been accepted
in principle and implementation is proceeding. The reconmendations are
very far reaching and implementation requires careful formulation, broad
discussion, considerable examination of proposal details and perhaps
even adoption by stages, based on preliminary trials of proposed
procedures. The NIH is moving systematically toward putting them
into effect and the Department's operational planning system is tracking
progress •

.13-0BB 0 - 14 - 7
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Question #S(b)
Do you favor a fonn of peer review by outside experts for both
contracts and grants?
Answer
Circumstances for peer review for research and development contracts
are complex. In many cases, particularly those involving considerable
innovative activity, technical merit review by scientific peers is
completely appropriate and is currently employed by the NIH. In
other instances where the nature of the project or problem comes
close to resembling normal procurement activity, review by outside
experts is not necessary. It would in fact be wasting the time
of experts to review such routine activities since scientific
content is not an important aspect of the project.

..

A substantial portion of senior NIH staff have been working for the
last year to try to define more clearly the different circumstances
which should and should not require peer review for various kinds
of R&D projects. In view of the complexity of the system and the
probable need for frequent adjustments, it would be unwise to
establish such a system by statute.

.
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Question 116
The National Cancer Advisory Board became concerned last year that
the cancer grant program supporting "basic," investigator-initiated
research was being downgraded in favor of NCI-directed, contracts
for "targeted" research.
The Advisory Board voted almost unanimously to urge that no
less than 50% of the available cancer money go to grants.

•

What is the percentage of grants versus contract awards now?
What was the percentage in 1970, through 19737 What is your
view on this matter?
Answer
The following percentages reflect the relationship between total
research grant dollars and total research contract dollars - spent by NCI between 1970 aiid"1'975.
Fiscal Year

Grants

Contracts

1970

59.9%

40. 1%

1971

54.9%

45.1%

1972

50.8%

49.2%

1973

54.0%

46.0%

1974 estimated

55.3%

44.7%

1975 estimated

57.4%

42.6%

It is NCI policy to strike a balance between the grant and contract
mechanism. Grants are utilized to fund investigator-initiated
projects while contracts are used to fund more highly targeted
areas of research sometimes developed independently of the NCI and
sometimes by NCI program leaders.
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Question #7
It is our understanding that some $237 million has been spent on the
Special Virus Cancer Program since it began in lg6s, entirely on
contracts and intramural research. The National Cancer Advisory
Board named a special ad hoc committee to review the virus program.
What were the committee's reco11111E!ndations, and what is the status of
that program now?
Answer
The ad hoc Conunittee to review and evaluate the Special Virus Cancer
Program of the National Cancer Institute submitted its final report
to the National Cancer Advisory Board on March lg, 1974.
A copy of the report is attached.

(
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Question #6
The National Cancer Advisory Board became concerned last year that
the cancer grant program supporting "basic," investigator-initiated
research was being downgraded in favor of NCI-directed, contracts
for "targeted" research.
The Advisory Board voted almost unanimously to urge that no
less than 50% of the available cancer money go to grants.
What is the percentage of grants versus contract awards now?
What was the percentage in 1970, through 1973? What is your
view on this matter?

•

Answer
The following percentages reflect the relationship between total
research grant dollars and total research contract dollars - spent by NCI between 1970 a"ildl975.
Fiscal Year

Grants

Contracts

1970

59.9%

40.1%

1971

54.9%

45.1%

1972

50.8%

49.2%

1973

54.0%

46.0%

1974 estimated

55.3%

44.7%

1975 estimated

57.4%

42.6%

It is NCI policy to strike a balance between the grant and contract
mechanism. Grants are utilized to fund investigator-initiated
projects while contracts are used to fund more highly targeted
areas of research sometimes developed independently of the NCI and
sometimes by NCI program leaders.

1

•
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Question 17
It is our understanding that some $237 million has been spent on the
Special Virus Cancer Program since it began in 1965, entirely on
contracts and intramural research. The National Cancer Advisory
Board named a special ad hoc c011111ittee to review the virus program.
What were the c011111ittee's recOfllllendations, and what is the status of
that program now?
Answer
The ad hoc Committee to review and evaluate the Special Virus Cancer
Program of the National Cancer Institute submitted its final report
to the National Cancer Advisory Board on March 19, 1974.
A copy of the report 1s attached.
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Question #8
In August 1973, an ad hoc NIH "Co11111ittee on Testing for Environmental
Chemical Carcinogens" issued a report reco11111ending that more special
attention be focused on this aspect of cancer research, and that a
Federal Council on Environmental Carcinogenic Hazards be established,
analogous to the Federal Radiation Council, which formulated Radiation
Protection Standards.
Have the reco11111endations of this Co11111ittee been implemented?
Answer
The report of the ad hoc "Committee on Testing for Environmental Chemical
Carcinogens" was submitted to the Director, National Cancer Institute on
August 31, 1973. The rec01T111endation to establish a Federal Council on
Environmental Carcinogenic Hazards was considered and deferred pending
organization of the DHEW Co11111ittee to Coordinate Toxicology and Related
Programs, under the auspices of the Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Health, DHEW. The latter Committee was organized and is chaired by
the Director of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences,
one of the NIH Institutes. The NCI is represented on that Committee by
the Director, Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention. Consequently,
and after consultation with Departmental, academic and staff representatives, the proposed Federal Council was considered duplicative and
unnecessary. However, other rec01T111endations of the Co11111ittee on Testing
for Environmental Chemical Carcinogens, including the development of a
national program for identification of chemical carcinogens and organization of an NCI Office of Interagency Carcinogenesis, have been implemented.

)
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Question #9
What percentage of cancer money is going to Chemotherapy Research?
Immunology Research? Virology Research? Hematology Research? Other
research areas? (Identify.)
Answer
The NCI has a number of programs upon which special emphasis is placed.
These programs represent areas of cancer research of significance due
to the magnitude of the problems they address and/or the degree of
progress being made in the area.

Program

Percentage of
FY 1973 NCI Funds

Chemotherapy Research

16.4

Virus Cancer Research

15.0

Chemical Carcinogenesis Research

13.2

Immunology Research

5.3

Organ Site Task Forces

3.5

Other Research Areas

27.9

Resource Development (non-research)

18.7

Hematology research is not listed since it is not broken out as a
separate entity by NCI programs and is not an area of special emphasis,
except as it relates to the above listed areas.
Resource Development includes funding for Control Programs, Construction,
Centers, Manpower, and Administration.

·;.
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Question #10
We understand that platelet therapy has some potential for cancer
research, as well as for aplastic anemia.
Is NCI funding such research, and how does the funding compare
to that for such research in past years?
Answer
Platelet transfusions have become standard therapy for cancer
patients whose ability to make platelets has been compromised
by their disease, by radiotherapy or by chemotherapy. For
over a decade NCI has been funding research for this important
form of supportive therapy at an increasing level.
In this area of research, grant and collaborative funding has
totalled as follows:
Fiscal Year

Grants

Collaborative
(contracts and
in-house)

Total

(in millions)

,

1971

$1.265

$ .815

$2.080

1972

1.454

1. 044

2.498

1973

1.785

1.223

3.008

1974 estimated

1. 915

1.427

3. 342

1975 estimated

2.090

1. 535

3.625
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Question Ill
Are there enough adequately trained researchers to carry out the
potential expanded research in cancer? Do we need to support training
of more researchers?
Answer
Currently, there are more than enough trained researchers to carry out
the expanded cancer research effort.
The National Cancer Institute is presently conducting an analysis of
the resources, including manpower, needed to implement the National
Cancer Program Plan through fiscal year 1982. Two hundred fifty
representatives of the cancer research c0111Tiunity recently considered
this issue at special planning sessions. Estimated levels of
scientific manpower and distribution of scientists in Ph. D.,
M.O., and O.V.H. categories were developed for fiscal year 1972
based upon a stratified sampling of grants, contracts, in-house
projects, and nongovernment institutions conducting cancer research
activities.
This analysis indicated that roughly 10,500 scientists were involved
in cancer research activities in fiscal year 1972. For fiscal year
1982, the National Cancer Program Plan projects estimated that a
total of 28,400 scientific personnel would be needed to support the
total range of cancer activities included in the plan. These estimates
are based upon projected program levels in the National Cancer Program
Plan and do not reflect any corrmitment for future funding levels.
The National Cancer Insitutes assists in the training of scientific
personnel. The 1973 level of funding was $14 million; in 1974 the
level increased to $22 million; and the 1975 requested appropriation
maintains that $22 million level.
The Administration's new postdoctoral fellowship program will provide
for necessary advanced training in research, not only in cancer but
in other specified shortage areas in biomedical and health-related
sciences. Approximately $30 million will be available this fiscal
year (and $60 million next fiscal year) for two types of awards:
(1) the Postdoctoral Research Fellowship to individuals which will
provide a yearly $10,000 stipend to the recipient and up to $3,000
to the institution at which each fellow trains; and (2) a small
nwnber of lnstitional Research Fellowship Awards to be made to
institutions for the support of individuals at the postdoctoral
level.
The new fellowship program was adopted because the fellowships can
be allocated to specific biomedical research areas where there are
critical manpower shortages and demonstrated national need. Because
of the availability increased amounts of general student assistance

..
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-2Answer #11 (continued)
such as loan guarantee programs of the Office of Education, postdoctoral
students can be expected to bear the costs of their own training. At
the same time, postdoctoral students in areas in which there are
manpower shortages will receive Federal aid under the new fellowship
program •

•

I
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Question #12
Should Federal support continue for predoctoral research training,
as well as for postdoctoral training?
Answer
It is our view that as the old style NIH training grants, including
those which supported predoctoral research training, should be
phased out over the next several years, career incentives will continue
to provide adequate numbers of predoctoral graduate students in
the biomedical sciences. If there are realistic indications the
Department will look into alternative ways to prevent any such
serious shortages. We are, of course, monitoring the biomedical
research manpower situation very carefully and there have been
no indications to date of detrimental changes.
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Question #13
In a January 24, 1974, letter to the Washington Post, responding to
an editorial, which, in turn, discussed Dr. John Sherman's resignation
as Deputy Director of NIH, Dr. Edwards made reference to NIH leadership
not having been "more perceptive and responsive" so as to prevent the
"removal of the cancer research effort from the admi ni strati ve control
of NIH, a move that threatens the further dissolution of biomedical research efforts."

.

..

Quite clearly, the leadership at NIH opposed creating a special status
for cancer at the time the Congress was debating the Cancer Act. The
HEW Department and the White House changed positions several times,
from supporting a separate cancer status to opposing it, to supporting
a modified semi-independent status .
In what way should the NIH leadership, which consistently opposed an
independent cancer research effort, have acted differently?
Answer
It 1s true that the NIH leadership consistently opposed an independent
cancer research effort. It did so in good faith on its implicit judgments of the impact of "separatism" of the Nationa1 Cancer Institute
from the remainder of the NIH. Perhaps had the leadership at NIH converted its implicit judgment to more explicit explanations of the
scientific basis for the judgment it could have been more effective.
Perhaps a formal written crit1que of potential consequences on the
dissolution of the national biomedical research effort could have been more
persuasive to those segments proposing the various organizational relationships between the NCI and the NIH. On the other hand, there were many
advocates in the Congress and from among various sectors of the scientific
cOll1Tlunity who were arguing forcefully that an expanded cancer research
effort, to be successful, needed an organizational arrangement different
from what was in existence at the time.
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ZINDER REPORT

On MQrch 5, 1973 Dr.

Fr~nk R~u~chcr,

Jr. at the re-

quest of the Nation2t Cancer Board appointed this ad hoc
committee to conduct a review of the Special Virus Cancer
Program of the National Cancer Institute and deliver a report of its findings and recom.T.endations for the future.
document is our report.
erations to date.

This

It represents the sum of our delib-

We are willing to continue our review,

should the Board desire additional information or analysis.
Since the SVCP represents one of the largest

contrac~

programs in the NIE, amounting to some 12''._ of the annual NCI
budget, and thus rr.icht be considered the

~>aradigm

for such pro-

grams, we have inteipreted the term "revi;,w" in the broadest
of contexts.

We ha·1e therefore attempted to analyze as far

as possible, in the limited time

availabl·~.

all aspects of

this program except those at the Detrick Cancer Center.
C0:-1!\iITTEE
Dr. Norton Zinder (Chairman)

Dr. James Price

Dr. James Carnell

Dr. Wallace P. Rowe

Dr. Vittorio Defendi

Dr. Aaron Shatkin

Dr. Robert Good

Dr. Chandler Stetson

Dr. Keith Porter

Dr. Richard Tjalma*

Dr. Maurice Guss (Executive Secretary, NCI)

*Resigned
.

due to appointment to the NCI
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Review Procedures
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4
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7
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th~

SVCP
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12
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21

Recommendations

29

General Comments

37
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PROCEDURES

Meetinq!;

1.

Organization

2.

With Segment Chairmen and Program Manage::-.cnt Ss:;:-.snt

3.

Attendance at one Segment Chairman's Meeting

4.

Attendance at one Segment Conunittee meeting,

~~e

•

Solid Tumor Virus Working Group

s.

With members of the working

co~~ittees

- overlaps

with some contractors so dual in purpose
6.

Attenu;nce at Pacific Coast Meeting of Solid 7=.::ir

Virus Segment
7.

Site vjsits
a) Flow Labs Contract 33247

b) Litton-Bionetics, Bethesda, Md. Contract 73-3230
c) University of Southern California, Contract 63-1030
8.

Discussion of analysis of large

c~ntracts,

res~:ts

of our survey and our report

Documents

1.

TWo years of sununaries of annual reports

2.

One semi-annual report

3.

Questionnaire to the users of resources and se=-::.ces

as to quality and need
a) Conunents on program occasionally incl~===

in the responses

4;

All (36) current contracts that are funded at

..
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$300,000 or r..ore pc:: <::nnur:i were reviewed.

Each com::iittc<:!

.member reviewed four contracts, distributed as far ns was

.;:~s

siblc on the basis of their individual area of expertise.

~he

total sum represented by these contracts was over
a mnjor portion of the program •

•

•
•

$32,000,C~O:
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The scientific rationale for an intensive study -the role of viruses in human cancer is well founded.

is

It

not the purpose of this report to document this hypottesis,
but we must point out that it is not only the opinio:! c:: :;.:,{s
committee but of the scientific community-at-large t!:at a ·:irus
etiology for some human c<incers is .prob<ible.
be elaborated

This poi::::

~·:ill

•

on because it provides an irn)ortant pa=t c::

the rationale for our recommendations.
In several animal species, viruses have been
be directly involved in cancer causation,

the~e

stc~..--::

to

include sa=-

comas and leukemias in chickens, mice and cats, and b=east
carcinoma in mice.

The viruses involved include both r::;;..

and RNA-contain in? types.

In addition, c.:.i·tain viruses, ·.::-.en

injected into newborn animals, cause a variety of t'll!:'.o=s :ater
in life, although their role in natural populations is less
clear.

Similarly, many viruses, again of both kinds,

ca~se

the kind of changes in tissue culture cells, including

r.-..:.~an,

that we have come to associate with malignant change.

7:.e

situation, however, is complex, for despite the fact that ::tese
results are not too surprising--since in essence viral i~
fection or expression is the impingement of one

genot~-:?e ~:on

another genotype--we know from detailed studies of vi=al infections in bacteria that there are a variety of ways ',..
virus infected cells can be heritably changed.

These

transduction (the transfer of genes from one host to

•

·~·hi ch

i~c:~ae
a::o~:.er)
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conversion (the change in a variety of cell properties upon
lysogenizution) and mutation (the insertion of a

proph~0e

into

a gene, thereby inactivating it).
viruses can be transmitted in populations both vertically and horizontally.

Vertical transmission can either

resemble the inheritance of any other gene or altcrnativel::•
be the result of

~ongenital

transmission from parent to progeny.

Horizontal transmi>sion of viruses is similar to the transmission of any oth:r infectious agent.
At present there is no positive a.1d considerable ne;ative epideilliological evidence that cancer in man is an infectious disease • . Also, despite much effort and e:qJenditure of
funds, no defin5_bve human cz.ncer virus h,'3 been isolated.
Why then go on?

There are several good reasons.

?or

one, the understandfng of how known cancer viruses procuce
malignant change in other living for;;is could reveal unsuspected approaches to human cancer.

•

Secondly, because of

t~e

complexity of some oncogenic viruses and their mode of inheritance, it is possible

that in an outbred

populatio~

such

;as the human one, it will be difficult to find viral particles
~~or

a host to grow them on.

Again, there is no scientific

rationale at the moment why what is true for other marr.:::als
should not also be true of humans.

Furthermore, if viruses

or viral gene products are involved in human cancer, specific
diagnostic, preventative and curative procedures might the~

J.3-088 0 - 7 4 - 8

llO
6.

Le avail<1ble, z:lthour]li evr.:n en t!1is point \,·:: should nc::
too scinguinc.

A final poir.t rr:.ust be wade.

:::~

At the prc::s£,;-.::

time the rr.ost rzipid <md ropi::odud.blc way to change e:-::;:::e::-:::- .=ntally u no=.al cell to a cancer cell is by infecting it
certuin viru!es.

~·:i ::::

Moreover, in some instances specific vi::-al

gene products hcivc been irr:.plicated.

Thus, for the firs':. :::..::-.e

in the long history of study on c2nc8r ctiolociv, a S?cci:::..::
ttgcnt causes a kno'•TI tumor with a high probability.
point of view of ur.derstanding how a

tr2~sformed

from a normal cell, viral infection confers a
vantage for basic
virus alwc>.vs
changes.

~tudies.

Frc::: :.::e

cell fi::::e=s

tremendo~s

The tumor cell caused by a

a~

gi~en

prestn ts the s.3Jlle irr.rnunologically recognizC.:::::.e

It may therofore be possible to rletermine »"h<:.'t

chemical changf,s ir. a cell are responsible for at least c::e
cancer pher.otype.

Basic studies with i::ither carcinoger.E

not be as experimentally simple and useful as are stucies

_
~·:::'..th

oncogenic viruses.
'l'he questicn to be considered then is not wheth..::r ·:::::al
oncology, broadl1' defined, deserves SL'Pport but what

a~ 0

t:-:.a

best mechc>.nisws to support research in the promising area c::
vir<:tl oncology.

.•
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Since in ruany ways all studies of cell biology, virology
and certain areas of il"i'.1n.:nology and genetics relate to o'..lr
understa:.C!ing of cancer, it is difficult to an<:1lyzc
for vircil oncology.

~lIH

su2!'.ort

The figures given to us by the SVCP,

imply that for F.Y. 1972, appro:dmctcly $120 million \\"as 11wardcc
in support of approxir:i01.tcly 2,000 grants in the area of virology
in all of the NIH, of which about $58,000,0UO went to stl.:dies
which are in some way related to cancer.

T'1e support of viral

oncology .,.,·ithin tlie National Cancer Institute but outside the
SVCP was about $7 million for a!Jout 100 gra:its.

The SVCP

distributed $42 million through 131 contrac:s in F.Y. 1972.
Clearly the SVCP f>mding of viral
same area in

~CI

oncolog~'

as a whole and approaches

overshadows the
~he

total N:H effort.

However, it supports only a small fraction of the relevant
scientific cor....-.mnity.
This brings us in essence to the charge of this revie·,.,
committee.

•

~tly

Should this single funding instrument

it £1:!£-

9nerates have so large a fraction of the resources

support cancer virology at its disposal?

•

~

tha~

It·is the view of

this ad hoc committee that the answer to this question is "No".
Since we also believe that the funds availc.ble through the
SVCP are appropriate, the rest of this report will atterr.pt to
justify this

co~clu~ion

and offer a series of

recol"i'mendatic~s

as to how the SVCP shculd operate in the future in order to
mc.xir:1izc its irnp<;ct on viral oncology.

These recormnendatic:-.s

112
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arc designed to take
much larger

seg~cnt

advant~gc

of the

idc~s

and efforts

o~

a

of the scientific cor..munity.

•
•
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,ilUS1'H'I C,\TIO:l FOH T!!E SVCP

The SVCP was set up in 19G4 as a special
•

gram within the NCI "on the conviction that there
ficient knowledge and info::mation and technical

.

contr~c::

?::::-

cxiste~

suf-

capa"ciE-:.~·

to

plan or:d implcn;c,nt an intensified coordin<lted progr2;:1, ::::e
main objactives of which were to:

1) determine whethe: ·::.:'.lses

comp<l?:able to those kno\-m to induce cancers in l<lbo::ato::::-i a:id
domestic animals
and 2)

a~e

also etiological agents of hunan c2:ic2?:,

to develop •?ffcctive means for the prevention 2:i.c/c:

control of human c.mcers when such etiological agents a::-e
found."

It is nc•.. 10 years, and

later, and the

sam~

c:..

quarter of a billion c:::2.l2::-s

two objectives rem<lin.

tions that were wrong.

It was the

2ss~~p

There did not, no!: does there e:x:is-:.,

sufficient knowledge to mount such a narrowly targeted p:-:::gram.

Easic ignorance of the rnech2nism involved in the ca:::-

cer process, even in animals where a viral etiology is ce=initively established, is so profound that it is

•

difficu~t

to

be certain where to begin, much less organize a focused attack •
We do, however, agree with objective (1) as an app:opriate and high priority goal for an NCI prograr.i indepe:::::':;:::t

•

of the original assumptions.

Early on the SVCP was

focuse~

on this point, ahd the contract program was initiated to =acil-

itate work in this directLon which clearly could not be
through the grant mechanism.

c=~e

Large screening progra:::s, p:::-::>-

duction of high q:i:.lity standarc'iized reagents for gene:-a.:. :::.:.stribu~icn,

procurement:, storage, and distribution cf cp-t:.::-.:.1
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~linical material~,

and increa=cd coordination and

in~o=~:~:.on

·flow between investigators were seen as objectives

rcq:.:!:!~;

a<l~inistration.

It is :!.n

a unique mechanism for support and

precisely these ureas that the SVCP has made significant c=ntr ibu tions to viral oncology.
Objective (2), although the obvious goal of the p:o-

•

..

gram, is where the serious and destructive aspects of tf:e .s·;cp
approach have their roots.

The Wlderlying assumption was,

and in large part still is, that once human cancer viruses
are found, they wi:.l be controllable by anti-viral vacc::.::es.
The ana1ogy with ti•e control of poliomyeli+.is is the guic:!.:-.;r
principle; that is, that knowlecge of the virology and na'.::.::al
history of the inf cction is sufficient to .:.chieve contra:!.,
and that det:ailed mclers tanding of the dise:ase mechanis:::-. :.s
unnecessary for the successful outcome of t.he prog:a!':l.
Unquestioning accept2nce of this assumption woulc -·.:.:;tify the conclusion that most of the basic information

r.ee~ed

to solve the cancer problem is already at hand, that a C.i:;;=ted
program can achieve the objective, and that a definitive :et!.:-::e~

sult cail be obtained within a relatively short period of

It is apparent that the NCI gave relatively high credence to
this assumption.
In' short, we agree with the goal of identifying 1::.::::-.:.:-i
cancer viruses and evaluating their role in the etiolo2·

c::

cancer, but reject the concept that this holds suffici2:--.'::.
promise for a short

ter~

solution to the cancer

proble~ ~o

•
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justify

co~pro~ising

bilsic research in this and other

ar~~~-

?~rt

The search for cancer viruses is an essential and feasible

•

of the long range uttack on cancer, but must be viewed as a
high

•

ris}~.

high payoff gar;>ble in terms of short range benc.::.':s.

Even a restruct.urcd SVCP should be.£!:!. "in-ac1r1ition-to", rc:::':-5_:
than

i!_ll

"instead-of" oroGr<:?;n.

Another

just~.fication

for. the program. that was given

was the necessity to inten:st the scientific corn.-;iuni ty in
problem.

This ma,r '1ave been true in 1964

bu~

t~e

is not today.

With progress in the cellular and molecular areas of biology,
which earlier came nainly from work wii:h ]n1r:t.eria and their
viruses, the natu:al evulution of the
the more complicate.I cell.
ruses have no peer,

scicnc~

was to move to

As probes of ce_l function, vi-

We now see a generatior. of biologists

trained in the biology of prokaryotes, rwvir.g on to use tI::ei:skills in the analysis of the eukaryotic cell.

Fortunately

the necessary technology to handle such cells and their

•

vir~ses

was also developed during this period, so that an unplanned
but obvious "convergence" of effort is now in progress.

i;-are exceptions it is the nature .of scientific endeavor to
move, given the =reecore and funds,
can move.

in the direction that it

New discoveries a.re quickly integrated into

the

body of knowlcdg3 and exploited by the iraagination and 1>or'...;
of the best scientists.
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The original direct scientific targets of the SVCP,
such as evaluating adcnoviruscs as causes of human cancer, were
relatively clearly defined, and relatively easily managed.
Perhaps for the reason described in

t~c

preceding section--accept-

ance of the notion of an easily obtainable cancer vaccine-the program grew both in funds and scope.

This is now exem-

plified by the complex research-logic-flow chart.

It contains

targets that are far broader, are longer range, involve model
animal systems, :n•olve searches for candicate viruses and
encompass a wide r<nge of basic research areas.

All of this is

managed from in-rotse, with the great majority of currently
funded contracts S<>licited by the NCI.
The curre:1t organizational structure of the SVCP divides it into saveral segments, including Biohazard Control,
Breast Cancer, Develop;;-.ental Research, Solid Tumor Viruses,

Tu~~r virus Detection and Viral Immune-Epidemiology.

Support-

ing these is the Office of Program Resources and Logistics.
Each segment has a Program Seg::ient Chairman, a supporting staff.
and a working group for scientific review.
In a meeting chaired by the Associate Director for
Viral oncology, the Program Segment Chairmen and their staffs
meet once· a month for discussion of policy and review of new
and

rene~·:al

contracts~

•

This group votes on each contract,

primarily on the basis of relevance and need.

The vote for

approval or disapprov;:il is open; if approval is voted, there

•
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is a secret ballot for priority level.

Vot£ng me;nbers in

t~e

Segment Chairman's group incluce the Segment Chairman and
vice-Chairmen, plus three or follr NCI staff
personnel).

(administrative

If the contract receives a sufficiently high

priority level, it is then submitted to a warking group for

•

scientific review.

We asked Dr. W. Rowe to

meetings and quote his letter to this
~1

attended a half-day of the

time 6 contracts wc;re discussed.

a~tend

t~ese

one of

Com.~ittee:

meetin~ .•

during which

In these discussions sev-

eral positive featlres emerged, the

com.~n

denominator of

which is that the ;;egment Chairmen take th':ir jobs seriously,
and try to be
scrutiny was

cons·~ientious
give~

ir, overseeing the program.

Se=icas

to the question of whether one particula=

contract would not be much more appropriate to a different
segment; for another contract, the suggestion was made that
it might be transferred ollt of SVCP to the

Im.~unology prog=~~

under Bill Terry; another contract was stroi::.gly challenged
because of the lack of publication in the past two years; a
site visit was suggested for one contract.

•

The scientific

aspects of the contracts were briefly outlined, and a

nu~~er

of suggestions were made about what

techniqo~es

the

There was essentially

cont~actors

might find useful.

and directic'-s

discussion of budget,.other than one contract being called

~o

i~to

question because of low productivity in reiation to cost.
I had several negative impressions,
pencd to relate to the discussion of a

~Dst

contr~ct

of which ha?with Life

ll8
14.

Sciences, Inc., studying the interrel'1tion of C-type viruces
and the Marek herpes virus in ger.;,frce chickens and the nilt'.l:::"e
of Marek's disense.

First, I had the strong impression that

none of the Segment Chairmen had any f
of

ir~t-hand

knowledge

.

Marck's disease: this feeling resulted chiefly from the

lack of any atteffipt to put this work in context of the whole
field of Marek's

dis~ase

•

research--it felt as if this con-

tract w2s the only information there was on this disease.
am sure that raany <ituations are bound tc

~rise

I

where an

important field de'relops which is not in the areas of e>..-pertise of the

Segme~\

Chairmen, but there is no mechanism to

try to deal with tt. is problem.

Second, onP of the Segment

Chairmen objected to this cont1:act as not being sufficiently
relevant to the go,'.ls of the SVCP, on the grounds that the
immunological systera of the chicken is so
that of man that it is not a valid model.
include

~Ddel

~ifferent

from

Since the SVCP does

systems in its domain, this is a disturbingly

narrow interpretation of models.

Fortunately, the other Seg-

ment Chairmen did not share this view.

Third, in the course

of discussion of the impact of possibly phasing out this contract, mention was m2de that this company is entirely
by its three SVCP contr2cts.

This seems to create a

suppo:::"~ed
dangero~s

situation where cancelling a contract could destroy a compa:1:!:
any personal loyalties

•

that may have developed could become

overriding.
Another negative aspect is that in sevc:::"al cases the

•
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scientific juzti=ication for renewing some of the
was recent prclimin.:.ry findings.

cont.::~:::::.;

llo hard data were pr1"s"':-. :;::.d,

and there was no critical evaluation.

Perhaps this is c:::::-

sidcrcd the role of the working groups, but from my ex:;!'l.:::;:-.ce
on such a group, this would not take place.

This prob.:.>:!::-. ::.s

probably due to the concept that the role of the cont::-a:::':.
program is to speed up the pace of' research.

I am sure ':.!-.a':.·

this lack of step-by-step critical evaluation leads to i::efficiency in granting of funds."
We have her? pinpointed one of
nesses of the prc«ralt\.

th•~

most serious •::ea:-:-

'I'he Segment Chairmen have too :::u:::::

The whole program is in large part primarily an

power.

::::e

in-house operatior., and those who run it are also ofte:i
recipients of la=ge air.cunts of the money
below) •

~hey

dispense· (see
s:::~-

They tend to come from a narrow section of t::e

entific com."llunity and certainly were not originally se!.e:::':.;d
for NCI employment on the basis of their ability to run la=:;:e
contract programs.

When the Segment Chairr.ien decide tha':. a

particular scientific problem should be studied, usually ':.::Ci.s

.

~tudy

is delegated to a friendly,colleague.

This is not

?o:

necessarily bad, but can lead ultimately to probler..s.

example, when the work is finished or the contractor =a:.:s ':.o
produce, understandably it becomes difficult to ter::ii::a':.e ::he
contract.

Again, since the contracts generally involve :."-::-qe

amounts of money, an equity is developed in the work
ticular contractor.
\

o=

.a

~ar

Failure en his ·part leads to an a':.':.e::'.~':.
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to prop up his progrun with tr.ore rroney support instead of more
appropriate· phasing out or termination.

The information we

received indicates that it is 1110re difficult to terminate a
bad contract than an unproductive grant.
Contracts which have been approved by the Segment Chairmen are then presented to one of the segment working groups
for review.

•

Except for the Biohazard and Breast Cancer seg-

ments (smallest uniLs) there is no program."!latic theme within
the segments.

The f;ame kinds of work arE done by contractors

in each of the othe•: segments.

The rationa:.e for the distri-

bution of a partici.:'.ar contract to a particular working group
has never been made clear to us; it appears to be determined
by the interests of and perhaps personal

re~-.ationship

to a

Segment Chairman.
The working groups have been chosen by the Segment
Chairmen for the most part from the small pool of contractors
and NCI people.

Thus their backgrounds and areas of compe-

tence tend to coincide with that of· the Segment Chairmen.
Interviews by this ad hoc committee with merrl:lers of these
working groups disclosed that they found this work unrewarding
and unsatisfactory.

They had little knowledge of the program

in total,. felt powerless to suggest changes, and felt a great
deal of unease at the lack of critical review.

When asked to

compare their experiences on program segments and on grant study
sections, they replied that in their work on the latter the peer

..
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review was seriouz and stringent, whereas in the former it .:as
perfunctory.

..

They were hard pressed to recall if they had

ever rejected a contract.

In addition, one member of a

ing segment who also served in study sections, wrote to
committee that he considered the working segments he

•

a "farce" when compared. to study sections.

-.:o:~:

t~e

serve~

on

He maintained t::-.at

less than half of :he contract proposals would have been f-..:::ded
by a real peer review.
ors. Defendi and Zinder attended c.nr: meeting of the
Solid Turner Virus working segment and th£i1· observation of
its mode of operation confirmed the testirr.my we had recei..-ed.
Only six contracts were to be reviewed that day.
time was used by
Investigator
gentle.

~ral

presentations by

or the Project Officer.

e~ther

Most of fr.e

the Principal

The questioning was

One had the impression that since there was to be an

oral presentation the proposals had not been read by the
mi ttee.

I

~.lite

cc~-

The contractor or project officer was then asked to

leave and a perfunctory discussion took place.

No hard

q'~es

tions were asked about the scientific contents of the pro:;:csal,

•

the past productivity of the contractor or the prograra relevance.

The budget .was not even mentioned, let alone anal:,·::ed.

It shoulq be noted that nowhere in the proposals or in the
contract summary sheet was the total support of the
given.

labo:a~o::y

Even when some reservations were expressed about t:.e

competence of the contractor and his group in various of

~:.e

proposed areas of research, the remedy suggested was that ::a·,.,
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people might be hired to cover these <ireas rather th<in
a more <ippropri<ite contr<ictor.

sc~~;

This is a strange interpreta-

tion of what a contract should be.

One contract was rene.-:cd

with only a nine line summary of the proposed work.

·T:1e sug-

gestion \·1as made that the contractor be informed that next
time he had better write a more detailed proposal.
tracts were approved with no priority considered.

All con-

•

Clearly

funds were available and the committee considered that these
matters had beer. settled beforehand.
In recent: t.ir::es the peer review study section syste:n
has come under att_ack for being solely a judge of scientific
rneri t and having :..i ttl e imp<ict on progra;ns.

T:1e members of

this review cor:unL:tee who have also served on study sectio::-:s
believe that more program relevance and L1irection comes fro::i
study sections

th~n

from these segment work

com..~ittees.

Sug-

gestions from the study sections for experiments and even r:-.odification of direction are often transmitted to the PrinciF.al
Investigator.

During our attendance at the Solid Tumor Virus

working segment meeting, Dr. Hayflick, a Principal Investigator
}'lith a contract up for renewal, _asked the committee for sor:-.e
guidance.

He provides the Mycoplasrna testing service and felt

that he could not handle more than a certain number of tests
per year.

He was advised by the committee to restict his

service to SVCP contractors.

Considering that this is an im-

portant service to those working with cells and viruses in
culture, one might have thought that consideration would have

•

I

I
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been given to how his operation could be e:,7<indcd or
contract let.

This lack of consideration of the

c:~c-.:.;.·~r

problc~ ~as

most surpri5ing, for it is precisely in such areas that contract programs have proved to be most effective and use:::.:l,
a matter to which we will return later.

l

Admittedly some of the foregoing discussion is

I

a~ec

dotal, we attended only one meeting of the Segment Chai:::::-.en,
and one meeting of one of several working segments.

Ho\·7ever

we did interview 1) members of working seg;nents, received a

(

phone call from

an~ther

This collective

~~perience

and a letter from 3till another.
bears out our g?neral conclusions.

It seems rather paradoxical that peer group

eval~etion

is given by people who openly express dissatisfaction with the
procedures and c0::fess to have no input ir to the progra-::.
This may be a natural outcome of the fact that mer.ibers o:: the
working groups are generally also recipients of generously
funded contracts.

There is also a trend for new

the working groups to become contractors.

me~~ers

Until last

cf

Ju~e

contractors often sat on the same committee which revie".·:ed
their own contracts.

The new directive from the NCI eli:::-.i-

nating this situation has therefore caused some
of the committees.

'

reshuffli~g

However, they are still drawn fro::i t::e

same small pool, and since a Segment Chairm2n has a degree
of control over contracts in other segments, contractors
who sit as members of working groups.may well feel inhibited
from being fully critical.

Being only human, the

contrac~ors
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on working groups <:1re in an alrr.ost untcn<:1ule position.
It was only natural that when the SVCP was

for~cd

a

small group of invcstig<:1tors was involved--an "in group".
It now represents a somewhat larger "in group" of

investic;a~::::-s.

Administratively its procedures lack vigor, are apparently
attuned to the bcnefi t of staff personnel and are full of cc:::flicts of interest.

Because the direct targets have beco::-.e

fuzzy since 1964, although the available funds for the pro;=i::.i
continued to grow, the program seems to have become an end i:::
itself, its existcrce justifying its furthe: existence.

In

doing so, it is er,,ding what is good in bot'.1 the grant and
contract mechanisZ'.ls, a fact which may accoui1t for the wide
spread antipathy tc SVCP in the scientific community.
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There arc essentially four types of efforts that arc
funded by the SVCP.

•

These include:

1) resources and ser-

vices; 2) extramural extensions of in-house work; 3)
departmental or

progra~

large

project grants; 4) something akin to

the average research grant.
Resources
The contracts for resources are gen<,rally given to private industry or hospitals.

They contract to provide standa=d

virus preparations, antisera to whole viruses and to certain
specific viral components, standard cell c·.iltures, and anirr.als
of kno'm genetic constitution.
materials.

Hospitals provide fresh biopsy

In addition, there are certain testing

progra~s

such as screenins for mycoplasma, screenir.g sera for the presence of particular antibodies and testing cell cultures, virus
stocks and animals for viral contamination.

These resources

and services are provided upon request to, in decreasing priority, in-house scientist;, SVCP contractors and other scientists.

Appropriately associated with these contracts are

research efforts to improve

,

This ad hoc

cor.~~ttee

pro~uction,

etc.

initiated a survey to ascertain

the usefulness of this part of the program.

From a mailing

list of 300 person1,about 200 responses have been received to
date.

Several significant points emerged (see Appendix 1).

The recent consolidation of this area of the SVCP into the
Office of Program Resources and Logistics, rather than being

33-088 0 - 74 - 9
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spre'1d through the vu.rious scgrr.cnts, hu.s rcsul tcd in u. nar>:d
inproverr.ent in the service.

With few exceptions, u.11 of t::e

respondents mnint'1ined thu.t these resources were indispcnsible for their progru.ms.

They either did not have the e:·:;:e::--

tise or the facilities to prepare these rcu.gents or maintain

•

the animals themselves, .or it would have required an inordinate amount of effort on their part to do so.
part, the requests were handled expedi tiou~ ly.

For the r..ost
The consens-..:s

was that except for certain viruses the qJ<lity of the mate::ials
was good to excellent.

•

This latter staten"nt must be Cf..lali::'ied

only in the sense that many did not

co~~cP:

on the quality.

From the absence of complaint, we can assune that they were
satisfied.

The survey as written by the c<,mmittee contained

essentially five ',1'lestions:

what did you request?i what did

you receive?; what was the quality of the material, do you
know who prepared the material and what was the usefulness c::
the resources relative to preparing your own materials.

Un-

fortunc>.tely, when the Office of Management and Budget re•,:::-o':.e
the questionnaire, the first three questions were fused into
one, probably causing some confusion.

The raw data will be given

to Dr. J. Gruber of the Office of Program Resources and Logistics, to provide him with the kinds of information that the
recipients desire wheI) receiving reagents, etc. and the n<'.:::.es
of contractors whose quu.lity control r.iight be questionable.
is surprising that such feedback is not already built intc
prograr.i.

It
t~e

'
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Al though we must carefully scpw.rw.tc in our thin:-::.:-.:; the
provision of resources and services from the scientific

~~e

to which they arc ultir:iately put--the latter depends on t::e
competence of the invcstigator--we have here evidence fo:- ·..:hat
a contract program can best do for the scientific

cor.:::-.~::ity.

Many contractors unselfishly corn.-nented that they would l:.:°'e
to see these resources made more widely available.

Intramural Extensions
This is perh:ips the most difficult area of the S\.C?
to analyze, for it touches in part on the role of Project Officer.

Since this is a contract prog:-ar:i, each contracto:- is

assigned a Project Officer from the NCI scientific staff.
The role of Project Officer varies from urn•·1areness of his
position as such, through benigil neglect, to overseeing t::e
day to day operations of the contract.

Nowhere in the cc::-

tract proposals, reports or analyses per se is it possib:e to
determine his role precisely.

However, from the infornat:.on

Dr. Guss has provided, and our own analysis, the extensio::s
of intramural activities of project officers are those o=,
1)

Dr. R. Huebner at Microbiological Associates, Flow Labs

and to a fesser extent at the University of Southern Cali=ornia;
2) Dr. G. Todaro at Meloy Labs; 3) Dr.

c.

Boone at Meloy :.abs;

4) Dr. R. Gallo at Litton-Bionetics; 5) Dr. S. Aaronson at

f

Hazelton Labs; and 6) Dr. R. Bassin at Litton-Bionetics.
aggregate funding of these operations is over

$~0

~he

millic:: per
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annu"I! or ubout one-fourth of the toill progrilm.
~hat

for the most

p~rt

We m'1y note

these contr .. cts are with private in-

dustries located in the oethesda area.

In addition, some

other NCI staff scientists work at these various laboratories.
The argur.ients given in conversation with the NCI people in
favor of such an arrangement are that (paraphrased quotes
from various individucils) "it is impossible to work at the
NCI itself as there is no space, the buildings there are
poorly designed, f.?deral procurer.1cnt procedures are terribly
slow, the NCI is filled with old fuddy-d11ddies--etc. etc."
It should be pointed out that some of

th1~se

scientists are

very cre~tive in~ividuals who make import.ant contributions
to science.
However, even if all the science •:;P.re of the highest
quality, which is not the case, there is much redundancy and
overlap in the work scope and the contracts themselves are
very diffuse about the goals.

They are extremely difficult

to analyze because they contain so many disparate elements.
Many are almost miniature reflections of the totalSVCP

progra~.

We seem also to have the peculiar situation of NCI
staff scientists writing contra~ts for private industry, the
monies from which are used to support their own work.
contracts go for first review to the Segment Chairmen
of which they are often
groups, which they

~ay

merr~ers,

These
Commit~ee

and then to the working

either chair or sit on and which often

contain close friends and colleagues.

NCI staff scientists

'
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aiso move about from one of the::;e locul contractor::; to '":-.::;ther,
in what can only be interpreted as an effort to support
contractors.

t~ese

Further comment on such modes of operatio:! ·..:ould

be superfluous.
We can only guess that having to "review" contrccts of
•

the type described above accounts in part for the sense of
frustration felt by some members of the working groups.

:;o

one really likes to spend his time acting as a rubber sta::-.p.

Program Project Cra1ts
These

reptes~nt

large contracts which essentially buy

the output of an entire university department.

They pay the

salaries of all personnel from the professors to the ja,itor
and provide the (!quipment and materials fer all.

When judi-

ciously chosen they can free a principal investigator

frc~

financial worries for a number of years and allow him to try
out new and innovative procedures without fea·r of loss of
funding due to failure.

Competently performed experiments

even with negative results are often of great import.

Sc~e

of the best science in the SVCP, and some of the most pedestrian, is currently carried out under such contracts.
The difficulty in evaluating such contracts results
from the fact that they generally contain a large
incompletely described subjects for study.

nu::-~er

of

These can include

electron-microscopic surveys of biopsy material, reverse-transcriptase assays, the isolation of virus mutants, and on

a~d

on.
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In this aspect they rescriJle the large diffuse contracts of
.the intr<1mural extensions.

rt is clear that the principal

investigators feel that in order to justify the large amounts
of monies needed to fund their large st<1ffs, they list in their
proposals everything that is currently in fashion.

Such un-

realistic and diffuse proposals would be rejected by study
sections on these grounds alone.

are supported by a contract program which is supposed to have
a clearly defined

•

.It is strange that they

~oal.

•

Small Grants
Of the

cont.~acts,

a small fraction monetarily, but

perhaps some of the most productive scientifically, are analogous to simple research grants.

In prir.d.ple, such contracts

could be used as add-ons in fundings to the best investigato:s
in order to allow then to try out scientifically novel but
risky approaches,

The difficulty lies in the fact that many

of these contracts are not of this kind but rather support
Principal Investigators whose proposals received modest review
in study sections, according to members of study sections who
have had the opportunity to see them at both the grant and
contract level.

Such contracts also often have the flavor of

continuation of the principal investigators'ongoing endeavo:s,
sometimes with slight'changes for program relevance.

rt must

be recalled that under the rubric of cancer research almost
any research in cell biology or virology could be fitted.

'
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The question has been asked of this com:11ittee

whe'.:~>~=

the research spons.orc-d by the SVCP is of the same quality
as that under thC? grant system.
the analysis given :;ibove.
by

me~hers

the words

Our <i.nswer is implicit in

More explicitly, in the revic\·:s

of this colilr.!ittee of the larger research contracts
"overblo~m",

"overm:ibitious", "too diffuse", "hish

cost relative to yjeld" recur over and over.

There seems to

be some redundancy in the contracts for resources.

These

contracts as currently written, generally do not indicate
the nature of the :ruality control that is Employed or the
rationale for par::.lcular production methodr1logies.
We are quit•3 sure that much r:iore would have been accomplished if equal s~pport had been provided on a ~ompetitive
basis to many mon· laboratories with greater c<i.pability and
experience in particular areas.

We illust"::ate this point with

the following example:
In analyzing the large contract to Flow Labs and following a site visit, the Chairman of this ad hoc

com.~ittee

that one of the major endeavors at the moment is in the
acid sequencing of the
viruses.
'

g§

fou~d

a~ino

antigens from a variety of RNA tu:::or

This contractor had hitherto no

e~-pertise

in protein

chemistry, and therefore two years ago it became necessary for
him to buy. all of the he<i.vy equipment needed and to hire new

'

personnel for this task: it is very
a laboratory.

e~-pensive

to set up such

Since this is an important scientific

pro~lem,
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the Chairmon of thi::; Ccm::littee asked a number of very eor..petcnt protein "chbmiscs what might have happened had a widely
publicized Request For Proposal gone out in this area.

Were

all the good protein chemists so busy and their machines so
completely in use, that analysis of other proteins would not
have been considered?

He was told that no protein chemist

can afford to keep his machines running full-time, nor could
he sustain the personnel and reagents to do so.
modest arr.cunts of

~oney

Thus, given

for a few techni:ians, reagents and

•

materials, establi3hcd protein chemists .night have considered
undertaking this project.

The SVCP not only had to set up a

new laboratory but perhaps, more importantly, may have lost
the opportunity to interest another segment of the scientific
community in the •ancer problem.

,
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nEc0·3:::nt. TJ n;;.:;
Since our review of the SVCP h<:is

'1

might suggest th<:it the progr;:im be nbandoned.
this would clefinitely be a mist<>.ke.

C:'-~

neg;:itive tone,

We feel that

The originnl notion t!':at

there ought to be an integrated program on the study of

t::~

relationship of viruses to human cnncer was, and still is,
a good one.

The mistake that led to the excesses we descri=e

was primarily one of management.
grow from the inside out.

The program was all0\·1ed to

The vision that established the

program was sour.a, but the underlying philosophy that the role
of management of fundamental science is the same as the role
of management for 2ngineering or

develop~ent

when the

mental knowledge ig available, was sadly in error,

fun~a

Insteecd cf

allowing the direction of the scientific program to come
the working scientists by opening it to

ail, the

f=o~

progra~

appears to have bei.m a closed operation from its start.
Success in science is an irregular
phenomenon.

an~

unpredictable

When and where important discoveries are and

be made is almost impossible to determine in advance.
should be to maximize the opportunities.

·~·ill

The ;oal

This of course eces

not assure success; all that ca; be stated is that if expe=iments are .!!2!_ done there certainly will be no success.
success assured it would no longer be a question of

Ka=e

scie~ce.

Therefore, our recorr.!!lendations have as their goal the

ope~i~;

of the program to scientists at the program, decision and \·:orking levels.
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we believe tho.t there arc three features of the s·::?
.that should be conserved:
l.

It should remain an integrated program where c:;::-:.iu-

nication and collaboru.tion arc encoura<:Jed between the
tigators by frequent meetings at which projects are

inv~s

disc~ssed.

Program Chairmen can serve as fairly selfless catalysts i:-i a
way that executive secretaries of study sections cannot.

The

receipt by contract~rs of the summaries of the annual repo=ts
of all other contractors cannot help but be stimulating, although here we strcngly reconm:icnd that an ;:nalytical inde:.;: of
the surrunaries be prepared.

This will serve not only cont=actors,

but also Gegment ctairmen and review commixtees, as a mea::s to
achieve natural collaborations and the avoidance of a

red~n

dancy of efforts.
2.

The

pro~ram

should continue to provide

standa=~~zed

reagents, viruses, cells and animals in addition to
certain supportive testing programs for the

provi~~ng

inv~stigators.

It is clear that few laboratories could provide these for themselves without developing peripheral facilities which wou!d
only consume time and money and inhicit many lines of research.
3.

There are kinds of developmental research and clin-

ical and animal screening programs that could never

co~pete

in the cu'rrent study sections for funding, but which are a'.::Jso 7
lutely necessary and therefore can only be supported by an
integrated program.

..
•

Il
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!

To achieve the ubovc st<itccl goals we rn;ii:c the follow-

J

• ing rccor.Wli::nd;itions to serve as a guideline for restructuring
the SVC!'.

I!

The Intramural Prooram

1.

.

A Steering

Corr~ittec

shall be appointed by the.

National Cancer Board to provide overall administrative leadership and guidance.

This committee shall consist of the

Segment chairmen and a nur.U:ler of scientists greater than the
number of Segment chairmen.

I

These

scienti~ts

should be appointed

from outside the NCI and would serve no rnol'."e than four years.
They should not be recipients of support f;:om this program.
They should approvE: the appointments of ne;. Segment Chairmen
and merrlbers of the working groups.

They should assist in

setting priorities for the research effo=ts of the program.
They should overse,1 the segments and have the responsi:!::lili ty
for reorganization of segments as new developments in the field
may warrant (see below, 8).
2.

The Office of Program Resources and Logistics

should be maintained much as it is.

The recent removal of

these resources from the control of the segments themselves
has met with universal approval.

Time did not permit detailed

analysis of possible redundancy in the contracts relating to

'

services and reagent preparation, but it seems to exist.
control could be improved.

Quality

Simple feedback to this office

after receipt of materials by the investigators would provide
a quick indicator of any developing problems.

The Chairman
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of this scg::;cnt :;hould h<ivc <in <idvisory bo<ird .including

:;c:

0

personnel, ind i v:idu;:iis fror:l other relevant areas of NII! ar:c
some outside scientists.

These individu;:ils should have so=a

expertise in the problems associated with reagent proc1uctic::
and testing.

They should set up st<indards for ir.oni to ring

.

quolity control.
The availability of materials and services should be
widely advcrtized ar.d open to the scientific cor.ununity-atlarge, ond provided on the basis of merit.

No longer

shou!~

highly qt1alifiod sc Lentists be unable to :ibtain certain reagents simply bec;::.:ue they are not in the program.
This office should be sensitive to rncomraendations
that may arise from the working groups for the types of resources that are "" eded.
Steering

Cor.~ittee

It should report ::-egularly to the

to discuss the determination of priorit:es,

both for reagent production and distribution.
3.

With regard to the intra;i-.ural program, we did

l".:)';;

feel it to be in our purview to looJ:c into the allegations c:
some of the NCI personnel regarding the difficulties in \·;o:::-'.-;.ing on the "reservation:·

This is _perhaps an area that the

Cancer Board might want to look at more closely.

However,

we feel that all NCI staff should work either in space on
the reservotion or if necessary in space and with services
~on

the outside.

Their funds should come from the x;::::

in-house budget, not from the extramural program.

They

be subject to the same rules as other NIH scientists.

s.!:~·.1ld

NCI
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stnff should not llc• p'..lt in the er.JJ<irru'.;sing, if not ille:,;;;il,
position of w.ri ting contracts for other contractors to support
their m-m work.

We do strongly support the continu;;iticn ;;ind

strengthening of the in-house vir;;il oncology program.

It

should be provided with adequate space, personnel slots and
funding.

Competent personnel would then be readily available

to provide advice to the Office of Program Resources and to
outside contractors.

The Extramura 1 Proa:::"?'.71
4.

During the course of the next t ·m to three years,

all working groups should be reconstituted.

Since except for

the Office of Program Resources and Logist:ccs we do not at
this time see a loqical division of the

s~gments,

favor setting up about five working groups.

we would

Each is to have

a segment Chairmnn salaried by the NCI and, if possible,chosen
from the outside scientific community, with counsel and approval from the Director of NCI and the National Cancer Board.
Should the current Seg'.71ent Chairmen choose to continue to
serve they should give up their roles as in-house program
managers.

s.

'

The working groups should consist of more than half

non-NCI personnel appointed for a maximum period of four
years, and initially mainly of scientists not currently in
the SVCP.

One can envision such groups as consisting of 2

cell biologists, 2 animal virologists, an

irr~unologist,

an
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onco:ogist-physici.:m ;md a 9cncticist.

They should be

c!"::::~:i

by the Steering Cor.;.,i ttcc.
6.

These groups should have the authority to rate

priorities, including refusal or decreased funding of proposals.

They should see all of the submitted proposals end

letters of interest and be advised of their fates.

There

•

should be no overriding of their decisions without justification.

•
7.

These working groups should bP. composed of people

who are willing to give up many other acth ities while se:::-ving.

The meetings of the \\IOrking group3

~hould

not only con-

sider the current set of proposals but hcivE: sufficient ti:::e
to participate in

progra~

direction.

authority to ge1;e:·<lte proposals.

Thus the.{ should meet at

least once a year \·1ith the Steering
8.

They should have the

Conmiit~:ee.

Under the guidance of the Steering Committee, these

working groups might evolve in time, as

development~

in the

field warrant, into segments with a particular prograr..:n-=.tic
theme.
9.

All current contractors should be notified that

their contracts will be terminated over the next three yea:::-s.
10.

A public and widely advertized announcement

s::c~ld

be made to the scientific community that the viral Oncolc0":;·
Program is open to proposals.
course corr.pete.

current contractors can o=

This procedure will not only allow the ":ea'.<::

contractors an opportunity to seek other funding or make o::her

I

J
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l'

l

even potentially successful contractors rethink their
grams.

~==-

What hns amounted to alrr.ost autom'1tic contract r:?-

ncwal can only hnve .had a stultifying effect on the curr=::t
contractors, accounting in part for the poor quality o= s=::ie
of the research done to date.

A little competition stsi.:l=

be stimulating.

•

11.

These proposals would then co:ne to the

ne~dy

con-

stituted working groups and be distributed r.ore or less a':
random for consideration.
bu~some

The Segment ctaii111en might distri-

on the basis of special expertise 3Vailable in a

particular working group.
12.

The procedure of in vi ting the P.::incipal Im·asti-

gator or his Project Officer to present his work should =e
abolished.

It

wou~d

leave more time for

.:..1so

a~:liberation.

it is difficult for even the most objective of us to tur::
down an individual who was earlier in the room prese::ti:-.:; his
case.

When necessary, site visits can be arranged.
As we discussed in the Introduction, considerir.g

scientific promise of viral oncology, it is appropriate

t~e

t~at

the NCI continue to alloca_te some 10 percent of its bi.:c:;e':
to this program.

•

However, we have intentionally avoide= de-

scribing .the mechanism of funding as either contract or grant_.
We have found only contradiction and confusion bet'.,ee:-i t::ese

.

two mechanisms as currently' understood and interpreted
contract officers on the one hand, and contractors or.

t~e
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other.

We stress rcithcr the intc<Jrcitcd und coordinate natu::-c

of \:he progra:n; som..: proposuls must be contracts--those to
privute indust:ry--while others Cun be called whatever see::-.s
appropri;:ite.

The corrmon their.e is \:he effort to determine

the role of viruses in hi.:man cancer; format should not be
allowed to stand

i~

the way.

.

:>1.
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Although this cor..cittec coulcl not interpret its

c:-.~==~

to include the general scene in the suport of biomcdic~l

science tod;::y, we feel we would be rcmi ss if we did no:: z:::-.:.~.;
to the attention of the National Cuncer Boarcl certuin :';a':::..:.=es
thu.t disturb us.

Simultaneously with the growth of

or non-investigi:!tor initiuted

.

progr~~s,

fundamental science is being eroded •

ti:!:::-g~-:2:::

the support bi:!se

Perhaps in no a:::-ea

'""'

in Cancer Research l~r.,..~ a st;~ong and brca:::::;
based biological research endeavor necessi,rr.

It is :c.ore

thnn possible that none of our current approaches to
lem are on the ri•;rht tack sir..ply because

W8

t~e ~=:~-

lack the f·.:::C:a::-:::i-

tal knowledge to see even indirectly our way to the clea:::water.

Not only is generalized grant suppr.rt in areas cr.:.-:ical

to Cancer Biology being decreased but also training p=o;:::!.-..::
from which our future scientists are to be derived are als:
being undermined.
come from?

'·1here are the researchers· of tomorrc-.·; '.::::

Large turgeted programs usually are not tte ;=:;er

environment for training of new and creative scientis::s.

::-:ey

tend to lead to niche filling, thereby inhibiting the C.e·::::p-

.

..

ment of investigutors who can think independently.
We support the National Cancer Board in its ef:'o:::-:s ::o
restore training grants and would recolt'.mend that it si:::.:.:a=ly
use its influence to pro;:iote the general heal th of bic:::;:".:.:::al

•

research throughout the NIH •
While recognizing that

3.3-0[JB 0 - 74

~

10

budgc~s

must be prepa=ed ye'°':::s .
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in advance, the Doard should do its best

~o

sec that at

lo~!=

.within the NCI, funds can be transferred from one area to
another when the quality rating of proposals merits reallocation.
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Ex:::cutiV·~ .Secrer.c.i:y 1 Nat.iuna!

Cir,ce'r ;.avisory

s:..;~

V:(.:,.:

March 26, 1974

Boa.rd, National Cane-er

Ii-:.stituw

.
It should be r:otcd that '.:he draft nrrsion of the Zir.Cer Ccmaittee
t~pon, ~ub:rii.ttsd

llOard

for ru:1Sideration to tte Natfopcl Cmrer Advisory

on ~">-oYC2::'. 27,

1973 .md subs£-qw=rit.l.y refor.:e::i bad< to the

Zinder Comnittee for fir'-'llization, was resul:::nit1.ed to the National
'Caltc::r AC:..ri~or1 F_,.o~d en t-3.rcb 19, ..1974, in iC~nb.cal fcu::m, as t.....~e

Richard P.•• Tjalma,

•
•

D.V.~! •
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c..:.M<:RA COPY-PLEAiE SHOOT AND
SUP~LY 2 SETS DYLUX
(Hgld " - Nurnoen Thruoul-)

nlE~IO~·L\~DU.\I
TO

DH.11n~;;;.:-.r

OF llL\G!!, UlL:C.lno:-:, .\:->[) WHF.\R;.
PUllLlC Hl.\LT!i SU..\'l(E

DATEo

'lhe Fecord

March 26, 1974

•
FROM

Executive Secretary,
Institute

" Advisocy ~d, National Cancer
National Canrer

Action to create and dmrse an ad hoc Board subcamittee to revieJ,
and advise t.'1e Director, c:cr, regan:!ing selective .'ir;olsrentaticn of
reo:mn:mdations specified in the Zinder Cc:mri.ttee :eview of the
Sj:ecial Virus car.c"-" P:ro;ram of the National Cance : Institute

,.

During the oourse of the March 18-ZO, 1974 r.eetin~ of the National
Cancer Advisory Board, it was proposed and appn:J<.'e:i that a Board
subcomnittee b: cc--caLad to revie.·1 the Zinder· Cu-:::-.::.ttee rerort of
the ~'CI Special VLrus C.:.'l= Progrem. Suc.'1 revie.; is to i::e directed
,to evaluation of s;?ecific !"~'1.Ciations as set f:>r".1~ in the re~rt
and selectiva .,_..,Corser.:ent of sa::e for referral, tl:roi.;,,,"h the Board,
to the DU:.,ctor, National cancer Institute, for j:·plerrentation.
Im?ler.entation ~f a!?l'roved reco::mmciations is 1:0 .Je e=;illshed
through coc:_:eretion and oonsultation with the Dirroetor and staff,
National Cancar !nstitur.c; t.'1e su!Jcc;::;nittee will r2wrt to the full
Boaid, at futill'."e r.eetings, t.'ie prcg::-es5 of rreasure'.!1- i.ri.itiated by
the Director, i\atic.nal Cancer Institute, in rcs~e to rep:irt
reCCimEndations endorsed by the National C;mcc.r A<iv-isory Boa...'"d for
ir.plerrentatian.

Richard

A.

Tjalroa,

o.v.M.

•
...
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Ccmn2nts by Dr. Norton Zinder, Chairmm, Carrmittee to review the Special
Vhus Cancer Program of the National Cancer Institute, to the National
Cancer Advisort Board, rreeting of Marcil lB-20, 1974.
Before. touclling on the substance of our report I've a fe.i ca:ments

to make.

M1en

~ ~

asked to revie.i the v.C.P. last year I

expressed the follo..ring senti.Irent to the Camtittee.

I told them that

I was saieNhat skeptical of the National Cancer Plan for the kinds
of reasons that were discussed in the 'lball3S camri.ttee report.

'lbese

incl\rled the enornous da..1gecs in over-premising the Congress and
the public, the seeming over-errphasis on central planning, the
potential danger to the biaredical researcll establish.-rent it migh:.:
cause by dislocating biaredirel researcll in general, and also the
lack of the operative section of the Plan.

I should say that I was

privy to this report as a rrember of the Report Review a:mni ttec
of the National l\caderey of Sciences.

'lberefore, our

a,.m

report had

to be parochial in that we were lcddng at only a segrrer:.t of the
program alnost of the context with its totality and wer2 reviewing
one segrrent without knowledge of the workings and planned workings of
the others, a task which of rourse would have been enonrous and beyond

our

~.

I introduce 11¥ rerrarks in this W<J:f to indicate that

our revie.i seriously,

•

in

SOiie

for~

~

felt that given a National Cancer Plan we might

small wey attenpt to see that it was the.best plan possible.

While the docunent whicll we submitted lists our nore formal

•

operations sucll as rreetings and site visits, it does not indicate
the ronsultation that cx:mrnittee rrenbers
and in letters.

As our

took

had

via the telephone

review proceeded various rrernbers would

be in touch with rre as their thoughts developed.
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It is from these letters and discussions in addition to our
meetings that the report ~as synthesized.
stands together on the document

~hat

The committee

you have received and

•

considers it our report,
Now to touch on the substance.

We can divide it into

two areas, the analysis and the recommendations.

The committee

unanimously felt that viral oncology was a subject worthy of
high priority effort.

Viruses of a number oi kinds have peen

implicated in cancer of many animal forms and some small
amuunts of evidence implicates certain viruses in human cancer.
Also, viruses provide a potentially clean model system
studying in depth some of the details of

for

the oncogenic process

but of course not independently of the total gestalt of cancer.
In our reiiew of the v.c.P. and I must emphasize it
was a review and not an investigation, it became clear early
on, and probably is also a truism on

~priori

grounds,that

high productivity from a research program so broad in scope,
is essentially impossible when control is largely in the
hands of a few individuals.

There is an inordinate amount

of power in the Segment Chairmen's group.

It is this power

that is responsible, for real or imaginary reasons, for the
tensions that exist anong contractors in the program and
accounts for the antipathy to the program in the scientific
community.

We assume that the intimations of this tension was

what motivated this Board to initiate the review.

We can

assure this Board that this tension and antipathy does exist.
In our survey of the Resources Program a number of comments

•
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on the management of the Program, mostly unfavorable, came in.
I've forwarded to Dr. Rhoads copies of these comments.
When we interviewed

th~

contractors who were also on

the contract evaluation working groups, their comments were
markedly circumspect compared to what they said privately.

•

You have all received a transcript of this meeting.
it speaks for itself.

We think

Let us realize that these individuals

were talking to the whole committee with the comments being
taped and stenotyped and a member of the v.c.P. present.

Still,

they provided us with a clear indication of how powerless they
felt and how unsatisfied they were with the review.
judge for yourselves.

You can

In answer to Mr. Schmidt's question

posed to this committee about the quality of review, we feel
that it has been extremely poor.

However, because of the

existence of our committee some members of the working grOUP.S
have told me that they now feel in a stronger position to make
suggestions and oppose decisions.
When we say that the Segment Chairmen are extremely
powerful one must recall that Ors. Manaker, HUebner and

•

To~o •

the Segment Chairmen of the three largest research segments
are also in-house program managers and project officers for
seven or more contracts in addition to their roles as segment
Chairmen.
With regard to the Science supp:>rted,

When members of

the working groups imply that they are not satisfied with the
kind of work supported, this should almost suffice.

our own
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analysis is that about 50% of the program is supportable at
some level.

Those of you who were here last time may recall

that Dr. Price rated all of the contracts and either in dollars
or number of contracts gave about 50% a priority of 3 or better
even when correcting as we all did for the fact that some of
the work, screening, production, etc. must be pedestrian in

•

nature.
There has been some co11U11ent that we did not document
our statements.

Indeed the report was written in general terms

as we well realized that
any real sense.

I

ag~in

on~

could not provide evidence in

emphasize we were a review committee

and not an investigating committee.

We were asked to take an

overview and these are our carefully considered best opinions.
With regard to the letters we received, contract analyses etc.-they were not submitted as part of the report since we

presu~ed

the report to be a public document and we felt that the same
kinds of discretion that one uses in handling reviews of contracts or

g~ants

or reco11U11endations etc. should be maintained.

we 'aid forward to Dr. Rhoads in addition to the comments I
mentioned before, all of the external correspondence that

•

was received including the transcripts of the meeting with
the Segment Chairmen and some of our own contract reviews.
Since it.has been our experience that all documents with wide
circulation somehow diffuse even further, we felt that these
should not be part of the body of
with the contract analyses, and
specific contractors--were made.

the report as especially

~omments

on individuals--

These documents were also

for our own internal discussions and edification and not

•
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"
finished reviews.
In considering our recommendations to this Board,
there was some sentiment in the committee to recommend that

.

the v.c.P. be restricted solely to Resources and Procurement
and those developmental efforts for which it was possible to
provide a realistic specification of the effort involved to
a singular desired objective.

In addition those aspects of

the program which are research in the sense that they add, to
our fundamental science base should be r~moved and the moifies
saved thereby

reallocated to the

grant~

program.

However,

on reflection we did see advantages to a collaborative and
integrated program on viral oncology as long as the program
was open and competitive.
There seems to be some confusion in terms on the issue
of grants versus contracts.

We see no reason why

~uch

an

integrated collaborative program must be supported solely by
the contracti mechanism--and I now use the words contract
mechanism in the only sense that I can understand their aper•~

ational meaning--decisions being made by a few in-house people

•

as to-what and who is to be supported •

•

with a built in series of checks and balances to prevent the

Thus we recommend to the 'Board an in"tegrated program

special "notions of particular
day.

indivi~uals

from carrying the

For example, should the first definitive cancer virus

turn out to be a papova virus, the v.c.P would be in a strange
position.

It scarcely supports any work in this area and only

recently has gotten seriously involved with the DNA viruses
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such as Herpes.

In this light l will make just one remark

with regard to the

v.c.P.

fact sheet.

for the distribution of EBV virus.

The

v.c.P.

takes credit

Our Resources and Facilities

survey uniformly showed that the one virus that all investigators
found to be useless was E.B.V.

A

v.c.P.

•

is not needed to send

.

out seed cultures.
In any event, we would suggest the following developments
for the future:

First, the setting up of a steering or ad-

visory conunittee with members not in the program that meets
regularly with the Segment Chairlilen to discuss program and
help reorganize the wo:cking groups.
be that and no more.

Segment Chairmen should.

When the working groups are reorganized,

all current contracts should undergo thorough review,
~

renewals, but as if they were an initiation.

!!.2!.

Importantly

current contractors should be notified well in advance that
such a review is to occur.
to be terminated.

Essentially these contracts are

We don't quite understand the so-called

leg.al objection to con tract termination.

rt is our under-

standing that contracts by definition run to term and until
recently were for only one year periods.

Clearly certain con-

tractors have built up special expertise in these last years
and should have no trouble competing.

However, competition

would be useful as we feel that with real review the monies
available to this program could readily support several times
the number of proposals that it currently does.

Thus new

proposals would succeed and some of the current ones would
naturally fall by the wayside in part or in toto.

Most

•
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importantly, new ideas should diffuse into the program as the
complexity of viral oncology clearly necessitates.
Another important point is that intra-mural work should
not compete with extra-mural research in the same program.
Local industrial contractors should not be used as a way to
•

do intra-mural work.

If these contractors don't have the

expertise to justify their support without staffing by N.C.I.
scientists, then they shouldn't be contractors.

We do, ho¥ever,

support the existence of strong intra-mural program in viral
oncology but within the N.C.I. and subject to the

sar.i~

rules

as other N.I.H. investigators.
Thus we.envision a program in which there is an appropriate mix of contract and grant type work, all open to serious
competition and decided upon by

the collective wisdom of the

working groups in coordination with the steering committee
and Segment Chairmen.
Still one further point.

The provision of materials

and testing servicrs ets. should be decided on the basis of
scientific merit and not just program membership •

•

_To close, let me just say, you have received our report,
you have also received the v.c.P.' reply.

'

we· are glad to see

that they seem to be RDVing in part in the directions we recommend but they still seem to be refractory to opening the
program.

We are, of course, ready to answer your questions

and other members of the committee might want to comment
further.
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f!IATtu'"'· '::1o·tni.:rnor Ut'.Mlll

TO

t'llO~l

IJA'fl::

Dr. Richard A. Tjalma, AssistDnt Director
for Board and Panel Affairs, tlCI

'·

January 17, 1974

Assoc;iatc Director for Viral Oncology, DCCP, NCI

sun;1:cr, Report of the ed hoc Review Comit.tee of the Virus Cancer Progrem

d~veloped by staff of the
'Jirus Cancer Progriir.i on the draft report of the ad nae P.ev1e•.-1 Corr.nittee
<.f the Virus Cancer Prograr.1. Additional materialis'fncluded as bilckground infonr:ation for NCAB mcnbers attending the January 28 inforrr,al
meeting:

As requested, we are submitting com:nents

•

Vfral Oncology Annual Program Report, 1973
Viral Oncolqgy ~rc;gram Backgro1Jnd hfor:r.ation P.eport
Transcript. of the J;ECti n~ of the ad hoc Revie1·1 Co:l':ni ttee of
the VCP, held June R, 1973 in r:e\1 York.
We trust this infomation 1·1ill be helpful fer our future discussions.

"J

"

/.-:?)({,,:/
... ,,'/'/,/>'
~llrf·,}. B. l-ioloney

II

/

I<:\.._)

Enclosur~s
LRS:lq

•
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COMMENTS ON THE REPORT OF THE AD HOC REVI EH COf'.MITTEE

OF Tiff VIRUS CAriCER PRCGRAM DEVELOPED BY SENIOR PROGRAM STAFF

Meetings of the Review
1.

Co~mittee:

March 23, 1973 - Ne·..i York
Organizational rT1eeting.
absent .

•

2.

Nine of ten mer;;Jers

pr~sent

- Dr. Stetson

May 2, 1973 - Bethesda
Ail mef'1bers present. Fir~t and only meeting with Chairman and
Segment Chairmen 0f the Vi~us Cancer Program.

3.

4.

Mar 3, 1973 - Bethesda

Dr. Rowe attended a

mee~ing

Jur.e 8, 1973* -

~le•1

York

ln1ra rneet1no.

riirH: or
1

ef the Program Segment Chairmen.

~en r11eo1LH-..1r~

were

~re~enL -

U:-..

,;LeL~u;i

absent. The-minutes cf this meeting are appended and s1.;c:;narized
in AP?E:,~!X A.
5.

July 23,

197~

-

S~thesca

Dr. Zir.der and Dr. Defendi attended a meeting of the Solid ~umor
Virus Working Group, one of six working groups of the Virus Cancer
Program.
Contr~cts

reviewed;

M1crobio1ogica1 Associates
Stanford Universitv
Salk Institute
Harvard University
Wistar Institute
Weizmann Institute

S1 ,920,0DD
131 ,962
70,750
63 ,ODD
131 ,653
70,DOD (to be phased out)

*Following this meeting Dr. Tjaka resigned because he had accepted a
position at the National Cancer Institute.
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Dr. Zinder and Dr. Defendi visited Flow Laboratories - Solid
Tumor Virus Segment.
Dr. Zinder, Dr. Defendi, Dr. Rcw1e visited Litton-Bionetics, Inc. Tumor Virus Detection Segment.
7.

August 29 ~ - Los Angeles
Dr. Zinder, Dr. Porter, Dr. Price and Dr. Shatkin attended
Pacific Coast Tu"'or Virus Group ~eeting.
~ust

30, l q73 - Los Angeles

Dr. Zinder, Dr. Porcer, and Or. Shatkin visited University of
Southern California.

Fourth rreeting to analyze :>urvey.

All men;bers µresent.

f
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-3RESPDNSE TD THE TEXT
OF THE VIRUS CANCER PROGRAM RE\'lt:W

C0~1:11TTEE

REPORT

In its analysis of the operations of the Virus Cancer Program,
the Co11JT1ittee c·oncluded that research in Viral Oncology deserved continuing support.

•

The basic issue was whether the contract Is the best

; mechanism for providing such support.

The FY 1973 expenditure by the

Nati ona 1 Cancer Institute of 42 mi 11 ion do 11 a rs fundir.g 131 contracts
was contrasted with 7 million dollars in National Cancer Institute
support of about 100 grants.

Actually, of the 119.5 million

doll~rs

in

FY 1972 NIH extramural grants, 58 million dollars supported 1090 grants
covering different areas of cancer-related research.

The 131 contracts

within the Virus Cancer Program support approximately 600 professionals
and 230 pre- and post-doctoral trainees which, when combined with technical
support, total 2,290 individuals whose comu1ned activit1es resulted in
1,183 publications in FY 1972.

Therefore, we question whether the overall

opportunities for the development of fundamental research observations in
~cience

are as limited by the additional support provided to the scientific

community by the Virus Cancer Program as the Co11JT1ittee implies.
The Co11111ittee recognized the contributions of the Virus Cancer Program
tn screening, production of research reagents, and coordination and infor-

mation _flow between investigators 1-;hich are not features of the grant

•

mechanism.

What is. not recognized is the tremendous amount of basic

research supported by the Virus Cancer Program that make these high-quality
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-4reagents available to investigators.

However, the Comnrittee believes

that a serious and destructive aspect of the Virus Cancer Program is
its

~ssumption

that

kn1J1~ledge

of the virology and natural history of

tumor virus was sufficient to achieve control of virus-induced cancer
and that most basic information was on hand to achieve a
result in a relatively short period.

defi~itive

The fact is thlt the Virus Cancer

Program ha5 never considered the virus-cancer problem to be one which

•

would be readily resolved, and the breadth of its overall activities
acros5 different research specialties shows cognizance of the need for
such contributions converging on the major objectives.
The Virus Cancer Program is and must continue to be an "in addition to"
rather than an "instead of" program.
Proaram was to

m~ke

nossihlP thP

The basic philosophy underlying thQ

PX~Pditint~

~•vPln~mDnt

nf

•i~niflr•nt

observations generated within the scientific community to the benefit er
the public and not to

co~promise

the basic research contributing to an

understanding of neoplastic transformation resulting from the imagination
and work of the best scientists under the extramural grants program or
other sources of support.
The Virus Cancer Program is obliged to use the contract rrechanism to
fund its collaborative program.

This has required yearly review for

renewal of projects which are regularly monitored through progress reports
submitted tri-annually, and more recently semi-annually, by the contractor
for perusal by in-house and Working Group merrbers.

Reviewers are, there-

fore, well aware of essential details of the progress made under the

'
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-5project in contrast to the position of Study Section members who are
primarily concerned with the evaluation of new efforts.
alter the nature of the review.

This does

Program has emphasized the acquisition

of and association of the best scientists available for research who
will contribute to program objectives rather than development of research
for its own sake.

Each contract receives review by two to three review

groups follov1ed by approval by the Institute Director, his designates,
and higher authority as required.

Under this system, the µower of

individual Segment Chairmen is minimal.
The Virus Cancer Program is primarily an in-house operation in the
sense that it is the administrative focus for a collaborative program of
research.
~ArrP

Any contract support for in-house investigations receives the

rpviPws ar.corrlPd anv contract oroiect and the in-house investiqator

maintains liaison through the contractor's principal investigator.
The Committee contends that the Segment Chainnen come from a narrow
section of the scientific community and that Working Group members are
chosen to reflect a similarly narrow range of expertise.
·was stated that

Seg~ent

Moreover, it

Chairmen were not originally selected on their

ability to run large contract programs.

The Segment Chairmen (appointed

by the Director, National Cancer I~stitute) are chosen both for their
ability to manage complex research programs and for their scientific know-

•

ledge ·in viral oncology.

The Working Groups are composed of individuals

drawn from a wide ·variety of scientific disciplines to obtain as much input as possible from a membership also cognizant of virological aspects of

33-088 0 - 74 - LI
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oncogenesis.

The range of expertise so provided is not narrow, but

it is attuned to virological matters since the activities of the
Virus Cancer Program are restricted to problems of virus relationships
to cancer.
We recognize that for some Segments names no longer reflect their
programmatic theme.

The Chair;nan of the Virus Cancer Program is con-

sidering rectification of this situation.
for restructuring would be

Any specific suggestions

welco~e.

Contract projects arc not assigned to a Segment on the basis of
a.particular personal relationsh!p between a Principal Investigator
and a Segrrent Chairman.
a particular
tr!!~~

Segn~nt

Investigators in the field might tend to favor

because the research

•r~ ~imil~r tn thPir

nwn.

act~vities

which it adminis-

However. it must be emohasized that

14 reviewe1s vote independently to establish the relevance, priority

and need for new proposals and renewals of on-going projects, each
of which is rated by secret ballot.

This policy obviates personal bias

of any individual member directed for or against a project or its Principal Investigator.

Furthermore, the proceedings of subsequent Working

Group technical reviews are recorded for each project and are subjected
to detailed scrutiny by officials authorized to initiate contract proceedings.
lhe Committee Report states that reviews for scientific excellence
perfonned by Working.Groups are perfunctory.

We wish to stress that

at present these Working Groups are composed of a plurality of non-government
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new projects, fhanges of the workscope of existing contracts, increase
er decrease of funding levels, and termination of contracts.

.

In

addition, the members are encouraged to suggest new areas for profitable investigation.

The Virus Cancer Program has looked to Working

Groups to perform these functions.

The problems which the

Co~Jnittee

has associated with present review practice 11ill be eliminated by two
actions of the Chainnan, Virus Cancer Program.

These include:

(1) the

chartering of an advisory co"'11ittee composed of non-program scientists
to provide broad directions on allocation of resources, areas

f~r

expansion of research and development of new leads ar.1 opportunities,
and the application of research findings to the control of cancer in man;

to review individual proposals for scientific excE:llence

,,

competence.

~nd

ti:chnical

The group will consist of .60 mer:bers, both government and

non-government scientists, selected on the basis of their outstanding
individual qualifications and recognized expertise in the fields of
microbiology, molecular biology, inr.iur.ology, biochemistry, and virology
as they relate to cancer.

A quorum of eight merrbers, more than one-half

of whom are outside NIH must be present at each meeting to review proposals.
No merrber will be present during the portion of a meeting where a proposal

•

from his own institution fs being considered •
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In essence, the reconrnendations of the CoITTTI'ittee call for the
establishment of a new approach by Government to fund the scientist
at large.

At present, the services and products necessary to accomplish

the objecti\'es cf DHEH programs are obtained from in-house resources,
through other Govern1Tl€nt agencies, under a grant, or by contract.

The

Virus Cancer Program was initiated by the Government under a mandate
to the National Cancer Institute by the Congress to determine whether
viruses were etiologically involved in human cancer and to develop
means for prevention or control of such cancers.

so~e

Since the grant is an

agreement by the Government to suoport the exploration of health-related
research of the investigator's own choice, ... nereas the contract is the
instrument whereby research and materiel specified by the Government is
procured, the Virus Cancer Program has authority to pursue its objectives
only by contracting with non-government institutions, not with individual
scientists.

The recoll11!£ndations by the Cor.rnittee overlook the legal

obligations of Government and contractor as parties in a contract and
center on an approach to an integrated program of research directed by
non-governmental scientists at large.

Either a new device to support

investigators is required or one may seriously question whether the grants
program does not in large part already fulfill this need.

i
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The contention of the Committee that the growth and management
of the Virus Cancer Program from inside Government was a mistake neglects
the fact that specific regulations govern contract procurement.

ln such

operations, advisory groups and Goverr.men t employees make recorr.menda ti ons
regarding the Government's needs for specific research and the capability
'

of an institution to fulfill those needs.

However, it is the Institute

Director, his designates, or higher authority, if required, that approves
the initiation of contract proceedings, and the Contracting Officer who
negotiates and awards the contract.

Since contract procurerrent is initi-

ated to provide material return to the

Govern~Ent,

monitors technical performance by the Contractor,

the Project Officer
pro~ects

the

Govern~ent's

interests, and insures good relationships and fairness to the cor.tractor.

Project Officer and consultants to the

Gov~rnnEnt,

by regular reports

made by the contractor, and by regular fonnal reviews by
on review groups.

consultan~s

Thus, the opinions of specialists within and outside

the Government contribute to decisions regarding each contract for research.
Operationaliy, the Virus Cancer Program always has beer. open to
research proposals and the recommendations of, non-government scientists

•
•

actively engaged in virus-cancer research.

Such recomendations not only

impact at working levels and on the direction taken by Program, but
directly influence decisions which are ultimately made by authorized Gov-

enirnent personnel.

The limitations on funds, manpower, and materiel

obviously introduce constraints and require judgments by individuals
responsible for administration of the Program with respect to the overall
research effort.
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Those features that the Committee suggest should be conserved are
the backbone of any integrated activity.

These include meetings by

investigators involved in ·Program research, centralized resources for
research needs, and service or developmental contracts.
contract

instru~ent

However, the

is not limited to activities of routine develop"'ent

but includes individual research, development or dPm:instratior. projects
that frequently lie beyond the state of the art and entail procedures
of great complexity and difficulty.

Under the5e circumstances a con-

tractor, no matter how tarefully selected, may be unable to deliver the
desired result.

Moreover, the job of evaluating progress may be difficult.

In such circumstances, the advice of experienced consultants on review
bodies and of site visitors is necessary and is routinely requested by
Program.
Virus Cancer Program administration has been developing plans for
an advisory group of consultants to provide input as to the direction to
be taken by Program, development and establishment of priorities for
research project plans, and selection of sole source projects.

These plans

coincide in large part with similar recorrrnendations made by the

Co~mittee,

particularly with outside membership on this group, except that Government
reserves the right to direct the assignment of its own personnel and
requires adherence to regulations governing such group activity.
The purpose of an Office of Resources and Logistics within the Office
of the Associate Director for Viral Oncology is to obtain those reagents
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routinely used in quantity within Viral Oncology and its collaborative.
Program at minimum expense to the Government.

Therefore, first priority

is given to requiren;ents for projects funded through Viral Oncology
to maximize progress.

•

.

Reagents have been provided, to the degree

to scientists not within the Virus Cancer Program.

pos~iole,

It is not within the

purvieH of the Office of Program Resources and Logistics to establish
priorities for distribution of reagents to scientists at large nor to
undertake general distribution of available reagents.
carries the suggestion that the Virus Cancer Program

The Corrmittee Reoort
b~

obliyated to

undeli"lrite costs of materiel for non-Program research and to establish a
review mechanism for distribution of reagents to the scientific pubiic.
is clearly not feasible within the limits of available funds and staff
positions.
The Report recommends restructure of the W0rking Groups into a facsimile of the study sections.

At present a restructuring of these Groups

is undeli"lay to meet OMB directives.

Present membership includes non-

governrr.ent scientists from this country and abroad, and the cor.ipos i tion
of the review bodies recorrmended by the Corrmittee does not conflict with
the views of Program Administration.

•

CONCLUSIONS:
input

r~garding

The flavor of the Committee Report calls for better

desirable research by contributions from a group of

specialists who would provide new concepts, fresh vision, and a suitab1e

'

climate within the Program to attract greater and more diverss scientific
capability to virus cancer research in order that the opportunities for

This
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The general substance of the

Report also indicates thct elements of bias which may pervade the
processes of project selection be eliminated by a reorganization of
project review groups.

A better delineation of the responsibilities

of Segments of the overall Program was recorrrnendQd.

The importance cf

resources and adequate yuality control was emohasized.

Unfortunately,

· su~gested improvement was based on total destruction and restructure of
Program anrl not on constructive rrodifications which could be readily
implemented.

We feel that the Associate Director for Viral Oncology,

working with an advisory group of consultants, could accommodate the
constructive features of the report and retain the positive aspects of
the Program without the necessity for an intervening dissoluticn which
would seriously affect ongoing research and impede the acquisition of
data necessary to attain Program goals.

•
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SPEC! FTC RESPONSES TO
BY THE VIRUS

•

CAl~CER

Genera
- - -1
1. General Introduction:

REm'oMENDATIO~lS

PROGRAM REVIEW

co~:MJTTEE

The recommendations of the Virus Cancer

Program Review Committee suggest that the scientific cc;rnnunity should be
responsible for and totally direct the obligation of government contract
f.unds.

We call your attention to the fact ti1at the le!Jal aspects of such

action require investigation.
2.

RecoITTTiendations l, 2, 3:

The committee recognizes that the Program

is already carrying out these rei::or;-.mendations.

He intrnd to continue

operating in this collaborative spirit.
Intra~ural

Steerinq Cor;irr,i tte_~:

1.

on the

Program

directic~

2.

The Chairman, Virus 'cancer Program, has al ready

taken by the Prcgram.

Program Resources and Logistics:

The Office of Program Resources

and Logistics will seek expert advice on reagent production and quality
control.
3.

•

This is an Institute problem now being rectified.

Extramural Program
1.

,.

In-House Operations:

Chainnanship of Working Groups:

The major issue in recommendation

4 is the suggestion that the National Cancer Institute recruit five or more
Segment Chairmen from the outside scientific corrrnunity as salaried employees
to replace present Chairmen.

The Committee should recognize that the Chair-

man's position requires full-time effort and attention to many details other
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Little would be achieved by making

a non-government scientist into a government

2.

scie~ce

manager.

Composition and Responsibilities of the Worl:ino GroUJ2.:

The

features presented in recomr.;endations 5, 6, 7 and 8 are in practice.

•

Members of Working Grouos are approved by the Di rector, llational Cancer
, Institute.
3.

...

Termination of Current Projects and Readvertisin_g_:

While

we recognize that recon.11endations 9 end 10 are intended to provice opportunity for greater numbers of scientists to participate in the Vi !'us Cancer
Program, 1·1e question the necessity for complete dis!.ulL1tion of a11 on-going
research.

This v1ould have a s!:ulti fying effrct on proor.::ss.

ing a selective process to maintain the best research bearing

4.

Technical Merit Revie•11 Process:

~le

are

ap~ly-

o~

the virus-

Th! 5u9g2stions made in recor:"enda-

tion 11 are already in practice.
5.

Presentation to Revie•,1ers of ProCJress by Principal Investio::Lors:

Working Groups have requested the opportunity to confront the Principal
Investigator to better evaluate progress and techniques and to provide
suggestions when necessary.

If this policy is to be discontinued, it sho1Jld

be upon recorrunendation by the Working Groups.
6.

Finally,

~1e

agree with the Corrunittee that format should not stand

in the way of progress.
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APPENDIX A

REVID\

1

•

.

~bmber

Segment

or

co;.r.;E.\TS

ox

VCP*

Generally
Favorable

lliles

DR

x

Krim

DR

x

Gallo

DR

x

Generally
Unfavorable

x
x

Hundtz

STV

Bloom

I-E

Black

TVD

x

August

T\'D

x

Gilden

BCV

x

*At meeting of Jw1c 8, 1973, :\cw York, ad hoc Rcvie1,· Committee
members is1tcrvie1·;cd S of 49 outside mciiillcrs of h·orking grou~;s
in the VCP .

•
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APPrnDIX 13
Table la
PROPOSALS SOLICITED*

A~D

FU:..'DED

Period

Ntnnber

July 1972 - June 1973

3

July 1973 - January 1974

s

January 1974 - July 1975

11**

•

* By advertisement
** Projected

PROPOSALS lliSOLICITED A\lJ H!:\DED

Number
Period
July 1971 - January 1974

Received
149

~W1Jed or
to be Funded

22

•
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APPENDIX B (Continued)
Table 2a
VCP CD\'fR..\CTS
Major

~bdifications

.

for l·Y 72 and 73
Reason

No. of Contracts

Actiw

36

.Tcnnination
'Reduction in Funding

H

New Contract

4-1

Increase in fu.1ding

21

Low Priority
ti

High Priority

"

Table 2b

VCP CO:--.TRACTS*
Action

•

Number

Initiation (New)

71

Tenninat ion

33

"'Covers period July 197() through January 1974

(FY 71, 72, 73 ancl first half of 74)
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March 19,

19/'~

~d-er:

Since the .i'.':t:-eting of January 1974, it w.:Js not posLJibl~ to
have a 1.1.::eting o[ t:-.c f'Jll cm.:..-::ittec.
Hci·,...ev(l.r, its ~c~bcrs
stanJ. oP. the. prcvivus docur.lcnt.
ls r:ior~ COi:lll!~nt desired?

Rhod2s:

It \:ot:1d tie ll~~rul to put this irito fee us nfni.n for the Z.oard.
Some Dcr.:;;,.ers th.::it.!~hr. ll. new· vc!'sion ~...~ould be f6rtl:cooin,&.

~:

a re ...· ccr::::Jents. t-,'hen asked to rcvi::'.!1.·.' thl'.!' VCP, I ":~s
of th~ ::dtiot1al Cancer Pl~~, havin~ h~d ~n c~portunity
to read the Ttc~~s report.
Th~r~ are dangers in pro~is~s to the
I can

~ake-

~kc~tical

public

a~d

Co~~r0;s.

Ovcrpla~~inz

creJ~cs

the

~~ngc~

oi

clisloc~tio~s

in the bio;:,cclic;::l .:::o:::.::~i.:;i.ity.
Tb..! rt:Vic~...·e:s oi the VCP 1.,;cre loc~:i:-:;
at only one s..::·~~ .-.::t
.
of the fro~ran \.:ithouc ~no..,·ledge of othC!r
segr.:cnts in t~~ Pr".."~:-.::.::;.

The doCl!!:"'.C:lt ~'..1~'::1it:cC l!3t!: the :::~re !°or.:'.".3.l !'JCH:t:!::.;;s b:.:t :iOt ::!':'2
tclcvf:c-n~ c.:lls Lnd lt!~ :~rs t.::1ic!~ pr0:-::pt~d sy~th~sis ci the rep.;: ~:t.
The cor:-ittec s:.t?<.Cs 0'1 th~ cr:·:istf;-::-;:: ~C':l::--:.:<·:.t.
r:,e c!oct.::".:f'~!:. is
divided into Lwo areas, am:.lysis £JOd reco~:::t:nciations.
Viral C:il!':ccr re~.:-a1·c~1 is cf ?.! ::.h ?ricri.ty~
It j s nlso a r:,,,. . d<!l
for study of the cnco~Pnic proc~ss. In the revic~ of the fCP, it
beca~e cle~r that hi~h ?rcdacLivity in research of broad s~c~e ~~~
not p~ssib-lc u:1der the con\:r0.i of
s1::2ll ::rou;.i of ir.ciivicical:::;~
7~-ie
result ·ll:lS i.iee~ te:isicn ~r:J antJ:;:.:!thy i:-. t~.e s~icntific cc::::-.;u:J.icy ..
I assure the Hoard that it cio~s exist.
<:::&

On resources, I got unfavorable r~?orts in ?rivate. In d!sccssions
witll c~c~ers 0f ~or~in~ Grou?s, ~e got the fc~lin~ of dissatisf~ctio~
vith the rexicw ?!'0::2ss.. Sine.;: the r.~ce:t!nl, .=:cr.c r;:c!:}:H~:rs of
Workin5 Groups are ~ore at ease. Hut?bnC;r, lod.aro, and }iana·.:.er are
in-house ~.'.?.4~gers ~nci are also Project Offi~ers en contra~cs.
The
Segraent Chair::~~ a~~ very ?0~£~!ul--. Dr., Price rated SO percent
of contracts at 3 or better.
The Committee

r~~ort

is in general terns

~ith

no evidence

i~

the

r,eal sense. This »."as a revie\./, no[ an investigating, co==iit:ee.
The letters r~ceived are ~ot included in the re?ort, whic~ is a
publi.:: ..:c.:.::...:::~:'.:.~
~··- r::::.:!:Lr::J..'.:. ..:.:r:-11..s;:·.:-:-. ..:c:::.:.:? ~...·.'.?.s £0::-"..:~::-C.~G t:i
Dr. Rhodes. Naces are only for internal reviev.

•
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'l'herc"'\.!,1s so'Je !=lenti;:.cnt in the co::::.':'!itt<?:e to restrict the VCP
to services, re~cvin"?. funcl.:r.:r.entill resc.:irc;-i aspects to grants.

On reflection the aJvdnt~ge of il viral ~t:colo;y progrn~ ~as
seen, if it ~ere ct1 a cc=?~titive b~sis* There is no reason
for vcr S'l?j)C'rt orily b;' contract. Decisions on support arc
by a s~all ~~CU? in-house.
S~~?OS~ 3 papovavirus ~~re
foun~ t~ be tC.c first h:.ic:dn car.cer virus.
The VCP is not
sup?Ol'ti!~f; ;;.:l;,c-v.:i::irus rt:~t?.arc:1.
The EB virus produced •..:as found

I~adc

useless by.

investig~Lors supplied~

(l) [$t.1blish!::c-nt of a "Steering
Cor.. '71it::~Pri
.
tn rco!"£_<1nizc the VCP and advise.
J2) Review of ai'l
coc:racts as ~ re-i~it!ation. nnt a rcne~al. All contractors

The Co,,,,,,i ttce recoc':lends:

•

should be so not!f i~d. If the co:1tractor h2s the ex~ertis~, th~rc
should ~e no trou~le in reco~p~ting, The VG? could fund several
tiaies the nu~~!:cr of projects nc,...,• fu:i.ded. ~\ev concepts \.."ould trickle
into Lhc Progru~. (3) Lccal contractors should not do intr~cural
\Jork. The Cocoittcc L•vors su;:iyort for intra-:::.ural pra;;ru~. but
\Jithin the ~CI.
(~) A pro~r~~ of grants a11d c0nlr&cts is visuali~ed
ovr:'!'rse(•&i. 'by ti:e 11 S1..12.!ring Co:.-:.;; ttec,.. (5) Rcsourcr:s zhould be
given on th~ basis of scientific ~crit, not on ce~bership in the
\'CP.
Dr.
Rhodes:
Darnrl]:

,.

Darn~ll

wishes to

~ake

a

statc~ent.

Thanks for a dif[!cult job.
I \..•!sh to r:::akc SCE:e re!"",arks en hm../ the vc1• C:OU.lO ne ::iroilt.!;~u~u.
had no ....·ish to t'.a~e a co=ient:., but Dr. Zin..:-2r \..·unted sc:::e St.:.?;:'C'rt.
I hope to give an outline as to how the progra:l could be broaCe::crt.
1\Jo panels see cppl1catiocs icr st~r?ort, I serve en the A.":':erican
Cancer Society Pa~cl a~d the ~CI l1Js a Virus Study Section in Gracts.
A\..•arencss is cre.::?in~ in t!iat :'lOt all t~e acsft.,:ers are on hand of t:-:e
connccti~n bet...,cen vir!Jscs and cancer :!!uch less huaan cancer.
I~
there is no longer the case that t~ere is ~ccd for a?~lied res~arch,
there is Clore need for thin~crs at the f unC.ac::12ntal level.
At present, of 153 ar?l!caticns approv~cl by t~e Virus Study Sccticn,
68 \Jere paid. So there are 75 added virologists in the country ~hose
projects have been approved although they are without ~oney. This
would require >2 to S3 million dollars a year and ~ould boost basic
virology. In the last 1 1/2 years, t'1e A::"rican Cancer Society sa·..:
215 grant ap?lications of which 180 verc approved, buc only 55 ?aid.
These ~re si~ilar to those s~~n by the SIH Virus Stcdy Section. Five
million dollars a year would have added 10 to 20 of these investiga:~rs
to Pro~r~~. T~e~e are h~zhly =eritcrious grants. So there ar~
many scientists in the cow.cmnity who could ac.d to the \"CP. A 5.:::crc.
of 16~ to 170 ~ill ~~ tCc cu:-of~ ~oint for the AI!ierican Cancer Soc~ety.
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Arc~ th~rc

qucs t ions? I ...,oulJ i;_kc to r.i..5.ke so=...:! undcr~tanc:!ir:.gs
(of t·:~at has be: en prc~t:>ntcd):
(a) NoneyJ \.;hich mit~ht have been
saved. w.fas expi::r.deG ~oo soo:a or too fast bec.:iusc of lack of

und~rElo11~ing

\.'ere

(o( the

oonc-rtuni~ics

co~plcxity

of

th~ proh!~:),

to spend the 1;rnncy jn th.:::

or

~rants

(b} There
pro~ra:i,.

(c) Th~~e exists a l~=~ of u~tl~rsL~nding to direct a targ~Lcd Pro~ra=.

~~

h·c nQCd a broader base of unC.prstand1~& in viral cncolot:;y
directed ~ay of spending to gel Lasic input,

a less

Have we loCJt tir:-.e.?

_Zinder:

'
Sch:oiidt:

We can 1 t ever be sure.
In .science, _one Goesu' t knew \.'he:;i one
will £CC an ans~cr. So~e pro~isin~ scic11tists arc ~ot being
funded today, 11.ld they been, one doesn't kne>w i f anything ..-ould
have cor..c out.
I want to get straight what Dr. Zir.der reco::-pends:
(a) Would
continue the \'C?;
(:i) ho:1lc!:1' t Sj.H'nj as r:::...:c!l -;:ioncy as is s~cut
.. today;
(c) ·. fouJ.d bri::.ig i~ outsiders as acivi.sor.s !ro=i StuG.y Scctic:a
and ACS pa:~,,;;l;
(~} Contractor;; \,;DulC ::>c;~;;ly supporL:
(c) £·Ji~ o:
the rc.searc!l i..:culd be by grants ·..:ith r.'.~1y:,e sc-~e contract r.escurch;
(f) In ccr;tr'.:?.cts .'.?::.C r,rants, p.::.(r rL?ViC'•..t by the sa::ie scientific
cadre ti1at ·...·ould overlov~ the Prot;ra::i .:i.s a \.:hole.

As far as rascarch ;oes. thC'rc is little ~ifferencQ bat~ccn contract
and ~rant.
1n1s nasn t a Li•i::~ Lu UU wLLi.i w~id.;_ ::.~1\Ju:1! L..:. ~v::.:..::..:!.
The specified target of a contract docs not iit a basic endeavor.
Sch01idt:

~:

Rausch~r:

Those givir.~ and receiving contrncts say that they are not
constrain..;:d .. You sa\~ that at the current state of k...1.owlcdge, this
can't· be S?t!cificd. •
I ''ish to call on Dr. Rauscher to coi:unent on changes that h.,ve been
initiated,
I wish to thnnk Dr. Zinder and the me:ibers of the Co=ittee.
To put the situation into perspective, the VCP began in 196S to have
a hard-hitting proEra::l and .to encourage young people to enter
cancer research. Congress gave a highly visible acount of ~Oney to
encoura£e bri£ht pccpl~ to co=e in. Contracts were selecteC as the
funding ~echaniso because, at the time, grants had money, aGd contr2c:s
speeded up the funding ;irocess to 3 to 3 1/2 ::ionths whereas grant
support required 6 or core ~onths,
There was deli.berate policy to get the best people to serv<e o;;. rev::.2·.·
co::..'":.itte2s. ~:.::.;~_. ::~..;=. :::~c ::22.C ~,:is becc~e "'.'O~ular a:ld ~oney l.o.r'!:e,
steps oust be taken t!J se?arate: :::ana;~=...:;it f:-oo. revie-·..;.. :...·~ .a.re g.::::·.;
more into the pro~ra~ grant ~echanism. There are best effort cc~t~2c:s
with aca~e~ic ins:itu~ions. These could ~e converted to P~ogr20 Cra~:s
with ~nfon:iati~n ~~de available to Prograo oanagers.

.
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field.
lf basic or funda~ental research ~as required to get
fro!:! poi,-,r .\ to ;>oint B, this •.-ould be done bv a contract. It
was

thou~;:it

to be um.:isc to use grants because these ....·ere
~.:-·,: - i! ·..:2 '.:J::~ a Cc:~:~.;.~--le i:-:~c~atiC'!:.Jl

in".'esti~·:::2~-::·:t:::.:c:::.

void, tl~i prcgra~ grant ~echanism could be used. Also, funds for
projf'ct f,ra~ts are bein~ increased. I will close by sayjng

.

that thio1g.s discussed :·:esterciay at the Board .:;ec·ting and Dr. Zinder' s
i<lea of char.;ing the revie:...., i:-.ech.:inis::i. - in general, the se?araticn of

manage=cnt fro~ review - ~ill go a long way in satisfying Dr.
Zinder's concerns. Present operations are inherited from the
origlcal deliberate or~anfzation at the beginning of the VCP.
Shubik:

Had I heard Lhc reports by Dr. Zi:oder a:ld Dr. Darnell give:l today,
I would l1ot have been as irritated as I was ~hen I read the report.
Today's cc::::::i.~:lts arc to the ':)Oint and I ....·oulC li~:e to see thc:n
1ncorp:irat'2:d in the rep.:. re.·. Today's co::u:!ents are sot'le\..~hat at

variance

~it?1

the substance of

t~.c

report.

I ~cul~ like a CC?Y of t!10 re=arks to odd to the re?ort. After
talking to Dr. r,ai.J~C~er ar.d oth~rs, I ..... ish to t:ike. [\.."O StC?S:
(I) To receive the recort •'ith t!,a,-,ks.
(2) Ap?oint a subcorr.;:iittee of t:w B.0ard to .follo·..: its :i:-:i.;d.c::icnt<'i.lion and r-eport to
tl1e Board to follow its

i~ple=er1tacicn

a11d re?ort to tl1e Board

how rapidly t!;is is bei~.-: acco:::?JishPd.
Dr. A.'7'.os is Cesi~natC'd
as ChaiIT.an ~·ith Drs. Seitz, Lo!:don, and Skipper as !:le::i.bers.
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be sure this rc?ort. Cce.sn' t fall bet-..· ..,e:1 the cr.:J.cks.
The ~aterial sent ce by Dr. Zinder ~as not circulated because it
is too peraon3l. T~is ~ill be giv~n to t~:e !o~r ?EC?le on the subco~::1ittee.
It bears out the sta.:1d of t!i.e Zinc.icr Co.:."'::littee. I
personally had the i:pression that the criticis:s ~ere by people
I respect.
Charge to the sub-co::-.z::ittee: Fallo·.. the i:ple'-"lentation of the
reco~..":'!endat i0.:13 in the rC'-::iort by exch.;n~es ..... i t.h Dr. hauscher and
his designates as to how ~Cl is taking advantage of the
recoC'!I'!Jenciations. I ask the sub-co::nittee to report to the Boa.re
at every or every other oeeting on this i=plecentation, 2nd if it
can't be implecented, what considerations apply •
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. J. \.'atson:

I wish to make soce co:nents. I don't think the prograc is getting
enough money. It would be a tragedy if the ru:iount of money were
decreased. !1aybe ():Cl) had bee!l overly 09ti::1istic. But this ?rog!:'a."1
represents the D~st ~etnoa tor getting at.tne etiology oi cancer.

In the Virolo;v 3:~civ Section, the a~ount oi ~onev ~as too s=all.
The VCP could think bi~ger with core money for a ;ore lioited approach.
This created bad feeli~gs bv the failure of the VCP to recognize the
breadth of the field and putting too ~uch into the RSA viru~es.
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a~d

contracts. I can't l1elp but be
the results of St\1dy Sections.

dis~llusioned rQ~ardin~

In

\1CP, outsiCer's i.:~ut !:.J<l not been reco!,~nizcci.
I believe ::.ore uoney
s!·iculd ~c· ;:._ ~~Jt.?~t;.:-C .::::i '..!scC. f.1.~l~
7!~C'.r'2 ir; r.o lcr:~ tC>CJ. ::.:?.tr.::d
that would last five ;:,i~lutcs.
People just hcivcn't gotten tot;ct:ier.
The

rl'..'.~ort

Js :ir.tclli;',e:1t; ;:;crh.J.ps one-sided.

The r:::iain thing

is th~t 110~ ~iruscs c~use cancer is a cO~?lex problc~. Virolo&y
Study Scctic~s think scall, I think a lot more money should be
gotten into it. nnG th2 po-..:cr should be dif[used to

g~t

•

a\..•ay frorLI.

individu.:il dccisicr:.s.
l wisl1 to ~uote: ''Consistency is something with which
ainds have nothing to tot 1 t
~:

~reat

The sub-co7:::-.ittee "ill phr.se its activity over the next year.
cannot be done at one blo~. Progress reports vill

Accot?li5h=~nt

be brought to the. Bo.Jrd in an
Oue~ A=·:c~:

oq~anized

u::anncr over ti;:-.e.

Give atrcntion to the valuc·s in the ongc>ing \'C!>.
lt h1:rn been
crlticizedi but it include$ very able ~en vith dedicatio~ to
Progra::1.
lt "-'ould be enfort:u:-i.Jtc if action ....·i:ire taken to disnJrt
this. I Ll1in~ ~any of us arc concerned over stresses wilh ~hich
intr~~ural ~~rk~rs ~ave had Lo cope.
! a~ree ~Jth D:~ Zin~cir on
the su;-?ort cf ,1 stnJ~!; ir:.::r:;:r:.ur.:il pro;ra;.i..
A great !":nny of l!S
t..~oulel r:a.vc ret:;.rcr:: ....·ere severe aan3;:c Gone co a r'rohr.a::i \.:n1cn nas

Leen a source of pride.
A~o$:

Sc~:

Ar:ios:
~:

Dr. Zindcr has given us a refrcshin~ approach to new direction
without saying that ~hat has been done is bad.

It is fortun3te that the Zinder Coc:'littee gave as much constructive
input as it did.
Thr. sub-co;::cittee is charged to bring the Board infon;;aLion as to
is being cone.

~~~t

Zinder said to get good peer review, separate outside program
(roe internal manage.cent. The Board has said it shares
that vie\..·. Dr. R.ausc}\er is to irr.ple:.::.ent this. The Anos Co-;::::;r;:iittt:e
is to consult with Dr. Rauscher to see how implementation is done
or that it is deficient.

manag~~ent

Am~:

Seitz:

Since we have different views of the function.of the sub-co::n:iittee,
l hope •·e reach the sace objective ..
All of us in the physical sciences can see how ~uch ~as lost by
too much concentration in a specific direction. We may get to a
point where basic research people will say we can set our sights.
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Senator KENXEDY. 1Ve will next hear from a panel of witnesses, consisting of the distinguished members of the President's Cancer Panel,
Mr. Benno Schmidt, chairman of the panel and chairman of the board
of Memorial Hospital, vice chairman of the Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center, both in New York City, accompanied by Dr. Ray D.
Owens, Department of Biology, California Institute of Technology.
Dr. Owens is technical advisor to the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation; and Dr. R. Lee
Clark, University of Texas System Cancer Center, Texas Medical
Center, who is director at large of the board of directors of the
American Cancer Society, and president of the Scientific Committee.
STATEMENT OF BENNO SCHMIDT, CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT'S l;JANCER PANEL; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. RAY D. OWENS, DEPARTMENT
OF BIOLOGY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, PASADENA, CALIF., AND DR. R. LEE CLARK, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
SYSTEM CANCER CENTER, TEXAS MEDICAL CENTER
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Mr. SCHMIDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are pleased to be
here.
Senator KENNEDY. Gentlemen, we have benefited many times from
your testimony and we are anxious to take advantage of your scientific and techn.ical know-how.
Mr. SCHMIDT. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
am going to keep my opening remarks very brief so that we can get
to the question of the members of your committee.
I would like to say it is a pleasure for me and my colleagues on the
President's Cancer Panel, Dr. Lee Clark and Dr. Ray Owen, to
appear before your committee on the second anniversary of the
passage of the National Cancer Act. The past 2 years have been very
eventful years in the evolution of the cancer program, and there is no
question that great progress has been made in that period.
As recently as 1970, cancer research was relatively on the back
burner so far as our national priorities were concerned. In 1970, the
Federal Government spent $180 million on its cancer research program. In 1971, while the Cancer Act was under discussion in the
Congress, these expenditures were increased to $232 million.
.
In 1972, the first year after the passage of the Act, the National
Cancer Institute was provided $378 million. In 1973, the amount was
$432 million, and in the current fiscal year of 1974, expenditures will
be $589 million. This latter figure includes $59 million which has
been released from funds previously impounded.
During this period of very rapid growth in the Federal cancer
program, it is my belief that a good balance has been maintained
between grant-supported activities and contract-supported activities.
between research aimed primarily at extending our fundamental
knowledge of cancer and that aimed primarily at improving the
technology of clinical care, and between extramural activities conducted in research institutions throughout the country and intramural activities conducted by the NCI itself.
I think these balances are reflected in the 1974 figures.
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Of the 1974 budget of $589 million, $218 million will be spent on
research grants; $95 million will be spent on research contracts; $81
million on supply and support contracts; fellowships and training
grants will amount to $20 million; cancer control will receive $34
million; $51 million will be spent on construction; NCI intramural
research will amount to $45 million; $18 million represents the NCI
portion of the cost of the NIH clinical facilities, animal facilities,
and the NIH management fund ; the remaining $27 million is the
cost of administering the program.
Intramural research at the National Cancer Institute has grown
much more slowly than the rate of growth for the program as a
whole, but this is in accordance with the policies of the director
.
supported by the board and the panel.
In my opinion, there is absolutely no question that there is more
and better cancer research going on today than has ever been the case
in the past. Progress in some areas of 'basic science has been more
rapid than was thought possible even 2 years ago.
Furthermore, as a result of the progress that has been made in the
centers program, in the control program, in the task force programs,
in the cooperative clinical groups, and in certain of the educational
programs, we are seeing better patient care throughout the country
for cancer patients today than ever before existed. As these programs
realize their full impact, the benefits of this acceleration will be
increasingly clear. 'Ve are beginning to achieve greater uniformity
in the delivery of optimum care for such cancers as leukemia and
certain other childhood cancers, for Hodgkin's disease, and for other
rapidly growing lymphomas.
All of these cancers appear to be susceptible to restoration in the
patient of a full life expectancy in a high percentage of the cases
where early diagnosis is accompanied by aggressive treatment. Programs are also underway to improve both early detection and treatment in breast cancer, cervical cancer, lung cancer, and colon cancer,
and other types of cancer are under intensive study by organ site
task forces to achieve a formulation of the best technology available
to us today as well as to conduct the best possible research on new
insights.
Of course, not all aspects of the program have gone as we would
like.
One of my disappointments as chairman of the panel was the
discontinuance of the training grant and fellowship program. Although OMB was under very real and justified pressure to reduce the
budget in a period of serious inflation, the decision to reduce it by
cutting the training grant and fellowship program was, in my opinion, a serious mistake.
It is absolutely essential to our success that we bring our brightest
young people into this program, and fellowships and training grants
have proved to be the most effective and most economical way of doing
that.
These are among the best dollars that we spend in terms of value
received. The panel has done its best to present the arguments for
this program, and we are disappointed by our inability thus far to
get this program fully reinstated.

.
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However, we are continuously pressing on this front. I am pleased
that a $30 million fellowship program for NIH was announced
earlier this fiscal year, and this program is scheduled to go to $60
million in 1975, and $90 million in 1976. This has enabled the NCI to
restore its 1974 fellowship and training expenditures to $19,948,000
which is only $500,000 below our expenditures on these programs in
our peak year of 1972.
Unfortunately, the restoration is not nearly so complete in such
Institutes as General Medical Sciences, Allergy and Infectious Diseases, and others where the largest part of the training and fellowship program was funded. The training of these scientists is of
utmost importance to all biomedical research, cancer as· well as other
areas.
In my judgment, when we look at the cost of medical care in this
country today, we cannot afford to economize on the effort to produce
the people who will make the discoveries that will facilitate prevention or simplify cure.
1Ve have also been deeply concerned about the cuts which have
occurred in the research budgets of General Medical Sciences, Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases, and
the other Institutes. Neither the cancer program nor biomedical
research in general can thrive if these Institutions are not healthy.
At the time we were urging on the Congress and the administration a greater effort in cancer, we were very explicit in the position
that the increased cancer effort should not be at the expense of other
biomedical research.
I am not sure that the cancer effort has been the cause of these
other Institutes receiving less, but it is difficult to prove the contrary
when the cuts have in fact taken place.
Also, regardless of what would have been the case in other circumstances, the fact is that this country cannot afford to reduce the
research efforts of these other Institutes at this time.
Therefore, we have urged the Office of :Management and Budget to
give the highest priority to budget increases for these Institutes. I
am hopeful that the budget for 1975 will include increased appropriations for these Institutes.
On the whole, the members of the panel and the members of the
National Cancer Advisory Board, those who have been closest to the
cancer program, feel that the program is progressing in a wholly
proper and healthy fashion .
We feel that the director and his staff have done an outstanding
job in administering the program during a period of intense growth
while operating under highly restrictive personnel limitations. Enormous progress has been made, and great progress can be expected in
the future.
However, cancer is an extremely complex and difficult grou.P of
diseases, and it is highly unlikely that we will have any smgle
miracle of discovery that will provide an answer to all the cancer
problems.
Also, cancer is long-range by its nature, and it takes substantial
periods of time for the effect of carcinogens and other causative
factors to manifest themselves and for the efficacy of treatment
procedures to be determined.
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Therefore, we must be patient and persevering and we must view
this as a long term commitment by the administration, the Congress,
and the American people. This is not to say that we will not make
enormous progress as we go. I am convinced that we will. But I am
also convinced that we will be working on some aspects of this
problem for many years t-0 come.
I would also like to emphasize that biomedical research has
reached the stage today that there are no longer sharp dividing lines
between the various diseases and research disciplines. Just as there
will be important fallout to cancer from basic biomedical research
aimed at other diseases, there will also be important fallout for other
disease areas from the cancer research. This is already beginning to
manifest itself in very important ways.
So far as the Cancer Act is concerned, it is my opinion that the
compromises reached in the initial legislation have served us well,
and that the present act provides a sound legislative foundation on
which to build the best cancer program of which American science
and American medicine is capable.
1v1rn,tever mistakes have been made have not, in my opinion, been
the fault of the legislation. I see no reason why this legislation
cannot serve us well in the future. I believe that the comparatively
minor amendments that are embodied in the bill now pendmg before
this committee are desirable amendments, and we of the panel recommend the continuation of the present legislation with these small
amendments.
My colleagues and I will be happy to attempt to answer any
questions you may have about either the proposed legislation or the
program as it has thus far developed under the Cancer Act of 1971.
Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Schmidt.
The members of this committee, and the co-sponsors and supporters of this legislation are very much in debt to the Panel for the
suggestions you have made.
I cannot think of any Advisory Panel that has been more conscientious in fulfilling its responsibilities t-0 achieve the goals of the
1971 legislation.
I think the recommendations that you have made and the amendments which have been proposed, and which we welcome, were made
on the basis of some long hard thinking. Hopefully they can be
translated legislatively into the kinds of improvements you desire.
One of your most interesting comments concerns the fact that
along with the progress that has been made in direct cancer research,
there has been a spinoff effect of great value to the other Institutes.
In other words we have seen in this program, the broadest kind of
communication and willingness to work with the other Institutes.
Mr. SCHMIDT. Oh, yes, there is no problem of communication on
these kinds of things and even if the communication channels were
not wide open within the National Institutes of Health they are wide
open within the scientific community so that these things get moved
about just as fast as the confidence in the discovery reaches the point
that the scientist is willing to reveal it.
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I can give you two examples without being able to be too specific
about them.
·
In one of the Cancer Research Institutes where we are funding
cancer research, there are very important discoveries today which
a12pear t-0 have more immediate significance and perhaps more immedmte application to diabetes than they will have to cancer.
Ip the long run they will have some very important cancer implications, too; that is, if they are borne out. But they may have some
very immediate implications so far as diabetes is concerned.
There are other discoveries that appear to have substantial importance so far as the understanding of multiple sclerosis is concerned.
These are simply examples of work that has immediate application
and all work now in cell biology and molecular biology and cell
surfaoo phenomena, understanding of the immune system, immunology, and these fundamental research areas now pretty much transcend the boundades so that the fundamental research in cancer is
important in the overall picture just as the fundamental research in
other areas is important to cancer.
Senator KENNEDY. Your statement supports broader financial support for the other Institutes of Health as well.
Mr. SoHMIDT. Not only in my statement, Mr. Chairman, but a good
bit of the time that I have spent with the Office of Management and
Budget, and on my most recent appearance there I spent some time
in emphasizing the necessity for stronger support for the other
Institutes if the cancer program is to continue to be healthy and
equally· important and a part of the same thing if our biomedical
community as a whole is to continue to be healthy.
I am very ho\leful that that will bear fruit and the recommendations that you will see in the next few days.
Senator KENNEDY. You have been a strong supporter for full
funding of this program, but I know from both your public and
private statements that vou are a firm believer in insisting that the
other Institutes of Health are funded to the extent that they can
meet their responsibilities. You deplore any suggestion that progress
in cancer shon ld be nm de at the expense of the othPr Institutes.
Mr. ScHMIDT. Well, I have taken that position publicly from the
beginning, but I have not hHretofore regarded it as my area of
responsibility.
I did feel in the recent appearance that it was so apparent that
certain of the Institutes were not receiving what I considered t.o be
funding commensurate with their capabilities and the needs of their
program and the needs of other hea Ith progrnms from the developrncmts within those fo-:titntes, that I did, eYen though I am Chairman of
the Cancer Panel, I did take on the job along with others of trying
to intercede with OMB as strongly as possible on behalf of those
other Institutes.
Senator KEXNEDY. I suspect the committee will hear more on this
issue. And we will include that in the hearing record.
Let me just ask you a few more questions. )fr. Schmidt.
The Secretary questioned the wisdom and Yiability of expanding
the number of Centers. Could you state the position of the Panel on
the matter¥
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Mr. SCHMIDT. Yes. I think there was perhaps some misunderstanding in the discussion this morning.
When we back a Center we do not build a Center out of the whole
cloth with Federal fonds and commit the Federal Government to
the future support of that Center either in its research activities or
in its medical care.
What we have done in the National Cancer Institute is to pick
those spots where, as a result of local initiative, sometimes State and
voluntary, sometimes voluntary onlv and in a few cases State only,
but where local initiative has brought about a situation where there
is excellence in both clinical care of cancer patients and basic cancer
research. The NCI makes grants to those institutions principally in
support of their research and usually with the same review for
excellence as the review of other grants. I say t'usually" because in
some cases, the review is still a very capable and full review but is
not accomplished in the same studv system, but usually the basic
research grants to Centers go through the same study se.ction procedures.
Now, the National Cancer Institute could not limit the number of
comprehensive cancer centers if it wanted to.
The private resources and State resources are available for that
purpose and what we do at the National Cancer Institute is simply
recognize certain institutions which have reached such a standard of
excellence in both patient care and basic research in the field of
cancer such as to be called in our opinion a comprehensive cancer
center. We have no ongoing commitment to those institutions for
their continued support at any given level any more than we have an
ongoing commitment to a science professor at the Harvard Medical
School who is doing research under a rese11rch grant.
I do feeel that we have to be prudent in the amount of encouragement and the financial level of encouragement we give and the
number of places we give that to, just as we have to be prudent in
the amount of grant-supported research, because we must think in
terms of future budgets and the ability to help support these institutions in the future.
We thought it would be best if the act simply authorized the
Director no1,·-the original act set up a target for the creation of 15
Centers, and that was a recommendation of the Congress and _it was
understandable because the Congress wanted to give the Institute a
target to shoot for. Now that target is well underway toward having
be~n achieved.
We will now simply recognize when and where the degree of
excellence has been reached in clinical care and basic research to
justify that recognition and support those Cent0rs in their research
grant applications to the extent those grant applications fare well in
the study section or see review competition with the other grant
applications.
I think it would be a mistake to say we want to achieve 30 Centers
or 35 Centers in the act. Conversely, I think it would be a mistuke to
say we can have no more than 15 Centers or 18 Centers.
We would like to see as many places as possible where cancer
patients can get the best care of which American medicine is capable
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and where the best quality, the highest order of excellence in cancer
research and biomdedical research is being performed and that is all
a Center means.
It would be fine for the country and fine for all of us interested in
this and other diseases if the numbers should grow, but there are
limits within which we can spend money to make them grow.
Now, the Secretary mentioned construction. We have never in any
year spent more than $57 million, as I recall. on construction and the
allocation to construction in this present budget which is the largest
budget we have ever had, the allocation to construct in a $589 million
budget which is fiscal 1974, is $50 million. So we are not letting the
support of bricks and mortar get out of hand.
What we are doing is giving some construction support to people
who have substantial facilities already in existence and where a small
construction expenditure will provide vast returns in basic research
in cancer or clinical care or a combination of the two.
Senator KENNEDY. And the provisions in this legislation provide
the degree of flexibility that the panel sees as appropriate and
necessary~

•

Mr. ScHMIDT, I think that is right and I am just speaking to the
point of any limitation ·which I think would be a mistake or a target
requirement.
Senator KENNEDY. And you do not consider the creation and
support of these types of centers as essentially a Federal takeover of
the cancer program ~
Mr. ScHMIDT. No, obviously it is not.
Dr. Clark directs one of the largest centers in the world and as he
will tell you we do not pay through the National Cancer Institute
for the cost of the patient care at his Center at all.
We support the basic research efforts and the clinical research
efforts where that support passes muster so far as seen review against
the competition is concerned.
All the Center means is that somebody has achieved a degree of
competence and excellence in patient care and basic research all
combined in one spot which entitles them to that recognition and
whether that is the University of Wisconsin, M.D. Anderson, or
Children's Cancer Research Foundation in Boston, their applications
have got to be as good as the ones at Harvard or the University of
California or the University of Southern California to get funded.
Senator KEXNEDY. Senator Schweiker has a question on this point
and then I will have one other.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I gather in hearing your answer that there is apparently some
difference in concept or definition.
Here is the Secretary's statement of this morning in which he sa;v:s,
"the National Cancer Institute estimates that 18 Centers will provide
outpatient care within a 60-mile range to approximately 45 percent
of the U.S. population."
He says, "inpatient care within a 120-mile range can be provided
to over 80 percent of the population. With this amount of population
covered, these Centers can effectively carry out an essential mission
of demonstrating the best methods of cancer treatment."
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He goes on to say, "to support any more of these Centers would
move the Federal Government dangerously close to a complete cancer
base treatment responsibility."
Reading that and hearing your answer I gather what you are
saying is there are two different kinds of centers.
Mr. SCHMIDT. My difference with that statement starts with the
words "to support," because let us take an example. Suppose the
University of Chicago had a hospital with clinical facilities dedicated completely to cancer care and had a research organization in
basic research that compared in excellence with one anywhere in the
world dedicated to cancer care and they chose to pull all that together and meet the attributes which the National Cancer Advisory
Board had laid down for a comprehensive Center.
Now, if they come in for a grant application say for $5 million or
for $2 million or for $500,000, that grant application will be measured along with all other grant applications on its merits.
Meanwhile, as a result of that unification of activity having taken
place those residents of the Chicago area who utilize that facility
will be likely to get the best in cancer care that is available under the
present knowledge and present technology.
It does not worry me if the number of cancer centers increases. In
fact it will be good for the American people and good for the
program if they do, but it would worry me if the inference were
correct that once we recognize one of these centers we assume a
certain level of future commitment so that pretty soon our entire
budget would go toward the support of these centers and that is not
the way the Institute operates and works.
The inference of that fear in the Secretary's statement I think just
indicates a little lack of feel and understanding about how the
system works.
Incidentally, he is not alone in that. There have been a lot of
people who have been worried that by the creation of these cancer
Centers we were preempt.ing the future research budget and that
noncenter people would not be able to get funded. His statement I
think is a reflection of that point of view which I am saying is a
misunderstanding in relation to what the center does.
Senator SCHWEIKER. I think you have made it very clear.
What I understand you are saying is, just because you designate a
Center that does not mean that any total dollar commitment or
support level is guaranteed to that Center.
Mr. SCHMIDT. That is correct, and in general we do not support
general patient care at any of these Centers that we have recognized.
We have given some of them-in an effort to meet the original
legislative objective of 15-we have given some of them construction
grants to help on clinical facilities as well as research fadlities, but
no commitment for the future.
Senator SCHWEIKER. On an individual basis along with all the
other judgments you are makingi
Mr. SCHMIDT. Every year.
Senator ScnwEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Pell~
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Senator PELL. Mr. Schmidt, you may have heard the exchange
with Mr. 1Veinberger concerning international cancer data banks
and my questioning of him.
Are you satisfied with the progress that is being made on the
development of the cancer research data bank program, or not~
Mr. SCHMIDT. Well, the Institute is working I believe as hard and
as effectively on that as they can.
\Ve devoted an entire panel meeting about 2 months ago to a
review of everything they are doing. I have learned something in the
last 2 years and that is that it is a lot more difficult to put a lot of
this information that you are talking about and that I was talking
about 21h or 3 years ago into common language so that you can get
some simple answers out of a computer very rapidly and that is one
of the great problems they are struggling with because if our research experiments bore numbers and they were all done alike you
could ask what the results were that would be susceptible to very
simple computer language.
.
But, when you get to all the variations and all the ramifications,
getting this down to the simplicity that you would like to see and
that I would like to see if it were possible becomes a much more
difficult task.
I think we have extremely good data processing people who are
devoting full time to this and I think a tremendous amount of
progress has been made and I think all the progress that can reasonably be expected will be made.
I think Dr. Clark might like to amplify this, particularly so far as
the International Commission is concerned.
Dr. CLARK. I welcome the opportunity to present to you what we
have done, because it happens to be at the appropriate time.
I was encouraged to proceed along this line for some 28 years in a
major cancer institute.
One of the big problems has been in knowing what is current in
research and therapy, what is being produced by other groups and
institutions, and making this information readily available to our
scientists. To achieve these goals, we have done three things very
specifically since the N atioual Cancer Act of 1971 was passed .
First of all, on the national scene, we have formed an association
of cancer institutes. We are bringing in all the new cancer institutes
to share the information we have acquired over the years prior to this
act that would be useful to them, so that they can begin at the point
of expertise where the older institutions are. There is no need for
them to lose the time on a number of cancer-related activities when
they can use the information already available.
One of those institutions that has been so extremely helpful in the
past is Dr. Sidney Farber's institution (Children's Cancer Research
Foundation, Boston). I want to do homage to him today, and I
regret this is the first time I have testified here over the years
without his presence and his encouragement. He has been great in
science in an organizational way and in his unstinting effort to put
the National Cancer Institute in a position where we could all benefit
from the planning and knowledge that would emanate from the
legislation that he encouraged.
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I would hope his institution could proceed to become a national
comprehensive cancer center and fulfill the dream he had for it
under this legislation.
To return to my discussion about the plans of the Association of
American Cancer Institutes we have now outlined 12 tasks for establishing cooperative activities and uniform practices for which we are
sharing information with each other. We are proceeding under the
direction of the National Cancer Institute to put these tasks together
in documentary form, and to invite all directors of the new institutes
and the directors of the older ones also to get together and to share
their information.
We will have a Telex capability among us so we can have immediate exchange between libraries and for all types of information.
On the international level, the National Cancer Institute and
AACI proposed to the International Union Against Cancer
(UICC), which is a consortium of 76 nations in the world doing
cancer work and was established on a nongovernmental basis, to
share with us the development of an international cancer research
data bank and to compile a directory of international cancer centers
and institutes.
We have made great progress in these efforts under the direction of
Dr. Gregory O'Conor and Dr. Frank Rauscher at the National
Cancer Institute and will be able to deliver to a meeting in Geneva
on May 25 the following accomplished facts:
(1) A preliminary directory of international cancer institutes and
centers.
We ended up with 4,000 points of ingress to the international
knowledge by simply going back to all the cancer literature that had
been produced in the last 5 years, and finding where it originated.
We think we will end up with 300 or 400 centers in the world that
are doing some cancer research. We will then try to share through
these 76 UICC member-nations the information that is being generated from their countries. We will not duplicate existing repositories
of data but simply mark where they are and define their capabilities
for future use when we hopefully develop a common computer language for rapid information exchange.
In the end we will have a standardized means for end results
reporting and classification of diseases, so we can have a common
language in discussing all of our problems of research in relation to
better cancer treatment.
All information about what is going on in any one phase of cancer
will be available.
I recently visited Heidelberg, Germany, which has a new data
processing center that is coordinating all the cancer research information in Germany.
In Paris they have joined together the 24 cancer centers in France.
They meet on a quarterly basis and share information and common
knowledge and funds. That information will be made available to
the international data bank, too.
(2) An inventory of international cancer data sources or repositories will be delivered at the May meeting in Geneva, also.
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We already have, as Dr. Rauscher told you, started the Dial
Access, which has 267 specific questions and answers by telephonic
communication to requesting physicians in 17 of the Southern States.
It will reach 60,000 physicians.
On the first pilot trial of this system we had 3,000 inquiries in the
first 10 months. We think that this will be very helpful, because it
gives precise answers that are up-to-date from an expert in the field
and a brief literature review.
Another area of international cancer research which is being conducted through the Committee on International Collaborative Activities of the UICC is the compilation of a directory of carcinogenic
agents to increase the total knowledge of the very important field.
Yesterday I met with Dr. McGovern, of the Board of Regents of the
National Library of Medicine, in our own institution to discuss
collaboration on making the cancer literature available for rapid
recall.
This is very difficult, as Mr. Schmidt said, to develop a common
computer language for recall of a comprehensive bibliography of a
given subject in cancer.
We have at Anderson Hospital (University of Texas) a compilation of literature from many of the journals of the world that
contain cancer-related material. 1Ve retrieve about 20,000 articles of
clinical value per year, and we have been publishing and distributing
this gratis for some years. This information well be turned over to
the Library of Medicine to be put into the files so it can be recalled
by regional libraries in any part of the United States, and that will
be on trial by May.
Senator PELL. In other words, if some information is developed in
Lyon, France, will this information be programed into the computer
in the United States¥ Is it presently 1
Dr. CLARK. It will be very simple to duplicate the tapes of either
place, you know.
Senator PELL. Is it, or will it~
Dr. CLARK. It will be. The international data bank is now in the
process of being formed. It is not yet completed.
Senator PELL. 'When do you expect, or hope, that there will be a
depository in the sense we are talking about, an international depository?
Dr. CLARK. I would say in May these five points will be completed
in their preliminary form and be made available for recall .
Senator PELL. May of 19741
Dr. CLARK. Yes.
Senator PELL. Does this mean, so I know what we are talking
about, that the results of the studies that are run in Germany and
France are put into the bank, the data bank we have here, and a
fellow in my city of Providence, R.I. can dial the telephone and ask
the question to the computerized data bank?
Dr. CLARK. There will be an intermediary first on this, and it is
going to get set up. We do not want to duplicate the repositories. We
. want to call on them, and it does become pertinent to the rapidity of
retrieval if you have information duplicated and put into a computerized data bank in this country.
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Senator PELL. Should there not be one repository where all cancer
data is located? For example, you might want to know about an
experiment that we run, and you do not want to query all the other
centers in Europe as to whether or not they ran this experiment. It
must be available quickly.
Dr. CLARK. Right now there is a repository for ongoing research,
and it is at the Smithsonian, where you can request information on
any subject that is being researched in a specific field and get an
answer.
Senator PELL. We are beating around the bush, I think.
The Smithsonian uses four by six cards. When will this data be
deposited in what we call a computer~
Dr. CLARK. This program is in the process of evolution, and it will
take some decisions on the site or sites of the data bank or banks and
regarding the immediacy of its capabilities for response. We do have
a target date for the five things I mentioned.
Your all-encompassing complete information data bank would
take some while longer to program and make available.
Senator PELL. ·what I am driving at, obviously, is to assess whether
·we are not going backwards in this area. I would hope you would go
ahead, and what we are talking about here is the single depository.
Mr. Weinberger said bricks and mortar. I do not care if it is stone
and steel, there should be a place where this information is on
deposit.
I am not a systems training man, but I am very pleased with what
they do, and I think what you are talking about is still little centers
that you will have to query one by one.
Dr. CLARK. First of all, you have to get what is available; otherwise it will take a long time and duplication of effort.
From that stage we can see what is required for immediacy.
It is the matter of studying the priorities and needs of the scientific community. We have to assess the scientific needs from that data
bank, and also the immediacy of recall. In other words, if I inquire
tonight, do I need it tonight, or would it be all right if I had it in
the morning?
These are things that are in the process of being decided, and I
have been personally encourag-ed by the returns on this.
Senator PELL. But you say the process is being decided.
I believe that the law has already decided that we should go ahead
and do this.
Dr. CLARK. I mean of the methods.
Mr. SCHMIDT. Senator Pell, we have hired some of the best data
processing people we can find anywhere in the country, and we have
borro~ed some others, and they have been doing the best job they
know b'.bw to do to carry out the mandate of the law.
Unfortunately, this information is not as neat, and as labeled, and
as uniform as you would like it to be, and as it needs to be for
computerization to have maximum effectiveness, so when your doctor
in Providence calls up and asks a question, even if you have this
computer, if he does not ask the question exactly like the man who
put it in the computer said it, or asked it, then he will not get the
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answer back. And as I said earlier, these discoveries and experimentations do not take a uniform form.
Now, we can, and we are compiling a great deal of information
that will be available in Providence, and available in Houston, and
available in Paris, and if you ask the right questions, the answers
will come out, but if a man is about to do an experiment that has just
occurred to him and he wants to know whether that experiment was
done or not, I doubt very much myself, and I am not expert in this
field either, but I have gotten to know more about it than I did
before this assignment came along, and I doubt very much if you
will ever have the commonality of language and the capability of
programing to anticipate questions that your doctor or my doctor or
somebody else's doctor would ask about prospective research experimentation.
We know what the mandate of the law is, and we are going ro
come as close to carrying out the mandate of the law as current
technology and reasonable resources make it possible to do.
Senator PELL. Let me make sure I understand what you are
saying.
Are you saying that a laboratory might consider going into an
experiment, and would not be able, even if this mandate was carried
out, would still not be able to find out if this experiment had been
carried out in Germany, or some other country i
I would disagree. My understanding was that this kind of question
could be taken care of.
Mr. SCHMIDT. That kind of question will require a description of
the proposed experiment in total detail, and unless the man who has
programed the computer knew how to anticipate that program there
is no way you can make a computer answer a question that has not
been anticipated by the man who programed the computer.
We can answer the questions that our people are smart enough to
anticipate, but we cannot answer the questions that have not been
anticipated by the man who programed the computer.
Senator PELL. But if every experiment has been carried out, has
been programed into the computer, then the result of the experiment
can be asked~
Mr. SCHMIDT. But it has to be programed with a title and a word.
For example, we have been trying to get this computerization at
the major centers themselves. That in itself is tough.
We have a program at Sloane Kettering today that if you ask a
key word, no matter what it is, it can be the name of a drug, it will
give you the listing of everything that is in our library that relates to
that, but then if you punch the computer buttons that require all
those answers you will get volumes of material out on that subject.
I think we have made considerable progress, and we can make
more progress in the direction of this, but I do not think we will ever
have it as neat and as nice as we would like to have it for the reasons
that I have given you.
I just do not think you can anticipate all the programs and all the
questions.
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Senator PELL. But you do see an international data research bank
as more than the label on the door and actually existing at some
point 1
Do we have that, as yet~
Mr. ScHMIDT. I do not know whether the label is on the door or
not, but there is a place in the National Cancer Institute where this
function is being performed.
SENATOR PELL. Under this label 1
Mr. SCHMIDT. Under that label.
Senator PELL. I have two more very brief questions on the subject.
One, do you really mean, Mr. Schmidt, the optimism implicit in
rour statement that we are beginning to achieve greater uniformity
rn the delivery of optimum care for such cancers as leukemia and
certain other childhood cancers, for Hodgkin's disease, and for other
rapidly growing lymphomas i
All of these cancers appear to be susceptible to complete cure in a
high percentage of the cases where early diagnosis is accompanied by
aggressive treatment.
Mr. ScHMIDT. I think you will get different views from different
clinicians about how high the percentage is, but there is pretty
general agreement today that it is over 50 percent.
Senator PELL. For leukemia 1
Mr. SCHMIDT. In childhood leukemia, if it is diagnosed at an early
time and treated correctly from the beginning. and treated aggressively from the beginning.
Now, one of the problems is that we have only had these protocols
that are producing these results-well, beginning 6 or 7 years ago
and being improved all along. And so when you get a 5-year period
with no symptoms and no indications of regression, you are hopeful
that that is an indication of a complete cure.
You may find out 20 years from today that it was not an indication of a complete cure.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
My final question is, is it correct that cancer is not contagious-even
though perhaps a virus~
Mr. SCHMIDT. I think that is the best information that exists
today.
There have been a few little things that caused people to wonder
about certain types in certain situations, but I think, in general, most
of the clinicians and scientists who work in the field proceed on the
assumption it is not contagious.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Javits has wme questions.
Senator .TAvrrs. You are satisfied, with regard to the manpower and
personnel questions, that we will be able to get the 109 slots filled 1
Mr. SCHMIDT. I think, as a result of the responses we have recently
had, we will carry on the work of the National Cancer Institute
satisfadorily with the additional places that we are being given.
We still have problems that are common to all the Government,
that a lot of our top people have not had salary increases for several
years.
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I think there are about 70 people in the National Cancer Institute
who make the same salary as the Director today because everybody is
pushing against the ceiling, but that is a problem that is common to
the Government.
There is one special problem, and that is a personnel problem that
concerns us. It is a NIH problem specifically, but we still do not see a
sufficient complement of nurses in the NIH Clinical Center to operate the Center at the levels that it should be operated at.
It seems to me that is a bad economy and we have made the point a
number of times, and we will keep making it. But, apart from the
nurse point, we have gotten pretty good satisfaction on our other
specific personnel requirements so far as number of people are concerned.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Our next panel of witnesses are representatives from the Candlelighters of \Yashington, Mrs. Grace Monaco and Mr. Richard Sullivan.
Mrs. Monaco is associated with the firm of Wheatley and Miller.
Mr. Richard Sullivan is chief counsel to the House Committee on
Public Works.
We welcome you both.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD J. SULLIVAN AND GRACE A. MONACO,
REPRESENTING THE CANDLELIGHTERS
Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Dick Sullivan, and with me is Grace Monaco.
With your permission, we would like to file the full statement for
the record.
Senator KENNEDY. We will have it printed in the record at the
conclusion of your testimony.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, you state we represent a group
called the Candlelighters who are parents of children who do have or
have had cancer.
At the present time, there are groups in 16 States, and in the
ultimate sense we can sav that we are the consumer here today.
The results of the research program is what kept our children alive
for a certain period of time.
Through the continuation of this type of research program, we can
eventually reach the solution we all desire. We are all extremely
grateful to you, as chairman of this subcommittee, and your members, and your counterpart in the other body, Congressman Paul
Rogers of Florida, for the lead you have taken in this important
field.
There is nothing more important as far as we are concerned at this
particular time than the welfare, well-being and the future of our
children. As you know and I know and Mrs. Monaco knows, and the
members of your committee know, this is one of the most insidious of
all diseases. It hits children unexpectedly, and in many cases parents
do not realize that cancer can hit their children.
It is the leading killer of children in the United States.
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The 1971 Act that you gave to us as parents was indeed a fine
Christmas present and once again, not to overdo the compliments, we
do commend you, both bodies of the Congres.5 and the President of
the United States for writing this act into law.
We note the funding for that program was $1.5 billion over a 3year period of time. Unfortunately, like so many programs that the
Congress has authorized. there has been a failure to fully fund the
authorized figures.
'
There has been an up and down, a sliding scale, Mr. Chairman,
and the money has been, in some cases, impounded or, unfortunately,
been caught in tangles of other labor and health and education
programs, and there have been several vetoes of this particular type
of legislation.
Research is a continuing process that must be carried on. It cannot
be done like a yo-yo jumping on a string up and down. And we
would strongly urge this committee of the U.S. Senate and the House
of Representatives and the President himself to see to it that in this
particular category we move steadily forward in the field of research.
We must move ahead with this thing. It has to be the ultimate
answer to what we all seek.
You are now considering a further amendment to the basic act of
1971. We strongly support and urge a continuing funding of this
program at a higher level.
We would respectfully suggest to you, from our experience, that
the figure be somewhere in the category of $2.7 billion over the next 3
fiscal year periods, taking into consideration the increase in cost and
the rising inflation that we are dealing with.
This is one of the points we wish to make about a continuing
funding for the research program.
The second point we would like to throw in, too, briefly is the
question of impoundments. You are all familiar with that in many
fields. You are, sir, very much so.
We know what has happened in the water pollution field and
other vital programs.
This question of impoundment must be stopped. There have been
successful suits in the lower District Courts which have required the
executive to release these funds.
You have had legislation which has passed the Congress of the
United States which clearly prohibits the impoundment of funds for
public health services, such as the legislation we are concerned with
today.
We would hope, in the final markup by your subcommittee, and
eventually by the Full Committee, some sort of language which
\vould prohibit the impoundment of these funds for this particular
field would be contained in the legislation because of the vital necessity of what we are dealing with today.
In addition to this, Mr. Chairman, we have listened with a great
deal of interest to the comments of Secretary Weinberger and Mr.
Schmidt about the 15 cancer centers in the country. We naturally
c-annot speak to you from the technical expertise on health and
education, but we can say to you from a very practical viewpoint,
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Mr. Chairman, that we need more than 15 centers for only one
reason, because of the physical factor.
We know from our own experience from people across the country
that in many cases people have to go a day or more either for
research or actual treatment. This is a hardship. It sometime.s forces
the family to move and can have an ultimate effect on the health and
well-being of the children being treated.
We would hope there would be an expansion of these 15 centers.
We would propose to you a figure of 33 or, if not that, we would
leave that to the discretion of the National Cancer Institute, but
somewhere along the line we want to stress the need for and the
desire 1:Q. expand the centers beyond the existing 15 because their
work is vital to the continuing success, both from a research standpoint and from a health standpoint of children who are being
treated and whose lives depend on the legislation you are considering
now.
In addition to that, we are concerned about the fact that you very
correctly gave an independent status 1:Q the National Cancer Institute so it cuts through the maze of red tape you deal with in
Government and allow them to report directly to the President of the
United States.
We hear disquieting rumors to the effect that in many cases, they
are being handicapped by the National Institutes of Health or the
Secretary of HEW.
I am familiar enough to know we are not too sure of this, but we
want to point out to you that you would reemphasize the independence of the particular group.
I was happy to hear yesterday when I talked to the people down
at the budget, and as you commented today, that these positions are
being released because these positions are vital and essential to the
operation of the program.
It is nice to have money, but without the professional people to
carry out the programs, what good is it 1
This is another thing that was held up by some man downtown
who determined he knew what to do when the Congress had made a
decision about these positions.
Mr. Chairman, as we see our children treated, we know that the
job is being done. 'Ve know that if it is to be done, it will be done at
NIH, at Children's Hospital in Washington, D.C. and similar institutions across the country by the doctors and the people in the field
who keep this program going and give us hope.
Senator Pell has stressed and properly so in his comments both to
Secretary Weinberger and Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Chairman, the need to
develop an international data bank.
We respectfully suggest to you there is a need to develop a domestic data bank in this country, Mr. Chairman, and let me tell you
why.
There is, we find, not in a critical sense now, in many cases, an
appalling lack of knowledge in the field on what is a cancer.
In many cases, there is a misdiagnosis by a physician. Sometimes it
takes two or three doctors before the ultimate diagnosis is made that
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the child has leukemia or has a solid tumor. Valuable time is lost in
which that child could be treated.
We propose to you a domestic data bank, Mr. Chairman, to correlate the information across the country, tie it in so that doctors, the
medical people, the researchers, will know what is going on, and the
parents themselves will have a better knowledge and understanding
of what the program is and have more confidence and more support
when they feel their child is getting the best treatment possible
under these circumstances.
There is no more difficult period for a parent, Mr. Chairman, than
that moment when the doctor comes to you and tells you your child
has cancer and the possibilities are that he has 1 year or 18 months or
2 years to go; it is helpful if they can also be told that all right, this
diagnosis and expectancy may be true, but somewhere down the line,
hope may exist, and the best possible information is going to be made
available to realize that hope.
Under those circumstances, we think there should be a domestic
data bank. I do not say this in an emotional sense. I say this in a
very practical sense, that we figure there is a need, a crying need, to
take a long look at creating a domestic data bank, and there would
be no better place for it than the National Cancer Institute itself.
I may be talking a little too long, but I would like to make one
final point.
There is a need to continue and expand the fellowship program.
We know from practical operation in Children's Hospital here that
these young doctors, who are coming in to research and treat our
children, depend on the subsidies they tll'e getting from the fellowships. These doctors are acquiring the background and training
through this program to eventually become the experts.
We would like to conclude by thanking you for the opportunity to
be with you today. We think the committee has done an excellent job.
We think the President has done an excellent job, the Secretary, and
everyone else.
We are simply here to say and stress the vital need of and urgency
for the research program to continue.
·
We think the supportive clause should be in there and hope and
pray that you will come out with a strong bill and get unanimous
support.
I thank you for the time of the committee.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank yon.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sullivan follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE CANDLELIGHTERS
Before the
Subco11111ittee on Health
Senate Convnittee on Labor and Public Welfare
January 30, 1974

.

We represent the Candlelighters, a group of Washington area
parents whose children have - or had - cancer.

'"

groups in 16 states.

There are similar

My name is Richard J. Sullivan, and with me

is Mrs. Grace Anne Monoco.

One of the chief aims of our group is

to improve federal cancer research programs. ,We know that the lives
of our own children have been extended and, in some cases, saved
through cancer research efforts funded primarily by the federal government.

In the ultimate sense, we speak for the consumers of can-

cer research.

Since our children's lives depend upon cancer research

we have become sensitive to deficiencies in the program as· wel1 as
the needs to expand it.
Under the leadership of this Co11111ittee, and particularly of the
distinguished Chairman, Senator Kennedy, as well as his colleague in
the other body, Mr. Rogers, the Congress enacted the National Cancer
Act of 1971 which the President signed into law on December 23, 1971.

.

This "war on cancer" was a Christmas gift to the nation and a 11 of us
are profoundly grateful to you, to the Congress and the Chief Executive
for this initiative in an area that touches the lives of every American
family.

As is true for all initiatives, this one, too, has had some of

its bright hopes unrealized, and we wish to discuss some of these deficiencies in this testimony and perhaps suggest some improvements.
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The first and foremost item which we wish to raise for the
consideration of the Co111Tiittee is resources.

The National Cancer

Act of 1971 authorized appropriations of $400 million for FY 1972,
$500 million for FY 1973,and $600 million for FY 1974.

The actual

amounts appropriated fell far short of this goal principally because
the President requested less, and repeatedly vetoed appropriations
which came close to the authorized amounts.

Added to the problem raised

by these lesser amounts was the impoundment of funds which aggravated
an already tight situation with respect to research, and which has
seriously retarded the national cancer program.

It must be clear to

anyone that cancer research is not something that can be turned on and
off.

Impoundment has without a doubt a very long negative effect on

the progress of the research projects.

Our children profited from the

cancer research investment made in years gone by, but the loss of momentum resulting from underfunding or impoundment will serfously·affect
the millions of Americans who will develop cancer in the years ahead,
as well as those presently suffering from the disease.
tion has compounded the funding problems related to
ing positions as well as actual resources.

The Administra-

re~earch

by impound-

It was only a public outcry

which caused the Office of Management and Budget to release 107 positions
for the National Cancer Institute required not only for research projects.
but also for the cancer treatment, itself.
The $1 .5 billion which you authorized in PL 92-218 did materialize
in lesser amounts. and then only grudgingly.

The 6,Q_millfon impounded

from the FY 1974 has allegedly now been released under conditions which
- 2 -
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make it questionable that the maximum research yield will be obtained
promptly.

We find it very difficult to obtain adequate information on

funding and we hope that this Committee. will press the Administration
with vigor to determine whether or not the

FY 1974 appropriations have

already been rel.eased.
Despite the budget shortfalls, and despite the impoundment and
despite the bureaucratic harassment, the National Cancer Act of 1971
•

has been a good and wise investment in the wellbeing of our country and
our people.
We sincerely believe that real and concrete strides have been
made which ilave benefited our children.
The legislation must be extended.

We must not stop or falter.

In terms of resources, we would

propose to Congress to ·authorize $2.7 billion for the next three-year
period.

We would further propose that the language presently contained

-

in Section 601 of Public Law 91-296 forbidding the Chief Executive to
impound public health funds should be carried into the new legislation,
and meanwhile this provision should be extended beyond the June 30 expiration date.

We feel that $2.7 billion divided over a three-year period

is a realistic amount, given the base of the first three-year period
and the high rate of inflation which has lessened the value of the
amounts initially proposed in the 1971 Act.
We further ask that the limit of 15 national cancer research
centers be stricken, and that the legislation leave the number to the
discretion of the Director of the National Cancer Institute.
is not possible, we would ask that the number be raised to 33.
- 3 -
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from our own groups around the country of the hardship it places on
many patients to drive very long distances for the frequent treatments
necessary to abate the course of the disease.

Unless such centers are

within a one day's drive for a patient, it will place out of reach the
absolutely essential elements of treatment for a very large number of
Americans who are so affected.

•

We must enable the largest number of

Americans possible to benefit from cancer research.

A larger number

..

of centers are essential for this purpose.
We have alluded earlier in this testimony to the impoundment of
positions.

This is a very serious matter.

Obviously additional

resources cannot be effectively utilized if personnel positions remain ,
frozen.

Provision should be made in the legislation to free the Direc-

tor of the National Ca_ncer Institute from the bureaucratic restrictions
placed upon them by the NIH and the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.

It does not seem very logical to promise the American people-

a cancer control program and then not allow positions to be filled.

We

could tell some horror stories of cancer wards at NCI remaining empty
because of lack of personnel, and laminar flow rooms, which could have
prolonged a child's life, being un-utilized because of positions which
could not be filled.

We must not permit some faceless bureaucrat to

superimpose his judgment on personnel over those of the Director of the
National Cancer Institute.
We also believe that separate provisions should be made in the
new Act for the funding of a cancer information clearing house which
would provide to the physicians and the public current information on
cancer treatment.
- 4 - ,-_
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We hear from our members all too many stories of misdiagnosis and
mis-information

1~hich

has caused needless suffering and frequently has

prevented timely and adequate treatment for this disease.

There is a

tremendous gap bet\'leen what could be done for the cancer patients and
the care that individual physicians are delivering.

The following

example might illustrate the point: children who have leukemia must
undergo periodic bone marrow tests, a very painful procedure where a

"

needle is inserted

into the hip bone and the marrow is extracted in

search of the leukemic cells.

Some of the Florida Candlelighters told

us of a new method whereby the parent can attach an anesthetic bandage
to the hip three hours prior to the insertion of the needle, which re-

1

11eves the patient of most of the pain.
We informed the NCI and, finally after a considerable period of
urging, the NCI has now adopted this method of preparing the patient for
a bone marrow test.

The pain and suffering which-could be avGided by ,

the dissemination of just this little piece of information alone would
make the insertion into the Act of a provision for the cancer information clearing house very worthwhile.
The present language of the Act, for an international research
data bank, deals only with research, and we need to do so much more
with respect to treatment, particularly information to the family

•

..

physician or pediatrician who is usually the first doctor contacted
with respect to the disease.
The family physician needs a central information center which
can give him the most comprehensive and specific information on the
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treatment of each specific cancer problem that he may encounter.

Such

information will also permit the parents of the stricken children and
older cancer patients to cooperate completely with the physician in
charge of their child or relative's treatment to provide the proper
nutrition and supportive environment for the optimum success of the
treatment program.

..

The knowleage in the data bank must constantly be updated and
changed; and it seems to us that only the NCI itself can do this task.
Cancer victims, their families, the parents of children sufferinq from
the disease, should have the peace of mina that the treatment which is
being given is the most up-to-date, and is tne best that can be providea.
We strongly teel that this is presently not the case, and it would be a
wise investment to create a cancer treatment informat1on center.
In the past few years, we have received many questions concerning
nutrition, both from our Washington membership and from other-parents
around the country.

We have learned that there are some isolated re-

search projects in this area being carried out in various parts
of the country supported by NCI funds.
nutrition effort at this time.

However, there is no coordinated

With so many foods and food additives

being declared carcinogenic by the FDA, it is very confusing for the
average housewife to know what she should or should not feed her family.
Furthermore, when you have a cancer patient on a sophisticated drug
regimen,

this problem is greatly compounded.

Thus, an enlargement of

the research effort in this area and a coordination and dissemination
of the results of these efforts through the public data bank we have
just discussed is greatly needed.
- 6 -
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We hear again and again of the interference by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare and by OMB in the work of the National
Cancer Institute.

Despite the language presently in the Act, HEW regu-

lations require that the head of the Cancer Institute must clear any
public statements with HEW.

We believe this to be totally wrong.

The

American public has every right to hear directly from the head of the

'

NCI without clearances from the HEW hierarchy.
We further believe that OMB, HEW and NIH have illegally inter-

•

fered in the allocation of positions and resources to the NCI, and feel
that there should be new language in the extension of the law to pre-

I

1

vent such interference in the future.
In the past three years, the bureaucratic interferences have
negated specific autho.rization and appropriations for such items as
training programs.

The will of the Congress has been expressed by

means of authorizations and appropriations, and the executive-branch
must be made to obey its constitutional mandate to faithfully execute
the 1aw.

~le

leave it to the Commit tee to find the means of doing so.

Mr. Chairman, we are grateful to you and to the Committee for
permitting us to appear before you.

We want you to know that cancer

research has been effective, not as effective as we would have hoped
it would be, but, nevertheless, strides have been made and the lives
of our children, in many cases, have been prolonged, and for this we
are grateful.
The recommendations that we have made are intended to strengthen
the program.
1'is

Our criticism was not meant in any derogatory sense, but

evidence of our desire to overcome the deficiencies which we

have found.

The war against cancer will not be won easily and cheaply.

I.

An advance has been made.

j

stage, during which we hope that the progress will be more rapid.

)

Thank you.

1

)

We ask you to extend the Act for a second
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Senator KENNEDY. Mrs. Monaco~
Mrs. MoNAco. The only points I make in supplementing Mr.
Sullivan relate to the data bank and to the point made with respect
to the need for increased research in the area of nutrition.
Fortunately, the founding member of our South Florida Candlelighters has a husband who is a medical librarian. As a result of this,
sometimes we find out things before some of the doctors are even
aware of them.
·
For example, about 2 years ago, our South Florida chapter forwarded to us the information that there was an anesthetic patch
available that could be placed on the spot where a lumbar puncture
or a bone marrow would be done on a child a few hours before it was
done, and this would remove a great deal of the pain and the resultant
fear associated with this type of treatment.
Some of these children have to undergo a number of lumbar
punctures in order to get the drugs introduced into the system to kill
the infiltrating cancer cells.
Due to the work of parents' groups exerting pressure on the
Clinical Center at the National Institutes of Health and bringing
the knowledge to their attention that one parent's group had given
to another, the National Institutes of Health, at their Clinical Centers, now are using this lumber puncture anaesthetic device.
This is the type of information that we hope would be available
through a data bank that our family physicians, our treating physicians and the public themselves, particularly the parents who are
involved and want to play a strong supportive role in the treatment
of their children, would be able to have access to. Because with this
type of information, we can ease the pain resulting from some of the
types of treatment the children have to receive to make their time
more pleasant, and certainly make them have less fear of the very
necessary treatments that go into prolonging their lives.
Also, as Mr. Sullivan has pointed out, we have horror stories from
all over the country in our various groups on children who are
misdiagnosed, and this has played an important part on their longevity, for example because of the lack of knowledge on the .part of
some pediatricians and the family physicians who are the first ones
to examine the child, many times the child will be initially diagnosed
as neurotic instead of cancerous.
Also, there is another area that we would like you to stress. We
know that there are some nutritional studies that are being done at
NCI now, but there is no coordination of the data from these nutritional studies and application at the clinical level.
As parents, we have seen the very important part that nutrition
plays in the treating of children with cancer who are on drug
regimens.
When you are in a carcinogenic situation and are on some of these
massive drug regimens, you have to be very careful of the type of
food you are ingesting. You do not want to complicate the problem
the drug is giving you but to give your system the best type of
defense.
These are the sorts of things that we, as parents, see in the
treatment of our children.

•
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We are parents, we do not want to practice medicine.
However, at this point., many times the parent has to· practice
medicine because there is no data available and disseminated to the
treatment centers that there are certain forms of diet that are going
to be most beneficial in a certain type of drug treatment.
We thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your past efforts on our behalf,
and we certainly are interested in answering any questions that you
might have that our expertise might touch on.
Senator KENNEDY. That was very powerful testimony and very
helpful to the committee.
I understand, you support the legislation and the amendments
incorporated in the bill.
Mr. SuLLIVAN. Yes, we do.
Senator KENNEDY. You refer to it in the course of your statement
and I think you elaborate on it, but these points are very worthwhile.
'Ve will aek Dr. O'Conor and Dr. Hm1scher. who was in charge of
the data bank, for some responses to your points on nutrition. We
will also explore what they are doing with regard to your points
about the anesthetic for lumbar punctures, in addition to some of the
other points you have raised here.
Let us see if we cannot begin to develop an open line of communication.
Mr. SULLIVAN. We would appreciate that.
We started 4 years ago, and it has expanded all across the country.
Mrs. MoNAco. As Mr. Sullivan pointed out before, we have been
concerned about the personnel problems and the job slot problems,
and we stress this ag:ain, that for 2 years we have been talking about
this and, suddenly, because of a public outcry and the work of this
committee, the positions have been released.
Further, as Mr. Schmidt pointed out, this position release and
authorization has not gotten down to the level of the NCI clinical
treatment center re the level of the nursing and supportive personnel. They have many programs up there, and with the current status
of drug treatment could prolong the comfortable lives of many
children who have gotten to a low point and who need to have their
own immune systems built up to continue their fight .
It is a shame to see the facilities that can save lives stand emptJ'
because the personnel are not available to make sure these facilities
are properly utilized.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I hope you will keep the heat on. I think
it is terribly important that we do.
I think the reason we have seen as much progress in this area as
we have is the very deep and legitimate concern of citizens like
yourselves. I hope you will keep knocking on the doors and hollering
from the belfries. I am sure you will.
Let me again thank you.
Our next panel consists of Dr. Emil Frei III, director, Children's
Cancer Research Foundation of Boston, Mass.; accompanied by Dr.
,John Durant, director, Comprehensive Cancer Center, University of
Alabama, Birmingham, Ala.; and Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, chairman~
Department of Oncology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
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Gentlemen, we are glad to welcome you. You testified before the
committee as the former Surgeon General, Dr. Steinfeld.
For the witnesses who are here we will just keep on with our
hearing and not break. 1Ve will have to recess around 2 :00 to vote
but we will continue on.
Dr. Frei is a distinguished researcher at a marvellous center, as all
the centers are.
I appreciate your presence and look forward to your comments.
STATEMENT OF DR. EMIL FREI III, DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S CANCER
RESEARCH FOUNDATION, BOSTON, MASS.; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. 10HN DURANT, DIRECTOR, COMPREHENSIVE CANCER
CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, BIRMINGHAM, ALA., AND
DR. 1ESSE L. STEINFELD, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF
ONCOLOGY, MAYO CLINIC, ROCHESTER, MINN.

Dr. FREI. Thank you, Senator Kennedy.
It is my privilege and honor to have been chosen as successor to
Dr. Sidney Farber, founder and previous director of the Children's
Cancer Research Foundation in Boston. This organization was
started 26 years ago, and, until the past several years, has been
devoted primarily to patient care and research in cancer and leukemia in children.
In view of the increasing progress in the treatment of childhood
cancer and with the increasing number of basic and clinical research
leads with respect to cancer, Dr. Farber initiated a program approximately 5 years ago to substantially enlarge our cancer center. This
has led to the construction of the Dana Center, a 17-story building
which will open this year and essentially triple our resources for
clinical care and research. The Dana Center will be devoted primarily to clinical care and clinical research for adults with cancer. Thus
in a sense, our center which was recently named a comprehensive
cancer center by the National Cancer Institute is both old and new.
While we have autonomv with respect to programing and the
utilization of resources, we vare part of Harvard University and the
Harvard Medical School and our appointments are made through the
Harvard academi0 system. Through a formal Memorandum of Understanding devewped by the university, the medical school, the
Harvard hospitals and our cancer center, the relationship between
the hospitals and the center has been carefully defined.
This, I believe, is a prototype organization for a strong autonomous cancer program integrated and interacting with a medical
school and university that has extensive expertise and resources in
the basic and clinical sciences generally. Let me illustrate how such
an organization may work to the advantage of the patient, clinician,
and scientist.
Immunology is an extremely promising area for clinical and basic
research in cancer. Harvard Medical School has an extraordinarily
comprehensive and strong program in immunology. We have recently recruited an outstanding young man to head our program at
the Cancer Center in tumor immunology. In addition to his basic
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and clinical work in tumor immunology, he interacts and works very
closely with clinical and basic scientists at the medical school working in other ams of immunology.
This interaction has proven highly effective. Developing basic concepts and techniques in immunology are immediately communicated
and, where 11ppropriate, applied to tumor immunology programs at
the center.
When, and if appropriate, such observations are applied in the
clinic. Thus, we both have our cake and can eat it in the sense that
we have a strong autonomous highly focused cancer program and at
the same time, we have the help, good will, and interaction with and
personnel and material resources of the Harvard general hospitals
and medical school.
Parenthetically of course, we are availitble to them when our
clinical and research developments are appropriate to their interests
and needs. This pattern of development applies to other clinical and
scientific dis~iplines relating to cancer such as chemotherapy, pharmacology, virology, etc. This development has been very substantially facilitated by the National Cancer Act.
I would like to turn from the general to the specific and illustrate
two areas of clinical research. Prior to 20 months ago osteogenic
sarcoma, as indicated in this illustration, was associated with spread
to the lungs, starting within a few months and by 12 to 18 months,
some 80 percent of the patients had lung metastases. Starting 20
months ago. ·we employed combination treatment involving vincristine, methotrexate and citrovomm factor.
I won't go into the details of this treatment except to say that of
the 14 patients treated starting 20 months ago, only one has developed lung metastases. ·when this is presented in terms of survival,
you will note that prior to Julv 1972, only 40 percent of patients
remained alive at 20 months ,.Vhereas 100 percent of the patients
whose treatment was started during the past 20 months remain alive.
Thus, there is preliminary evidence that major progress has been
achieved in the treatment of an otherwise highly fatal tumor. This
progress has been achieved in the past 2 years, as a result of the
application of laboratory and clinical research in cancer.
The next illustration shows results in the treatment of acute lymphocytic leukemia achieved during the past 18 months at the Children's Cancer Research Foundation. Of 60 patients 96 percent entered complete remission and of these, 92 percent remain in complete
remission at 18 months. If one plots the survival from time of
rliagnosis, 92 percent of all patients remain alive u,t 18 months. If one
extrapolates this data out to 5 years, based on assumptions derived
from previous studies and other diseases, more than 50 percent of
patients will remain in complete remission, that is, free of clinical
and laboratory eYidence of disease. Of patients who remain in complete remission for 5 years, over 50 percent should remain disease
free indefinitely. As you know, there has been steady progress in the
treatment of acute leukemia.
I want to emphasize that this progress has been so substantial that
experience in recent years is entirely consistent with the realistic
hope that definitive control of at least some patients with this disease
has been achieved and will increasingly be achieved.
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·These two examples of progress that I have presented to you can
be most readily accomplished when the medical, paramedical and
research expertise, material resources and patients are concentrated
in a cancer center. This is essential since the delivery of cancer
services, clinical cancer research and basic research in cancer is
becoming increasingly multidisciplinary; that is, it takes a team
effort.
It is extremely important, and it has indeed been a charge of the
National Cancer Act to the comprehensive cancers centers to play a
leadership role in what is known as cancer control or the outreach
program. Briefly defined this means that the very best of patient
services in cancer ranging from prevention, detection, diagnosis,
treatment, followup and rehabilitation be made available to every
American. In addition, progress in clinical services and treatment
such as I demonstrated should be extended to the community as
rapidly as possible. Accordingly, we have recruited a top-flight leader
for our cancer control program and are working in collaboration
with the other major cancer programs in the Boston area in developing a cancer control or outreach program.
Ultimately, patient care services must and should be delivered in
the community and the emphasis of our cancer control program is,
wherever possible, to assist communities and community physicians
in developing clinical cancer programs.
Such programs will have continuing relationships to the regional
comprehensive cancer center in areas of postgraduate education, patient referral, emergency and elective telephone consultations and
other interactions.
The enlargement of our cancer center, the increased resources for
patient care, clinical and basic research and our community outreach
program has been made possible through the National Cancer Act.
I would emphasize that while considerable progress has been made
in cancer, and while we have come a considerable way, we have still a
longer way to go. Thus, the Children's Cancer Research Foundation,
in addition to increasing its resources through private support will
be calling on the national cancer program for continuing and increasing support for our enlarging program.
We are by no means fully funded for max~mal activi~y. It should
be emphasized that we work very closely with the national cancer
program and many of our clinicians and scientists interact with the
clinical and scientific activities of the National Cancer Institute and
serve in major advisory capacities.
In summary, the original basic justification for the National Cancer Act was that cancer represents a major health problem for
Americans and that there were many research developments and
leads both at the basic and clinical level, which indicated that expanded support for cancer activities, whether in cancer centers or
elsewhere, was a good health investment.
The National Cancer Institute was initiated only 3 years ago, and
while it has had growing pains, I believe these pains represent
exactly what they are, signs of growth and health. It is not surprising that scientists disagree on the relative emphasis that should be
given to, for example, immunology as compared to chemotherapy
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research. The fact is that both of the above disciplines have, and will
continue to contributB to progress in the control of cancer and must
be supported. It is also not surprising that clinicians and scientists
disagree on the relative merits of a mission-oriented program such as
a cancer center as compared to cancer-related research in the traditional university system. Both are essential since certain types of
progress in the control of cancer can best be achieved in mission
oriented cancer centers while others are best achieved employing
more traditional approaches.
Scientists and clinicians may take extreme positions and such
positions are often most vocal and newsworthy. I would hope that
you would not be deterred by the controversies and flack that attend
the enlarging cancer program but rather that you would recognize
them as the pains that occur and are essential to rapid growth and
progress.
I wish to thank the committee on behalf of our center and of
cancer workers all over the world and most particularly on behalf of
patients whose health will be benefited by the National Cancer Act
and its continuation.
Senator KENNEDY. Dr. Durant~
Dr. HuRANT. Senator Kennedy, I want to thank you for the
opportunity to talk to you and to tell you today about the development and progress of the Comprehensive Cancer Center in Birmingham.
I am speaking to you today, not only as director of the center but
also as the president of the Alabama Division of the American
Cancer Society, representing 43,000 volunteers. The subject of cancer
research and control has been particularly important to me since I
became philosophically committed to the importance of cancer centers in 1962 to 1963, the year when I was a fellow supported by the
National Cancer Institute Training Grant at Memorial Hospital in
New York City.
The first thing which made the center in Birmingham, Ala. possible was the combination of outstanding enthusiasm and support of
the people of Alabama and the existence of the National Cancer Act
of 1971. However, more importantly the real impetus to the development of our center began in 1968, with a human tragedy, the death
of a young person in the prime of life, namely our former Governor,
Mrs. Lurleen "\Vallace. Concerned about the distance she had to
travel to the M.D. Anderson Hospital and inspired by her personal
courage, the people of our State responded to a private fund-raising
effort of the Governor, Mr. Albert Brewer. Over 40,000 people contributed a total of nearly $5 million, virtually all of which has been
collected. The purpose of this money was to provide matching funds
for the development of a cancer center in Alabama. Alabamians were
used to supporting important health care measures, having seen a
major academic medical school grow up in a quarter of a century,
watched the development and contributions to cancer of the Southern HesearC'h Institute. and repC'atedly returning to the Senate the
Honorable Lister Hill. Fortunately, for us, the National Cancer
Institute had a program with funds to support a planning grant for
the development of a center in Alabama. From 1970 to 1972 we
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received approximately $225,000 to work out the plans of our proIn addition, the Alabama regional medical program, through
its local regional advisory group provided additional planning fonds
of $161,493 to plan a regional program in radiation therapy. These
funds not only provided help in getting started, they also provided
tremendous impetus for interest in cancer among both patients and
physicians. This has increased our influence on the delivery of medical care tremendously.
I believe that there are two fundamental problems facing humanity in relationship to cancer. The first is the gap in our knowledge
concerning certain fundamental information about the cause and
biology of cancer. The second is concerned with the gap in delivering
to all of the people the best of what we already know. There tends to
be some kind of artificial division in the minds of many people who
insist on making one or the other of these of primary importance.
This should not be. Both can and should go on together as there will
be no sudden breakthroughs which will suddenly abolish the problem
but rather the gradual development of know ledge and techniques,
and the application of these to clinical situations. Centers must and
can stimulate progress in both of these areas. I believe the early
results from our own efforts will confirm this.
In 1968 when I first came to Birmingham from Philadelphia, the
number of new cancer patients seen at the University of Alabama
Hospital and the Ilirmingham Veterans Administration Hospital
were approximately 1,200 per year, or about 12 percent of the expected new cases for the entire State.
In 1973, only 5 years after the planning began and not quite 2
years after the award of our first center grant, approximately 2,300
patients were seen, or 23 percent of the expected new patients from
the entire State.
We believe that our experience with the out~ome in patients seen
at our center supports the importance of the center concept. In
review of all of our patients from 1958-72 our cumulative 5-year
survival was 42 percent, a considerable difference from 33 percent,
the widely publicized figure put out by the American Cancer Society.
In the period from 1968-72, our cumulative 5-year survival was 47
percent with a standard error of 3.5 percent, meaning that there was
only a 5-percent chance that a survival rate above 40 percent was a
statistical ~cident.
Furthermore, the epidemiologists and the statisticians in our cancer center assure me that these results are not due to special selection
or distribution of cases.
In other words, the data seem to support the notion that referral to
a major cancer center, such as ours and others like it can and does
result in improved survival and that the creation of a center will
result in an increasing number of patients having access to the
diverse and complicated expertise of the facilities available at that
center.
Our own efforts have been directed in two major ways. We have
worked hard at developing basic, laboratory research programs directed at and answering some of the fundamental questions regarding the nature of cancer. We have been given the support to recruit
~am.
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and begin a program in the area of medical genetics which may
ultimately answer fundamental questions about the ordinary control
of cellular growth and division which is lost when cancer develops
within a cell. We have supported research that has indicated some of
the ways in which chemicals ordinarily not carcinogenic in themselves may act with other chemicals to increase greatly the potential
to produce a cancer.
"\Ve have supported research which offers promise of understanding
the development of the immune system and how alterations in this
system can result in malignancy within the system itself or in the
rest of the body. These are but a few of the programs whose growth
and contributions have been aided by the development of the center
in Birmingham. Each of them is, incidentally, improved and made
more efficient by the fact that they have had to withstand peer
review, the most single important factor in maintaining scientific
excellence.
Not only have we supported basic, fundamental research, we have
also worked very hard at developing a regional program which can
respond to the direction of the original legislation which directed
centers to develop programs which would involve practicing physicians of the region. In Alabama this is a necessity. We are one of the
most indigent of the 50 States. We have one of the poorest physicianpopulation ratios in the Nation. In order to address ourselves to
meeting these sorts of problems it has been necessary to develop
plans to utilize to the fullest scarce resources, personnel, facilitiesparticularly radiation therapy-and knowledge. We have developed
a model telephonic consultation service which, although available to
any physician with any kind of a patient problem, has seen calls
about cancer become the most frequent category of request.
We have been enthusiastically received by physicians practicing
radiation therapy in Birmingham, Anniston, and Huntsville, the
areas in which the demonstration project is now working.
"\Ve have begun plans for a network for the treatment of patients
with diseases of the blood and blood forming organs and have a
specially trained nurse visiting regularly, a practicmg oncologist in
Mobile and Montgomery, and we are working out plans for extensive
programs in the rehabilitation of patients with cancer.
We are working with the American Cancer Society in its "Let No
Woman Be Overlooked" program to get a Pap smear on every
woman in the State. The chief of our gynecological cancer service is
active in that program which proposes to begin the collection of Pap
smears on special populations of high-risk patients in eight of the
highest risk counties spread throughout the State.
·we have also worked at the development of facilities and personnel. We now have 58 physicians and investigators supported by 41
technical personnel in our program. This represents considerable
growth sinre Hl68. Through the generosity of the National. Qanc~r
Institute Center's program, we have been awarded $3.5 million m
renovation and construction grants in the past 2 years. Almost all of
this money is currently either being spent for facilities under construction or about to be let for bid.
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The ability to respond so quickly to the needs of the people and
the direction of programs has stimulated the Governor to designate $2
million in revenue sharing monies to construct 80 beds at such time
as these become necessary and feasible.
In summary, I believe that we have made a small but significant
beginning. Since planning began in 1968, we have doubled our
patient load, improved somewhat our survival rates, built programs
for and trust with community physicians, and begun construction of
over 60,000 net square feet of facilities.
I trust that you will believe that this is sufficient evidence to
continue support of legislation which will make it possible to deliver
to those 40,000 people who originally donated money to the program
and also to all of the people of the State of Alabama, the progress in
both fundamental research and health care delivery which they were
promised and are expecting. The next 3 years w'ill not soo sudden
breakthroughs in Alabama, but I trust it ·will see the development of
additional data and progress which will result in increasing cure
rates and improved quality of survival for as many of the people of
our region as possible.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
Dr. Steinfeld ~
·
Dr. STEINFELD. Thank you, Senator Kennedy. It is a pleasure to be
here today to testify on the 197 4 amendments to the Cancer Act.
I would like to divide my testimony into the following sections: I.
The Problem: Clinical and Laboratory; II. Recent Accomplishments: Clinical and Laboratory; III. The Cancer Act; A. Strengths;
B. ·weaknesses; and IV. Recommendations.
I.

•

TnE PROBLEM: CLINICAL AND LABORATORY

Canc~r will strike over 50 million Americans now alive-one of
four of us in this room. One of six will die as a result of that cancer.
This means that today one of three American victims of cancer is
cured of his tumor using surgery and/or radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy. Obviously there is hope.
In the above figures lies the dilemma facing both biomedical research scientists and the Congress. We do not know the final or
ultimate cause or causes of cancer. We do not know that final event
by which a virus, chemical, or radiation changes a normal into a
neoplastic cell.
And we are not certain who, where, or when such a discovery will
be made; or how it will be translated into a preventive or curative
measure for human cancer.
Because this is unknown-many members of the scientific community urge you to support "basic science"-biochemists, molecular biologists, geneticists, immunologists-because we are so far from understanding the nature of the neoplastic cell. And, of course, they are
correct.
·we need more fundamental information in oncology as well as all
of biologv. '\Ve need to train and nurture the brilliant, inquisitive
young student, so that we can learn more about man and his diseases.
Our bright and research-oriented youngsters are one of our most

.
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precious natural resources and we must train them, and provide the
kind of career promise and stability which will attract them into
science. This is important.
Cancer funds should be used to support both training in and the
conduct of basic biomedical investigations.
But that is not all of the story. Six hundred and fifty thousand
Americans will develop cancer this year and 350,000 will die of the
disease. Many could be saved even though we do not know the
ultimate cause of cancer, through what we do know about prevention, early detection and adequate treatment.
Currently we are, without any question, saving patients' lives, even
though, I repeat, there is much about cancer that we do not know.
Moreover, it is quite possible that in the final analysis cancer will
turn out, like infectious diseases, to be many diseases.
Indeed, I have estimated that there are over 200 different human
cancers.
Several centuries ago, physicians might have talked about curing
or finding the cause of fever or infection at a time when they did not
have instruments sufficiently fine to see bacteria or viruses. Even
then, however, it was possible through sanitation, good nutrition,
good hygiene, and vaccines to combat successfully many of the infectious diseases.
Similarly, with cancers. We can prevent many cancers, if, for
example, our citizens would stop smoking cigarettes. We can also
prevent other cancers by prohibiting the release of carcinogenic
agents into our home or work environments.
"\Ve can identify high-risk groups with certain cancers, do diagnostic tests at regular intervals to pick up tumors at a stage when they
are curable.
And, finally, we can use our tools more intelligently and in combination in the treatment of cancer: combining surgery, radiotherapy
and chemotherapy and possibly immunotherapy in order to improve
results. And all of this can be done now.
Mr. Chairman, it is obvious that we must both improve our present
diagnostic and therapeutic armamentarium, and we must do more
research on fundamental biological processes .
I would interpret the arguments you have heard about basic science versus the national cancer program as coming from the uninformed. This is not an either-or proposition.
I have interpreted the Cancer Act the Congress passed several
years ago as recognizing the need to work simultaneously on both
problems; and that was a wise decision.
I believe that in the renewal of the legislation, you can help bring
the scientists together by making more explicit the dual nature of the
thrust the Congress has proposed, and by earmarking to a certain
degree funds for both programs. I will return to this in the recommendations later.

II.

RECENT AccoMPLISHMEXTS: CLINICAL AND LABORATORY

It is the nature both of science and medicine that advances cannot
be predicted, so that some of the progress in clinical oncology. as
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well as in basic oncology, has been made by scientists not wholly
affiliated with the national cancer program. But most of the advances
can be traced directly or indirectly to the support of the National
Cancer Institute or the American Cancer Society.
In the past few years we have identified a group of young women
at risk to development of vaginal cancer because their mothers were
given the chemical, diethylstilbestrol, to prevent miscarriage during
the first trimester of pregnancy.
More data has been obtained linking the body's immune system to
cancer development since patients treated with immunosuppressive
agents to permit renal transplantation have been found to have 35
times the expected rate of lymphomas.
Recent National Cancer Institute studies have shown that advanced non-Hodgkin's lymphoma patients can survive with control
of the disease for long periods by combination chemotherapy.
In a large repetitive screening program-every 4 months-at the
Mayo Clinic for heavy smokers at high risk to lung cancer, previously unsuspected lung cancer has been detected and localized during
a subsequent screening, after the first tests were negative. In all but
one of these patients it has been possible to remove the tumor surgically. This program, if successful, may represent a way to improve
the otherwise dismal prognosis of the lung cancer patient.
Additional results are accumulating, showing higher survival in
patients receiving chemotherapy after presumed curative surgery in
tmri.or types with a very poor prognosis.
This may be the most significant clinical advance of all; in that it
will stimulate well-controlled prospective combination treatment
studies in the common cancers, which kill so many in the United
States.
In the laboratory, great strides have been made in our understanding of animal tumor viruses, their transmission and multiplication.
In man, Herpes viruses have been implicated by immunologic
techniques in carcinomas of the oropharynx and genitourinary tract.
The carcinoembryonic antigen, CEA, and alpha-fetoprotein have
been further studied as guides to the successful treatment of cancer
and/or the extent of tumor within an individual patient.
At the cellular leveL a component of the cell membrane, a glycoprotein, has been found to disappear when normal cells are transformed into cancer cells. This seems to be associated with appearance
of an enzyme called a protease; and when the protease is inhibited,
the cancer cells stop growing.
_Of course, the number of advances in both clinical and laboratory
science are enormous.
I want only to emphasize that the Cancer Act of 1971 has not
slowed but, in fact, has speeded up progress at all levels.

III.

THE CANCER

ACT

A. STRENGTHS

1. The Cancer Act has focused the attention of the scientific and
medical community, all of our citizens, the Congress and the executive branch of government on the cancer problem.
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2. It has provided increased funds for clinical and laboratory
research as well as for cancer control.
3. It has attempted to avoid bureaucratic interference with cancer
programs by providing a direct budget link from the National Cancer Institute to the Office of Management and Budget, and by creating a cancer panel to monitor progress monthly and report delays
and obstructions directly to the President.
4. It has recognized the need for a critical mass of physicians and
scientists to achieve optimal clinical care and has required the establishment of a network of comprehensive cancer centers. These centers
not only should provide a nationwide network for cancer diagnosis
and treatment, but should become regional centers for cancer control
and also should become centers of excellence in cancer research.
B. WEAKXESSES

•

..

1. The Directors of the National Cancer Institute and the National
Institutes of Health have become political appointees rather than
career scientists.
2. The number of comprehensive cancer centers to be named is too
few to provide the type of care the Congress visualized as being
within a dais d1fring distance for most citizens of the United
States.
3. The act does not prm·ide a specific budget, either in relative or
ftbsolnte terms. for the training of biomedical scientists.
4. The act does not provide personnel within the National Cancer
Institute in any way commensurate 'vith the added resources in
dollars. Not only intramural programs but extramural programs as
well require scientific, managerial, and supporting personnel to operate them effectively. As an example, two National Cancer Institute
wards at the Clinical Center are not in operation today because
nursing personnel slots or ceilings are not available.
5. The act does not require adequate outside peer review of both
contract and grant programs. This is important when the executive
branch of Government decides for other purposes to eliminate large
numbers of advisory committees, as has occurred this past year .
6. The act does not provide guidance as to what programs should
be funded by which mechanism: grant or contract. Such guidance
could insure a specific or percentage amount of grant-funded basic
research.
7. Finally, the act proposes a truly national cancer program and
plan. yet the X at ional C'a ncer Ins ti tnte functions administratively
much as before, despite the great increase in its budget and responsibilities.
Mr. Chairman, these recommendations are made within the context
that resenrch ca11 be carried ont through a number of different administrative mechanisms.
·
First, the National Cancer Institute was functioning effectively
within the NIH prior to the enactment of the plan of 1971; second,
it could function well if the origin a1 act creating a separate agency
for cancer research had been passed by the Congress.
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However, the following recommendations are made within the
context of the act as it was finally passed. Parenthetically, I would
say a word here about the budget.
I certainly agree with Dr. Stone, Dr. Rauscher, and Mr. Schmidt
that the cancer program should not be mounted at the expense of
other Institutes at NIH.
I was very pleased to hear Secretary Weinberger indicate that the
extra $100 million for cancer research the President proposed today
would not be at the expense of other Institutes, and particularly
pleased to hear Mr. Schmidt defend the need for additional resources
within the other Institutes.
I should point out, if we add up the numbers, the President is
proposing $100 million in addition to his original fiscal 1974 budget
proposal of $500 million, whereas the Congress passed $540 million
for cancer research in fiscal 1974. Moreover, there are some additional
funds released from impoundment (approximately $50 million) so
the latest increase should be viewed in this light.
I submit those numbers so the record will be clear.
Now, as to the actual recommendations regarding the act.
IV.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Director of the National Cancer Institute and of the National Institutes of Health should be career appointees. Politicization
of National Cancer Institute and NIH should cease.
Senator KENNEDY. You would be opposed to a Presidential appointment?
Dr. STEINFELD. I think if the Director of NIH and of National
Cancer Institute were within the career system and were to make a
decision which did not appeal to his political superiors, those scientists would still have the protection of either the Civil Service Commission or the Commission Corps system, and I think in many
instances this would be extremely valuable. The people who do not
have this career protection are not quite as free to do what their
scientific judgment directs. So I think career appointments would be
an advantage.
2. The number of cancer centers to be designated in the next 3
years should be increased to 30. A definite number is desirable and
can be reviewed again in 3 years.
3. A portion of the National Cancer Institute budget should be
reserved for training the research scientists and clinicians of tomorrow.
Senator KENNEDY. You are satisfied there is scientific expertise
and manpower to provide the kind of support that Mr. Schmidt
mentioned earlier to 30 centers of some excellence?
Dr. STEINFELD. I think they could be developed and I believe
within the next 3 years, this should be our goal.
I think 15 does not blanket the country the way the Congress
indicated, and I do think naming centers is an excellent idea because
it leads to the form of cooperation that both Dr. Frei and Dr. Durant
described.

.
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I think naming them is a good idea, and having the number 30
would probably reach the goal Congress had in mind for the Nation.
Senator KENNEDY. 1Ve do not set it precisely, but we have indicated that this figure is approximately 30 to 35.
Obviously, I think we would be guided by how those resources
could best be utilized.
I think the thrust of our amendment on this is to achieve what vou
have outlined here, and I am glad you support it.
.
~ .
Dr. STEINFELD. I certainly support that amendment, and thmk It IS
an excellent one.
We need not only research scientists but clinicians expert in the
diagnosis and treatment of cancer as well as in cancer control. Funds
should be provided to institutions rather than individuals, so as to
stabilize institutional funding in a period of rapidly changing academic and governmental responsibilities.
I think a very real problem has developed over the past few years
in which training funds go to th0 individual rather than to the
institution.
4. The act should pro,ride a specific number of personnel-scientific, medical, managerial, and supportive-to carry out the purposes
of the act. If the cancer program is a national priority research and
medical program, the Office of Management and Budget should provide personnel· as weH as fiscal resources to carry out the Congress'
and the President's decisions.
5. Both grants and contracts should be reviewed by outside peer
groups. The mechanism for choosing peer review groups should be
changed to provide a mechanism for input from the Congress, the
American Association for Cancer Research, the American Society for
Clinical Oncology, and the X ational Academy of Sciences.
6. The contract mechanism should be restricted to use for the
purchase of products or sen·ices. It should be used to purchase
research only after such resarch programs are recommended by
senior outside scier,tific review bodies.
7. The Congress should t11ke some responsibility for implementation, or at least continuing oversight of the cancer program; and for
review of the choice of Cancer Panel, Board, and scientific review
body membership within the N ati.onal Cancer Institute.
This last may be the most controversial, but also the most significant of the recommendations. It is common knowledge among the
scientific communities that the Directors of the various Institutes at
the National Institutes of Health selrlom have their choices for
National Advisory Council members approved.
I believe re.commendations for the Cancer Board should come from
a group composed of the Director and Deputy Director of the National Cancer Insttute and a representative from each of the American Assodation for Cancer Resenrrh. the American Societv of Clinie11l Oncology, and the National Academy of Sciences.
·
The nominations should b1:1 nonpolitical, and should be submitted
for informational purposes to the eh11irman and minority lead.er of
both the Senate and House committees responsible for oversight of
thci cancer program at the same time that they are submitted to the
Pre.sident of the United States.
·
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The same elected Members of Congress should receive the Cancer
Panel's monthly report and should meet at least quarterly with the
Cancer Panel and the Director of the National Cancer Institute to
review programs and problems.
While in the past many of the scientific groups have been chosen
entirely intramurally by NIH staff, the magnitude and the scope of
the national cancer program require that the members of all senior
scientific committees be selected in such a way as to insure scientific
objectivity and immunity from political surveillance.
Having greater participation of the scientific community in the
choice of advisory groups and having bipartisan congressional overview of the program, should make the program more truly an initiative of both the legislative and executive branches of Government.
In conclusion, the Cancer Act of 1971, endorsed overwhelmingly
by both the legislative and executive branches of Government, was
not only a reflection of our Nation's desire to conquer cancer but an
expression of our dissatisfaction with the current priority for cancer
research and dissatisfaction with the current administrative and
management mechanisms available to do the job.
Work, both scientific and administrative, by Dr. Rauscher and his
senior staff at the National Cancer Institute has started the program
successfully on the route charted by the Congress.
My purpose today is to suggest mechanisms, exclusive of dollars,
which can help the National Cancer Institute, by providing for
greater involvement of the Congress and the biomedical community,
in achieving our goal of conquering cancer.
Senator KENNEDY. Very good, very helpful suggestions and recommendations.
We would like to stay in touch with you on a number of these
proposals.
I gather that you gentlemen agree without qualification about the
provision of our legislation that permits the expansion in the number
of cancer centers, and feel that is a desirable feature and one that
ought to be supported.
Do I understand the thrust of your testimony to include that
general support 1
Dr. FREI. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. This statement will be useful both to me and to
the other members of the subcommittee in the course of our deliberations.
Dr. FRE1. I think the answer is emphatically yes, with the emphasis on the fact that the 15 or 18 Cancer Centers, comprehensive
Cancer Centers, that now have been designated are in varying stages
of development.
Some are very mature and some relatively new. I think the additional Cancer Centers, I guess it is the proposal to be added as they
are over the next 3 years could take advantage of the experience not
only of the old Cancer Institutes, as Dr. Clark pointed out, but also
of some of the problems and opportunities of the relatively recent
ones.
Senator KENNEDY. Because yoc have Federal funds, have you felt
the cold hand of Federal takeover in any of the centers you have
been associated with~ Has this caused you undue concern~
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Dr. STEINFELD. I certainly have not. We are the newest center, but
it would seem to me in working with the National Cancer Institute
staff that they are looking for help, looking for advice, and we
certainly have had considerable help from National Cancer Institute
staff, and nothing that would be inimical to the development of the
Cancer Center.
Dr. FREI. As Mr. Schmidt emphasized, none of the comprehensive
centers are totally dependent financially on the Federal Government.
All of them have a varving base of private or State support, which
assures some degree of independence.
I think the comments that Dr. Steinfeld made with respect to
increasing scientific input, and decreasing political input into the
selection of scientific advisors for the national cancer center program,
and key administrators of the national cancer center program is also
important in that context.
Dr. DURANT. I would like to reiterate the testimony of the other
witnesses.
I think the number of Centers needs to increase, otherwise we are
likely to have two classes of citizens, those with ready access to the
availability of the Centers, and those who do not.
I believe the impm·tance of review in reviewing the programs of
the Centers is essential in order to keep them scientifically excellent.
I do not consider that political interference, but scientific guidance.
We have not felt the cold hand of the Feds on our programs.
I feel that we have been tremendously helped by the National
Cancer Act, and by the community of scientists around the nation
who have supported this legislation.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank you for your testimony.
One of the goals of the legislation is to obtain firsthand information from those who have been out in the field. I think I share with
all of those who support the changes in the legislation, a very strong
belief that this flexibility will be used by the Institute to support
excellence and availability of information to the greatest number of
American citizens.
I think we are completely aligned in that understanding, and I
think the clarifications that Mr. Schmidt made about ongoing commitments and limitations in this area are important and should be
established in the record as well .
I want to thank you gentlemen very much. We may be submitting
some additional questions to you in the course of the legislative
process that lies ahead.
Thank you again.
At this time I would like to welcome Dr. John Cooper, president
of the Association of American Medical Colleges, Washington, D.C.
We are delighted to have you here.
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN COOPER, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. CoorER. Thank you very much, Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. I apologize for our time problem. "\Ve have two
votes back to back by 2 :30, and the full committee goes into executive
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session at 3 o'clock, so we will have a bit more time to hear from the
final witnesses.
Dr. CooPER. ~fay I say that we have a fairl:y extensive statement,
which I think describes fairly completely our views on the legislation
you have introduced, and some other recommendations which we are
making.
As you know, we did express our views and recommendations on
the establishment of a separate Cancer Institute when the National
Cancer Act was considered in 1971, and our statements on that issue
are already on record.
After the extensive debate in Congress the National Cancer Act
was passed, and the Director of the National Cancer Institute was
placed in a special position within the National Institutes of Health.
vVe expressed our concern at that time about the possible adverse
effects of the singling out of one institute for special status and
authority, and what effect that would have on the other research
institutes.
Some of these adverse effects have come to pass. For example,
during the past few years the budget and staffing requests by the
administration for the other institutes have decreased dramatically,
while the budget requests for the Cancer Institute have increased
sharply. The full meaning of the situation is not clear, but the
association nevertheless is still deeply concerned about the implications because of its concern with the welfare of all the NIH research
institutes.
In order for the cancer program to be effective there must be
effective research programs in all of the other disciplines. If these
activities are not adequately staffed and funded, the effectiveness of
the cancer program-as well as our conquests of other diseases-is
going to be impaired.
In contrast to what Secretary Weinberger said this morning, the
administration has not been in the position of merely preventing
what he called the "Japanese rate of increase" of funding for the
Instituttis. In fact, the administration has requested less money in
fiscal 1972 through fiscal 1974 than it did in the budget of 1971.
The association wants to point out that the administration has
attempted to prevent the growth of these Institutes, at least as
evidenced in the budget requests it has sent to the Congress. Fortunately, the Congress appropriated more funds for these years. The
administration impounded these funds, and continued to limit spending to the rate originally requested in its budget. During this past
year, the association and other organizations were successful in prosecuting a lawsuit for the release of that money-at least we think it
has been released.
I do want to point out that there has been a cutback in all o:f the
other Institutes, and there has been a substantial reduction in the
staffing of those Institutes. 1\fr. Schmidt and others have raised
concern with regard to the ability of the staff of the Institutes to
carry out the intent of the legislation, and to protect the inter~sts of
the U.S. Government. There have been substantial cutbacks m the
number o:f positions available, and there is a real question about
whether there is enough manpower in these Institutes to really
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effectively manage the programs. This is one area that the association
hopes the subcommittee will look into, along with the particular
staffing needs of the National Cancer Institute.
The association has made some recommendations in the restimony
submitted for the record with regard to changes that might be made
in the present national cancer program which would strengthen and
improve it. I would like to summarize these points.
First, the association agrees with the other witnesses and recommends that all research contracts have scientific peer review, not only
at the time of the awards, but also when requests for contract
proposals go out, so that there will be scientific input as to their
nature and scope.
The association thinks the National Cancer Advisorv Board should
have this responsibility. The Board, of course, could assign the more
routine kinds of contract authorizations, such as the procurement of
special drugs, and other routine contracts to the Director of the
National Cancer Institute. The Board should, however, have the
responsibility and authority for assuring peer review of the proposals
that go out, and assessing the responses to the RFP's.
Second, the association believes that provisions of the Nati on al
Cancer Act should mandate utilization of the present NIH research
training programs in the struggle against cancer. Where appropriate, language should be added to mandate the use and continuation
of training stipends, fellowships, institutional support, and career
development awards.
Third, the association suggests that the ceiling on the number of
centers should be removed from the bill. This issue has been discussed
adeq_uately during today's hearings, so I will not go into further
detail.
Fourth, the association recommends that the act's construction
authority be amended to specifically include authority for basic research labs and hazard control. There has been a gTeat deal of
confusion as to whether there is authority to construct these kinds of
facilities.
The association would like to make three additional recommendations of provisim.3 that we hope would be included in this bill. One
recommendation is that the statutory authority for the Secretary of
HE"\V to enter into contracts, be included and extended in the
National Cancer Act. This authority, which expires on June 30, is
currently found in section 301 (h) of the Public Health Service Act.
Second, the association recommends that the provisions of sections 601 of Public Law 91-296 be added to the National Cancer Act.
This provision, which expires on June 30, has been very useful to
organizations which have tried to prevent imponndment of funds by
the administration. "\Ve would hope that language similar to section
601 would be continued, and that it would be attached to this particular bill, in which the administration has considerable interest.
Finally, the association also recommends a statutory term for the
Director of the NIH. He or she would be a Presidential appointee,
subject to Senate confirmation. The association believes that a 7-year
term is suitable for the directorship of NIH. It would help to remove
this position from the political arena and would help regain the
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recognition that this office is probably the top scientific job in the
United States. The association strongly recommends that this provision be included.
I think, sir, that this summarizes the recommendations that we
have with regard to the act, and if there are any questions now, or
that you want to submit to me, I would be happy to try to answer.
Senator KENNEDY. I think that is a very helpful and useful statement.
Your support of the increased numbers of research centers is quite
welcome. We reiterate our responsibility to continue adequate funding of the various Institutes.
Dr. CooPER. And the staffing is a very serious problem in other
institutes. Mr. Chairman, they have had great losses in the number of
staff, and with the current level of the program activity there is a
real question whether they can really carry out their responsibilities.
Senator KENNEDY. Your suggestion is some form of oversight
hearing or function by the committee to deal with these problems.
A number of the specific observations you have made have been
very helpful. We are going to work out some of the details and the
legislative language.
We probably expect as much from Mr. Goldman.
Dr. CooPER. 'Ve have known Mr. Goldman for some time. We
would urge that section 601 be continued in this bill.
Senator KENNEDY. That is very helpful, too.
Doctor CooPER. Section 601 is important, not only to the cancer
program, but to all programs. The administration is interested in
this bill, but it may not be interested in section 601.
Senator KENNEDY. That is music to our ears.
Thank you very much. Your full statement will appear m the
record at this point.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Cooper follows:]
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

SUITE 200, ONE DUPONT CIRCLE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C.

p·

ZOOJO

STA'JUENT BY THE ASSOCIATl(R.J OF AMERICAN MEDI CAL COLLEGES
ON LEGISLATION TO CONTINUE THE NATIONAL ATTACK AG\INST CANCER*

'

Mr. Olainnan and Members of the Subcommittee:
The Association of American Medical Colleges welcomes this opportunity
to present its views on the extension of the National Cancer Act of 1971.
The Association is the national organization of institutions engaged
in the fonnal education of M.D.s either at the undergraduate or graduate
levels.

It is comprised of all of the 114 medical schools in operation in

the United States, 400 of the major teaching hospitals, and SI academic
SO'Cieties which encompass the teaching and research faculties of academic
health centers.

The Association was formed in 1876 and has been an

important force in the evolution of medical education over the intervening
years.
The constituent institutions and organizations of the Association are
concerned not only with underRraduate medical education but also with the
training of research scientists and the medical specialists and clinicians
essential to bringing the advances of present day medicine to the health
care of the American people.

•

Within the laboratories and clinical facilities

of these institutions is conducted a substantial portion of the total medical
and health related research effort of the nation.

Thus, the Association and

its membership have a deep and direct involvement in the issues before the
subcommittee today.

•A statement presented by John A. D. Cooper, M.D., President of the
Association of American Medical Colleges, before the Health Subcommitttee
of the Senato Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, January 30, 1974.
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Tite Association presented its views and recommendations regarding
the establishment of a serarate, independent cancer institute when the
National Cancer Act was under consideration ln 1971, and its previous
statements on this issue are on record.

After extensive debate and consideration

of the issues involved in launching an independently targeted, national
attack to conquer cancer, the Congress in its wisdom provided specific

•

statutory authorities for the National Cancer Institute and its Director
which were not shared by the other components of the National Institutes of Health.
11te Association expressed its concern about the possible adverse impact
that the singling out of one institute for special status and authority would
have upon the other institutes and divisions at the National Institutes of
Health.

During the paot few years, budget requests and staff positions for

the National Cancer Institute have increased dramatically, while the total budget
request

and staffing for the remaining research components of the NIH have

been reduced.

The full meaning cf this situation is not clear, but the

Association is nonetheless deeply concerned about its implications because
of the Association's concern for the welfare of all of the NIH research
programs.

In order for the cancer program to be effective, it must have

input from the other bioscience disciplines.

If these activities are not

adequately staffed and funded, the effectiveness of the cancer program
must necessarily be impaired.
The Association and its membership are in agreement that extensive
biomedical research efforts are essential if medical science is to discover
the causes and to develop cures and treatment for this complex of killer
diseases. Tite Association believes that several provisions could be added
to the current cancer authority which would further strengthen the attack
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against cancer, and that additional provisions could be included in other
sections of the Public Health Service Act which would help assure that
collateral research efforts in the other institutes are not impaired because
of continual shifts in policy and management or because of reductions in
funding and personnel.
In order to improve the national cancer program, the Association
recommends that:
1.

the scientific review provisions of the National Cancer Act be

amended to add external peer review of research contracts to the present
authority for peer review for research grants and programs, and to allow
the National Cancer Advisory Board to delegate to the Director of the
National Cancer Institute final authority over routine procurement contracts;
2.

the research training provisions of the National Cancer Act be

amended to mandate the utilization of present research training programs
in the struggle against cancer;
3.

authorizations for cancer research and control programs be extended

for three years;

4.

the present 15-center ceiling on the number of cancer research and

demonstration centers be removed; and
5.

the NCI Director's construction authority be expanded to include

authority for basic research laboratories and biohazard control.
ln addition, the Association recommends the following because of its
concern with the overall integrity of the federal biomedical research effort:
1.

that the general authority of the Secretalj' to enter into research

congracts, which is to expire June 30, be extended indefinitely;
- 3 -
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2.

that general language requiring the timely.obligation and expenditure

of fWJds appropriated for cancer research and for related purposes be added
to the subcommittee's legislation; and
3.

that present language providing for Presidential appointment of the

NIH Director be modified to require Senate confirmation of the nomination and
to specify a fixed term of office for the NIH director.
Each of these recommendations deserves some more detailed comment.
Peer Review of Contracts
The use of non-federal scientists to review grant applications for
biomedical research projects to be fWJded by the federal government has
assured a broad, non-federal voice in the fonnation and implementation of
national policy.

The peer review system which has been developed and

utilized for NIH grants has assured a rigorous assessment of the scientific
merits of research projects for which NIH grant support is being sought.
This process of scientific appraisal carried out by disinterested and
expert scientists has resulted in the use of public funds only for the
support of biomedical research which has met the highest standards of excellence.
The Association believes that, because of the substantial amoWJt of
public fWJds that are becoming available for the award of cancer research
contracts, it is imperative that these contracts also be subject to
scientific scrutiny -- at all stages of the contract process, including
Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and at the final award.

The collective

judgments of assembled outside experts will help to assure that contractrelated decisions are based on scientific merit.

The process of

peef review has been recognized as an effective mechanism in assuring
maximum scientific returns for public investments in research grants.
similar maximum return should also be sought for similar investments in
research contracts.
- 4 ~'"-
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In another contract-related issue, the Association recommends that the
present requirement of National Cancer Advisory Board review of all contracts
be modified to exclude such routine matters as normal procurement contracts,
of lab0ratory supplies, for example.
the Board to the NCI Director.

Such authority could be delegated by

The intent of the recommendation is to free

the Board from the burden of routine administrative review of such recurring
contract actions and thus to allow the Board additional time for consideration
of more important, large research and treatment awards,

Language similar in

intent was provided in 1971 for swift consideration of routine research grant
applications, and the Association regards that as a useful precedent for
similar modification now of the contract review mechanism.
Research Training
1be research training programs of the National Institutes of, Health
have provided specially trained research manpower in critically short
specialized ureas of research needs, such as virology, which are becoming
of increasing importance in the continuing quest for the causes and cures
of cancer.

1bese programs have assured the constant flow into research fields

of individuals with advanced training in the biomedical sciences who are most
likely to produce the new ideas and pursue the new and unknown paths into
the cancer complex.
The continuing need for these young researchers and the programs which
train them has been recognized in legislation currently pending in the
Congress, HR 7724, which would assure that research training is to be
continued.

1be amendment the Association is recommending is designed to

insure that the National Cancer Institute will be able to utilize the research
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training authority which the pending research training legislation provides.
The amendment mandates the availability of research training authority for
the NCI rather than providing -- as the present law does

only discretionary

availability of such authority.
The Association recommends that Section 407(b)(7) be amended to read
as follows:
"(7) Support appropriate manpuwer 1.rograms of training in
fundamental sciences and clinical disciplines to provide an
expanded and continuing manpower base from which to select
investigators, physicians, and allied health professions
personnel, for participation in clinical and basic research
and treatment progr~ms relating to cancer, including the use
of predoctoral and postdoctoral training grants (including
both stipends and institutional support), fellowships, and
career awards. 11

Authorizations
The Association recommends further substw1tial authorization levels
for a broadly based balanced national cancer effort.
Perhaps more important tha<l the detailed comments and suggestions which
the Association has already advanced is its concern about the imbalance i.n
the overall Nill programs which has resulted since enactment of the National
Cancer Act.
medicine.

This runs the risk of losses in research in important areas of
For example, constriction of work in molecular biology may hamper

·•fundamental work necessary for the understanding of the cancerous process.
Therefore, the authorization levels for the national cancer proRram must
be considered in close relationship to the projected support levels for the
other NIH research institutes and divisions.·
The Association is concerned about what happens when one takes the
total NIH research appropriations over the last five years, and extrapolates
the next three years.

lf one assumes that the NCI authorizations are

appropriated in ful 1, then the expenditures for the NCI would increase
about 12 percent per year, but all other activities would be either
unchanged or, in some instances, be forced to decline.
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Cancer Centers
The Association's recommendation to remove the present 15-center ceiling
on the number of national cancer research and demonstration centers is designed
to avoid possible delays in translating laboratory findings into the care
and treatment of cancer patients.

If there is to be maximum public access

to cancer care and to be maximum professional access to cancer research,
the development of a national network of cancer centers must not be hampered
by rigid legislative barriers.

In order to best serve the needs of the

population, the establishment of additional comprehensive cancer centers may
be essential in speeding the nation towards its dual objectives of making
comprehensive cancer treatment available to all Americans and intensifying
research efforts aimed at understanding and conquering

th~s

dread disease.

Construction Authority
The Association's fifth J'ecommendation •'ould clarify the scope of the
Act's construction authority.
Section 410(2) of the Act provides authority for the Director of the
National Cancer Institute to construct cancer centers, laboratories, and
research facilities.

This language does not specify that the construction

authority also includes authority for basic research laboratories and
biohazard control facilities.
~ection

The specific inclusion of these items in

410 would remove any doubt over the scope of the construction

authority.

The Association therefore recommends that Section 410 be

amended accordingly.

,
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The Association's more general

i~ccommendations

also require some

additional cor.unent and discussion.

General Contrsct Research Authority
The general contract authority for biomedical research and investigation
is contained in Section 30l(h) of the Public Health Service Act.

This

authorization will expire on June 30, the same day as expiration of current
cancer authorizations.

The Association believes that the present legislation

would be a most appropriate vehicle for the extension of this important
contract authority, which provides authority for all the research institutes
and divisions of the NIH, not solely for the Cancer Institute.
The Association recorrunends the following language:
"Section 301 (h) of the Public Heal th Service /\ct is amended to
read as follows:
(h) Enter into contracts, including contracts for research
in accordance with and subject to the provisions of law applicable
to contracts entered into by the military departments under title 10,
United States Code, sections 2353 and 2354, ex~ept that determination,
approval, and certification required th,'.reby shall be by the
Secretary of lie al th, Education, and Wei fare; and "

In order to insure that funds appropriated by Congress for cancer and
other related health activities will be made available for expenditure and
obligation, the

~ssoclation

recorrunends that the following language be

included in the pending legislation:
"Notwithstanding any other provision of law, funds appropriated
for any fiscal year to carry out any program for which appropriations
arc authorized by the Public Health Service Act (Public Law 410,
Seventy-eighth Congress, as amended) or the Mental Retardation
Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act of
1963 (Public Law 88-164, as amended) shall be made available for
obligation and expenditure no later than the end of such fiscal
year. 11

- B -
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Similar language is presently contained in Section 601 of PL 91-296,
and is to expire on June 30, the same day that the current cancer authorities
expire.

This language has been used

f~equently

in recent months to secure

the availability of funds appropriated by Congress but not released for
obligation and expenditure, including funds for cancer research.

•

leg is 1 at ion

This

because it deals with cancer research -- is a most appropriate

vehicle for the continuation of this Congressional directive that appropriated

..

health funds, and the priori ties which they reflect, are not to be tampered
with. 'Die importance of this language to the federal investment in health
cannot be overemphasized.

The Association therefore urges the subcommittee

to take this opportunity to extend this crucial statutory protection.

Statutory Term for NIH Director
The Association believes that the establishment of a statutory term of
office for the Director of the National Institutes of Health is
the continuity of leadership in biomedical research.

es~ential

to

Federal support of

this research is a nonpartisan activity, and its leadership should be equally
nonpartisan.

It is imperative that the director of the federal biomedical

research effort be a highly qualified individual, with a background and
training in biomedical research and administration, who is selected without
regard to political affiliation.

The administration of the research effort

will be best served by the nonpolitical transition from one director to
the next, with careful Congressional review of the scientific qualifications

•

of pr•JPOSed directors.
In order to meet these goals, the Association strongly urges the
subcommi ttce to provide a statutory term

of seven years for the Director

of the Nlll and to make appointment subject to Senate confirmation.

- 9
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The Association therefore recommends that Section 454 of the Public
Health Service Act be amended to read as follows:
"(a) The Director of the National lnstitutes of Health shall be
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate, to serve for a term of seven years; he or she shall be
eligible for reappointment, Before any person is appointed
Director, the President shall afford the National Academy of
Sciences an opportunity to make recolMlendations to the President
with respect to such appointment.
[b) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall be
appointed by the President. Except as provided in section •o7(b)(9),
the Director of the National Cancer Institute shall report directly
to the Director of the National Institutes of Heal th."

..

Additional Association Co1M1ent
The Association has repeatedly stressed that the basic causes and
nature of the cancerous process are unknown.

The nature of cancer is deeply

embedded in the most elemental life processes and is an obscure and complex
part of the life cycle.
in the final analysis,

Major further progress in the conquest of cancer is,
d~pendent

upon greater understanding of the intricate

working of the basic life cell and its responses to both internal and external
forces.
It is important to realize that the new leads which seem to offer
promise for advances in cancer have emerged in scientific fields which at
the same time were far removed from the mainstream of scientific effort in
cancer.

These new efforts are derived from, and are dependent upon, scientific

achievements in the fields of virology, ilMlunnlogy, genetics, and cell
biology.

No one can predict with certainty the fields from which will come

the findings that will provide further insights into the nature of cancer.
All bioscientists, however, will agree that real progre:s in understanding
cancer can only come through greater understanding of the fundamental life
processes of which it is a part.
- 10 -
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The national attack upon cancer cannot be fought exclusively with
programs sponsored by the National Cancer Institute.

Cancer research is

also dependent, in part, upon advances in the various biosciences which
are sponsored by the other institutes at the NIH

particularly the general

basic research programs of the National Institute of General Medical Sciences.
The Administration's failure to perceive the importance of the other
NIH disciplines in the national attack against cancer is evident not only in
the lowered budgets of these institutes, but also in the distribution of
staff positions within the NIH.
as a whole has suffered an
ti.~u

staff positions.

Over the past several years, the

outri~ht

In addition,

loss of

approxi~ately

NI~

600 uermanent full-

over 350 more positions have been transferred

from the other institutes of the NIH to the NCI and the National Heart and
Lung Institute.

The net result has been a loss of approximately 950

positions within the other institutes of the NIH

staff

a loss which has seriously

compromised the ability of the NIH.staff to administer the programs under
its direction.
The impact of the Administration's decisions on the morale and effectiveness of NIH administrators is clear.

The national biomedical research program

established by the Congress has been stymied by administrative fiat.

The

repeated attempts to terminate research training programs, abolish peer review,
and reorganize staffing patterns indicate all too clearly that biomedical
research and the nation's health do not hold a high priority within this

.

..

Administration.

Such an attitude cannot be allowed to stand unchallenged .

- 11 -
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·Senator KENNEDY. Our final witness is the American Cancer Society, represented by Dr. A. Hamblin Letton.
He is chairman of the Society's Legislative Committee and its
national chairman.
We welcome you to the committee this morning, and apologize for
the late hour.
STATEMENT OF A. HAMBLm LETTON, M.D., CHAIRMAN, LEGISLA·
TIVE COMMITTEE, AND PAST PRESIDENT, AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY

Dr. LETroN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Dr. A. Hamblin Letton of Atlanta, Ga. I am in the private
practice of surgery.
I am the former chief-of-staff of the Georgia Baptist Hospital, the
largest private hospital in Georgia, and am president of the Atlanta
Medical Center.
I am the chairman of the Patient Care and Research Committee
for Cancer of the American College of Surgeons, and am a member
of the Professional Education Committee of the International Union
Against Cancer.
I am a volunteer of the American Cancer Society and have held
the chairmanship of almost every important committee of the American Cancer Society, as well as being national president in 1972.
I am here today to present to you the views of the American
Cancer Society on the renewal of the Cancer Act legislation.
The American Cancer Society has been very pleased with the
progress of the National Cancer Institute under the leadership of Dr.
Frank Rauscher and the President's Cancer Panel, operating within
Public Law 92-218. the National Cancer Act of 1971.
We, without hesitation, endorse &nd encourage the passing of the
proposed amendments to Public Law 92--218, which we believe will
make the national cancer program more effective. We strongly support the increase in funding authorizations for the next 2 years, both
in the budget of the National Cancer Institute and the cancer control
~~

'\Ve strongly support the special authorities and initiatives the
National Cancer Act gives to the National Cancer Institute, including direct budget submission to the President with reasonable opportunity for comment, but without change by the Secretary of HEW,
and the Director of the National Institutes of Health. This has been
one of the healthiest changes in the history of the National Cancer
Institute. vVe would strongly oppose any action that would return
the control of the National Cancer Institute to the National Institutes of Health.
"\Ve support the increase in the number of experts or consultants as
defined in section 401 ( 1). We urge the deletion of the word "fifteen"
in section 408 (A) .
We support the increase in funding authorization as has been
suggested by the National Cancer Advisory Board; that is, for the
cancer control program $50 million for fiscal 1975, $65 million for
fiscal 1976, and $85 million for fiscal year 1977.

.
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And for the National Cancer Institute budget, $750 million for
1975, $830 million for 1976, and $985 million for 1977.
This, of course, is far short of the $1 billion which was contemplated for fiscal 1976 by the Panel of Consultants to the U.S. Senate
for the Conquest of Cancer. It is also a far cry from NASA's budget
of $.'3 billion in a year when NASA is supposedly curtailing its
activities. NASA has spent $54 billion so far.
The 1971 law is not specific concerning the amount of overhead in
the limitation of $35,000 in grants in section 410 (b) ( 1) and ( 2) . We
would urge that the law be changed to read so that the $35,000
includes only direct costs.
The reason here revolves around the uncertainty of the costs
which vary widely from one institution to another, and the size of
the indirect costs, which often leave a sum too small for practical use.
Indirect costs are not controlled by the National Cancer Institute.
Rather, they are negotiated by the institution and higher levels of
Government and then applied to any grants from the Government to
the individual institution. So far as the National Cancer Institute is
concerned, there is no opportunity for either waste or economizing
with regard to the negotiated indirect cost rate applicable to any
given grant.
For instance, institutions of higher education operated last year at
indirect costs of 64 percent, 52 percent, and 59 percent, among other
rates applicable in that geographic area. A noneducational institution in the same area received grants on which a 53-percent indirect
cost rate applied.
Scientists reviewing $35,000-maximum projects face uncertainty, in
these circumstances, of the proposal's feasibility.
The authority for construction is not specific in the 1971 law. This
should be more specific, applying to new building as well as that
which is specified in the 1971 law: " . . . To acquire, construct,
improve, repair, operate, and maintain cancer centers, laboratories,
research, and other necessary facilities and equipment, and related
accommodations ... " in section 410 (2). This has been interpreted to
bar new construction of basic cancer research facilities.
However, new construction is explicitly needed. One important use
for this building is the control of biohazards. The virus work is one
of the most important new frontiers. It requires particular care for
isolation, atmospheric control, positive waste disposal, cleansing, and
personnel traffic.
Occupationally acquired cancer among researchers is a distinct
possibility. The consequences of laboratory exposure to experimental
carcinogens may not be demonstrated for many years. Prevention
now is imperative to reduce hazards to a minimum.
The 1971 cancer law authorized 15 new clinical centers. As of
today we have not met that goal, though we expect that the National
Cancer Institute will be able to designate the full number by ,June 30
of this year when the present law expires.
The Institute has designated three world-recognized comprehensive cancer centers as fitting the law's intent, but only nine "new"
centers have been designated as such since the law went into effect.
I am submitting for the record a list of these centers. We need
more.
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The outreach of designated centers simply cannot be extensive
enough to serve the whole country. Such major cities as San Francisco, Atlanta, Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans, Memphis, Pittsburgh, and many others are without comprehensive centers.
This means unavoidable delays in l?utting into the mainstream of
medical advances those new discoveries, new treatments, that emanate from the conquest of cancer program. And it means that patients needing highly specialized treatment available only at such
centers must often travel hundreds of miles from their families for
that care. We have enclosed a map designating the locations of the
approved centers.
The 15-center limit in the law should be removed.
Personally, I want to add that all the American Cancer Society
volunteers are grateful to you and to this committee for your consistent and dedicated support of the Cancer Act and its program. We
are confident that the program has advanced our fight against cancer
in the last few years.
The effects of such a program are not always easy to see unless one
is engaged in patient care, but we who are in the practice of medicine are confident that the ideas and improvements brought forth are
going to prove very valuable as we view the cure rate of cancer in the
years to come. We must push this fight with vigor through renewal
of the cancer law.
Historically, the American Cancer Society has been extremely interested in the work of the National Cancer Institute. The National
Cancer Institute was established in 1937 by the Congress, largely as a
result of interest and efforts of the American Cancer Society.
Through the years the Institute and the Society have cooperated.
However, the independence of the National Cancer Institute, as
authorized by the National Cancer Act of 1971, has brought this into
a never-before-realized cooperative partnership with the American
Cancer Society.
This legislation has produced a unique form of Federal-private
cooperation. In the area of cancer control, the American Cancer
Societv and the X ational Cancer Institute are actively sharing funding, planning, and administration of several cancer control projects
as part of the national cancer program.
This represents a first in the Government-private sector relationship, the benefactors of which are the American people, both in the
service rendered, and in the savings to them because of the volunteers
of the American Cancer Society.
Were the Government required to pay for all of these man-hours
of labor, the cost would be astronomical. The American Cancer
Society with its over 2.5 million volunteers, including the professional expertise of over 50,000 doctors, has provided this involvement
without cost to these projects.
I would like to describe one example of this cooperation, and I
refer to the joint American Cancer Society/National Cancer Institute breast cancer detection demonstration program.
The object of these project units is to demonstrate to the practitioners and to the public the effe.ctiveness of early detection of breast
cancer, to better define the high-risk groups and to develop better

,.
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screening methods-see attached list of leaders and locations of project units.
Breast cancer mortality rates have remained constant at about 25
per 100,000 for the last 40 years. The incidence, however, has increased from 65 to 72 per 100,000. Therefore, we are curing more
women.
We lost 8.5 times as many women during the years of the Vietnam
war than we lost servicemen in Vietnam. In a IO-year period the
number of women in the United States having breast cancer would
outnumber the population of Boston, Mass., man, woman, and child.
The National Cancer Institute and the American Cancer Society
have established 27 projects throughout the United States in the
breast cancer detection program. The response of the public and the
profession has been overwhelming.
Each project will examine 5,000 women each year. In my own
project we are now booked up int-0 next fall with women clamoring
for this examination.
This is a wonderful example of the public's realization that somebody cares about them and is doing something for them-it is wonderful public relations for the National Cancer Institute, for the
Congress, and for the President.
We do not yet have the figures from all of the projects, but in my
own, in Atlanta, in the first 1,300 women we screened, we found 8
cancers, only I of which was large enough to be felt clinically and
only I of which had any evidence of spread.
The results of this cooperative effort will result in a highly significant reduction in the death rate from cancer of the breast, which is
the number one killer of women in the United States.
Mr. Chairman, we have made great progress in the first 3 years
under the National Cancer Act. The Congress is dedicated, the
President is dedicated, the American Cancer Society remains dedicated as a committed partner. This is an unbeatable team.
W c, therefore, urge the renewal of this legislation for the sake of
the survival of the untold thousands of men, women, and children,
the future victims of cancer. May this act preserve them, that they
may enjoy this great country of ours in the years to come.
Mr. Chairman, this is a great country, yet, there are many things
we could do better, but it is the greatest country on this earth.
Last year I met with health educators behind the Iron Curtain in
Krakow, Poland. In discussing cancer education among medical students, Dr. Glazer, 'vho is professor of surgery at Leipzig University
in East Germany, said that they had difficulty in teaching cancer
education, because the government demanded that 25 percent of the
time of the curriculum in medical school be dedicated to the teaching
of Leninism and ::\farxism.
We are fortunate in the United States that we have been able to
keep politics and medicine separate. The cooperative efforts of the
Government and the private sector, as is demonstrated by the National Cancer Institute/ American Cancer Society partnership can
only survive in such a society free of politics, free to answer the
needs of our people: the need to gi\'e and the need to receirn.
Thank you.
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Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much. That is a splendid
statement. We are interested in your comments about the budget and
personnel in the independent centers, and these are very helpful
comments for us to have.
You are in support of the program 1
Dr. LETToN. It is in accord with the bill as I see you have suggested.
Senator KENNEDY. Is the figure of 25 per 100,000 or more~
Dr. LE'ITON. Twenty-five per 100,000 is the number of deaths of
cancer of the breast among women for the last 40 years.
However, the incidence has risen, and these are the figures, from 55
per 100,000 to 72 per 100,000 is the incidence of cancer of the breast.
We are curing more women, but our mortality rate has remained at
this 25 per 100,000.
Senator KENNEDY. Is that because people are living longer W
Dr. LE'lToN. This is one of the reasons that we have people in the
older age group coming in now.
There seems to be an increase in the number of cancers of the
breast.
Senator KENNEDY. Why is that~
Dr. LE'ITON. We do not know at the present moment. I wish we
did, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. We want to thank you very much.
At this point I order printed the statements of those who could not
attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.

•

"
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AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY/NATIONAL CANCER INS}'ITUTE
Breast.Cancer Demonstration Projects
East

•

Albert Einstein Medical Cntr.
Temple U. Hospital
Philadelphia, Pa.
College of Medicine and Dentistry
of New Jersey
Newark, New Jersey
Guttman Institute
New York, New York
Rhode Island Hospital
Providence, Rhode Island
U. of Pittsburgh School of Med.
Wilmington Med. Cntr.

Project Director

Date Awarde

Harold J. Isard, M. D.
Marc S. Lapayowker,
M. D., Associate
Benjamin Rus!f, M. D.

2 Jan 74

Philip Strax, M. D •

18April73

Herbert P. Constantine,
M.D.
Bernard Fisher, M. D.
Leslie W. Whitney, M. D.

t. b. r. I

Richard G. Lester,
M.D.
R. Waldo Powell, M. D.
A. Hamblin Letton, M. D.
Margaret Abernathy,
M.D.
Marvin A. McClow,
M.D.
Condict Moore, M.D.
John R. Amberg, M. D.

u. n.

28 June 73

u.n.*
1 Jan 74

South
Duke University Med. Cntr.
Durham, N. C.
Emory U. --Georgia Baptist Hosp.
Atlanta, Georgia
Georgetown U. Med. School
Washington, D. C.
St. Vincent's Med. Cntr.
Jacksonville, Florida
U. of Louisville School of Med.
Vanderbilt U. School of Med.
Nashville, Tennessee

9 May 73

u. n.
6 June 73

17 April 73
t. b. r.

Midwest

•

•

Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hosp.
Columbia, Missouri
Iowa Lutheran Hospital
Des Moines, Iowa
Medical College of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
U. of Cincinnati Med. Cntr.
ll. of KamrnH Metl. Cntr.
Kansas City, Kansas
U, of Michigan Med. Cntr.
Ann Arbor, Michigan

William L. Donegan,
M.D.
Donald C. Young, M. D,

t. b, r,

James E. Youker, M. D.

18 June 73

Myron Moskowitz, M. D.
Loren J. Humphrey,
M.D.
Walter M. Whitehouse,
M.D.

28 June 73
19 June 73

u. n.

u. n.

*u. n. --under negotiation
#t. b. r. --to be reviewed Feb. 1974 by ACS, then by NCI; to receive
award in FY 1974 if NCI money is available.
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West
Good Samaritan Hospital
& Med. Cntr.
Portland, Oregon
Mountain States Tumor Institute
Boise, Idaho
Pacific Health Rsch. Institute
Honolulu, Hawaii
St. Joseph's Hospital
Houston, Texas
Samuel Merritt Hospital
Oakland, California
U. or Arizona Med, Cntr.
Tuscon, Arizona
U, of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Cntr.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
U. or Southern California
Los Angeles, California
Virginia Mason Rach, Cntr.
Seattle, Washington
Statistical Center
University City Science
Center
Philadelphia, Pa,

Morton J. Goodman,
M.D.

t. b. r.

Alfred M. Popma,
M.D.
Fred I. Gilbert, Jr.,
M.D.
Duncan L. Moore, M. D.

25 June 7:

Robert Schweitzer,
M.D.
Arthur J, Present,
M.D.
JoAnn Haberman,
M.D.

19 Dec 73
t, b. r.

u. n.

t. b. r.

•

18 June 73

Lewis W, Guiss, M. D.

t. b. r.

Thomas Carlile, M. D.

14 June 73

W. C. Ellenbogen

29 June 73

Awarded to 16 Jan 74
ACS Funds
NCI Funds
(Statistical Cntr.
NCI Funds
Total

$

999, 304
1, 998, 608
489, 068)

$3,486,980

Under Negotiation & Review
ACS Funds
NCI Funds
Total

$1, 300, 000
2, 600, 000
$3, 900, 000

"
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National Cancer Institute
Established Comprehensive Centers
(In Thousands)

Core
Grants

•

Alabama Universlty
Birmingham
Children's Cancer Rs eh.
Boston
Duke University
Durham, N, C,
Hutchinson Cancer Center
Seattle
Johns Hopkins
Baltimore
M. D. Anderson
Houston
Mayo Foundation
Rochester, Minn.
Memorial Sloan-Kettering
New York
Miami University
Miami
Roswell Park
Buffalo
Southern California U.
Los Angeles
Wisconsin University
Madison
Total

,

* NCI plans for

$

All Other
Grants and Contracts
Research
Grants
Only

907

($ l, 295)

1, 188

Fiscal
1974
Total*

B13

$ 1, 720

3, 600)

2, 977

4, 165

952

401)

2,524

3,476

700

2, 011)

5, 010

5, 710

969

1, 751)

3, Bl 7

4, 7B6

905

2, 70B)

B, 29B

9,203

862

1, 214)

1, 273

2, 135

6, 369

( 13, 580)

14,189

20, 558

375

938)

2, 333

2, 70B

371

2,515)

7, 051

7, 422

654

2, 012)

17, 711

lB, 375

706

4, 044)

13, 767

14,473

$79, 763

$94, 731

$14,988

$36, 069

$

1974, based on a $589 mil. budget which would include
money released from FY 73 lmpoundment.

33-088 0 - 74

16

Geographic Distribution
of
Natlonul C:rncer tnstltl4l!
Comprehensive Cancer Cen1era

.

•
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CURRlCULUM VITAE -- A, HAMBLIN LETTON, M.D.
January 1974

President of the National American Cancer Society, Inc., 1971-1972.
Surgeon in Private Practice.
Fellow of the American College of Surgeons •
. Chairman, Patient Care and Research Committee, American College
of Surgeons.
Chief of Staff, Georgia Baptist Hospital (Georgia's Largest Private Hospital).
Fellow of the Southern Surgical Association.
Diplomate, American Board of Surgery.
Member of the American Goiter Association.
Member of the Society of Nuclear Medicine.
Member of the Ewing Society.
Secretary-Director of Southeastern Surgical Congress.
Member of the Board of Directors, Georgia Division, American Cancer
Society, Inc.
Active Attending Surgeon, Georgia Baptist Hospital.
Surgical Consultant, Scottish Rite Hospital.
Member of the Georgia Science and Technology Commission.
President, Atlanta Medical Center.

•

Consultant for the Georgia Division of Vocational Rehabilitation .
Member of Board of Judges, Mutual of Omaha.

I

Listed in Who's Who of America and Who's Who in the World.
Member of the Board of Directors, University Yacht Club.
Second Ponce de Leon Baptist Church. Deacon (inactive).
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AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

.

535 NORTH DEARBORN STREET •CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60610 • PHONE (312) '27·1500 ,

TW~

9!0-221-0300

ERNEST B. 110WARD, )•W.
E)U!CutnH!! IJ1te Pres1:lent

February 5, 1971

The Honorable Bd~ard M. Kennedy
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health
Co!l'.mittee on L<Ibor and Public Welfare
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
PeRT Serator Kennedy:

On oehalf of the American Medical Associatlon, I
·w·onld like to submit :i:or your consideration our comments

on S. 2893, the "i'iational Cancer Act Amendments of 1974.''
The bill before your Committee would amend and
extend, for three years, the programs of the National
Cancer Institute, and would provide increased funding
to carr) forth those activities now under way.
As you will recall, the AMA enthusiastically endoy59J an increased national effort to seek cures for
canc~r and methods of preventing these diseases hhen
Asscc·iet.i.on representatives appeared before the Congress
in 1971 to offer our support of the National Cancer /\ct
du1·ing :its original consideration.

At that time, "''e

the need fur the advocated increased fundiHg
of the cancer program. We continue to believe that the
programs of the National Cancer Institute deserve a high
orio~ity and would recommend their continuation fur
n~cognL:;ed

G'.J<:thcr tl1Tcc year~;: and <'le arc: in bas.i c suunnr: of
this Legj slat.it)Tt.
He woul<l like to offer oUT comment::
u~

soffie of its specific

p~ovisions.

The Association suppurts the amendment to Section
(;Q2 (:i) of t.hc Puhlic Health Service Act i;hicl1 would
authorize the Director of the National Cancer Institute
to approve grants for cancer reseRrcb or training ~ith8ttt rev:iewin1: recoi~menc!ations by the National Cancer
A<lvtscry Board if the direct cost of research and training dl<l not exceed $35,000. We believe that this modi
fi~atlon of ~~istlng law will relieve the National
C;ncer Advisory Board of an 1111nccessary b1;rdcn of review
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The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
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of many small grant applications. The National Cancer
Advisory Board could then concentrate its attention on
major cancer research or training projects.
Under the present authority of Section 407(a) (7) of
the Public Health Service Act, the Director of the National
Cancer Institute is required, among other duties, to support appropriate manpower programs of training in fundamental sciences and clinical disciplines including, where
appropriate, the use of training stipends, fellowships,
and career awards. The legislation before you would
delete the term, "where appropriate," thus making the use
of training stipends, fellowships, and career awards a
basic part of the program. We believe that this is an
appropriate amendment to the present Act and recommend
its support.
Section 408(a) of the present Public Health Setvice
Act authorizes the Director of the National Cancer Institute
to provide for the establishment of 15 new centers for
clinical research, training, and demonstration of advanced
diagnostic and treatment methods relating to cancer. The
legislation before you would delete reference to the limitation of 15, thus leaving open the number of centers which
could be established under the Act. At the present time,
there are 18 cancer centers, 15 of which were established
under the hill and 3 existing centers which have received
grants to strengthen their activities.
We share with the Secretary of HEW a belief that the
present number of cancer research centers are adequate to
meet the needs and programs envisioned by the present Act.
If, after a careful examination of the presently operating
18 centers, and their ability to carry out their essential
mission of demonstrating the best methods of cancer treatment, there is found a demonstrable need for more centers,
then such additional centers should be specifically provided for, by number in legislation. We believe that the
present 15 center limitation should be continued until
such time as the need for additional centers is clearly
demonstrated. We would urge that the limitation in present law he retained.

..

We believe that the broad spectrum of medical research
merits increased support if we are to deal adequately with
the major illnesses that cause disability and death. We
must question whether the large amount of money being appropriated for cancer research can be effectively used or
whether some of that money could be better used in 9ther
facets of medical research. We would urge that funding
for cancer research be viewed in light of the total medical research activit.Y currently under way in this country.
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Increased funding for cancer must not compromise other
research programs to the detriment of the nation's tctal
health effort.
We have one further concern, which is not addressed by
provisions of the legislation before you, which we believe
is worthy of consideration by your Committee. The AMA
believes that the attack upon cancer can be most effectively
conducted by restructuring the administration of the National
Cancer Institute to put it under the control of the Director
of the National Institutes of Health.

At the present time, the National Cancer Institute is
a relatively autonomous agency with its own budget. However, cancer is a multi-faceted problem that involves,
among other elements, ~nvironmental contamination, genetics,
cell metabolism, immunity, and perhaps infection by viral
agents. Therefore, it is clear that the effort to cure
cancer, if it is to be successful, will have to be a coordinated effort with the full involvement of all the National
Institutes. This is a fact which is widely recognized and
accepted throughout the scientific community. In addition,
it would seem prudent to keep NIH intact rather than to
continue to have it fragmented into independent agencies
which compete for support and recognition rather than col.laborate for scientific progress. We believe that the present administrative arrangement impairs the effectiveness
and productivity of the entire NIH organization and fragments and diminishes the overall scientific effort of the
National Institutes of Health.
In conclusion, we would like to reiterate our support
of a 3-year extension of the National Cancer Institute but
would urge a cqntinuation of the limit, in present law, of
15 centers for clinical research, and training, and demonst.;ration of advanced diagnostic and treatment methods relating to cancer. We would also urge that the administration of the National Cancer Institute be placed under the
control of the Director of the National Institutes of
Health.
Thank you for this opportunity of presenting these
views. I respectfully request that this letter be made
a part of the record of your hearings of S. 2893. •
Sincerely,

&fl~
Ernest B. Howard, M.D.
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April 24, 1973
The Henoroble Gaylord Nelson
The United States Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Sir:

The attached policy statement was unanimously endorsed
by the members of the American Association for Cancer Research
at its annual meeting on Apri I 12 in AU antic City.
The statement expresses concerns and suggestions in regard to
bianedical research in the United States, of which cancer
research is an integral part.
We hope you may consider the statement In the legislative
and budgetary processes relevant to the cancer problem and
related biomedical research, We would welcome the opportunity
of discussing the statement in more detail with you,
Respectfully yours,

•

.

Hlchael B. Shimkin, H.D.
President
HBS/gd

CANCE"A ACSllAACH

?701 BUA~OLMC: AVIENUt:. l"O;s. CHA911.
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MICHACL B, 5HlMl<lN. M.O.
HUGH J, CA.l:ECH. Pot.D.
ll:Chl:TARY•TRIEASUR l"R

PRElilDCNT
UNIV[RSrTV Of' CAL!rQR.f'rillA
&AH Diii.GO-SCHOOL CF MEOJC4NIC
flUi SILVERAOO ST,

THI: IN&TITUTIE Jl"QR CANCI:~ RESilARC:H
'770t S'URHOLMIE A'Vl'Nl.U:, ,.OX CHASIE

L.A .JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 110'1

PHILADll.LPHfA, PllNNSYL\"ANIA Hil!H

POLICY STATEMENT
(April 12, 1973)
The American Association for Cancer Research includes in
its membership a high proportion of the total research force of the
United States that Is involved In work leading to the solution of
the cancer problem.
The Association gratefully acknowledges the national
confidence in cancer research expressed In the Cancer Act of 1971.
It accepts the responsibilities implied in this confidence.
The Assoc'iation wishes to emphasize that problem-oriented
research directed against cancer will prosper to the degree that
It can draw on the nutrient soil of basic biological research.
Research Investment In cancer alone, without adequate Investment

t'n broad biologic research, will be Tess pre>datttv"Truiy original discoveries in science are often unpredictable and cannot be conveniently prograrmied.

A sound research

strategy must carefully balance centrally directed research with
studies originating with the individual

sci~ntist.

The basis of scientific discovery is. ~he prepared
mind confronted by new or unanticipated findings.
most I ikely to be found among. young scientists.

Such minds are
Moreover,

significant shortages have been clearly identified in several
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critical man·power areas.

A cancer research program devoid of

funds that can be applied to training is unsound, not only for
the best development of new talent, but for technical capacities
to translate new discoveries into improved care and treatment
of the cancer patient.
The Aolerican Association for Cancer Research therefore

•

recO/Mlends the following steps to the responsible Federal fiscal
decision-makers and administrators of the National Cancer Program
1)

Prompt completion of review and prompt implementation of
the National Cancer Plan.

2)

Prompt release of authorized funds for cancer research for
the present and future years.

3)

Continued assignmep.t--oL.an adequate portion of the total

~)

Utilization of the peer·rev.iew system for the al location .of

available funds \o-...t..raining ).n critical cancer research areas.

National Cancer Institute funds to assure high quality of
both programmed and individual cancer research.
5)

Reallocation of available funds to increase significantly
the support of individual research projects, including
competing in! ti al appl !cations.

6)

Augmentation of the number of scientific staff .PJ:Jsitions at
the National Cancer Institute convnensurate with its
responsibilities.

e~panded
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH

SE~VICE

NATIONAi... tNSTITUTES OF HEAL TH
BETHESDA. MARYLAND 200U

Registry of Experimental cancers
National Cancer Institute
Bldg, 37(ERF), Room 202
August 31, 1973
Frank J, Rauscher, Jr., Ph.D.
Director, National Cancer Progrem
National Ca.near Institute
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Dee.r Dr. Rauscher:
The enclosed final report of your e.d hoc Committee on Testing for
Environmental Chemical Carcinogens is slibm'Itted for your consideration,
It reflects the unanimous views of the members with the exception of an
a.dditional s'l.lggestion made by Dr. Saffiotti which is indicated on page 5
as a minority opinion,
The e.d hoc Committee was established by you on December 7, 1972
and charged : a,

To identify and review overlapping interests and activities
of various Federal departments and agencies with respect to
testing of chemicals for carcinogenicity,

b,

To review in particular detail the responsibilities and plana
of the Pine Bl.uff National Center for Toxicological Research
in relation to NCI activities and plans in this field.

c,

To make specific reconunendations as to the role the NCI
should play with respect to testing of chemicals for
carcinogenicity in order that it might best promote the
interests of the National Cancer Program in achieving ita
objective of prevention of human cancer,

The members are:
Abraham Cantarow, M.D,
Paul N. Harris, M.D.
Paul Nettesheim, M,D,
Umberto Saffiotti, M.D.
Harold L, Stewart, M.D.; Chairman
Albert Tannenbaum, M.D.
Arthur c. Upton, M.D.
Gerald N. Wogan, Ph.D.
The staff conaists of:
Morris F, Cranmer, Ph.D.
Herman F. Kra.ytiill, Ph.D.
l.f0.,rn,...fl r~.

l{ir"hFl"W"itf.1nn,

~

..

n.
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Dr, Rauscher - Page 2

Two meetings, each lasting two dB¥s, were held on March 8-9 and
on M8.y 31-June 1, 1973 in Building 37, Room 1B-o4. Copies of the
minutes, certified by the Chairman, have already been sent to you.
Copies of the minutes, approved by the Committee, are enclosed.
On behalf of the members of the Committee, its staff and Chairman,
I wish to thank you for your support of our work, It is the hope of
e.11 of us that our analysis will be informative and helpful to you,
and that the implementation of our recommendations wil.1 promote one of
your major objectives, the prevention of human cancer •

..

Sincerely,

0'cu~~>f~
Harold L. Stewart, M.D.
Chairman
ad hoc Committee on testing for
En'vir'Onmental Chemical Carcinogens
Enclosures

•

.
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Report
of the

--

Director's ad hoc Committee
on Testing for Environmental Chemical Carcinogens

National Cancer Institute
National Institutes of Health
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

August 1973
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ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This committee was established by the Director, NCI/NCP,
a.

to identify and review overlapping interests and activities
of various Federal departments and agencies with respect to
testing of chemicals for carcinogenicity;

b.

to review in pa.rticula.r detail the responsibilities and
plans of the Pine Bluff Center for Toxicological
Research in relation to NCI activities and plans in this
field;

c.

to make specific recommendations as to the role the NCI
should play with respect to testing of chemicals for
carcinogenicity in order that it might best promote the
interests of the National Cancer Frogr!ll!I in achieving its
objective of prevention of human cancer.

Information bee.ring on these lll/l.tters was obtained from the FDA, EPA,
NCTR, USDA, NOSHA, NIOSH, NIEHS, DOD and .AEC (Appendix), and discussions
were held with representatives of most of these organizations in the course
of the meetings of the committee,
Review of the available information led to the following conclusions:
(a) Although various governmental units are engaged in testing
chemicals for carcinogenicity incident to their regulatory responsibilities or the scientific interests of their staffs, there is no legal
requirement for systematic testing for carcinogenicity of chemicals
present in or being introduced into the environment. The rather extensive, but comparatively limited current activities of the NCI, are the
closest approximation to a program of this nature.
(b) The proposed program of the NCTR in the area of carcinogenesis
devoted specifice.JJ..y to la.rBe-scale, low-level, dose-effect studies in the
mouse, will not contribute materie.JJ..y to progress toward its stated objective, viz., improved capability for assessing the carcinogenic hazard
for man on the basis of data obtained in laboratory animals.
The ad hoc Committee on Testing f~r Environmental Chemical Carcinogens
endorses-:t"he-f'ollowing opinions expressed on the subject of carcinogenicity
testing by other reviewing bodies:
(1) Report of Task Force on Research Planning in Environmental
Health Science, March 1970: 'Those concerned with safeguarding man's
health must assure that the benefits of new technologies and new products
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- 2 are attained with min:imal risk to ma.n's health and well-being, To
accomplish this goal requires new approaches, Rather than depending
on hope, luck and hindsight (as has o~en been the case up to now), more
care:f'u.l surveillance of the health of the population and more systematized
testing of the safety of individual chemicals now in use, or proposed for
the future, must be employed."
( 2) Re ort of National Cancer Plan OBJECTIVE 1 Panel of
rt s:
"Because of the potential mportance and significance of environmental
factors in the production of human cancer, it is essential for the NCI to
establish ••••• a resource that woul.d provide a mechanism for interaction
with other agencies that have responsibility for regulatory action ••••• "
"The functions of this resource would be to interpret to the
appropriate regulatory agency the significance of relevant and valid
carcinogenicity testing programs developed either within the NCI or through
grants and contracts let through it, Further, it would receive from such
agencies questions concerning the potential carcinogenic significance of
new materials found in, or about to be introduced into, the environment.
It would be expected to keep a.breast of all new technological developments
and all new carcinogenic leads, interrelating these in a meaningful and
significant fashion."

In forming judgments as to the possible carcinogenic hazard posed
by a particular environmental chemical, consideration must be given to
certain important aspects of the actions of these agents. These include,
among others: the long latent :period; the wide variation in individual
susceptibility and degree of exposure; the possibilities of exposure
transplacentally (fetus) and via the mother's milk (newborn); the potential
of most chemical carcinogens for producing cancers of various organ~ under
different circumstances; the additive, synergistic and antagonistic' actions
of many carcinogens; the virtual irreversibility of effects of submanifestational doses; the importance, to the ultimate development of cancer,
of the totality of lifetime exposure to all carcinogenic agents, chemicals,
radiation and viruses.
,At the. present state of knowledge in the area of chemical carcinogenesis, the most practical direct approach to prevention of cancer in man
lies in preventing or minimizing exposure to known carcinogenic chemicals,
and to radiation, To this end, there is urgent need to identify chemical
carcinogens present in, or being introduced into, our environment.
The National Cancer Act of 1971 contains the followina mandates:
"407 (b). In carrying out the National Cancer ·Progr!llll, the Director
of the Nationa.l. Cancer Institute shall:
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"(l)

With the advice of the NationaJ. Cancer Advisory Board,
ple.n and develop an expanded, intensified, and coordinated ca.ncer research progran encompassing the programs
of the National Cancer Institute, related progr!llllS of
the other research institutes, and other FederaJ. and
non-Federal progrwns. 11

"(4)

Collect, analyze, and disseminate aJ.l data. useful in
the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer ••••• "

"410. The Director of the National Cancer Institute is •••••
aiithorized: 11
" ( 4)

to utilize, with their consent 1 the services, equipment, personnel, information, a.nd facilities of other
FederaJ., .State and local agencies, with or without
reimbursement therefor;"

"(8)

to take necessary action to insure that s.l..l channels
for dissemination and exchange of scientific knowledge
and information a.re maintained between the National
Cancer Institute and other scientific, medical, and BiomedicaJ. disciplines and organizations, natio~ and
internationall,y."

In our opinion, these mandates imply a moraJ., if indeed not 'a legal,
obligation on the part of the NCI to assume the responsibility for
developing a program of systematic testing of environmentaJ. chemicaJ.s for
carcinogenicity, since this is not being done by other agencies. However,
the resources presently available to the NCI are wholly inadequate for
this purpose •

..
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RECOMMENDATIONS
l,

Consideration should

to establishment of a Federal Council
analogous to the Federal
Radiation Council, whicb_fonrrula.ted R!niat:rOn ProtectiOilSta.nda.rds.
-ThfillfounCirwoUld--b~ auth~"i=i~e-dto-insure that standards a.re reason::a.bly consistent with respect to criteria for testing, evaluation of
test results, selection of chemical substances for testing and te6t
procedures employed. These must reflect the best judgments of author·
ities in the field of chemical carcinogenesis and carcinogenicity
testing, in order to insure, insofar as is possible, the validity of
the experimental data and of the interpretations placed upon them.

O'n"

2.

bs:__g~n

EruroniJ@itflJ__c_a.rc:i._nogenJ..~~~B,!ds

.

.
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In accordance with its responsibilities under the National Cancer Act
of 1971, the National Cancer Institute should develop a comprehensive
national program for identification of carcinogenic chemical hazards
in the environment, with a view to their elimination or control. This
will require close cooperation with other government agencies, nongovernmental institutions and also industry, and development of a
mechanism for continual and prompt interchange of relevant infonnation.

3. The cost of the program should be borne jointly by the various agencies
and organizations involved.

4. The resour£:es required for this program should be provided without
delay.

5. A unit within the National Cancer Institute should be charged specifically with the responsibility for identification of carcinogenic
chemical substances in the environment. This unit should devise
necessary mechanisms for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

selection of chemical substances to be tested;
design and monitoring of test procedures;
evaluation of data. obtained.;
fonnulation of recommendations to appropriate agencies
based on test results.

.

I
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Minority opinion.~-(Dr. Saf:fiotti has suggested inserting the phrase
''by the National Ca.ncer Institute" following tbe worO "establishment" in
line l, Recommendation No. l, on page 4.)
Recommendation No. l, as modified by Dr. Saffiotti, reads as follows:
l,

Consideration should be given to establishment<lll the National Ca.ncer
Institute of a Federal Council on EnvironmentBJ.Ca.rcinogenic n~z~iub,
~a.lagous "o the Federal Radiation Council, which formulated Radiation
Protection Sta.ndards. This Council would be authorized to insure that
standards are reasonably consistent with respect to criteria for testing,
evaluation of test results, selection of chemical substances for testing
and test procedures employed. These must reflect the best judgments of
authorities in the field of chemical ca.rcinogenesis and ca.rcinogenicity
testing, in order to insure, insofar as is possible, the validity of the
experimental data and of the interpretations placed upon them.

•
•
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[From the Washington Post, Nov. 21, 1973]
CANCER

WAR'S

SEPARATE

STATUS

A

MISTAKE,

DB.

EDWARDS

SAYS

(By Stuart Auerbach)
The government's chief health official, Dr. Charles C. Edwards, said yesterday
that Congress and the President made an administrative "mistake" by giving the
war on cancer semi-independent status in the federal bureaucracy.
Edwards, the Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for health
said that the budget for the National Cancer Institute has got to be part of th~
total health budget."
Two years ago, the cancer war was given semi-independent status with a direct
link to the White House to make sure it gets all the money it needs. President
Nixon, in signing the bill, said the cancer institute would not have to compete
with agencies of government for funds.
"In spite of the law," Edwards told a luncheon of health writers and lobbyists
"I think we've worked out a very workable arrangement that can go o~
indefinitely."
He said that Dr. Frank J. Rauscher, President Nixon's choice to head the cancer
institute, hasn't "interpreted the law in its strictest sense," which would only
permit Edwards and HEW Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger to give advice on
budgetary matters.
Instead, Edwards continued, "he considered himself to be part of the whole
health team."
Edwards acknowledged that Rauscher had only "limited" means to declare his
independence of the HEW hierarchy-the simplest of which is taking his case
over "\Veinberger's and Edwards' heads to the people and Congress.
Edwards said the cancer budget has not suffered from the present arrangement.
In 1970, the cancer budget was $180 million ; this year the President requested
$500 million. But Rauscher said in a memo that he really needs the $640 million
that Congress authorized to do the job he is supposed to do. Edwards said the
cancer institute requested $740 million in next year's budget.
Edwards said that if cancer gets so much money, other health research programs will be "destroyed."
Edwards' views were disputed in a telephone interview By Benno C. Schmidt,
head of the three-man panel appointed by Mr. Nixon to oversee the war on cancer.
He said the cancer program has flourished as a result of the new status and
money it was given.
Schmidt said he has continually told the White House that cancer should not
get added funds at the expense of other research programs, many of which
supply vital leads for understanding and treating cancer.
"I think it would be a step backward to diminish the authority and responsibility of the director of the National Cancer Institute for the purpose of enhancing the power of the various levels above the director," Schmidt said.

.

'

[From the Washington Post, Jan. 24, 1974]
ON THE QUESTION OF AUTONOMY FOB

NIH

The question of autonomy for NIH, as your Jan. 19 editorial rightly suggests,
is indeed more important than the manner in which essential biomedical research is supported. And while it may or may not be simple to grant autonomy
to NIH, to do that would be to eccept the view that biomedical research is not,
and need not be, an integral part of our nation's efforts to solve health problems.
At a time when the annual appropriation for NIH was counted in the tens or
hundreds of millions of dollars and the total federal involvement in the health
care system was comparatively small, it might have been possible to treat NIH
and indeed all of biomedical research as an independent part of federal health
enterprise. But that era ended when the federal government became a dominant
figure in the health care systems of this country. Today the annual NIH budget is
more than $2 billion, federal funds pay for 25 percent of all the health care provided in the United States, and almost half of the cost of medical and other
health training is borne by U.S. taxpayers.
To assume that the vital contribution of research can somehow be made
more certain by insulating NIH from the serious fiscal and managerial problems

•
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that must concern us all is to yearn for a simpler, more halcyon time that is
likely never to return.
Clearly we do have to restore confidence in NIH, confidence that was diminished in the past through inadequate leadership and a misguided sense of the
place of research in the nation's eft'orts to solve its health problems. The real need
is to .establish effective methods for setting research priorities among the institutes and program of the NIH In order that the total biomedical research
effort remain in balance. If, in fact, the NIH leadership had been more perceptive and responsive we might not have witnessed the removal of the cancer
research effort from the admt.1lstrative control of NIH, a move that threatens
the further dissolution of biomedical research efforts.
Institutions--even the finest biomedical research institution in the worldmust change. Fortunately, the need for constructive change is appreciated and
welcomed by many scientists at NIH and elsewhere who do not share the sentiments of Dr. Sherman and who are determined that NIH will contribute effectively and creatively to solution of the health problems facing this country and
the world.
CHARLES c. Eow ARDS, M.D.,
Assistant Secr~tary for Health,
Department of Heaith, Education and Weitare.

[From Science magazine, Dec. 14, 1973]
CAN'CEB:

SELEOT COMMITTEE CALLS VIRUS PROGRAM A CLOSED SHOP

(By Barbara J. Culliton)
The last few weeks have not been all that one might hope for the nation's
premier biomedical research enterpris&-the war to conquer cancer. First, assistant secretary for health Charles C. Edwards declared the whole operation an
"administrative mistake." Then, a special committee of the National Cancer Advisory Board turned in a review of the multimillion dollar Virus Cancer Program
(VCP) that was not exactly complimentary.
Edward's remark won him as many friends as it did adversaries. Right from
the start, many, many scientists opposed the administrative scheme that set the
National Cancer Institute (NCI), which is running the war, apart from the rest
of the National Institutes of Health. But the National Cancer Act of 1971 was
passed just the same, and the question of whether that ever should have happened
became submerged as controversies arose over details about how the cancer crusade should be staged. So, a lot of people, including some members of the cancer
board itself, were happy to see Edwards resurrect what they consider still to be
the basic issue.
The catch is that, were Edwards to have his way by withdrawing the NCI's
special status within NIH and cutting It down to size, it does not necessarily
follow that future decisions about the level and style of support of cancer research
would revert to the scientUic community. Nor does it logically follow that less
money for cancer would mean more for anyone else. What does follow is that
scientific decision-making would become even more centralized within the Administration than it is now (Science, 2 November).
The strongest exception to Edwards's charge that the cancer program is an
administrative mistake has come from investment banker Benno C. Schmidt,
who is President Nixon's principal adviser on the cancer crusade. "Despite expressions to the contrary by the assistant secretary for health, it is my opinion
that the National Cancer Act of 1971 is a sound piece of legislation that has
worked extremely well," he told a crowd of physicians attending the National
Conference on Virology and Immunology in Human Cancer, held recently in
New York. The mistakes that have been made, in his opinion, should be blamed
on the Administration, not the cancer legislation. Schmidt thinks it was a mistake for the Administration to cut research training grants and to reduce funds
for other areas of research at a time when progress in cancer depends upun
progress in other areas as well. "At the time we were urging on Congress and
the Administration a greater effort in cancer, we were explicit in the position that
the increased cancer effort should not be at the expense of other biomedical
research. I must confess that I, for one, did not believe that would happen."
Now, Schmidt admits that he was wrong.
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In light of these fundamental questions about the way biomedical research
in this country is going, a controversy over the NCI's Virus Cancer Program
[formerly the Special Virus Cancer Program ( SVCP)] seems trivial. Nevertheless, it is central to questions that are being raised about the ways in which big
league, targeted efforts are being run. The answer, in this case, anyway, seems to
be not very well.
VIRUS PROGRAM CRITICIZED

For one reason or another, the Virus Cancer Program has provoked controversy ever since it began in 1964 as an organized, coordinated effort to determine
whether viruses cause human cancer, and, if so, to do something about it. The
VCP is operated with research contracts, rather than grants, and, according to
its defenders, supports a large scientific corps for the money-1,000 researchers
and 1,000 technical and secretarial personnel. Within the VCP, several groups
have contracts for $300,000 or more. Some top $1 million. Today, the VCP gets
12 percent of the total budget for the war on cancer and is one of the largest
contract programs within NIH.
It is not very surprising that there are a lot of people whose feelings about the
VCP are anything but generous. And, although unofficial, those feelings have been
well chronicled in an article by Nicholas Wade (Science, 24 December 1971).
Last March, the cancer advisory board decided that it was time to take an official look at the virus program, and it agreed that a committee would be appointed to do so.
Appointing the committee turned out to be rather tricky when initial efforts to
find cancer virus scientists without ties to the VCP, or known feelings about it,
were unrewarding. In the end, the committee consisted primarily of men who are
not working directly in cancer virus research. 1 Norton Zinder of Rockefeller
University is chairman.
The so-called Zinder report, which probably will not be released for several
months, was presented to the cancer board in closed session at its recent meeting.
Members of the committee, the board, and the VCP were present.
The report begins by stating that the committee fully accepts the probability
that viruses cause at least some human cancers and that it believes studies in
virology can lead to a basic understanding of a tumor cell. It concludes that the
VCP is, therefore, a perfectly sensible kind of program to have and states quite
explicitly that it should be continued. Just the same, the report, in the committee's own judgment, has a decidedly "negative tone."
"Should this single funding instrument [the VCP] as it currently operates
have so large a fraction of the sources tpat support cancer virology at its disposal? It is the view of this ad hoc committee that the answer to this question is
"No." Among other quarrels it has with the VCP, the Zinder committee challenges the assumption that the time is ,or was, ripe for the program's goals to be
attained. "It is now 10 years and a quarter of a billion dollars later, and the
same two objectives remain. It was the assumptions that were wrong. There did
not, nor does there, exist sufficient knowledge to mount such a narrowly targeted
program," said the committee, which then proceeded to take issue with specific
ways in which the VCP functions.
Its main bone of contention is that the Virus Cancer Program is a closed shop.
Too few scientists participate. Too few people, all on friendly terms with each
other, are in charge of handing out large sums of money to each other. It's too
exclusive, too incestuous.
It was only natural that when the SVCP was formed a small group of investigators was involved-an "in group." It now represents a somewhat larger "in
group" of investigators. Administrath'ely its procedures Jack vigor, are apparently
attuned to the benefit of staff personnel, and are full of conflicts of interest.
Becau>:e the direct targets have become fuzzy since 1964, although available
funds for the program continued to grow, the program seems to have become
an end in itself, its existence justifying further existence.
Virtually everyone, including NCI director Frank J. Rauscher, Jr., and John
::\Ioloney, who heads the VCP, acknowledges that there is room for improvement.
1 James Darnell, Vittorio Defend!, Robert A. Good, Keith Porter, James Price, Wallace
Rowe, Aaron Shatkin, Chandler Stetson, Richard Tjalma, Norton Zlnder, and Maurice
Guss, executfre secretary.
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Moloney told Science that he thinks the iden of opening the program up to more
scientists is well taken, within limits. "They haie a point. We could open up.
But you hove to remember, this is n targeted progrnm with specific goals, not
a general granting agency." In addition to opening the shop to more scientists
by advertising contracts more widely, for example, Moloney says he was nlread;
plnnning to include more outside researchers on VCP review groups and that he
is preparing to assemble a group of outside scientists to constitute an advisory
body to his office. They will give general advice on the program and be available to advise specifically any of the various VCP divisions, or segments, as
necessary. Whether such moves will quell criticism or satisfy the complaints of
the Zlnder committee is uncertuin.
Another major issue rnised in the Zinder report is the matter of contracts
versus grants as a mechanism for funding science. Last June, the committee
held a meeting In New York at which many persons associated with the VCP
testified. Several of them were asked for their views about doing research b~'
contract rather than by grant. In addition, the committee apparently considered
the issue repeatedly as It evalunted the VCP through various routes during the
course of its investigation. Most of the members of the committee do resenrch
by grant, rather than by contract, and their feeling that this is the right way to
conduct research is apparent. One gets the impression that the committee is
sympnthetic to the use of contracts to procure specific services or materials. It
makes sense, for instance, to contract with someone to produce >iruses, run
certnin standardized tests, obtain human biopsy material, and so forth. But
scientists supported by VCP contracts are also doing a large amount of whnt
con only be called basic research in the strictest sense.
The Zinder committee seems to have two objections to this. One is simply
that such studies should be done by grant. The other is that because the review
of contracts is, in its view, not as rigorous us the review of grant applications
by NIH study sections, a lot of mediocre contract work is being supported at
what may be the expense of grant research.
There really are two issues. Should all basic research be done exclusively by
grants? It is a question the biomedical community has been fixnted on for quite
n while. Some people say yes. Others, emphatically no. It is not apparent why
there has to be an either-or answer, but there are \'ery few people who really
believe that there is room for both. Most of those who do are scientists who use.I
to work on grants and now have contract support.
Should mediocre work, work that would be turned down as a grant application, be supported, sometimes virtually indefinitely, by contract? Obviously not,
and here some of the recommendations of the Zinder committee surely have a
place. Scientists should not, for example, sit in the room when their own contracts come up for approval. Nor, for that mutter, should members of one review
group have control over the contracts of another member. (VCP scientists say
this procedure will be avoided under m:wiy instituted regulntions.) The clincher,
which may be legally impossible for the NCI to implement, even were it to want
to, is a recommendation to clean house and start all over again. "All contractors
should be notified that their contracts will be terminated over the next 3 years."
According to Rauscher, who was responsibe for closing the portion of the
board meeting at which the Zinder report was discussed, the board gave it mixed
reviews. (Among the members of the board, it should be noted, are persons
funded by the VCP, persons known to be antipathetic toward it, and persons in
between.) There was some feeling, he says that the report focused too much on
t11e contract versus grant issue. Others felt it failed to recognize some of the very
real achievements of VCP scientists, achievement which they believe can be
attributed to the fact that the resources of the program and the collaboration
it fosters among groups offer something grant resenrch does not. Others felt the
report was fine.
Zinder prefers not to comment in detail because he feels obligated to maintain
the confidentiality of the board and the NCI, although he says he would have been
willing to present the report in open session. He will say, however, that he and
the committee stand behind the report and that it was issued without a single
minority opinion.
Technically, the cancer board has not yet officially received the report and
rnny not do so until its next meeting in March. Meanwhile, discussion of details
of the report will continue through a committee of the board, a committee of the
Zinder committee, and a committee of the VCP staff.
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Whatever finally happens to the VCP, there are members of the board who say
that the Zinder committee report must not simply be accepted and then shelved.
Their intention is to see that it is not, which is particularly important at a time
when the Administration is putting pressure on the scientific community to do
more research by contract, not less.
[From Science Magazine, Dec. 24, 1971]
SPECIAL VIRUS CANCER PRooRAM: TRAVAILS OF A BIOLOGICAL MOONSHOT

Can basic research be targeted? The assumption that it can or ought to be bas
proved increasingly attractive to politicians and budget makers disenchanted
with science for science's sake. Yet despite the importance of the issue, little
attention bas been given to a uniquely ambitious attempt at targeting basic
research toward a specific goal, the Special Virus Cancer Program ( SVCP) of
the ~ational Cancer Institute (NCI). The SVCP, now in its eighth year, bas
from the start relied bea vily on the planning techniques used in space and
military programs, and, for a biological undertaking, it bas made similarly
lavish use of resources. How well bas the SVCP's moonshot approach succeeded
in forcing the pace of scientific advance?
On the face of things, there bas been much progress made since 1964, when the
SVCP was launched with a $10 million budget. Much new knowledge bas been
acquired about tumor viruses and their role in causing cancer in animals. Within
the last few months, the SVCP seems to have come within reach of a major
goal, the isolation of viruses presumed to cause cancer in man. Discovery of
one such virus was announced this July by SVCP-supported scientists at the
~I. D. Anderson Institute in Houston, and two more eurekas were sounded
earlier this month by SVCP teams at the University of Southern California and
at Georgetown l:niversity. ·with a tally of no less than three viruses, each
announced as a probable human cancer agent by its discoverers, the SVCP
might seem well on target in its goal of developing a hum:rn cancer vaccine
or other antiviral magic bullet.
Although this is how the public and Congress may see it, the SVCP is held
in rather lower esteem among the scientific community, particularly by those
best qualified to assess the program's contribution. 1 "The SVCP bas been extremely ineffective and maybe has even had a negative effect," says one distinguished cancer researcher. "I hear nothing but complaints about the SVCP.
Its main trouble is that it doesn't have much of an intellectual base; it has Huebner'i;; enormous energies, one very good person--George Todar~but most of the
contractees are pretty mediocre"-runs the verdict of a well-established biologist.
An eminent West Coast virologist complains, "The SVCP is a masquerade; they
make continuous proclamations of progress to justify the vast amounts of money
being spent. But the nature of the program is that it excludes people who are
highly critical. It has created a kind of stampede in which everyone rushes lemming- like in the same direction, and critical discussion, points of obvious contradiction, are ignored."
Several virologists blame the moon-shot-style approach of the program for
what they see as its lack of evident intellectual underpinning. The present
emphasis on finding a human cancer virus is regarded by some virologists as
more a political than a sdentific goal, designed to impress politicians and sustain
the program's funding momentum. (For unless human cells differ from mouse
and chicken cells, it is already clear that their genetic inheritance includes the
i;;pecifications for a virus; the physical isolation of a human-derived virus will
not lead to an understanding of the fundamental aspects of cancer and cell
biology, which are given less attention by the SVCP.)
The success or otherwise of the SVCP is of topical interest not just because
of the fanfare over the recent human virus claims, but also because of the
impending reorganization of the NCI hierarchy caused by the new C'ancer funding. (There are also signs that the programmatic approach of the SVCP is
likely to be extended to other areas of cancer research-the NCI has let an
1 Apart from officlalR of the SVCP. almost all sclent!RtR interviewed for this article
psked thnt their names not bi> mentioned. many cltinl? the rlRk of beinl? denii>d fund•.
Rlnce. aR one scientist said. "the NCI has a history of vlndictlvenesR." Almost without
exception the scientists quoted are both eminent and active In virology or related fields.
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$800,000 contract to a firm of systems analysts to develop a "national cancer
plan.") The major criticisms made of the SVCP are that it uses a wasteful
method of supporting research, allows too much power to individual scientists
to channel resources in a single direction, bas failed to develop an intellectual
base for Its overall research strategy, and excludes critics and outside advice.
The SVCP bas its admirers and positive achievements, but the existence of
criticisms such as these, whether justified or not, shows that the program has
not won the hearts and minds of the academic world. Yet the administrators
of the SVCP seem to have little inkling of the dissidence in the world outside,
or at least have taken no steps to cope with it. Officially, everything is running
as smoothly as the arrows on the SVCP master plan, an assortment of interconnected boxes that bear labels such as "decision point" and "immunological
control," and which embody the "research logic flow" for licking cancer.
The program was launched in 1964, largely on the strength of the association
then coming to light between the African cancer known as Burkitt's lymphoma
and the herpes-type virus named after Epstein and Barr. But the methodology
and intellectual approach of the program, which until 1969 was called the Special Virus Leukemia Program, Wll.S inherited from the NCI's chemotherapy
program. With the unwritten motto "Nothing too stupid to test," the chemotherapy program bas handed out some $C:SO million since 1955 in the search for a
magic bullet against cancer, yet has managed to miss discovering many of the
more useful anticancer agents in current use. Nevertheless, NCI officials decided to model other aspects of cancer research on the chemotherapy program,
and since the contract mechanism was an essential feature of the planned approach-how else can a planner be sure of finding others to follow his ideas?contracts were built into the ground plan of the cancer virus program.
The budget of the SVCP had climbed to $36 million by fiscal 1971, accounting
for nearly two-thirds of the funds available to the NCI's etiology division, and
this year's budget for SVCP Is $49 million. Formally, the SVCP is the extramural research program of the NCI's Office of Viral Oncology, but the same
people, though in different capacities, operate both program and office, and the
two are, for practical purposes, inseparable.
The NCI scientific director for viral oncology and chairman of the SYCP
is John B. Moloney. Under Moloney serve three branch chiefs, Robert lfanaker,
Robert J. Huebner, and George Todaro. The names of the three branches, which,
by and large, differ from one another as much as do their respective functions,
are the viral biology branch (Manaker), the viral carcinogenesis branch (Huebner), and the viral leukemia and lymphoma branch (Todaro). The three branches
conduct some in-house research, which is distinct in theory but not in practice
from the extramural research supported by the SVCP. In fact, a fair fraction
of SVCP funds are used to support industrial laboratories that serve simply
as extensions of the branch chiefs' in-house research facilities. These sums
seem to amount to about $5.5 million for Huebner's laboratories, $1.8 million
for Todaro's, and none for Manaker's. The purpose of this arrangement is to
provide operational flexibility and avoid the restrictions on NIH hiring.
The SVCP is divided into eight segments, eaeh of which is supposed to have
a specific research objective. Each segment is presided over by a chairman
and advisory working panel that reviews contracts. Contracts are directly supervised by project officers, but a segment chairman may act as his own project
officer, particularly for contracts that are extensions of his in-house research.
The largest of the eight SVCP segments are the developmental reRearch segment
c-haired by Manaker, which in fisc-al 1971 c-ontrolled $10.1 million of the $31.0
million available to the program, and the solid tumor virus segment chaired by
Huebner, which disposed of contracts worth $9.0 million. In addition, the branch
chiefs control their in-house research budgets, which In fiscal 1971 amounted to
a total of $4 million.
The total amounts controlled by each branch chief fluctuate quite widely
from month to month as contracts are let, axed, or swap~d. but a current
estimate given by Frank .T. Rauscher, scientific director for etiology and Moloney's
predecessor as head of the SVCP, is that Manaker controls $9 million. Huebner
$7.5 million, and Todaro $6 million. Probably few individuals in the history of
biological research have had such unfettered control over so much money.
The unusual power wielded by the three branches is one focus for critici!'m
from the academic community; but the strongest objections are to the contract
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mechanism of supporting research R.nd what is perceived as the program's insulation from outside advice. "They have purposely isolated themselves from the
scientific community becaui<e they have been so much on the defensive," says a
virologist acquainted with NIH affairs. According to a scientist on contract to
the SVCP, "The program is structurally not open. The methods by which decisions are made are designed to concentrate power with the SVCP." Although all
contracts awarded by the SVCP are reviewed by the segment working groups,
on which outside scientists are represented, these committees are said to function as rubber stamps for decisions already made by SVCP administrators.
Almost universal is the criticism that, for lack of outside advice and the
checks and balances that govern other research programs, the principal officers of the SVCP have too much power. "I feel enormous uneasiness about the
power the branch chiefs wield," says a virologist under contract to the SVCP.
"It's just plain wrong. If some check cannot be put on them, then we are going
to see an incredible fiasco should their judgment prove wrong." Huebner, Todaro,
and :\Ianaker each control sums of money that equal or exceed the $6 million
disposed of by the entire NIH virology study section in fiscal 1971.
Almost all research supported by the N'IH is financed by grants, which are
allocated by a system of peer review and are not tied down to specific objectives.
By contrast, the SVCP distributes all its monies in the form of contracts, which
are not subject to peer review. This applies not only to clearly definable projects
such as the preparation of viruses or the collection of human tissue specimens,
but also to research work that, in many instances, is no different in kind from
that supported by the grant system. The SYCP's exclusive reliance on contracts
is considered one of its more unpopular features in the academic world. One
virologist explains, ":\fost of the people making the top decisions at the SVCP
are not top scientists. They are allocating enormous a!l1ounts of money on the
basis of relatively little knowledge. But to make scientific decisions of this nature
is a complicated and chancy business. The reason why the peer review system
grew up is that no one individual can make these decision" intelligently."
Academic scientists point out that most of the important discoveries in cancer virology made in recent years have come from scientists working on grants,
not SVCP contracts. "If you delete most of the work financed under contract
to the SVCP, we would be almost as far along the road as we are now," is the
verdict of one well-known virologist. "There have been lots of advances lately,
but I don't know if I could assign any of them to this particular program,"
says a scientist intimately acquainted with the program's affairs. Another
Intimate of the SVOP concludes that nothing done on contract could not have
been done on research grants at one-sixth to one-tenth of the cost.
Many outside scientists criticize what they consider to be the waste and poor
quality of much contract research. The standard of SVCP contracts seems to
have improved markedly in the last few years-many eminent virologists now
have contracts with the program-and It probably no longer happens that application considered not worthy of support by the NIH virology studies section
receive SVCP support. But many of the 120 contracts currently let by the
SVCP still arouse less than unanimous enthusiasm.
THREE LOOK-ALIKE BRANCHES

How does the SVCP look from the inside? To the untutored eye there is
little difference In the character of the contracts controlled by the three branch
chiefs. and everyone concerned gives slightly different answers. According to
Rauscher, Manaker looks after resources and research on herpestype viruses,
'fodaro is concerned with the molecular biology of C-type viruses, and Huebner's
intere!'lts are In vital serology, epidemiology, and chemical-viral cocarcinogensis.
According to Manaker, "My segment is tapered towards investigations Involving specifically human problems. Huebner started off with DNA viruses, then
shifted to RNA vlrm;es and has spent a considerable amount of his time looking
at the natural history of cancer." Huebner's perspective is that he and Todaro
do not do the same things but "leapfrog" each other; Manaker is responsible
"for herpes, for a lot of resources, and for Spiegelman." Todaro says that his
program puts more emphasis on basic molecular biology than the other branches
do. He denies that there is any duplication between his program and Huebner's"H uebner and I do in practice coordinate our work, and If there is any com·
petition with IIuebner's branch it is a very healthy one." Another opinion, given
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by a scientist close to Huebner's part of the program, is this: "There is hardly
any difference in subject matter between the three chiefs. You might say Manaker
was more into herpes, but it isn't really true. The real difference is one of style.
Huebner feels that scientific input should come from in-house, meaning largely
him, and he is exceptionally good at suggesting ideas for people to do and at
seeing that his contractors communicate with each other. So his segment is
really rather well controlled. Manaker manages contracts where no particular
scientific input is required from him.
His contracts are a hodgepodge--if they interconnect, no one has ever seen
the interconnection." The same scientist adds: "The bulk of the program is still
a bunch of really worthless junk, such as injecting monkeys with God knows what
and other holdovers from the early days of the program."
As far as this reporter has been able to discern, there are, in effect, two different SVCP's, neither of which has very much to do with the other except for
the sharing of resources. Both programs have their good points, but both are
probably the worse off for being largely closed to genuine outside review. One
program is that administered by Huebner and Todaro, both of whom actively
participate in the research they direct and have clear ideas of the direction in
which they wish the program to go. ("The SVCP is how I feel about cancer,"
says Huebner.) The other program is that directed by the scientist-administrators
such as Rauscher (when he was chairman), Moloney, and Manaker. All three are
distinguished scientsts, though none is still active in the laboratory as are
Huebner and Todaro.
Indications that the two camps operate largely independently are not hard
to find. The three recent claims to have found candidate human viruses are a
case In point. The candidate human cancer virus announced in July this year was
discovered in the laboratory of one of Manaker's contractors, Leon Dmochowski
of the M. D. Anderson Institute in Houston (the Institute's contract is at present
$600,000 a year; since 1965 it has received some $2.7 million from the SVCP).
Whereupon laboratories in the Huebner-Todaro program quickly proved to their
own satisfaction that the virus was in fact a mouse virus that had contaminated
the cell culture.
(Independent tests now make this verdict rather less certain.) Huebner is
said to have obtained samples of the Dmochowskl virus after writing a memorandum to Carl Baker, director of the NCI, urging that, because of the numbers
of people dying daily of cancer and the research funds being expended thereon,
Dmochowski not be allowed to sit on his virus. Earlier this month, scientists at
the University of Southern California Medical School, which holds a $1,600,000
contract from Huebner, announced that they had released a candidate human
virus after growing human cancer cells in cats. Scientists in the other camp
naturally refer to the USC virus as a cat virus, but more serious evidence of
rivalry was a second claim to have discovered a human virus, announced simultaneously and in direct reaction to the USC claim by scientists at Georgetown
University under contract to another segment chairman, W. Ray Bryan. (Both
claims were announced before appearing in the scientific literature.) Although it
would doubtless be inapposite for SVCP management to try to control the release
of information by their contractors, closer coordination between the two rh·al
camps could at least establish a set of minimum criteria for announcing a
human cancer virus.
A. more serious lack of management control is evident in the segment working
panels that are supposed to review all SVCP contracts. Rauscher and Moloney
point to the existence of these panels as evidence of outside review. Most of the
panels draw half of their members from the NCI statI and half from outside,
but in practice it is almost impossible for the outside scientists to vote down a
contract -0f which they disapprove. According to one panel member, whose account
is confirmed by a second member of the same panel, the voting procedure on contracts Is that a favorable vote may be given without explanation, an abstention
counts with the majority (in effect, as an affirmative vote), but negath·e votes
must be justified in writing. Since materials relating to a contract are often
distributed only on the morning of the panel's meeting, members have to read
and listen simultaneously; thus, the segment chairman. who can usually count
on the votes of the NCI members, is rarely overruled. "The outside consultants
are likely to end up approving things after the fact," says a former panel mt>m·
ber, who indicates that most of the decisions on contracts are taken by segment
chairmen before the working panel meets.
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Another awkward feature of the working panels as founts of independent
adr-ice is the practice of having contractors as panel members. Asked how panel
members. Asked how panel members were selected, Rauscher told Science that
Huebner, for example, will ask his panel members to suggest names of outside
scientists, which are then submitted for approval first to Moloney, then to
Rauscher, and finally to Baker. The membership of Huebner's working panel, as
approved by Moloney, Rauscher, and Baker, ls as follows: Maurice Green, St.
Louis Uni>ersity, holder of a $750,000 contract from Huebner's segment; Leonard
Hayflick, Stanford University, holder of a $175,000 contract from Huebner's segment; Karl Hellstrom, University of Washington, holder of an $8.3,000 contract
from Huebner's segment ; Edwin Lennette, California Department of Public
Health, holder of a $33,000 contract from Huebner's segment; Hanes Meier,
Jackson Laboratories, holder of a $299,000 contract from Huebner's segment;
Joseph Melnick, Baylor University, holder of an $800,000 contract from l:lanaker's
segment; and two XCI staff members. The panel's one independent voice is
Wallace P. Rowe of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
The free-for-all over the candidate human cancer viruses and the setup of
the segment working panels raises the question of who runs the SVCP. Several
sources state that Maloney, the formal head of the program, cannot control
Huebner because of Huebner's close relationship with Baker; Moloney does the
best he can within the rules set by Baker, these sources say. In fact, there may he
some advantage in the diversity allowed by the lack of central control. Scientists
in the Huebner-Todaro camp like to depict the Manaker-Maloney-Rauscher part
of the program--called for convenience the administrators' SVCP-as a ragbag
of unproductive contracts based on outmoded approaches. This is closer to parody
than truth; the administrative part of the program may not have the same drive
and sense of direction as the Huebner-Todaro part, but the average standard of
its contracts has in the last 2 years improved considerably, scientists both within
and outside the program say. This is partly because of the scarcity of funds from
other sources, partly because of deliberate efforts to recruit good scientists by
Moloney, Manaker, and a member of Manaker's staff, Timothy E. O'Connor.
Manaker's contracts now include a number of distinguished scientists such as
the group under J. Tomas August at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine
($498,000), the Hanafusa team at the Public Health Research Institute of the
City of New York ($159,000), George Klein at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm ($73,000), Fred Rapp at Pennsylvania State University ($292,000), and
Sol Spiegelman at Columbia University ($800,000).
The contracts under Huebner differ from l\Ianaker's in that many of them
are viewed by Huebner simply as extensions of his in-house laboratories. The
unusual arrangement of Huebner acting both as an administrator and as an
active scientist is a mixed blessing. On the credit side ls that he is well regarded
in both roles. "The real trouble with the program Is that it has only on Huebner,
not five or six," says a prominent critic of the SVCP. "Huebner's contracts have
been more successful because he is a good manager and because he lias a very
good intuition, which is important in science," this critic adds.
The disadvantage of Huebner's dual role as scientist and administrator is
that he is put in the position of awarding or denying research support In a
field in which he has an active personal Interest. He and Todaro are felt by
many scientists involved In the SVCP to be more concerned with the success
of their own research interests than with the welfare of the program as a whole.
"Huebner is very active at trying to get the best part of every pie. I have heard
him pooh-pooh things simply because they weren't part of his program," says one
SVCP contractor. l\fany virologists are alarmed at the "unidirectional" approach
of the SVCP, or at least the Huebner-Todaro part of it, which seems designed
almost exclusively to provide support for the oncogene theory, a set of ideas that
hove been vigorously espoused by Huebner.
The publicity-tinged style of Huebner's operation, his practice of signing
papers written by contractors in far-distant laboratories (In fact contracting scientists tend to add Huebner's name to their papers on a Herr Professor basis, and
Huebner does often contribute significant Ideas), a recent incident in which
scientists in Huebner's camp (Todaro and Aaronson) risked depriving another
scientist (Rowe) of priority for an important techuique, and indeed the general
style of Huebner's operation, have all engendered a certain sourness toward the
SYCP in academic circles. Much of the hostility caused by Huebner's domination
tends to fall, unfairly, on the heads of the other administrators, "The real culprit
for all this is Baker," says one scientist connected with the program.
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PACE OF DISCOVERY
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The flair of the Huebner-Todaro approach offers a viable and probably necessary alternative to the less dirigste part of the program controlled by the administrators. Nevertheless, lt seems open to question, certainly by the academic
community, as to exactly what the SVCP has achieved that could not have been
done equally well by the grant program. Two lines of research which the Huebner'l'odaro part of the program has backed heavily in the last year and a half are
work on the reverse transcriptase enzyme possessed by RNA tumor viruses, which
was discovered by Howard Temin and David Baltimore (neither of whom was
on SVCP funds at the time, though the program supplied Baltimore with virus)
and the group-specific antigens of 0-type (gs) viruses first discovered by Huebner
and colleagues in 1964.
Huebner states that the pace of discovery is proceeding "10 to 20 times faster
than it would without the SVCP." In fact, it is probably too early to say whether
the hectic pace imposed by Huebner's mehods of massed laboratory attack on a
problem will really speed solutions to basic problems. For example, he and other
SVCP officials claim that as a result of SVCP emphasis, "The reverse transcrlptase story is worked out to an extent that would have taken 10 years under
the grant program." But scientists outside the program are not so sure. Rauscher
proudly claims that the SVCP made available $4.5 million of virus for researchers
studying the enzyme. "It was because of this that all this terrible work appeared
In the last year," says a scientist prominent in the reverse transcriptase field.
Several virologists believe that under a grant program the reverse transcrlptase
would have unfolded at a slower but sounder pace. There seems to be greater
consensus that Huebner's fantastically expensive work on viral gs antigensto make 1 gram of antigen, which is enough to raise antibodies In ten guinea
pigs, costs about $1 million-would stand little chance of being funded under
a grant program and is a plus for the contract mechanism.
As for the administrators' part of the SVCP, there have certainly been succeses in the past, notably the far-sighted provision for mass producing viruses
before the research demand developed. The SVCP supported the work of the
Henles on EB virus and mononucleosis, and SVCP contractors (including Huebner before he joined the program) helped to largely rule out DNA viruses, such
as the 31 adeno-viruses (which are oncogenic in animals), as causes of cancer
iu man. Because of SVCP support, the number of viruses known to cause cancer
in animals now totals more than 100. Yet apart from the SVCP's provision of
resources, academic critics of the SVCP are not obviously wrong in claiming
that nearly all of these advances could have been supported more efficiently on
grants instead of the despised contract mechanism.
Administrators of the SVCP, such as Moloney, Rauscher, and Gio B. Gori,
Rauscher's planning director, tend to discount all outside dissatisfaction with
the SVCP by attacking the motives of their critics. Certainly the academic community harbors no natural liking for the contract mechanism and planned research of the type represented by the SVCP. But instead of trying to counter the
antipathy by exposing the program tQ outside advice, the higher echelons of the
SVCP hierarchy seem instead to have retreated to a closed world of charts and
systems analyses, where cancer vaccines can be developed in five phases and
three subphases. The charts, which are regarded as a harmless absurdity by the
active scientists in the program, are symptomatic of the NCI administrators'
divorce from reality, of their failure to provide scientific direction for the SVCP,
and to straighten out its organizational confusion. But to let outside air into the
SVCP, to switch some of the research-type contracts over to a grant mechanism,
to start a sensible training program, and to switch more resources to basic cell
biology, are approaches that seem politically foreclosed. Says a virologist close
to the SVCP, "The NIH heads have tried so hard to persuade Congress that
everything was ready, they are not now In a position to take the long-term view."
The moonshot design of the SVCP was from the start a gamble that cancer would
prove to have a short-term solution, in the form of a viral cause and a vaccine
cure. But many biologists believe a longer-term view is necessary.
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[From The Wall Street Journal, Monday, July 23, 1973]

W AB ON CANCER: TROUBLE IN THE RANKS

(By Jay A. Winsten)
Dr. Winsten is a research fellow in pathology at Harvard Medical
School, engaged in privately financed research on the mechanism of
action of cancer-causing viruses.
President Nixon's war on cancer, launched in his 1971 State of the Union address, appears to be stalled in low gear, plagued by an increasingly bitter threeway battle for control of the $500 million of federal funds appropriated for the
1974 fiscal year.
The money itself-$140 million less than the President's original program
called for by 1974--is a severe disappointment to the cancer research establishment. As a result of the budget hold-down on the expanding program, the National Cancer Institute estimates it will be able to fund only 29% of the grant
applications which win approval on the basis of their quality and merit, compared to 57% in fiscal 1973.
But the most heated current issue is over the type of selection process to be
used in picking the research projects to fund with the federal money. At odds
in this three-way fight are university scientists, the National Cancer Institute's
administrators and scientists, and the policy makers in the White House's Office
of Management and Budget.
One leading U.S. scientist, appointed by President Nixon to the National Cancer Advisory Board, which oversees the NCI attack on cancer, predicts a "sizable
proportion" of the board's 23 members will resign if OMB succeeds in its reported attempt to dismantle the peer review system-the network of external
advisory committees which brings outside scientists into NCI's decision-making
process.

•

THE PEER REVIEW SYSTEM

The peer review system which gives the scientific establishment some measure
of control over the spending of federal funds for cancer research, is under attack
by OMB for allegedly promoting conflict of interest, inefficiency and decreased
administrative accountability for federal dollars.
It functions through a network of advisory committees, called study sections,
which are staffed predominantly by nonfederal scientists. Each study section
specializes in a particular area of basic research and passes on the relative
merits of grant applications submitted by independent researchers seeking NCI
funding. Study sections, which have 10 to 15 members each, meet three times
a year to review and assign priority ratings to the unsolicited research proposals.
:\!embers of the study sections, who serve four-year terms, are selected for their
posts by federal scientists.
In an O:MB memorandum made public by Sen. Edward Kennedy in May, these
charges are leveled against the peer review system:
"The system does not assure administrative responsibility for the allocation
of federal research funds by relying on the 'collective judgment' of consultantsthe advisory committees-which are convened only three times a year.
"The process is largely reactive to the initiative, interest or whims of individual researchers and therefore is not readily compatible with targeted or
directed research to achieve specific national objectives.
"The participatory process produces an unavoidable conflict of interest situation for the individual scientists who serve as consultants because they determine the allocation of research funds that they also receive."
The O:MB memorandum suggests several alternatives for "improving" the peer
review system, the first option being its "abolition." The memorandum states that
any changes must "have the effect of lessening the control of the peer review
process or of placing controls and safeguards on its operation."
Some scientists have expressed the fear that the attack on peer review is
actually aimed at eliminating the grant mechanism for funding research. Dr.
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Salvador Luria, the Nobel Prize-winning biologist who heads the new Center
for Cancer Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, warned in
an inteniew that reliance on contracts as the sole vehicle for funding would
lessen the chance for young scientists--not known to NCI administrators-to
gain support. This, Dr. Luria said, "would have the effect of emasculating the
vigor of American science 10 to 20 years from now."
According to NCI figures, 56% of the agency's research funds are currently
channeled through the grant mechanism and are therefore subject to the peer
review process. Th·e remainder are distributed through the contract mechanism.
Contracts, which are also subject to review by external advisory committees,
are awarded for the performance of a particular piece of scientific work desired
by the Institute. Currently 93% of NCI contracts derive from research proposals
developed by the NCI staff.
Thls system, too, has come under strong attack. In a still-confidential report,
a committee of nonfedeml scientists who reviewed NCl's plans for an intensified attack on cancer at the agency's request says the authority and influence of
XCI personnel should be curbed. The researchers, selected for the study by the
prestigious National Academy of Sciences, declared in their 24-page report that
new Ideas are "urgently" needed for the conquest of cancer, ideas which they
said are not likely to emerge from a "highly centralized bureaucracy."
The scientific community is especially wary of the systems analysis, highly
structured approach to research program planning that characterizes the new
three-volume National Cancer Program Plan-the Institute's formal blueprint for
the accelerated attack on cancer.
The plan defines seven "objectives" for the cancer program, each of which is
divided into a hierarchy of "approaches," "approach elements," and "project
areas." The plan sets priorities and funding levels for each aspect of the program. It is a five-year plan which will be updated e\·ery year in a report to
Congress.
Critics who have seen Volumes I and II of the still-secret plan say they are
disturbed by its managerial approach and what they say is its overemphasis
on targeted research. One critical appraisal of a draft of these volumes was
made last fall by an ad hoc committee of the Institute of Medicine, an arm of
the National Academy of Sciences and headed by Dr. Lewis Thomas, president
of the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.
The committee's report states, "There is no question that certain types of in·
vestlgations can be excellently managed by highly centralized planning, utiliz·
ing the style of systems analysis, but it seems equally clear that there are other
important areas of science, necessary for the solYing of cancer, in which these
methods may not work.
"There are many types of cancer for which today's technologies simply do not
work, and in which the way ahead for research is not at all clear," the report
says, adding that research into these types of cancer "ought to involve rather
less in the way of centralization. . . . What is most urgently needed for problems of this kind is an abundance of new ideas, and these are most likely to
emerge from the imagination and intuition of individual scientists. It is much less
likely that the administrators of large programs ... at the center of a highly
centralized bureaucracy can generate the klnds of Ideas that are needed.
"The [plan] fails in this respect, by not explicitly encouraging and supporting
the initiatives of working scientists involved in the system. It leaves the impres·
sion that all shots can be called from a central headquarters, that all, or nearly
all of the really important ideas are already at hand, and that given the right
kind of administration and organization, the hard problems can be solYed. It
fails to allow for the surprises which must surely lie ahead if we are really going
to gain an understanding of cancer."
MB. CABBESE'S VIEW

Louis M. Cari:ese, NCI's associate director of program planning and analysis,
denies that the Institute seeks to control the direction of cancer research. "We
do very little without going to our advisory groups," he said in an interYiew.
He pointed out that the plan's third volume will be submitted for review to at
least four groups.
Mr. Carrese emphasized the role of nonfederal scientists in determining priorities. "In all of the work that's done under grants, the scientific community in its
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very process of applying, reviewing itself, and assigning priorities for payments,
determines what it wants to do collectively." The peer review system, Mr. Carrese
says, "has nothing to do with any federal administrators whatsoever."
But peer review may go and what will replace it is uncertain. Dr. Robert S.
Stone, newly appointed director of the National Institutes of Health, is quoted in
the journal, Science, as saying he and other management experts "know some
things about getting scientists to work productively and about structuring research." This suggests to some observers that creative managers and planners are
interested in conducting their own experiments, with scientists and the cancer
program as the guinea pigs.
l<'rom the opposite side of the fence, Dr. James S. 'Vatson, Harvard's Nobel
Prize-winning biologists states the case against centralized planning: "You can't
plan the conquest of cancer because you don't know what it is. You hope for un·
planned observations."

•
•

[From The New York Times, Thursday, Me.r. 22, 1973]
'VH,EJN WORLDS

C-0LLIDE: RESEARCH AND KNOW-NOTHlNGISI\!

(By J. D. Watson)
J. D. 'Vatson is professor of molecular biology at Harvard and
director of the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.
It would be nice to believe that we now possess all the basic scientific facts
needed for the conquest of cancer. We could then set up timetables of expected
progress, hire the required hands, and confidently expect this awful scourge to
disappear from the human vocabulary. The truth, however, does not fit this fantasy and despite the stunning achievements of the modern biological revolution
that has revealed the nature of the gene as well as the operation of the genetic
code, huge gaps still exist la our knowledge of the fundamental biology and
genetics of normal human cells much less of their cancerous counterparts.
For example, we still do not have even an order of magnitude figure for the
number of human genes, nor do we have any real understanding of the signals
that turn them on or off. Answers, however, to these questions as well as to many
other equally fundamental problems will probably emerge over the next one to
two decades if we can continue the pleasantly hectic momentum of experimental
biology.
Until recently there was very little doubt about the matter. The betterment of
our peoples' health is clearly one of our top national priorities, and rational attacks on the many diseases that still plague us will depend upon the emergence
of new facts generated by high-level fundamental biomedical research. The
events of the last several months, however, leave me with much less confidence
that biology will prosper over the next decade. For the message increasingly coming out of the executive branch Is that science is fine as long as the payoff is fast
and our nation's scientists are skillfully channeled into work on major national
problems. With the dollar weak and American products not always wanted by
other nations, the word is out that we are not rich enough to do science for
science's sake, but only if it generates a quick return for the buck. Unfortunately,
this way of proceeding, which could at first sight seem like common sense, represents a puerile understanding of both how good science is done and how its discoveries have been directed toward human application.
'Ve must never forget that for the most part we have little insight about the
truly unknown-the world we live in is immensely complicated and on the whole
its natural phenomena are remarkably unpredictable. Only after a chemical reaction within a cell bas been observed, do we usually find a reason for its existence. Thus it is almost Impossible to plan far ahead what the future will bring.
About the best we can do is to try to bring our most Intelligent and sensible minds
to bear on a given problem, then let them go at their own speed and direction.
This is the way the hoped-for conquest of cancer should be administered. This
objective all too clearly depends upon the emergence of unexpected new discoveries and so demands the talents of the very best brains this nation possesses. They
will do the best job if essentially left to their own intuition, not to those of the
National Cancer Institute scientific bureaucracy who, despite the best of intentions, have no special calling for the undivined.
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Yet the forthcoming governmental prescription for cancer research, if not
for most other forms of medical research, ominously points in the direction of
more contract money, in which the Government calls the shots, and less free
grant money in which the individual scientist decides where the future may
lie. Ali too large a proportion of this contract money will go to senior established people as opposed to younger scientists who have yet to prove themselves.
Yet almost every important new discovery comes from someone under 35 and
who at the moment of his breakthrough is essentially unknown to the outside
world and unlikely to be given a contract by a Government that looks with
distaste on the unpredictable.
Even more disturbing for the long run will be the effects of the current edict
to shut down all National Institute of Health-sponsored predoctoral and post·
doctoral training and fellowship programs, as well as the career development
awards which now support most of the better younger scientists in medically
oriented research. If this threat is carried out, not only will all the money
be tightly held by middleaged entrepreneurs, but the science itself will have
for the most part to be done by an age group not noted for working into the
night, which in the past has only rarely been innovative and so cannot now
be expected to have a better track record.
I can, thus, only describe as lunacy a governmental policy that open!~· states
the wisdom of choking off the supply of younger people into medically oriented
research. One gets the horrid impre~sion that somehow our nation is mounting
mammoth crash programs to de,·elop new "pampers"-not to conquer a c•ollection of well-dug-in diseases against whom conventional approaches bounce
off as if they were table-tennis halls thrown at concrete walls. Must the new
American tradition be to lose our wars and call them victory? Is it possible
that someday we will have our Government say that the real problem is not
cancer or strokes or cononaries, but the scandalous behavior of the research
scientists who lack the integrity to carr~· out the Government's wish for instant
victory? For the sake of my children and their children, I hope not.

[From the Congressional Record-Senate, Apr. 18, 1973]

THE FEnERAI, A8SArLT ox (1AxCER
Mr. NEL80N. Mr. President. since enactment of the National Cancer
Act in 1871, Federal dollars for cancer resl'arch have jnmped from
$230 million for fiscal 1971 to $432 million for 1973. with a budget
proposal of $500 million for 1974. The Office of Management and
Budget reeently released additional funds for 1973, raising the National Cancer Institute's operating budget from $378 to $432 million.
Considerable controversy arose over the best legislative approach
to increase the Federal assault on cancl'r: wlwther it should be done
by an agency independent of the National Institutes of Health. with
its 11 institutes; whether the emphasis should be on targeted or basic
research. on contracts or grants.
The law required n 5-year plan to be drawn np, to be updated every
year, for the purpose of coordinating the national cancer research
effort. It was a unique concept for biomedical science, in that systems
analysis was to be applied in an effort to organize a concerted 'cancer
attack.
The plan, although apparently drawn up in three sections, has not
yet been released. apparently held up in the Office of Management and
Budget, and the controversy still rages over the best approach to
cancer research.
The National Institute of Medicine, an institute of the National
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Academy of Sciences-NAS-was asked by the National Cancer Institute to comment on the cancer plan.
A panel of nine, headed by Dr. Lewis Thomas, dean of the Yale
University .Medical School and incoming president of the Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York, prepared a critique
of the cancer plan, which was completed in December 1972.
I ask unanimous consent that the panel report be inserted in the
Record following these remarks, along with several news articles
describing the panel's report and the still-unreleased cancer plan.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed
in the Record, as follows:
THE NATIONAL CANCER PROGRAM PLAN
I.

INTRODUCTION

The National Cancer Program and the Five-Year Plan for its implementation
WPre mandated by Congress In order to accelerate the attack on cancer. The
underlying intention of the legislation, \Vhich ls reflected in the design of the
::'\ational Cancer Program Plan (NCPP), was to make certain that all leads
toward the prevention and cure of cancer-leads currently recognized as well
as those still undiscovered-be promptly and systematioolly pursued, and, as
new successful measures become a\•ailable for prevention or treatment, that these
he made a,·aiJable for application by the nation's health care system as rapidly
as possible. These objectfres have had the overwhelming support of the Congress, the American public, and the President.
This Review Committee was apl)Ointed in September, 1972, by the Institute of
i'lfedicine of the National Academy of Sciences in response to a request by the
Director of the National Cancer Institute that the Academy review the NCPP.
Our charge has not been very explicit ; we were asked to consider whether the
plan is sufficiently comprehensive, balanced and clearly conceived to meet the
intended objectives, assuming, of course, that it is skillfully administered. The
present report is intended to serve us a preliminary overview of the plan, not as
a detailed analysis of its scientific content.
It is essential that the limitations of the scope of this review be stated plainly
at the outset. It is by necessary a preliminary review, since the complete, final
version of the XCPP itself is not yet a,·ailable; Volumes I and II ha,·e still to
be reviewed in depth by the National Canrer Board and Panel, and these bodies
may choose to revise the document. Moreover, Volume III, which deals with
curcial matters of administrative implementation and management of the plan,
is still in the process of preparation by the XCI staff and has not been available
to this Committee.
For these reasons, and with these reservations, the present review ls limited
to a considemtion of several key issues raised by the NCPP. For some of these,
we believe that further clarification of the text of the plan may be needed in only
a few instances do we disagree with what we interpret as the substance of the
plan.
It can be stated that the Committee endorses the general intentions of the
XCPP, and commends the comprehensiveness ·and thoroughness which have gone
into the construction of the plan. We are impressed by the skill with which the
plan has succeeded in organizing, conceptually, a stupendous mass of biomedical
l"cientific material, even though we have reservations concerning the framework
within which the study was conducted and the material organized.
II. THE PLAN

Two volumes were available for review, the most important of which was Vol.
II. part 1, 1'he Strategic Plan which essentially outlines the research and operational strategics of the Plan. This document sets forth seven objectives which,
though ·arbitrarily conceived, present a reasonably comprehensive and cohesive
framework for UP.derstanding what is presently known about cancer. Four of the
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seven objectives apply to the complex and extremely difficult long-range search
for the causes of cancer and methods for its pre,·ention. The remaining three
objectfres are concerned with detection, therapy and rehabilitation, recognized
ns more short-term objectives, and perceived to become less important as information regarding the causes and pre\•ention of cancer emerges. To achieve these
major objectives, the plan presents an elaborate, structural hierarchy of lesser
objectives: there are multiple "approaches" around each objecth·e, multiple
"approach elements" for each approach, and multiple "project areas'' for each
approach element. The ordering of the structure is conceptually that of systems
analysis, and it is evident that the input of the 250 participating scientists was
fitted into this framewo1·k .
Volume III, the Program Operating Plan, has not been completed and is therefore not av•ailable at the time of this review; as stated ab<we, it is recognized
by the Committee as probably the most critical portion of the Plan, for it intends
to set out the "monitoring," "coordinating" and "implementing" features of the
National Cancer Program.
By virtue of the comprehensiveness and quality of information (inputs of
250 outstanding sclentii>ts) contained in the seven major objectives, the NCPP,
including the opemtions research "wheel," provides a good instrument for reporting the present national effort in cancer research to the Congress and the Public,
and for monitoring the pl'ogress made under the Xational Cancer Act.
There has been some disagreement within the committee concerning our understanding of the basic intent of the NCPP. In the view of some of us, it is
not intended to make a major revolutionary shift in the method of programming
the wide variety of scientific work which is now done primarily on the initiati\·e
of scientists in universities and independent research institutes, but rather to
lay out a total im·entory of scientific areas to be covered in order to assure that
no area of importance is either neglected or underemphasized from want of
initiative from existing institutions. In short, it provides an assurance that
nothing falls between the cracks, and that leads which hold high promise will be
exploited more promptly and thoroughly than they would if no such plan were
in existence. On the other side, some of us belie,·e that the systems analysis
approach may represent the underlying philosophy of the whole program, and
may be extensively used. even become the predominant mode of research management. In particular, we are concerned lest the eategories established in the
"wbeel" become rigid budget categories, which then establish correspondingly
rigid priorities. There is no question, of course, that certain types of investigations can be excellently managed by highly centralized planning, utilizing the
style of systems analysis, but it seems equally clear that there are other important areas of science, necessary, for the soh·ing of cancer, in which these methods
may not work. This matter is considered in the section which follows.
III. THE CENTRALIZATION ISSlJE

..

The NCPP tends to give the impression that all cancer research is pretty much
the same sort of activity, and that all of it can be run on highly centralized basis,
with "targeted" programs throughout; the way ahead is uniformly clear, and
all needed lines of research can be clearly envisioned in an orderly progression.
This impression is perhaps unintended, since the NCPP itself, in the introductory
section of Vol. II, discusses the major dilemma of cancer, which is that so much
of the crucial biological information, needed for soh'ing most \'arieties of cancer,
is totally lacking.
It seems to us that human cancers can be classed under two principal beadings, depending upon the relatfre effecti\·eness of the therapeutic technology
which is either available today or likely to be de,·eloped in the near future. The
terms Feasibility and Prefeasibility can be used to indicate the two major sets
of problems.
Feasibility denotes the current situation in the pre..-ention and cure of the
kinds of cancer in which a highly effectiTe, decisfre technology is at hand, with
real prospects for its continuing development. In this category belong acute
childhood lymphatic leukemia, Hodgkin's Disease, certain other lymphomas,
cboriocarcinoma, \Vilms' tumor, carcinoma of the cervix, and some types of skin
cancer.
Prefeasibility denotes the situation for the kinds of cancer in which today's
therapeutic technology is unsatisfactory, with little or no evidence of progressive impro>ement in recent years, and no immediate prospect for change unless
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some completely new information becomes available. This group includes most
of the solid malignancies of adult life, including cancer of the braln, breast,
lung, gastrointestinal tract, liver, and bone. This is not to say that all of these
represent hopeless problems today; indeed, as the NCPP points out, there are
effective things to be done for many on this list, especially when they are detected
early, but they share in common an unacceptably high mortality and a general
lack of discernible prospects for major change in the immediate future.
Basically, the success of today's technologies depends largely on whether all
the neoplastic cells in a particular cancer can be extirpated. The remarkable
success in the treatment of cervical cancer is due to the relative ease with
which this tumor can be detected early and completely removed by surgery in
the majority of cases. The rapidly dividing cells of acute lymphatic leukemia are
especially vulnerable to chemotherapeutic drugs, and can be chemically extirpated. For these and a limited number of other cancers, there are highly effective forms of treatment, with excellent prospects that further improvements will
be achieved within the near term by accelerated research. Moreover, the direction which this research should take is reasonably clear. The work can best be
done if the investigators are centrally organized, with general agreement as to
who will be doing what, and when.
The situation In the Prefeasibility group of cancers, which actually comprise
the considerable majority of human cancers, seems to us altogether different. For
example, glioblastoma multiforme, a common neoplasm of the brain, is essentially incurable; it is not cured by surgery even when detected very early, nor
is its growth reversed by irradiation or chemotherapy. Currently, something
between 20 and 30% of women with breast cancer (the actual figure is arguable)
will die from this neoplasm regardless of when it is detected and what form of
therapy is used. The mortality from bronchogenic carcinoma of the lung is
extremely high, and today's treatment is almost entirely unsatisfactory. And so
on. There are many types of cancer for which today's technologies simply do not
work, and in which the way ahead for research is not at all clear.
We suggest that the organization and management of research on cancer in the
Prefeasibility area ought to Involve rather less In the way of centralization, and
rather more of a tendency toward decentralization. What is most urgently needed
for problems of this kind is an abundance of new ideas, and these are most
likely to emerge from the imagination and intuition of individual scientists. It is
also demonstrably true that when groups of scientists are well organized in collltborative, cross-disciplinary research they can provide a rich source of imagination and new ideas. Ilut It is much less likely that the administrators of large
programs, or committees of administrators, at the center of a highly centralized
bureaucracy, can generate the kinds of ideas that are needed.
It seems to us a defect of the NCPP that the enormity of our ignorance about
cancer receives less emphasis than It merits. Much is said about the lines of
research that appear most promising today-virology, cellular immunology and
genetics, for example--but too little acknowledgement Is made of the genuine
possibility that any or all of today's leads, including all of those proposed by the
250 scientists in the Airlle House Conference, could tum out to be the wrong
leads.
The NCPP fails in this respect, by not explicitly encouraging and supporting
the initiatives of working scientists involved in the system. It leaves the impres·
sion that all shots can be called from a central headquarters, that all, or nearly
all, of the really important ideas are already in hand, and that given the right
kind of ailministratlon and organization, the hard problems can be solved. It
fails to allow for the surprises which must surely lie ahead if we are really
going to gain an understanding of cancer.
The Committee believes that this defect may be less real than it appears, and
that it may in fact be largely a problem of language interpretation. The plan
certainly leaves open the possibility of flexibility in manage~ent, and makes
it clear that much of the science can be done with decentralized mstrumentalitles,
by individuals and groups working independently In institutions supported by one
or another variant of the grant-in-aid mechanism. It is obvious that a balance of
some i:;ort must be struck between total reliance on a centrally managed scientific plan, which is perhaps appropriate for the development of leukemia chemotherapy, for example, on the one hand, and total reliance on completely decentralized autonomous instrumentalities on the other. From our reading of the plan,
we shar~ the impression that the NCPP poshes the balance too far in the direction of centralized scientific planning and imposes too great a risk of bureaucratic
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rigidity. If, a~ we hope, this is not the intention of the NCPP, the impression could
be rather easily dispelled by some changes in language.
IV. THE ISSUE OF BABIC BEBEARQII

"

. In this section, we intend to avoid the conventional doctrinal dispute over which
is.better or more productive in the short or long run, "pure" or "basic" research
without a recognizable target, or "applied" research directed toward a clear
approachable objective. This is not the issue here. The NCPP provides for a~
abundance of research fields, some at the most profound levels of modern biology
and the documents contain sophisticated presentations of the need for new infor'.
mation from such fundamental sources.
What we mean by basic research, in the present context, is the sort of research
which is, to begin with, important for the cancer problem, but is done by investigators who are not labeled as cancer researchers, not based in departments or institutions concerned with cancer, and who may not even recognize that their
research preoccupations are relevant to the cancer problem. Such scientists may
fail to obtain support under the new cancer initiati\·e simply because their research applications will newr reach the NCI through the present NIH system.
This is really a technical problem, not an argument about policy. The NCPP
presents with admirable emphasis the need for new knowledge in certain specified
fields for biomedical science: cell biology in general, virology, immunolQgy, and
so forth. At this level, it makes little difference whether an investigator recognizes himself as a cancer scientist or not, provided that his work is penetrating,
sophisticated and of high quality. It would be a dead loss to the cancer effort if
research of this kind were to go without support bemuse of fund shortages in the
other institutes of NIH-The Institute for General :\Iedical Science, for example,
whi~is chronically underfunded.
What is needed is some better sensing mechanism within NIH for the recognition of the basic science projects which are essential for the ultimate success
of the cancer program. Obviously, the totality of biologieal science cannot be supported by the cancer program. Our suggestion would be for the NCI to prepare a
formal listing of the science areas considered to be relevant, regardless of the
title of a project or the individual scientist's orientation toward cancer. Such a
finite and relatively precise list might, in fact be lifted straight out of the NCPP
itself, with a few modifications. We would propose the following areas: DNA
replication, the cell cycle, regulation of transcription, regulation of membrane assembly and function, cell differentiation, re{!Ulation of protein synthesis, and all
aspects of cellular immunity. Research along these lines should be supported with

cancer funds irrespective of the Cftncer-orientation of the investigator or his institution, and irrespective of the systems used in the research (I.e. eukaryotic or
prokaryotic cells, normal or cancer cells, Yirus or bacteriophage, etc).
The list should be regarded as flexible, subject to additions or changes depending
on the progress of cancer biology itself. To give an example, a few years ago
very few people recognized that the delineation of the cellular immune mechanisms in homograft rejection had opened a productive and relevant area for
cancer research. The NCPP should possess sufficient flexibility and agility so that
new fields with this sort of promise can be recognized early, and developed
quickly.
\'. THE ISSUE OF CANCF..R CONTROL ANO HEALTH CABE

The text of the NCPP is in need of some clarification with respect to the meaning and content of Cancer Control, which is one of the assigned responsibilities
of the National Cancer Program under the Act. This part of the program, and
the clinical programs enYisioned for the Comprehensive Cancer Centers should be
differentiated from the ordinary day-to-day requirements for clinical care which
cancer imposes on the nation's health care system as a whole.
In Its present form, the NCPP could easily be misconstrued as a plan for a
total attack on cancer, including the treatment of all cancer patients, which
would imply a capacity to deal with the enormous problems of inefficiency and inequity now confounding the health care enterprise throughout the country.
It is obvious that the NCI was not assigned such a mission, and ls in no position
to carry it out If it were. The NCCP is a research plan, not a program intended
for implementation of the nation's health care delivery system. It seems to the
committee most important that this point be made expicltly and abundantly clear
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in the NCPP itself, perhaps with a recommendation that such a total strategy be
developed under the leadership of HEW, but not in NCI. The Secretary of HEW
has under his supervision other agencies of government which spend vastly more
in health activities than all of NIH combined-the Social Security Administration
(Medicare), the Social and Rehabilitation Service (Medicaid), and the Health
Services and Mental Health Administration.
If the Congress and public were to conceive of the XCPP as a total plan designed to mobilize all the institutions, professional practitioners and technicians
of our society into a coordinated and rationalized "W'ar on Cancer", it seems
unavoidable that tho outcome would be the deepest disillusionment. An attempt
to define as clearly as possible the limits of this mandate should be part of NCPP.
On the other hand, even under the limited mandate of Cancer Control, providing for research and demonstration but not general health care, the program
presents great opportunities for the NCPP. Thus, improvements in today's
methods for the education and training of all the health professionals in the cancer fields, technicians, nurses and physicians, would ine,·itably result in an upgrading of the quality of cancer care. Similarly, there are obviously 11igh stakes
in new programs for the education of the public.
If, as an early outcome of the NCPP, the country were to be provided with
slgnificant numbers of health professionals, trained in the use of specialized techniques and facilities, this would surely be recognized as a valuable product, solid
and highly visible. It ls in the Control Program, particularly the activities related
to cancer detection, diagnosis and therapy, that the plan offers the greatest
promise, in the short term, of decreasing cancer morbidity and mortality. In this
area, targeted research is justified. There is, however, conside:rable ambiguity,
and therefore some confusion, in the presentation of this program in the NCPP.
It needs more emphasizing that this activity will require high standards, rigorous
research and evaluation and careful, detailed planning, if th emethods of bringing
today's technology to the detection, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of
cancer patients are to be improved.

•
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VJ. THE ISSUE OF GRANTS VS, CONTRACTS

In a sense, this problem really lies beyond the scope of the Review Committee,
since tile available volumes of the NCPP contain no deta.iled presentation of future
policy on the relative use of grant or contract mechanisms; it is possible that
further information on this point will be contained in the still-unfinished Volume
III.
However, the issue has continued to arise throughout our discussions, particularly in connection with the problem of balance between Centralized and Decentralized planning. It ls our view that the need for balance between grants and
contracts is a part of the same problem, and we therefore wish to make the
following comments.
The NCI is unique among the institutes of NIH in its extensive use of contracts (50% or more of its funds) for carrying out its scientific mission. The
reliance on contracts has bePn steadily increasing in recent years, and there is
apprehension within the scientific community that if this trend continues, the
traditional project grant system for the support of research programs generated
spontaneously within the scientific community and adjudged by peer review may
be virtually supplantPd by the contract mechanism. The arguments in favor of
contracts are chiefly administrative: the initiatives for resParch com!' out of the
<"entral planning authority, there is more Pfficiency in the control and coordination of research programs and decisions can he implemented with grPater 8pPed.
In recent years, the contract mechanism has bePn used rather widely by NCI in
Pxtension of its own, intramural sc!Pntiflc activities, some of these involving
quite basic (rather than applied) research programs. This practice has been
criticizPd publicly on the grounds that the pPer review system, which Rets the
standards of scientific quality elsewhne in the rPsearch support system, is not
appliPd with tbe Rame rigor and visibility in the contract program.
The NCPP should deal more explicitly with this problem, and ought to provide
nPw guidelines for the Rituations in which grants or contracts will bP the mode
of research support. The review Committpe believes that a balance bPtwePn
these mechanisrn8 must be establish!'d and maintained.
ThPre are particular kinds of resParch and devplopment for which the contract
system is ideally suited, principally in the Fea8ibility area. These would include
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large-scale testing or confirmation of therapeutic concepts, or the accumulation
of large-scale epidemiologic information, or the rapid and efficient procurement
of certain products needed for research (virus stocks, cell lines, enzymes, special isotopes, animal lines, new instruments, etc.). There is need, however,
for a more effective, generally visible, and uniform review process for the regulation of the contract system in order to assure standards of excellence throughout.
.
The grant-in-aid system, with open competition among scientists and peer
review by scientists, should be retained and strengthened by the NCPP. These
mechanisms, which have grown to the stature of established traditions over the
past two decades, are held in high regard and trust by the scientific community;
it is general belief that they work well for the benefit of science. Measures must,
however, be devised to increase the efficiency and speed of the project grant
system. Very likely, there will continue to be a trend toward larger and more
comprehensive projects, on the order of today's "program-project" and "center"
grants. The committee believes that consideration should also be given to even
larger packages, in the form of total institutional support ("institutional agreements") for cancer research programs. This trend toward grants of larger scale
serves to stimulate more coordination and collaboration between scientists from
different disciplines in the same institution, and seems to us both timely and
desirable.
The role of the in-house scientific staff of NCI in decisions about research on
the national scene, particularly with respect to contracts. has been actively discussed by the Review Committee. We do not have a single point of view about
this complex issue. It is, on one hand, clearly beneficial to have a high degree of
scientific expertise immediately available for participation in policy decisions.
On the other band, there are obvious risks for the future in assigning excessive
authority for decisions affecting the national course of science to a relatively
small group of investigators, with their own favorite ideas about the way to go.
Two members of our Committee have suggested that the "Intramural research
NCI" should be separated from the "administrative NCI", and one has proposed
that the Intramural scientific effort should compete for its budget with other
cancer institutes and centers across the country. We are agreed that the mechanisms for continuing external review of the in-house NCI research programs
need considerable strengthening. The issues are complicated, and it is hoped
that a future version of the NCPP will give consideration to the problems raised.
VII. THE ISSUES OF INSTITUTIO:-iAL STABILITY AND INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY

I

Apart from NCI itself, the principal resource to be generated by the NCPP is
the national network of medical schools, universities and independent cancer
institutes. Many of these institutions are currently under severe financial strain,
particularly the country's medical schools, and the continuing stability of these
institutions presents a serious problem. Obviously. the National Cancer Program
cannot be regarded as a new source of fiscal stability, but some thought must be
~iven to the possible hazards of increased stability as an effect to the NCPP.
The institutions will be required to increase their research staffs, and new buildings will be constructed to house the facilities for expanding research. Thus, the
institutions will be taking on new, long-term commitments for faculty support
:ind plant maintenance, without a corresponding assurance of long-term continuity of outside support. The NCPP does not deal adequately with this general
problem.
The Committee does not have any global solution of its own. The problem of
faculty support might be alleviated, to some extent, by a considerable expansion
of long-term, renewable stipends along lines of today's Career Development
Awards. Perhaps an entirely new program of Senior Fellowships should be devised. The Career Award program. once adopted by NIH but then quickly terminated, should be reexamined for its possible usefulness at this time; the experience of the American Heart Association and American Cancer Society with tenure investigator.ships would indicate that this method of recruiting and retaining
distinguished scientists is a good one.
The financial dilemma of the medical schools, as institutions, poses genuine
hazards for the future success of the National Cancer Program. These institutions will be placed under new stress because of the present requirement for
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matching funds for the construction of cancer facilities, and they face even
greater demands for the future maintenance of these facilities. It might be well
to consider a greater degree of fiexibility in the requirement for institutional
contributions to such facilities, and some better ways to guarantee long-term
support.
The Committee discussed the possible advantages of the British :Medical Research Council Units, as one way to relieve the financial pressures on institutions. Under this mode of operation, the government would assume total, longterm responsibility for the construction, staffing and maintenance of new facilities in the universities and medical schools. Some experimentation along this
line should be considered for the future.
We believe that the critical importance of institutional diversity does not receive sufficient attention in the NCPP. We believe that there will be an increasing need for the widest variety of institutions, ranging from small clusters of
individual scientists to huge, coherent organizations totally devoted to cancer
research. In many instances such institutions ought to have considerable autonomy, even if their research directions are inconsistent with the views of the
central planners. Ways must be devised to foster the development of this diversity, and, at the same time, to encourage coordination of their collective efforts
and, above all, to assure that the atmosphere in each will stimulate good science.

•

VII. THE ISSUE OF RESEARCH TRAINING

The NCPP perceives the urgent need for more professional manpower during
the next decade, if the mission of a major expansion of the national research
effort in cancer is to be successful. It is obvious that this will require a considerabe expansion of training programs to produce the scientists needed for the
future. The only arguments are around the question as to what kinds of training
programs, for what kinds of scientists.
Here, as In our consideration of other problems in the NCPP, it seems useful
to resort to the FeasibiiUy-PrefeasibiUty categories. For ongoing and future research in the Fe!UlibiUty area there will be increasing needs for professionals at
all le,•els. The field of cancer detection will require technical manpower for various cytological, biochemical and raliological procedures. The discipli.nes of surgery, radiation therapy, anesthesiology, pharmacology, medical oncology and rehabilitation medicine will need more trained specialists and more technical support. The expanding field of chemotherapy, with the increasingly complex technological requirements involved in patient care, will require its own cadre of
10pecialized personnel. Training programs for these purposes are probably best
located in the institutions dedicated primarily to cancer research; the proposed
Comprehensive Cancer Centers should be of great value for this mission.
There Is, however, another important area of manpower need for which training programs must be provided on an amplified scale, and for which the optimal
locations for training may be quite separate from cancer research units. As has
been pointed out in the NCPP, and in an earlier section of this review, there are
a number of basic science areas on which the future of cancer research may very
well depend-molecular genetics, cellular immunology, membrane regulation, etc.
The XCPP does not make provision for training programs in such areas. Indeed,
the scientific areas recognized In the present version of the plan seem extremely
limited; pharmacology heads the list, followed by chemistry and epidemiology,
but there is no mention of the equally urgent needs for training in other fields
of basic science.
It must be recognized that some of the best opportunities for training at this
level may be in departments of medical schools and universities which are not
themselves committed to cancer research. This must be faced squarely, and
training programs in such areas must be supported. The solution to the cancer
problem may require, at some future date intensive research by scientists skilled
in problems dealing with cellular immunology or cell membrane assembly, for
example, and it is mandatory that the training of such people be started now, in
the laboratories where the best work in these fields is currently in progress.
The committee believes that training for cancer research should also involve
some exposure to broader aspects of the cancer problem, and It will be important
to encourage the development of interdis<!iplinary collaboration in training.
'Wherever possible, clinical and basic science trainees should have opportunities
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to interact with each other; ideally, research trainees should be exposed to problems in human cancer during their period of training in a particular area of basic
science.
IX. THE ISSUE OF CONTINUING REVIEW OF THE NCPP

•

•

The President's Cancer Panel and the National Cancer Board should have a
strong and continuing policy input into the way the NCPP is implemented. This
should include their involvement in the preparation of the annual report and
renewed 5-year projections, and their supervision over all major operational
decisions of the NCI. It is foreseeable that when a breakthrough occurs that
might shift the focus of the program within the seven major objectives, readjust·
ments of the allocations scheme among these objectives will become necessary.
When this takes place, the NCPP (Vol. 11, 5.2.2.) prO\·ides that the XCI may
make "additional Investments . . . whenever warranted by significant opportunities and leads", and may also "reduce investments whenever warranted by
factors such as completion of the work, achievement of sufficient information,
change in priorities due to shifts in the scientific base, etc."
When budget readjustments are minor, they should probably be made by administrative action in XCI. However, when these trade-offs involve alterations
of strategy of significant magnitude, the Panel and Board should provide over·
sight. We assume that this will be the case, but we believe that the provision
for Panel and Board involvement in NCI decisions, at all crucial operational
stages, should be more explicitly stipulated in the text of the plan, In effect,
this assures the participation of "outside" reviewers, with a primary responsihility for determining that there has been a major breakthrough, and that intensive exploitation and a shifting of funds are appropriate.
There may be a need for another kind of periodic "outside" review by a highly
competent group, completely extramural to NCI, with enough time to conduct
site visits to NCI headquarters and to selected institutions in which major investments are being made by NCI. The individuals chosen to carry out such
periodic operational reviews should represent a variety of backgrounds and skllls.
We are not prepared to recommend how they should be chosen, nor to stipulate
their functions in detail, but we are unanimous in the view that formal mech·
anisms for such review should be established.

[From the Washington Post, Apr. 17, 11173]
CANCER PLAN ACCUSED QF STIFLING CREATIVITY

(By Stuart Auerbach)

I

In a still secret report, the National Academy of Science's Institute of Medicine
says a government plan to conquer cancer will stifle the scientific creativity
needed to find cures for the disease.
The institute report accuses the federal cancer planners of trying to direct all
research from Washington when what is really needed "is an abundance of new
ideas . . . (that) are most likely to emerge from the imagination and intuition of
individual scientists."
The plan on how to conquer cancer, the institute report says, "leaves the Impression that all shots can be called from a central headquarters; that all, or
nearly all, of the important ideas are already in hand, and that given the right
kind of administration and organization, the hard problems can be solved.
"It fails to allow for the surprises which must surely lie ahead if we are
really going to gain an understanding of the cancer."
The report, requested by the National Cancer Institute, was written by a nineman committee of cancer experts headed by Dr. Lewis Thomas, dean of the Yale
University Medical School and the incoming president of the Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center in New York.
Specifically, the committee looked at the first two volumes of the National
Cancer Program Plan required under an 18-month-old law setting up an intensified national war on cancer.
The plan itself is long overdue and sources say it is undergoing revision by
the White House's Office of Management and Budget.
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Louis Carrese, who developed the plan for the National Cancer Institute from
the recommendations of 250 scientists, said "a lot of changes" were made as a
result of the Institute of ~Iedicine review.
Carrese, a systems analyst who is trying to use that process to direct biomedical research acknowledged that some members of the committee "will think we
didn't make enough changes."
He denied that the plan aims to control all cancer research from Washington
and said that "quite a few word changes-jargon changes-that were worrying
the committee" should erase the impression.
Although the Institute of Medicine report says that some of the plan's "defects"
can be corrected with language changes, it points to a more substantive problem
in the way science should be managed.
"The National Cancer Program Plan," the committee says, "pushes the balance too far in the direction of centralized scientific planning and imposes too
great a risk of bureaucratic rigidity."
Moreover, the committee says that the cancer plan doesn't place enough emphasis on "the enormity of our ignorance about cancer."
"Much is said about the lines of research that appear most promising todayvirology, cellular immunology and genetics, for example-but too little acknowledgement is made of the genuine possibility that any or all of today's leads ...
could turn out to be the wrong leads."
Many of the new leads for curing cancer, the Institute of Medicine committee
feels, will come from scientists not in the cancer field-indeed from scientists
"who may not even recognize that their research preoccupations are relevant to
the cancer problem."
"Such scientists may fail to obtain support under the new cancer initiative
simply because their research applications will never reach the NCI through
the present National Institutes of Health system."
This point is especially important now since President Nixon has cut the
budgets of all the institutes at NIH with the exception of his two favored
health projects-cancer and heart disease.
The National Institute for <*neral .Medical Science, the committee report
points out, deals with basic research that could have important impllcations
for cancer. This institute is chronically underfunded.
"'Vhat is needed," the committee says, "is some better sensing mechanism
within .NIH for the recognition of the basic science projects which are essential
for the ultimate success of the cancer program."
The committee says that research involving the replication of genetic material,
the behavior of cells and the way their membranes are assembled, the synthesis
of proteins and cellular immunity should all be supported with cancer funds.
The committee report also calls for the continuation of the grant system, where
scientists receive funds for research projects that are judged by other scientists,
over the hiring of labs for specific projects under contracts.
It also opposes the cutting of training grants, as proposed by President Nixon
in his 1974 budget. These grants, it is asserted, are needed to insure the continued flow-of scientists into research.
[From the Boston Globe, Mar. 7, 1978]
'NOBEL WINNER

CAILB NIXON'S MEDICAL RESEARCH POLICY "LUNACY"
(By Richard Knox)

WASHINGTON.-Prof. James D. Watson, the Nobel Prize-winning Harvard
biologist, yesterday told the U.S. Senate Health Subcommittee that the newly
launched Conquest of Cancer Pffort will be "a massive fraud" if the Nixon
Administration implements its plans for the spending of medical research funds.
The mild-mannered scientist, whose discoveries of the structure of the DNA
molecule made most modern cancer research possible, used the word "lunacy"
to describe the Administration's research spending plans.
Delivering the strongest statement heard thus far against the government's
Xational Institute of Health budget proposal, which was revealed January 29,
Watson focused his criticism on two policy decisions:
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-A cutback of basic laboratory research in favor of "targeted" research
designed to apply what ls already known.
-A plan to eliminate all Federal support for training new biomedical researchers, on the assumption that young scientists-in-training should find support elsewhere.
Taken together, Watson said, these decisions will insure that additional funds
will be wasted rather than leading to the hoped-for cancer conquest.
"Must the new American tradition be to close our wars and call them victories?" ·watson asked. "Is it possible that someday we will ha\'e our government
say that the real problem is not cancer or strokes or coronaries but the scandalous behavior of research scientists who lack the integrity to carry out its
government wish for instant victory."
Watson's testimony capped a day of hearings, chaired by Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, which featured criticism of the government's biomedical research policy
by Dr. Michael de Bakey, the Houston heart surgeon and Dr. Lewis B. Thomas,
dean of Yale medical school. The Administration's side will be presented tomorrow by Casper Weinberger, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.
Watson, one of the foremost investigators of a possible cancer-virus link, said
that the Administration has a "puerile understanding of both how good science
is done and how its discoveries have been directed toward human application."
He argued that "targeted" research, "in which the government calls the shots,"
ignores the fact that "most research advances have resulted from allocating grant
money in which the individual scientists decides where the future may lie."
"All too large a proportion of this contract money will go to senior established
people as opposed to younger scientists" added Watson.
"Yet almost every important new discovery comes from someone under 3.5, who
at the moment of his breakthrough Is essentially unknown to the outside world,
so is unlikely to be given a contract by a government that looks with distaste on
the unpredictable."
Watson was 25 when he did the work on DNA structure that won him the Nobel
Prize along with Francis Crick and M. H. F. Wilkins.
The elimination of training grants, post-doctoral fellowships and career development awards (which allow young scientists to pursue their own leads), ·watson
continued, will lead shortly to a shortage of creative young scientists with the
stamina needed to devote themselves entirely to basic research.
"All the money will be held by middle-aged entrepreneurs," he said, "but the
science itself will have, for the most part, to be done by an age group not noted
for working into the night."
Likewise, Watson added, under questioning by Sen. Kennedy, the Administration's assumption that young scientists can find money elsewhere to be trained will
lower the quality of research and shorten the span of creative years in which they
can devote themselves solely to science.
"Young researchers will have to work their way up through science," he said,
"and you can't do good research after driving a cab for eight hours."
·watson said that "not one of my colleagues belie,·e the Administration is following the proper course in spending cancer research funds, but most "don't have
tbe fight in them."
"You mean they think the government is saying, in effect, 'be quiet or you'll
get cut even more?'" asked Sen. Kennedy.
"Yes," answered Watson. "They have the feeling that this isn't the time to
speak out."
·watson is a member of the National Cancer Advisory Board, which is supposed
to advise the President on how to spend Conquest of Cancer funds.
However he said that policy decisions are being made elsewhere. "The advisory
hoard is not a body that's ever going to be a cohesive group," he said. "They'll just
hand out press releases for five years about how great everything is going."

[From the Science ma.ga.zloe, Mar. 30, 1073]
N'ATIONAL CANCER PLAN:

THE

WHEEL

ANO THE

ISSUES

Go RoUND

(By Barbara .J. Culliton)
The national cancer plan may soon be released; then again, it mar not. The
people at the National Caneer Institute (!'\CI) who are in charge of such thing~
say that they would like to make the plan public as soon as possible. There are
two problems.
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The first seems to be that the people at NCI are not really in charge at all.
People in the Office of Management and Budget ( OMB) and in the White House
are. Strictly speaking, the National Cancer Program Plan is a document the XCI
submits to the President, who will then transmit it to Congress. The word is that
certain OMB staff members are unhappy about parts of the first two volumes
of the cancer plan and their unhappiness is forcing a delay. This is hard to prove
one way or the other because OMB people will not talk about such things. However, it is certain that, without their approval, the XCI cannot make its plan
public. When 01\fB and the White House are ready, they will release it.
The second problem in getting the cancer plan into the open, so that the entire
scientific community can see for itself what the cancer crusade is all about, is
that the third volume is not exactly finished yet. This is the volume that NCI
leaders say is the most important because it will tell how the cancer program
is going to be run, not just this year, but for the next 5-a 5-year plan to be updated every year. Louis Carrese, associate director of NCI for program planning
and analysis, describes the third volume as an "operating document, perhaps a
manual." It will be completed soon, but that does not mean that it will be available to the public soon. It, like volumes 1 and 2, will have to wend its way
through channels.
The cancer plan is a unique document in biomedical science, in that it is a
tangible expression of this comttry's first attempt to wipe out a disease through
a coordinated effort on a national scale. The sheer magnitude of the program for
the conquest of cancer is unprecedented in biology.
The national crusade against cancer is grounded in the belief that cancer is
susceptible to an organized attack. This presumption troubles many scientists
today, as it has from the beginning. Their conviction that there is a lot of
science that just cannot be targeted simply will not go away. The expectation
that the cancer crusade would be backed by virtually unlimited money is also
proving to be a troublesome presumption. Although it is perfectly true that
there is more money for cancer research than for any other kind, it is apparently not true that the coffers of the NCI are overflowing.
As of this writing. the NCI is still operating with $378 million-its budget
level for fiscal 1972. There is talk of a special presidential action to raise the
level for 1973 to $432 million, as originally planned, but it has not happened yet.
Meanwhile, of course, those anticipated extra funds are not available.
Tims, the situation is not an entirely happy one. The story of the cancer plan
is, in ways, a reflection of the ups and downs within the national cancer program
as a whole.

..

PLAN IS FOR EVERYBODY

In a recent interview with Science, Carrese talked about the plan. Whom is it
for? For everybody. The plan, he says, is supposed to be "meaningful" to the
lay public, the Congress, the scientific community, and the people in the OMB.
At its heart is a single goal-"Develop the means to reduce the incidence, morbidity, and mortality of cancer in humans." To achieve it, the NCI has laid out
seven objectives, which "reflect the aspects of the disease in man." The first is
cancer prevention; the seventh is rehabilitation of the cancer patient. The others
range from basic research to therapy. To achieve each objective, there is a series
of "approaches" ; for the approaches, a set of "approach elements," and, to refine
the task further, a host of 'project areas." It is at the level of a project area that
actual research comes in.
Carrese emphasizes aimin and again that one of the most extraordinary features
of the plan is its authorship. Out of a pool of 1000 scientists, the NCI asked about
250 to meet in small groups to decide what the cancer plan should say. From
meetings held at Airlie House, a retreat in the Virginia countryside, they generated 40 reports, each of which talked about cancer from a different angle.
From these, Carrese and his staff, with the advice of the chairman of the various
groups, put the plan together.
The first steps for the creation of a national cancer plan were taken in the
fall of 1970 bv Carrese and Carl Baker, who was then the director of NCI.
Groups of scieiitists first began meeting in the late fall of 1971, so by the time
the Xational Cancer Act of 1971 became law that December, the foundations
of the master plan had already been laid. (The law required that there be a
plan, as Carrese and Baker anticioate<l..)
Carrese is adamant about the flexibility of the cancer plan. "Its purpose is not
to direct daily research; nor is it meant to exclude new ideas." Nevertheless, a
lot of the people who have had access to the plan or who have heard a lot about
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it are pretty uneasy. Certainly one reason for this is that the plan, to a large
extent, is written in the jargon of a systems analyst.
Carrese Is a systems analyst who has made a career of trying to adapt the
traditional concepts of systems analysis to the process of biomedical research.
He and Baker shared the view that systems analysis could be appropriately
modified, and, in the April 1967 issue of Management Science they described
their approach In a paper entitled, "The Convergence Technique: A Method for
the Planning and Programming of Research Efforts." "Planning," Carrese says,
"is not strange to science. Some of the most detailed plans are called experimental
designs. I don't know a single scientist who arrives at his lab not knowing what
he is doing."
According to Carrese, the cancer plan not only lays out the scientific and medi·
cal problems to be solved but does so in a way that allows administrators to know
at a glance what is going on. He points out that the plan is designed to have
"something for everybody" and that what you see in It depends upon how you
look at it. In that regard, he says that he can look at it and tell in dollars and
square feet of space how much effort is being committed to research on cancer
prevention, causation, or rehabilitation.
To make the whole thing graphically clear, the plan has been drawn np In the
form of a wheel that sets out the objectives and approaches of the cancer program. It hangs on the wall in dozens of laboratories and offices throughout the
National Institutes of Health (!llIH) and, depending upon the wall, Is meant
to be taken quite seriously, or, alternatively, as pop art.
The systems analysis approach, so foreign to most scientists, bothers many of
them, and there Is growing concern that the emphasis on supporting only those
things that fit into the cancer program will lead to unhealhty rigidity. NCI officials, of course, insist such fears are foolish.
One "official" reaction to the first two volumes of the cancer plan comes from
a committee of the Institute of Medicine, a part of the National Academy of
Sciences. (The NCI asked the Institute to review the plan last summer.)
Under the chairmanship of Lewis Thomas, who has recently resigned as dean
of medicine at Yale to become president of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center iu. New York, a committee of nine' spent moest of their fall weekends
conducting the review In order to meet a crash deadline of 1 December. They
read and reread the plan, admitting that the systems analysis jargon made the
going rough in spots. ( Carrese says most of that jargon was deleted from the
final draft.) They Interviewed many of the principals involved In the creation
and execution of the plan. And they looked at the 40 reports from which the
plan was synthesized. Then they summed up their feelings about it all in n
succinct, 23-page report, which, like the cancer plan itself, remains officially a
confidential document, although numerous copies are in existence.
By prior agreement with the NCI, the institute will not release its critique
until the plan Itself is unveiled. Many members of the review committee concede
that they are not particularly happy about the necessity for such confidentiality
this long after the review's completion.
On first reading, the institute's review sounds rather innocuous. It is written
in language that is neither abra;:iw nor laudatory, and it sounds in places as if
its authors are merely politely asking questions that they are sure can be answered. A second or third look can leave one with the impression that the
reviewers' opinion of the plan, and of what it represents, is scarcely as neutral
as it first seemed.
In their introduction they say, "We are impressed br the skill with which
the plan has succeeded in organizing, conceptually, a stupendous mass of biomedical scientific material, eYen though we ha,·e reservations concerning the framework within which the study was conducted and the material organized." The
framework. of course, is one which aBsumes that research can be effectively
llrogrammed on a massive scale. Throughout their review, the authors explicitly
or implicitly question this.
They find the plan "reasonably sound" as an Inventory of the problems of
cancer, an "a8surance that nothing falls between the cracks." Carrese points
out, in this regard, that the identification of rehabilitation of cancer patients
1 Lewis Thomas, Yale; David Baltimore, Massachusetts Institute of Technology ; Harry
Eagle, Albert Einstein College of Medicine; Herman.Elsen, Washington University; Judah
Folkman. Harvard; Paul Marks, Columbia University; Rufus Miles, Washington. D.C.;
George Palade, Rockefeller Uni\·erslty; Helen Ranney! State University of New York at
Buffalo; Alvin Weinberg, Oak Ridge National Laborator es.
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as a primary objective emerged as a result of the comprehensive planning.
Hehabilitation has not received much attention in the past.
On the other hand, some of the members of tlle review committee worried that
the systems analysis approach might "represent the underlying philosophy of the
whole program." Carrese wants to know why that prospect should worry anyone.
The reviewers addressed themselves to the issue of centralization of planning
of research and felt uncomfortable with their impression that there is going to
be too much of it.
"It seems to us a defect of the NCPP [cancer plan] that the enormity of our
ignorance about cancer receives less emphasis than it merits. Much is said about
the lines of research that appear most promising today-virology, cellular
immunology, and genetics, for example-but too little acknowledgment is made
of the genuine possibility that any or all of today's leads, including all of those
proposed by the 250 scientists In the Alrlie House Conference, could turn out
to be the wrong leads."
The plan fails, they said, because:
"It leaves the impression that all shots can be called from a centrai headquarters; that all, or nearly all, of the really important ideas are already in
hand, and that given the right kind of administration and organization, the hard
problems can be solved. It fails to allow for the surprises which must surely lie
ahead if we are really going to gain an understanding of cancer."
They went so far as to propose that certain areas of basic research are, per se,
rele,·ant to cancer and should, therefore, be funded by the NCI whether the
ilffestlgators doing the work consider themseJ\·es cancer researchers or not.
'l'heir choices: DNA replication, the cell cycle, regulation of transcription, regulation of membrane assembly and function, cell differentiation, regulation of
JJrotC>in synthesis, and all aspects of cellular immunity. They indicated they
would be perfectly happy to see them changed as cancer progresses.
The institute review committee then tried to soften its criticism by saying
these defects in the plan may be merely a matter of language, not one of intent
on the part of the cancer planners. But they are not very convincing. Their concern with targeted research Is pervasive and it is significant because, whether
the planner intend centralization and rigidity or not, vast numbers of scientistsyoung and not so young-believe that this is the effect the plan will have. That
in itself Is stifling.
One of the primary sources of discontent among "cancer" scientists in both
clinical and fundamental research is the feeling that they have surrendered control of the direction of science to the administrators of the XCI. The verbal protestations of those administrators notwithstanding, many members of the scientific community share the impression that the important decisions about what to
fund and at what level are being made almost exclusl vely by content among
"cancer" scientists in NCI officials whose interpretation of what is suitably part
of the cancer program and what is not does not square with their own.
The authors of the Institute of :\ledicine's review based their concern about
an excess of planning on their reading of the cancer plan. To some extent, their
concerns were validated recently at a meeting of the advisory committee of the
NCl's "molecular control" program, which could be one of the principal channels
for funding basic research In the cancer crusade. Issues raised at that meeting
are likely to come up again and again as the cancer program takes shape. The
molecular control program, new to the NCI table of organization, is headed by
Timothy O'Connor, a virologist by training, who is respected as one of the most
scientifically sophisticated administrators in the institute. O'Connor, visibly enthusiatistic about his program, is particularly anxious that it foster interdisciplinary research. The advisory committee includes a couple other NCI staff
members and several university scientists. Their job is to define the goats of the
molecular control program, take a hand in implementing them, and to offer an
opinion on whether specific contracts (or possibly grants) should be approved.
Such recommendations then go to the NCI brass for final action.
From the outset, it was apparent that some of the university scientists did not
fully understand how the NCI operates; nor did they fully agree with some of the
premises of the )ICI program once they got them straight.
When the meeting opened, O'Connor Informed the group of four contracts that
had won final clearance. The com·ersation quickly turned to policy when Christian B. Anfinsen, who shared the 1973 Nobel prize in chemistry, asked about how
contracts originate. Do they just come from the "stratosphere" for approval, or
can the committee initiate things, he queried.
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O'Connor said that the ideas for contracts are often generated by investigators
themselves at the annual NCI meeting for contractors. Saul Schepartz added
to the answer, saying, "Every once in a while you might get a really good pro·
posal that Is unsolicited [by NCI], but then you have to ask whether it fits our
program." Anfinsen found the answer "disappointing."
The meeting moved on. The committee set about defining the goals of the
molecular control program and, after some discussion, agreed on four, roughly
as follows: (i) membrane processes, including structure and membrane interactions with various agents; (Ii) replication, integration. and transcription of
genetic material; (iii) mechanisms by which messenger RNA is processed and
by which it translates the information coded in DNA; and (iv) integration of
biophysics into research on all of the above.
The goals won general acceptance as being broad enough to encompass a
considerable variety of research, but they were not accepted without reservation. Anfinsen asked, somewhat rhetorically, "Our four goals essentially all say
the same thing~ontrol of protein synthesis [is important]. Might we be missing something?" The question passed, but other knotty questions arose as the
discussion progressed to the ways of Implementing research on the goals.
It seems safe to draw the conclusion that the non-NCI scientists present
shared O'Connor's conviction that the program must be interdisciplinary. Britton Chance of the University of Pennsylvania pressed the cause of biophysics
and had no trouble winning his colleagues to his dew. William Joklik of Duke
University was firm in his belief that the fields of protein synthesis and membrane biology and related areas could probahly benefit from the he]JJ of some
good organic chemists. He mentioned the problems that nucleic acid workers are
having in getting an iodine tag on the RNA molecule without breaking it and
postulated that an organic chemist might have the solution. That sounded sensible. (Years ago, it was an organic chemist who helped James Watson and
Francis Crick work out the structure of DNA.) There was a suggestion that one
thing to do would be to let the entire scientific community in on the idea of
soliciting organic chemists by publishing, in some conspicuous place, the fact
that the cancer program was open to the contributions that organic chemists
might make.
That did not go over as well. One of the NCI administrators warned that the
result of such a general announcement would merely be a flood of grant applications, many of them from "nuts," and that the NCI Is swamped with applica·
tlons as it is. Furthermore, there is the matter of limited funds. A proposal to
organize small conferences to which a few investigators from fields not tradi·
tionally connected with cancer would be invited won greater acce,ptance from
the NCI people. Some of the committee members just could not shake the feeling that NCI wants to call the shots, relying less on the advice of outside people
than ever.
RELEVANT RESEARCH CNLY

The other issue that pervaded the discussion was the matter of relevant nrsus
irrele\•ant research. Is there such a thing as good membrane research that is
relevant to the cancer program and good membrane research that is not? Such a
question seemed to some to be marginally out of place at a meeting devoted
almost entirely to very fundamental research problems, but the question \\'RS very
much there ne\·ertheless. O'Connor mentioned several times that the overriding
aim of the molecular control program is to use appropriate research findings to
develop new, rational approaches to the design of drugs for eventual use at the
bedside. O'Connor expressed It simply : "Good science for its own sake, no matter
how beautiful It is, will not get funded. Good research that may lead to cancer
control will." (After the meeting. o·connor reiterated his position. The idea is to
translate-through deliberate effort-basic dii;coveries into something practicalnamely, a drug. To this end. he hopes scientists can learn to see how their work
can be used in ways they might not otherwise ha,·e considrred. "The end of a
good experiment has to be more than just the publication of a paper that sits on a
shelf," he said.)
Again Anfinsen, who by his own admission was not happy with the framework
he felt he'd been forced into, spoke up. "The nub is that we can tell good science
that is relevant from good science that is not. I don't think I can."
In a sense, there are two issues here and, in one regard, less discord than appears on the surface. Certainly, one ii:: the issue of relevant research and the
extent to which anybody can be sure what that is. Underneath that is the issue
of money and the ways the NCI as a whole chooses to allocate it. Anfinsen is talk-
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ing about principles. O'Connor is trying to get the most sophisticated science he
can for a comparatively meager amount of money. The molecular control program, which, no matter what its limitations, is considered by many cancer workers to be one of the more promising of the NCI programs, has an indefinite budget.
So far, it has allocated about $1 million.
If one puts that beside the budget for the traditional NCI drug screening program-as both clinicians and ba,sic researchers do--one raises a question that has
come up before but which many people still think needs answering. Under the
category of cancer treatment, the drug screening program has $23,900,000 or 46
percent of that category's total budget. Anfinsen, who was not buying much of
anything the day of the molecular control program meeting, spoke to the issue
with regard to a contract the molecular control program itself has given out.
The program, with the approval of its ad,•isory board, has awarded Litton Industries a $301,000 contract to screen anticancer drugs and antiviral agents.
Anfinsen suggested that, if the "silYer bullet" approach to curing cancer is to be
pursued under the heading of molecular control, it might be wise to award the
same contract to two groups to see if competition would lead to a better idea.
"Screening has been going on at XCI for u long time and not much has come of
it," be said. "It is like trying to get to :\lars by building a more powerful moon
rocket. It's not very imaginative." O'Connor defends this drug screen as being
different from the rest. It will only look at compounds carefully selected as potential anticancer drugs on the basis of their molecular structure. It will not be
a random screen and will limit itself to about 800 compounds a year. (The existing screen-program, which uses an animal system to identify promising agents,
tests almost 40,000 compounds a year.)
The advocates of the existing drug screening program can, of course, point
to the present arsenul of anticancer drugs as vindication of their efforts-and
they have a case. But the questions being raised address themselYes to matters of
proportion-priorities, if you will-and in this there is still no resolution. The
NCI administrators have the upper hand, or, at least, the scientific community
thinks they do. And it has no tangible evidence that it is misreading the situation.
It may just be a matter of approach-the two "sides" may not really be hopelessly far apart-but it is hard to believe much significant progress will be made
until these issues are set straight.

•

[From the Medical World News. July 12, 1974]
THE LINES OF CANCER RESEARCH
IN THE WAR AGAINST CANCER, EXPERTS DO BATTLE OVER HOW MUCH TO SPEND ON
"CURABLE" PATIENTS, HOW MUCH ON BASIC BESEABCH

Most people who get cancer die because of it. It is true, as previous articles in
this series have indicated, that during the past ten years there bas been some
remarkable progress in treating-even curing-a few relatively uncommon
forms of cancer. And it is apparent to constant observes of the "politics" of
cancer that both the American Cancer Society und the National Cancer Institute
are placing new emphasis on the posith·e things that can be said about this horrible killer. "In the 1930s fewer than one cancer victim in five was being saved,"
spokesmen for both groups frequently tell audiences. "Today, we're saving one
in three."
That sounds like progress, and it is. Advances in surgery and radiation therapy, along with the udvent of chemotherapy, have certainly given physicians.
new powers in their fight against cancer. And, to add further hope, there is immunotherapy, admittedly still in experimental stages but coming along fast. As
Dr. 'Viliam D. Terry, NCI's chief immunologist, says, "Immunotherapy today
is in about the same stuge of development that chemotherapy was ln a decade
ago."
But for all this, the fact remains that cancer is anything but a curable disease.
The ACS' own figures tell the story. "Of every six persons who get cancer ( exclusive of superficial skin cancer and carcinoma in situ of the uterine cervix)
today, two will be saved and four will die. Numbers one and two will be saved.
Number three will die but might have been saved had proper treatment been
received in time. Numbers four, five, and six will die of cancers that cannot yet be
controlled; only the results of research can 8ave these patients."
These are the facts. Since December 1971, when President Nixon signed the
~ational Cancer Act, as a "Christmas present to the nation," this country has
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been engaged in an expensive war on cancer, launched to do something to change
the facts. The director of the NCI, Dr. Frank J. Rauscher Jr., is the commander
of the cancer crusade.
The war on cancer is really two wars. One pits physicians and scientists
against tumors; the other bas cancer researchers fighting each other. The National Broadcasting Company aptly dubbed it the "war within the war," and it
is being waged over money. Prior to December 1971, when the cancer institute
was just an institute like any other within the National Institutes of Health
and cancer research was conducted without the fanfare of a national campaign,
the total NCI budget was $233 million (for fiscal 1971), a sizable sum even then.
With the signing of the cancer act, however, came more money. In fiscal 1972,
the NCI got an increase of $145 million. filling its coffers to a munificent $378
million. In 1973, Congress told the NCI it could spend $492 million. But the
President's Office of :Management and Budget said "nothing doing" and gave
the NCI only $432 million. In 1974, there was more haggling, with the White
House taking a conservative stand; but the NCI came up with a total of $589.2
million, in part because the courts ordered the release of money impounded the
previous year, mouey added on now to 1974 budgets. (The President's original
request for 1974 was $500 million.) Tbe NCI will spend at least $600 million in
fiscal 1975, and that is a lot of money to fight about.
How much money should be spent on cancer control that, among other things,
is focused on saving the person the ACS calls patient number three, the one who
might have been saved if only he bad received the right care soon enough? How
much should be spent on basic research, on helping patients four, five, and six
who, as things stand now, are doomed no matter what anyone does7 Theoretically,
these should not be mutually exclusive goals; but practically, even with the
comparatively vast resources of the cancer war, there does not seem to be enough
money to go around.
Because of the progress that has been made in diagnosing and treating cancer,
the NCI has arrived at new feelings about what now constitutes the "best available care" for cancer victims and is attempting to make it widely available
through various means. Certainly, some dissemination of the latest therapeutic
advances takes pince through the Comprehensive Cancer Centers (CCC) program. (There will soon be some 18 CCCs throughout the country, and the NCI
estimates that about half of the U.S. population will be within half a day's
drive of one of them.) More formally, efforts to make sophisticated information
widely available are made through the Cancer Control Program. It is through
this program, for example, that physicians might learn about the NCl's conviction that a "team approach" to the cancer patient ls best--0ne in which the
skills of the surgeon, radiologist, and chemotherapist are brought to bear from
the start. In fiscal 1974, this program will cost $34 million.
Dr. Rauscher calls the Cancer Control Program "the most important new
component of the National Cancer Program. It is just not right to have some
child die of leukemia just because he doesn't live in the right town. We have the
know-how to save them-we're probably reaching only 50% now-and we've got
to reach more."
No one is about to come out and flatly disagree with that, but there are individuals in the cancer community who believe that the emphasis on the here
and now is unwarranted in light of th·e fact that funds for research are restricted.
Some of these persons sit on the National Cancer Advisory Board, the Presidentially appointed body that oversees the conduct of the war on cancer. Generally,
they prefer to stay out of a public debate on the issue although they speak out
in private and, reportedly, in closed sessions of the board.
One of the more articulate spokesmen for the primacy of research is not a
member of the board but is, nonetheless. influential in cancer circles. Dr. Lewis
Thomas, president of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York,
is a crusader against what he calls "halfway technology" and against the presumption that science knows enough about cancer to mount any kind of organized
attack on it. Of halfway technology, he has written: "This represents the kinds
of things that must be done after the fact, in efforts to compensate for the
Incapacitating el'J'ects of certain diseases whose course one ls unable to dp very
much about. It Is a technology dei<!gned to make up for diseases or to postpone
death . . . . l\Iuch of what is done in the treatment of cancer, by surgery, irradiation, and chemotherapy, represents halfway tecbnolo~v. In the sense that these
measures are directed at the existence of already established cancer cells, but not
at the mechanism by which cells become neoplastic.

"It is a characteristic of this kind of technology that It costs an enormous
amount of money and requires a continuing expansion of hospital facilities. There
ls no end to the need for new, highly trained people to run the enterprise. And
there is really no way out of this, at the present state of knowledge."
Control programs in general have not fared well at the NIH, in the NCI or
any of the other institutes in which they once existed. The idea seemed to be
that the proper mission of the NIH is research, not the delivery of medical
care in any general form, and so, control programs were discontinued. This
disturbed members of the House of Representatives Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce considering enactment of the National Cancer Act during
deliberations prior to its passage. "The committee was very disturbed to find
in its study of the cancer problem that identifiable funding for cancer control
programs cleared with fiscal year 1970 and that a number of the activities previously supported through these programs have in one way or another been
terminated or allowed to lapse," a committee report stated.
Favoring some "public health" aspects of a cancer program while also stating
that the NCI should not get into the business of practicing medicine, the committee declared: "The NCI should not be involved in extensive patient eare
activities to demonstrate the effectiveness of a particular technique or finding.
Yet the committee sees an important role for NCI in bridging the gap between
research and general medical application. Once the effectiveness of these findings
can be demonstrated-to the satisfaction of the scientific community-these
results or techniques should be expeditiously communicated to the medical
practitioner."
'l'he line between "demonstrating" and "delivering" care ls thin, and which
side of it the control program was going to end up on has been subject to differing interpretations from the start. It remains so now that the program is finally
getting under way after a slow start. In spite of what may seem to be the clear
intent of Congress, as expressed in the committee report, the law itself is less
clear, and-at the beginning-Dr. Rauscher had problems in getting agreement
on the extent of cancer control activities. He was supported by people on Capitol
Hill, particularly Rep. Paul G. Rogers (D-Fla.), and by the ACS, a strong
ally. In fiscal 1972, the Cancer Control Program did not have a nickel, but by
1973 It had been given special budgetary attention and got $7 million with
which to get started. Says Dr. Rauscher: "Significantly, Congress and the Office
of ~Ianagement and Budget provided new funding for cancer control, which
was not at the expense of funds for basic, fundamental research." Not everyone
agrees with the latter part of that statement.
Among the problems cancer control has had in getting started was finding a
director. The first one appointed did not work out well and was assigned to other
duties within the NCI. At the eleventh hour, his replacement was unable to move
to Washington for personal reasons. It was only a few months ago that Dr. Diane
Fink, who has been with the NCI since 1971, was named director of cancer control.
She says she has no illusions about the dimensions of the task she is taking on.

•

THE WAR ON CANCER: THAT'S WHEBE THE MONEY GOES

The simple fact that this country has legislatively declared war on cancer and
that the White House more or less endorses this war has meant that the money
available for cancer programs of various sorts has tripled since 1972. It is true
that Congress ls wllling to give the cancer program more than the President will
allow ; to that extent, the war on cancer is not being funded as well as some
people think it should be. Nevertheless, money for the cancer program Is nearly
double the amount earmarked for its nearest fiscal competitor, the National
Heart and Lung Institute.
The National Cancer Institute will spend $600 million In fiscal 1975. All told,
says NCI Director Rauscher, the cancer institute has been spending about 50
percent of its funds for grant-supported activities. With an increase of about $23
million from fiscal 1974, the NHL! will spend about $310 million. And for fiscal
1975, all of the other institutes combined received a total budget increase of
approximately $1 million.
.
Discussing the program with MWN, Dr. Fink said that the basic function of
cancer control is education---0f the public and of the practicing physician. There
are, she explains, three major intervention areas : cance~ prevention ; detecti?n,
diagnosis, and pretreatment evaluation; treatment, rehab1litatlon, and continurng
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care . .Among the program's more extensive projects is one begun last year to
disseminate information on effective therapy for three "curable" cancers-acute
lymphocytic leukemia, Hodgkin's disease, and non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. Chemotherapy will play an important role in this demonstration program, which designates seven "primary" hospitals to act as the focus of regional networks involving
120 community or "contributing" hospitals. The seven primary hospitals, at which
oncologists will demonstrate the "most effective methods of diagnosis and therapy
for all three types of cancer," are: Childrens Hospital of Los .Angeles; Children's
Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati; Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, N.H. ;
University of .Alabama Hospitals and Clinics, Birmingham; Children's Hospital,
Denver; New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center; and Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, New York City. The first year's operation, during which the program
was being organized, cost $2 million.
The control program is also preparing to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
Pap smear in detecting cervical cancer in a screening program of 42,000 women
(many members of minority groups) in the Southwest. That project will cost
$80,000.
Concern for the effectiveness of various educational programs aimed at teaching the public and health professionals alike about the dangers of smoking is
another item on the cancer control agenda. More than $1.5 million will be spent
"evaluating" them.
Many basic scientists are unhappy to see money from the cancer program going
into projects such as these, contending that it could be better spent on research
that may shed light on the fundamental aspects of cancer which, they believe,
will be necessary before any truly satisfactory clinical progress can be made.
The need for greater emphasis on fundamental research was spelled oot by
a committee of the Institute of Medicine-National .Academy of Sciences, appointed
to review the National Cancer Plan, the master plan for the war on cancer.
"It seems to us a defect of the cancer plan that the enormity of our ignorance
about cancer receives less emphasis than it merits. Much is said about the lines
of research that appear most promising today-virology, cellular immunology,
and genetics, for example-but too little acknowledgment is made of the genuine
possibility that any or all of today's leads ... could turn out to be the wrong
leads."
The Institute of Medicine committee, headed by Dr. Thomas who was, at
the time of the review, just moving to Sloan-Kettering from Yale, spoke for the
research community in asking whether the cancer program might become too
rigid and make too many presumptions about what is known. "It [the plan] ...
leaves the impression that ... given the right kind of administration and organization, the hard problems can be solved. It fails to allow for the surprises which
must surely lie ahead if we are really going to gain an understanding of cancer."
What might those surprises be? Which areas of basic research might reveal
truths about cancer? The committee boldly made a stab at some suggestions:
DNA replication, the cell cycle, regulation of transcription (the process by which
DNA passes its genetic information on to RN.A), regulation of membrane assembly and function, cell differentiation, regulation of protein synthesis, and all
aspects of cellular immunity. The point the committee wished to make is that
the NCI consider funding many kinds of basic work, whether they are clearly
labeled cancer research or not .
.Although there are dozens of ways to go about looking for basic information
about cancer cells, there is a common denominator for them all. Scientists are
looking for "differences." In what ways, they ask. are cancer cells different
from normal cells. The one distinguishing feature of malignancy is, of course,
well known. Cancer is characterized by-in fact defined as---uncontrolled growth.
In drcumstances in which normal cells show self-restraint, cancer cE>lls show
none, proliferating without regard for the normal tissue they are destroying in
their wake. The question is why?
One area of basic researC'h that has received growing attention during recent
years is the stud:v of the cell surface or membrane. It is clE>ar that the surface
nroperties of tumor cE>lls differ from those of normal ones, hoth in the antigens
thPy possess and in the structure of the mpmhrane itself. There 11re man:v
rpsearchprs in this field. Says Dr. Garth L. Nicolson of the Salk Institute in
San Diego: "The cell surfaC'e is the critical structure by which cells rPcognizP
11nd C'ommunicate with one another. The surface is hounded by a ver~· thin
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membrane, approximately one half millionth of an inch, that is made up of
proteins, lipids, and sugar molecules."
To see what happens to membrane molecules when a normal cell is transformed to a cancerous state, Dr. Nicholson, and bis colleagues grow them in
tissue culture. In a Petri dish, normal cells will grow until a contained population of cells forms a monolayer, or single covering. Tumor cells pile up on
top of one another. Using a lectin-a plant protein that binds to sugar molecules-as a probe, Dr. Nicolson discovered what may be an important difference
between tumor and normal cells. When normal cells come into contact with
one another, he has reported, they modify their surfaces by dramatically increasing concentrations of a particular sugar residue in their membranes. Tumor
cells show no such surface modification, continuing to grow as though they
had not recognized the presence of other cells in the environment. "Thus," says
Dr. Nicolson, "the processes that regulate the growth of normal cells may, in
part, be signaled in normal cells by this change In sugar polymers."
Nobel laureate Robert W. Holley, also of the Salk Institute, is another membrane investigator, although bis version of how things work Is somewhat different from Dr. N'icolson's. Dr. Holley bas been looking at normal and malignant cells in culture and at temperature-sensitive mutants-cells that behave
normally when Incubated at high temperatures and that behave malignantly
at low temperutures. What Dr. Holley finds Is that cell behavior is related to
concentrations of vurious nutrients In its environment-in this case, culture
medium-and that a cell may be what it eats.
"Growth is regulated by a complex interaction of many factors," he concludes,
rejecting the belief of many of his scientific colleagues that there are clear-cut
"on-off" switches in cells. Instead, he believes that normal cells divide when tbelr
Intracellular concentration of nutrients is adequate; in other words, when they
have had enough to eat. This is all directly related to membranes because it is
through the membrane that nutrients enter the cell. Dr. Holley postulates that
certain "serum factors" that he is trying to characterh:e may affect the permeability of the membrane and, therefore, control the flow of nutrients to the cell.
Theoretically, in cancer, changes in the membrane may be such that the cell ls
no longer under the influence of these regulatory serum factors. Nutrients enter
without restriction. The cells divide continuously.
From a slightly different perspective, immunologists are also interested In cell
membranes because it is there that antigens of various sorts reside. All cells, normal and malignant alike, have surface antigens. They are among the components
or features of the cell that give it its unique identity. Those on tumor cells are
unlike antigens on normal ones and label the tumor cells as "foreign" and, therefore, In ideal circumstances, susceptible to recognition and destruction by the
immune system.
According to one theory, known as "Immune surveillance," cells of the immune
system are constantly surveying the body, on the lookout for foreign cancer cells.
It may even be possible that the immune system evolved for the purpose of protecting against cancer, some investigators hypothesize.
The immune system Is divided into two parts. One line of defense Is built of B
(bone marrow-derived) cells that make antibody. The other Is composed of T
(thymus-derived) cells of T lymphocytes that provide what is known as "cellular
immunity." It Is this part of the system, many investigators believe, that bears
primary responslbllity for coping with cancer.
.
During the past couple of years, there has been notable progress m studies of
the immune system, which Dr. Robert W. Baldwin of the U~iversity of Not~lng
ham England summarized at a recent meeting of the American Cancer Society.
He ~aid that it is known that both experimentally induced and spontaneous tumors in animals frequently "express" cancer antigens, and that the nature of
these antigens seems to be related to the agent that induced the cancer In the first
place. For eX'tlmple, cancers induced by chemicals have ~ne type. of antigen. Those
caused by viruses have another. Jn the case of viruses, m fact, 1t bas been shown
that the antigens or Immune properties of the virus and those of the tumor are
related indicating considerable specificity.
Hum~m tumors, too, ~bow specificity in the antigens they express. There are, for
example antigens thought to be characteristic of breast cancer. And there is
evidenc~ that many human tumor antigens are actually f.etal antige~s that, for
some reason, are being re-expressed in adulthood. This observat10n, among
others, bas lead to the idea that cancer is really a problem of cellular maturation
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or differentiation. (Carcinoembryonie antigen and alphafetoprotein are in this
category; they appear to have usefulness in tumor diagnosis and in monitoring
the therapeutic course of patients with certain types of cancer.)
For reasons that are not yet understood, there are times when tumor cells
elude the ability of the immune system to handle them. Paradoxically, one explanation, first put forth by Drs. Karl and lngegerd Hellstrom of the University of
Washington in Seattle, is that antibodies or some other factor in blood serum
blocks the cancer antigens, masking them as it were.
Dr. Baldwin discusses an extension of that idea. "The view, now gathering acceptance, is that growing cancer cells release or 'shed' cancer distinctive antigens
from the cell surface into the tissue surrounding the cancer growth and ultimately into the circulation. The released cancer substance will combine specifically with circulating cancer-specific antibodies also in the circulation so that
there are a number of ways in which cancer-directed immunity can be inhibited."
The picture becomes more and more complex as research continues.
Dr. Alexander R. Lawton of the L'niversity of Alabama in Birmingham looks
at the immune system and cancer from the point of view of B-cell differentiation
and the need to understand the ways in which cells "talk to each other." Differentiation, he notes, occurs as a consequence of gene expression. "It is possible
to make the generalization that a critical factor in initial steps of differentiation
for an uncommitted cell is supplied by other cells in its immediate environment.
This concept of inductive differentiation microenvironments is particularly well
illustrated in the development of the immune system."
With Drs. Max D. Cooper and Paul Kincade, Dr. Lawton has worked out a
scheme to account for B-cell differentiation. The cell starts out life as an uncommitted stem cell, first found in the yolk sac of embryos, and then migrates
through the bloodstream to the fetal liver. There, controlled by influences supplied by its environment, it becomes a B-cell, first recognizable as such by its
ability to synthesize a particular immunoglobulin, lgM. Unlike plasma cells
that also synthesize antibody (in large quantities), the B-cell makes only small
amounts of lgM, which it tucks into its membrane. There, Dr. Lawton says, the
B-cell-made antibody acts as the cell's trigger mechanism, reacting to antigens
to which the cell is exposed. Under normal conditions, the B-cells presumably
then direct the synthesis of antibodies suitable for the situation.
But there are certain B-cell malignancies in which it is apparent that the
ability of the population of cells to differentiate properly is impaired. One of
these is chronic lymphocytic leukemia in which the B-cells proliferate, slowly but
continuously. Another is multiple myeloma. B-cells at a more mature stage of
development than those in lymphocytic leukemia are, again, growing out of control. "The importance of control of differentiation in understanding malignancy
has probably not received the attention it deserves," Dr. Lawton says, although
he is hopeful that further studies of lymphocytes will contribute a solution to
the problem.
In most cases, it is the ability of cancer cells to metastasize that is the most
frustrating (and fatal) aspect of the disease. Immunologist faaiah .T. Fidler of
the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine believes that surface properties of the tumor cell determine whether it will or will not spread. He maintains
that it is the tumor cell that manipulates the immune response, not the other
way around, and that there may be two functionally different typei; of immune
cells, "one of them stimulatory and the other inhibitory."
Dr. Fidler and his associates have been investigating the role of lymphoryt!'s
and macrophag!'s in the phenomenon of tumor growth and spr!'ad. What they
suggest is that lymphocyteR may play a dual role, sometimes >itimulating and
sometimes inhibiting tumor growth hut that marrophages, once rerruited into
action by sensitized lymphocytes, are uniformly anticancer agents. He h!'lieves
that if macrophages could be suitably Rensitized. they could come to play a
major role in cancer therapy.
l\Iolecular biology and immunology are gaining new recognition for th!'ir role
in the study of cancer. Virology, one of the fields that had dominat!'d mn<>!'r research during the past decade, continues to flourish, although its directions are
,..han~ng. During the past few years. the search for a human canc!'r virns haR
heen intense and highly competitive. Scientists hoped that if only they could get
their hands on the human cancer virns--or viruses-they all h!'liev!'rl to he
present in tumors. they could desi11:n a simple and effective way to eliminate
cancer. It has not proved to be nearly that simple.
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Those human cancer viruses that have been reported, always with much
fanfare, have turned out to be animal viruses after all. And now, as virologists
probe tumor cells with new sophistication, they are becomnig more concerned
with finding "footprints" of viruses, or pieces of \·irus, than they used to be with
getting the whole virus itself. Dr. Sol Spiegelman, director of the Institute for
Cancer Research at Columbia University, put things in perspective somewhat
glibly recently with this prediction: "I predict that one or two cancer laboratories
in the U.S. will succeed in isolating a human cancer virus this year or, if they
don't, big deal."
•
One of the principal cancer virus theories promulgated recently is the oncogene
hypothesis put forward in 1969 by Drs. Robert J. Huebner and George J. Todaro
of the NCI. Simply put, they propose that every cell in the body contains the
genetic information necessary for the production of C-type RNA viruses, known
to cause cancer in animals, and that it is this "oncogene" that causes cancer in
man when it is turned on or "depressed" by some event.
Dr. Spiegelman claims he has data that show that the oncogene hypothesis is
not true, especially because it says that the genetic information for cancer is
present in every single cell from the beginning of life. In the past few months,
he has studied twins, one of whom bad leukemia and one of whom did not. By
using a technique called molecular hybridization (which he pioneered), he has
shown that there is genetic information in the cells of the leukemic twin that
suggests the presence of a tumor virus-but no such information in the cells of
the healthy twin.
Dr. Robert C. Gallo and bis colleagues at the NCI also suggest that the oncogene theory may be incorrect and in need of some modification. Dr. Gallo, who
has been looking at the role of RNA viruses in animal and human cancer, says:
"The weight of evidence appears to be moving away from the concept that
'oncogenes' exist in cells in a dormant state and toward the idea that oncogenic
sequences [of viral genetic information] are acquired by genetic modification
of cell genes that then become associated with other viral genes."
Both Drs. Spiegelman and Gallo are among those whose studies make use of
information that can be olitained by looking for reverse transcriptase in cells.
First discovered in 1971 by Dr. Howard :\I. Temin of the ~IcArdle Laboratory for
Cancer Research at the University of Wisconsin and Dr. David Baltimore of the
:'\<Iassachusetts Institute of Technology, reverse transcriptase has played an
important role in cancer virology. It is an enzyme that allows an RNA virus to
make DNA, reversing the usual DNA-to-RNA process of genetic transcription
and bas given researchers new ways of probing cells for viral information.
Dr. Gallo and Dr. David Gillespie, also of the NCI, have just suggested a new
theory aliout cancer and viruses. They call it RNA processing. They support the
notion that the normal function of RNA viruses is not to cause cancer, but to aid
in the process of differentiation and development. Cancer arises when there is an
error in their expression, when the process of converting the genetic information
they contain goes awry.
"The possible relation between RNA processing and the production of RNA
tumor virus genomes is important not only from the point of view of understan<ting how frank animal tumor viruses originate and are maintained in cells.
but it is also useful as a basis for evaluating human cancer," say Drs. Gallo and
Gille><pie. "If an unusual mode of RNA nrocessing can be generally documented
in human tumor cells and the responsible event elucidated, then a single mode
of therapy aimed at this event may be useful in the treatment of neoplastic
diseases."
For the busy clinician facing his cancer-stricken patient today these lines of
fundamental research hold out at best a hope for men and women he may never
see in his lifetime. But his interest can never be put into neat categories labeled
"academic" and "practical." When the war on cancer is finally won, the observations of informed physicians will play a Yitai part in the victory, as they do In
bringing the best available care medicine can provide to cancer victims now.

Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee stands in recess, subject to
the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 2 :20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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NATIONAL CANCER ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974
----~---

MABcH 20, 1974.-0rdered to be printed

Mr.

KENNEDY,

from the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 2893]

The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, to which was referred
the bill (S. 2893} to amend the Public Health Service Act to improve
the national cancer program and to authorize appropriations for such
program for the next 3 fiscal years, having considered the same, reports
favorably thereon with an amendment (in the nature of a substitute),
and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.

I. Accomplishments of the National Cancer Program

•

The Committee feels that since its inception a little more than two
years ago, the National Cancer Program has made substantial progress.
'Io some observers, research progress has seemed roo slow, yielding
few significant reductions in the overall impact of the disease. But,
dramatic progress has been achieved against several types of cancer
and hopefully other cancers may soon yield to new and exciting
research approaches now underway. The difficulty of the cancer prob
lem is illustrated by the fact that in spite of the progress that has been
made, one of every four of our citizens will develop cancer in their
lifetime. According to the present trends, 665,000 new cases and nearly
350,000 deaths from cancer are expected in 1974.
There has boon little improvement in life expectancy, for examP.le,
for patients with cancers of the pancreas or lung. For patients with
pancreatic cancer, survival rates have shown no improvement in the
past 20 years, while incidence of the disease has risen sharply. It is
now the fifth most common cause of death from cancer in the United
States.
Lung cancer kills more Americans than any other type of canceran estimated 72,000 persons will die of the disease this year-and its
incidence has more than doubled since 1947 in both men and women.
4
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One of the most frustrating aspects of lung cancer is that cigarette
consumption continues unabated despite knowledge that the toll from
this disease would be sharply reduced in future years by a comparable
reduction in cigarette smoking now.
.
Yet there have been heartening advances. Forty years ago only one
out of every five cancer patients could be expected to be free of n.ll
evidence of cancer five years after treatment. By llt70 that figure was
one out of three. Improvements in life expectancy. for patients with
acute lymphocytic leukemia and Hodgkin's disease following aggressive treatment are well documented. This past fall the National Cancer
Institute reported improvements in the percentage of patients surviving three years or longer following diagnosis of cancers of the urinary
bladder, brain, larynx, prostate and thyroid, as well as among patients
with chronic lymphocytic leukemia, multiple myeloma or melanoma
of the skin.
The National Cancer Program is gaining ground against many
forms of the disease and this effort will help ensure maximum snstained progress against all forms of cancer. vVhile strengthening the
ability of NCI to mount a broader, more intensive research attack, the
Act also charges the National Cancer Institute with developing and
coordinating a national strategy against cancer. Furthermore, the
agency is given new responsibility for ensuring that research results
are quickly and systematically pnt into widespread use for cancer
prevention, detection, diagnosis and treatment.
The development and coordination of the National Cancer Program
involves, first, the development of a consensus among clinicians and
laboratory .scientists about the direction, content and pace of the research program. The overall program strategy involves the systematic
sharing of cancer information by public and private agencies throughout this country and abroad. It requires continued assessment of resources needs and logistical pla,nning to meet those needs. In some
cases, it necessitates the redeployment of existing facilities, the rapid
evoluti6n of new kinds and combinations 'of research support, the
reassignment of science management responsibilities, and the development of new mechanisms of technological transfer and information
·
retrieval and application~
Cancer Biology
In studi.es of cells in tissue culture, work is in progress to identify
changes in .cell metabolism that accompany malignant trµ.nsformation.
A number of ahnormal properties of transformed cells~ for example,
Eeem to be related to their inability to accumulate a chemical compound, cyclic adenosine monophosphate, that facilitates normal processes within cells.
Research in cancer immunology has been expanded, based partly on
clinical observations that patients with defects m immunity have a high
incidence of cancer. Cancer cells are, in a sense, foreign to the body.
And the imm~me system seems to recognize them and to react to them.
Although the reaction usually is not sufficiently strong to destroy the
tumor co~p,letely, tpere are .ways to. stimulate the _immune s;yste~ so
that it is more effective. Studies of this system have rmportant implications to det~tion and. dia~osis as well as treatment of cancer, and
attention has been given this past :year to planning a greatly expanded,
coordinated national program of immunologic research.

•
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· Other· ;factors are also involved. in malignant tr1msformation. For
example{ a chemiCal, isolated from some cance.rs, ~duces rapid gro\vth
of.blood. capillaries supplying the malignant tumor~ It is th01.1ght that
t.his bapillary-inducing tumor factor must be present btjfore the tumor
can grrow laTger than a few millimeters in size. With furj;hei; st~dy and
understanding, this factor, too, may eventually be exploited .for cancer
·
· · · · · ··
· ·
·prevention and treatment.
aaitse and; :Preventi®
·The• l'hh·d .National Cancer Survey, still being analyzed, provides
incidence and prevalence data for the years 1969 through 1971 for
seven metrop()htan areas, two entire states, and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico. Making the necessary statistical adjustments and excluding common skin cancers, the Survey findings indicate that approxima~el;y W0,000 new caRc~rs _were diagnosed in this country in 1969.
ThIS figure represents an mcidence of 318 new cases of cancer for each
100,000 people in the U.S. population. The incidence for blacks (338)
is substantially higher than for whites (311). The difference is par~
ticularly large between black males (371) and white males (335 ).
A number of trends are worth noting, based on comparisons with a
1947-48 survey of ten cities:
The incidence among males increased almost 9 percent, while
the incidence among females decreased 13 percent. The contrasting trend between the sexes was particularly marked among
blacks.
·
Thb increase among males is due largely to a substantial increase in the incidence of cancers of the lung and prostate, and a
lesser increase in the incidence of colon cancer. The combination
of these increases more than counterbalances the drop in the inci·
·
·· ·
dence 9f gastric and rectal cancers.
The · overall decrease among females reflects drops in the ·incidence of cancers of the uterme cervix {invasive}, stomach and
. rectmn: ..The only site with an important rise in incidence among
1
• •
women is the· lung-the rate doubled from 6 .to 12 per 100,000.
Previously, excesses of cancer incidence have been associated with
oceupation~related hazards of steelworkers, smelter refinery workers,
asbestos workers, uranium miners, and others. In view of the impor~
tance of such exposures as a source of cancer, the national program
has become more heavily involved in occupational epidemiology, in
cooperation with the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health, the Environmental Protection Agency, and other Government
agencies.
·
Discovery of relationships between exposure to environmental chemicals and the development of cancer in man has usually been the first
stev toward knowledge .about specific cancer c.auses: This provides the
rationale for an extensive research effort to identify cancer-causinO',
or carcinogenic, chemicals in our environment.
,..,
Because almost all materials that have been demonstrated to be
carcinogenic in man have also been found to be carcinoO'enic in animals-and because there is no ethical, sure way to t~t for carcinogenicity in humans-tests for carcinogenic hazards in anima]s
have been develop~d and are being continuously improved. Approximately 1,000 chemicals have been found to cause cancer in animals
out of about 6,000 that have been tested.
'
1
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Viruses are probably responsible for at least some human cancers.
They cause many animal canceTS. The possibility of finding viruses or
any of the tell-tale viral proteins in human cancers he.a increased
enormously with the devel~pment of (1) new immunol.ogical ~nd bi?chemical methods of detection, (2) specific ways to activate viruses m
tissues, and (3) other techniques to detect viral activities o.t. the molecular level. One viral protein of particular importance is an enzyme
called reverse transcriptase. This enzyme is found in tumor viruses
of the ribonucleic acid (RNA) type and is thought to be a necessary
element in the ability of these viruses to convert infected cells from
normal to malignant. Once a virus is identified and its role in causing
one or more types of cancer in humans is established, it may be possible
to develop means to neutralize its activity. For example, it may be
possible to develop chemical compounds to inhibit or block enzymes
or other molecular activity of the virus in cancer cells, thereby killing
the cancer cells or reverting them to normal. Identification of such
viruses also could lead to ways to detect some cancers and to measure
the success or failure of treatment in humans.
Detect-ion and DiflgnosU!
At the present time,. most physicians believe that early diagnosis of
cancer offers the best means to reduce mortality among cancer patients. Small cancers that have not yet spread can be removed surgically with an excellent probability of cure. Even if the surgeon
cannot remove all the tumor, the earlier the disease is diagnosed, the
better are the results and radiation and drug treatments. This is likely
to be true for some years to come, despite the increasingly productive
research effort on therapy with dru~ and other modalities of treatment. Further, evaluation and application of the many exciting research results in chemical and viral carcinogenesis will require still
longer to reduce e1mcer incidence.
The science of immunology has developed rapidly in recent years.
An important application of 'research results in this field lies in the
early diagnosis of cancer. In recognition of this. applicability, National Cancer Progi:am research in immunodiagnosis has been
expanded.
An increasingly important part of this program is the effort to
identify cancer antigens, chemical substances associated with malignant cells and thus candidates for the development of specific immunodiagnostic tests. One such test is for the carcinoorobryonic antigen (CEA) often associated with bowel cancer. Althous-h the CEA
antigen does not, as originall1' hoped, specifically d1agno&i this
disease, it is very useful as a 'marker" to follow the progress of
patients under treatment for various cancers.
Cytologic examination, the study of the characteristics of individual
cells, has been used for some 30 years in a procedure known as the
P.ap smear .for .the diagnos~s of. ceryical canc~r and precancerous condit10ns. This kind of exammation Is now bemg used also for cells in
sputum to diagnose lung cancer.
The Pap smear is the most important.means for decreasing mortality
from cervical cancer in this country, which could be reduced further
by regular testing of all women. However, the number of tests that
4
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would be done would ovenvhelm the technicians available to do them.
Automated analysis has been attempted in many laboratories and
althouO'h systems being developed are not perfect, use of lasers and
other ~ew technology may reduce the number of specimens that technicians must examine, by identifying all of the clearly normal
specimens.
.
.
.
Radiologic techniques are very impmtant in the diagnostic localization of cancers in individual patients. Cancer of the breast can be
screened by X-rays, using a conventional film technique known as
mammography or the newer technique of xeroradiography. Thermo•rraphv or the newere technique of xeroradiographv. Thermography
;nd ultrasound are two other techniques under study in the diagnosis
of breast cancer-attempting to detect the presence of tumors by
abnormalities in surface temperatures or transmission of sound,
respectively.
A major advance in the clinical diagnosis of cancer has come from
,Japan in the development of fiberoptic examining instruments for
detection of tumors bv direct observation deep within body passages.
These instruments employ bundles of tiny glass fibers which can be
bent without distorting the image, or "picture" they convey. The devices include a fiberoptic colonoscope for visualization of the large
intestine and a fiberoptic bronchoscope for probing all the major areas
of the lung.

Treatment

•

The long-term objective of cancer treatment is to cure or control .
cancer in man. Immediate goals are to increase the number o:f patients
responding to therapy and to prolong the period of disease-free remission and survival.
Surgery, radiation and chemotherapy, either singly or in combination, have all been shown to be effective against particular cancers.
In many instances, cure is achieved through removal or dei'truction of
localized cancer, before it has spread to other parts of the body. Snrgery and radiotherapy are the two major therapeutic approaches for
the eradication of localized disease. Surgery is sometimes more successful when both the tumor and the nearby' involved lymph nodes are
removed. Radiothernpy is used to treat cancers that cannot be removed
snrgically. If metastasis has occurred, chemotherapy presently offers
the greatest hope.
In general, various combinations of drugs or various combinations
of treatment methods have yielded better results than single-drug or
single-modality cancer treatment. On this basis, further studies seek
to exploit the practicality of both combination chemotherapy and
combination modality therapy.
A wide variety of single rlrugs with different mechanisms of action'
have been shown capable of illducing complete remission of acute
lymphocytic leukemia for varying periods in anywhere from 7 to 50
percent of the children treated, depending upon the drug used. The
same agents used in various combinations have been able to induce
complete remission in 76 to 97 percent of the patients, a result clearly
superior to the best of single agents.
During the last decade, not only has the number of useful leukemia
drugs doubled, but clinical investigators have markedly improved
5
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their ability to control often fatal complications of the disease. Transfusions of white blood cells have been. successful in combating some
infections, for example, and transfusions of blood platelets are effective in controlling hemorrhage. In a few studies, relatively germfree hospital rooms achieved through laminar air filtration systems
are also significantly reducing the number of serious infections among
leukemia patients. Using the best comprehensive treatment, five-year
survivals have been achieved in some studies in up to 50 percent of
patients with childhood leukemia.
Similarly, the prognosis of patients with Hodgkin's disease has
steadily improved. Of those treated with a combination of four drugs
(MOPP), between 60 and 70 percent of the patients are alive more
than five years after the beginning of treatment, an.d more than a third
of them have remained continuously free of the disease. By contrast,
only 10 to 20 percent of patients treated with a single agent achieve
complete remission, which usually lasts for only 10 to 30 weeks.
In breast cancer, there are six single drugs that produce a siguificant
decrease in tumor size in 20 to 30 percent of the treated patients with
advanced disease. This response is about the same as that observed
with hormonal a~ents in cases of breast cancer without regard to stage
of the disease. Combination regimens using the same six drugs can
achieve significant temporary decreases in tumor size in approximately 60 percent of patients. These are not cures, but inte£;ration of
combmation chemotherapy with earlier treatment modalities of sur~ry and radiotherapy clearly offers the best hope for increasing survival rates in breast cancer and other solid tumors.
The ability of surgery and radiotherapy to increase cure rates of
solid tumors is limited if small, often microscopic, traces of disease
are already present at distan.t sites at the time of initial therapy. In
such cases neither surgery nor radiotherapy of the primary tumor
reaches these remote traces of disease, which can grow and ultimately
result in death of the patient. Efforts to increase cure rates for solid
tumors therefore are increasingly using drugs with surgery and radiation in primary treat~ent. In developing such regimens, new drugs
an.d combinations are first tested against far-advanced disease. Those
showing positive results are then evaluated for primary treatment of
local and regional disease.
The T..1ung Cancer 'Vorking Group.is presently developing and implementing a protocol whereby patients with high risk of recurrence
arr. being treated utilizing various combinations of treatment methods
following initial surgery, including radiotherapy and combination of
drugs.
In the XCI Division of Cancer Treatment, the Brain Tumor Study
Group has been established to evaluate the treatment of malignant
brain tumors. Initial results indicate that the drug BCNU, a potent
nitrosurea, is of value in the treatment of malignant glioma, a common type of brain tumor. A more de~a.iled study just being concluded
has evaluated the use of BCNU and X-ray therapy separately and in
combination following initial surgery, and has compared 'findings
with those from a similar group of patients receiving beSt conventional
treatment of surgery alone. Preliminary results indicate combination
therapies are superior.
6
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The most promising new studies involving bone tumors have concerned Ewing's sarcoma, a usually fatal form of bone cancer occurring
in children and young adults. A seven-year collaborative investigation
indicates that intensive irradiation of 'the primary bone tumor can be
combined with drug therapy to prevent the spread of cancer to other
areas of the body. An increasing number of patients treated in this
way are now living without recurrence of disease.
In addition to Ewing's sarcoma of the bone, other cancers which
occur in children-vVilms' tumor, neuroblastoma, and retinoblastoma-are often cured with adequate radiation therapy given together
with chemotherapy, or surgery and chemotherapy. Results of irradiation combined with chemotherapy have been encouraging in the treatment of fatients with metastatic Wilms' tumor, a type of childhood
cancer o the kidney. Drug treatment given before and after radiotherapy has helped arrest retinoblastoma, a cancer of the eye, and preserved useful vision in children whose prospects for sight were otherwise unfavorable. Neuroblastoma, a cancer of the sympathetic nerve
tissue that usually occurs among children, is radiosensitive and often
can be eradicated by combining irradiation with chemotherapy.
An emerging mode of treating cancer is immunotherapy. In this approach, stimulation of the immune mechanism provides the body with
assistance in rejecting the tumor. Fqr example, preliminary research
with a tuberculosis vaccine, known as ECG (bacillus CalmetteGuerin) , suggests its potential usefulness in the treatment of some
cases of acute leukemia of childhood and of a malignant condition
called melanoma. Results have been reported in only a small number
of patients, however, and thus far are equivocal. Further studies are in
progress to establish the effectiveness of this approach.
Rehabilitation
Prior to the National Cancer Act of 1971, no national program
existed for rehabilitation of the cancer patient. Some State and voluntary agencies do provide exce1lent rehabilitation services to limited
numbers of cancer patients. However, only a few institutions in the
country are capable of providing a full range of rehabilitation services to cancer patients.
During the past year, a comprehensive planning effort was initiated
to develop a national rehabilitation program specifically for cancer
patients. }fore than 100 rehabilitation experts, social service professionals and former cancer patients cooperated with NCI in defining
specific rehabilitation research and demonstration projects.
Research and demonstration efforts will be directed toward changing pessimistic and fatalistic attitudes on the part of the medical
profession and the public toward the cancer patient. Rehabilitation
facilities, techniques, and educational programs for rehabilitation professionals will be developed. And projects will be supported to provide rehabilitation services to cancer patients in remote areas of the
country, as well as in major cancer centers.
Delivering Research Accomplishments to the People
Parallel in importance to research is the task of placing all usable
information and skills in the hands of medical practit10ners. The
National Cancer Act of 1971 underscored this effort in providing for
7
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additional ways of expanding and expediting the translation of research results into effective clinical practice. Specifically, the Act
authorizes the development of new comprehensive research and demonstration centers and the expansion of a specially identified cancer
control program.
Caneer Centers Program
The present centers program, which began in 1961, supports a broad
range of specialized preclinical and clinical research activities in +i
institutions. Because the 1971 Act provides for 15 new clinical research and demonstration centers, the National Cancer Institute. in
conjunction with the National Cancer Advisory Board, defined two
major categories of cancer centers: comprehensive national research
and demonstration centers, also called Comprehensive Cancer Centers, and specialized cancer centers.
By means of community outreach activitiPs, Comprehensive Cancer
Centers 'vill provide coordination and leadership within their geographic regions to assure the availability of complete care for inpatients and outpatients 'vith cancer. They will be responsible for
coordinating multiple sources of support for educational, clinical, and
research activities to produce a broad attack upon the complex problems of detection, diagnosis and treatment. Through a constant flow
of scientific information, progress made in these Centers will benefit
cancer patients throughout the country.
Cancer Control Program
To close the gap between cancer research and the practical application of research findings, in and out of centers, the National Cancer
Act of 1971 authorizes a Cancer Control Program. This new program encompasses projects of cancer prevention, detection and diagi1osis. and treatment and rehabilitation. Most activities will be aimed
at controlling the occurrence and impact of the ten leading causes of
cancer deaths in this country: cancers of the lung, colon, breast, pancreas, prostate, stomach, ovary and rectum, plus the leukemias ancl
lymphomas. Toward these ends, provisions will be made for the education of health professionals and the public, demonstrations to the
public and medical community, the development of model systems for
the treatment and management of cancer patients, and research seeking more effective means to utilize present knowledge about cancer.
The 'new Act provides discrete program recognition, separate funding, and specific, expanded responsibilities and authorities for these
activities. The Cancer Control Program was established in 1972 within
the Office of the Director of the National Cancer Institute, and began
operations with the guidance of appropriate advisory committees composed of professional experts and public leaders.
The Cancer Control Program has begun to define other projects that
can be started rapidly and have an impact in bringing proven research findings directly to the benefit of cancer patients. These include
demonstration projects in rehabilitation; telephone consultations linking physicians in practice with cancer specialists; and the co0rdination of a geographic area's medical facilites to provde comprehensive
cancer detection services for the population. Parallel efforts are being
launched to identify and establish cooperative linkages with cancei:·
control activities operated by other agencies-Federal, State and
local-;-and by voluntary and professional groups.
8
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Cooperative Programs
During the years since the passage of P.L. 92-218, an unparalleled
leYel of activity tied together the work and mission of the National
Cancer Institute with those of numerous Federal, State and local governmental agencies and with many private voluntary and professional
organizations. In addition, again following the mandate of the National Cancer Act of 1971, NCI has expanded its cooperative efforts in
the international sphere.
NIH
As a part of the largest biomedical research and development
agency of the Federal Government, the National Cancer Institute continues to cooperate with the other elements that comprise the National
Institutes of Health. There is a sharing of scientific knowledge as well
as common concerns.
Activities in other institutes that provide the basis for close rebtionships aud common interests among NCI scientists and their colleagues include:
Brain tumor research at the :Kational Institute ofSeurological
Diseases and Stroke
R[;search on hom1onal relationships to cancer at the National
Institute of Child Health and Hmnau Development
Cancer-related viral and immunologic studies at the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
Oral cancer studies at the National Institute of Dental Research
In addition, cancer research has been furthered by the broad programs of the National Institute of General Medical Sciences and the .
oth~r Institutes in support of research in the basic biomedical sciences.
The multitude of approaches to the control of cancer have benefited
m~d will continue to benefit from fnndamental studies in many fields of
science ..
lnteragency Activities
As indicated in foregoing sections of this report, substantial progress has already been made in coordinating cancer research arid control
acti,·ities conducted by Federal agencies as well as those of yoluntary
organizations.
Other specific arrangements made since the passage of Public Law
92-218 include a collaborative program for information exchange and
cooperation in research areas focusing on environmental chemicals that
cause caucer. In addition to NCI, the agencies involved are the Food
and Drug Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Xational Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, the National
Institute of Occupationa.l Safety and Health, and the National Center
for Toxicological Hesearch. Also, the Atomic Energy Commission, the
Department of the Army, the Occnp1i1itional Safety and Health Administration of the Department of Labor, the Department of Agricuiture, and others.
Cooperation in a variety of other activities is also in effect with
the Veterans Administration. Health Services and Mental Health Administration, and the Office of Na\·al Research. NCI, for example, provided funds to the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in 'Vashington,
D.U., to make appropriate modifications of a cyclotron and associated
facilities for preclinical research with fast ne11trons.
9
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State and Local Agencies
NCI hns utilized much of the material and data that have been provided through cancer registry pro~rams of several states. This information has provided valuable assistance in epidemiological studies
conducted through the NCI, including the Third National Cancer
Survey.
Cooperative activities with State and local health agencies, for
screenmg and diagnosis, are now ongoing. The educational role that
these agencies play in informing the public of the necessity of early
detection of cancer symptdms is vital to the mission of the Cancer
Control Program.
Voluntary Groups
There are a number of important private organizations, such as the
American Cancer Society, the Leukemia Society of America, the
Damon Runyon Cancer Foundation, the Candlelighters, and a large
number of local and regional groups, each of which supplements and
complements Federal cancer prog_i:ams in effective and important ways.
Through these organizations millions of Americans raise funds and
do voluntary service in support of cancer research, professional and
public education about cancer, 0J1d patient services.
The American Cancer Society is a unique organization because of
its size, and because it so successfully bridges the lay and professional
communities to conduct extensive and comprehensive programs ranging from public education about cancer, to support of scientific research. Its yrograms reach into cities and towns across America,
thereby addmg a dynamic and crucial dimension to the National Cancer Program. Although NCI has collaborated with the American Cancer Society and other voluntary organizations for many years, the
National Cancer Act of 1971 calls for a new level of coordinated
endeavors. Toward this end, NCI and the American Cancer Society
have planned and are cofunding a network of projects for breast cancer detection as part of the NCl's Cancer Control Program.
l nternatWnaJ, A etivities
International activities of the National Cancer Institute have been
specially highlighted since the passage of P.L. 92-218 by an important
new program of cooperation between the United States and the Soviet
Union. As a result of the President's summit meeting in Moscow early
in 1972, a U.S.-U.S.S.R. health agreement was signed. This agreement called for sharing results from cancer, heart disease and environmental studies. The Institute has followed through on this initiative,
and specific joint activities are under way in chemotherapy, virology,
immunology and genetics of tumor cells. These include:
Exchange of specialists, including short-term visits of senior scientific investigators of corresponding institutes for the development of
concrete plans for cooperative research and for familiarization with
results of ongoing research ; and long-term. visits by young specialists
for detailed study of particular problems.
Exchange of antitumor agents for preclinical and clinical study and
materials such as viruses, reagents, and biological specimens for basic
research.
Joint meetings for discussion of specific questions of the chemotherapy and viral origins of diverse types of cancer.
10
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Joint publications on cancer virus research and chemotherapy.
Exchange of information on chemotherapy and virology.
The International Union Against Cancer, with headquarters in
Geneva, Switzerland, and the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC), with new facilities in Lyon, France, are receiving
financial support from NCI. So, too, is the European Organization
for Research on Treatment of Cancer. During the past year, for
example, in collaboration with the Union and the World Health
Organization, NCI sponsored a conference on childhood cancers.
Major recommendations from that conference will be implemented
by some 80 countries throughout the world and are expected to have
considerable impact on the course of childhood cancer research.

II. Need for Legislation-Hearings
The National Cancer Act of 1971 expires June 30, 1974. On January 24, 1974, Senators Kennedy and J'avits introduced S. 2893, the
National Cancer Act of 1974, designed to extend and improve the expiring authority for an additional three years.
Hearings were conducted by the Senate Health Subcommittee on
January 30, 1974, on S. 2893. Testimony in support of the legislation
was received from the following witnesses:
1. The Administration.
2. The President's Cancer Panel.
3. The Candlelighters.
4. A panel of cancer center directors including:
Dr. Emil Frei III, Director, Children's Cancer Research Foundation, Boston, Massachusetts.
John Durant, M.D., Director, Comprehensive Cancer Center,
University of Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama.
Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, Chairman, Department of Oncology,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota.
5. The Association of American Medical Colleges.
6. American Cancer Society.

III. Description of the Committee's Bill

•

The provisions of S. 2893, as introduced, included the recommendations of the National Cancer Advisory Board and the President's
Cancer Panel.
Basically, the National Cancer Advisory Board and the President's
Cancer Panel recommended that the program be extended for an
additional three years with increased funding levels (See section V) ;
that the current limitation in the Act for 15 comprehensive cancer
centers throughout the nation be removed; that the Act be clarified
to assure its continuation of Federal support for the training of cancer researchers of the future; that the authoritv in the Act resoectin<>'
constr.uction ass!stance be cla11~e~ so as to explicitly. permit the con~
struction of basic research facilities; that the authority of the Direc!or of the National Cancer Institute to employ expert consultants be
m~reased from 50 t? 100 such expe~; and that the ~uthority of the
Director of the N at10nal Cancer Institute be streamlmed in order to
permit the awarding of grants which do not exceed $35,000 in direct
costs.
11
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Jn executive sessiqn the Committee further amended the bill by
including a number of provisions which were suggested by one or
more of the witne.sses who testified January 30, 1974. The Committee
amendments are as follows:
1. The Committee has extended the authority of the National
Institutes of Health to let research contracts which expires June 30,
1974. The Committee has permanently extended this authority.
2. The Committee has amended section 407 ( b) of the Act by
including where appropriate data respecting nutritional programs
for persons under treatment for cancer.
3. In order to assure an adequate number of compet{lnt :tJersonnel
to administer the national cancer program, the Committee has
amended section 407(b) of the Act by mcluding the number and
types of personnel necessary to carry out the program in the submission of tiie annual budget estimate for the program to the President.
4. The Committee has also amended section 410A (a) to assure that
contracts be subjected to the peer review process.
5. The Committee has amended section 407(b) by including authority which requires the Director of the National Cancer Institute
t-0 conduct and contract for programs to disseminate and interpret
information res:pecting cancer.
6. The Committee has amended section 454 of the Act to require
the Senate to advise and consent in respect to the appointment of
future directors of the National Institutes of Health.
7. The Committee has included an amendment which would permanently extend the expiring section 601 of Publc Law 91-296 respecting the availability of appropriations for the Public Health Service
Act and the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental
Health Centers Act of 1963.
8. Finallv1 the Committee has amended Title IV of the Public
Health SerV1ce Act by establishing new authority which proposes to
establish the President's Biomedical Research Panel to be composed
of the chairman of the President's Cancer Panel and 4 members appointed by the President who are exceptionally qualified to appraise
the biomedical research program of the National Institutes of Health
(including the research program of the National Institute of Mental
Health). It further requires that at least three members of the President's Biomedical Research Panel shall be distinguished scientists or
physicians. The panel shall monitor the development and execution
of the biomedical research programs of NIH and shall report directly
to the President. Any delays or blocka~es in the rapid execution of
the NIH research program shall immediately be brought to the attention of the President and the Con~ss. At the request of the President, the panel shall submit for his consideration a list of IJ.ames of
persons for consideration for appointment as Director of the National Institutes of Health.
IV. Committee Views
A. President's Biomedical Research Pane,l
The Committee is alarmed that the integrity and vitality of this
Nation's biomedical research program conducted largely by the National Institutes of Health is now threatened. The Committee believes
12
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that the Administration's budgets of the last several years, now seriously call into question this Nation's leadership in the quest for new
knowledge upon which the medical sciences are based.
In enacting the National Cancer Act of 1971 the Committee intended to maximize the benefits of additional research opportunities
respecting cancer. The Committee did not intend that increases for
cancer research be funded at the expense of equally meritorious other
biomedical research. Regrettably thou~h, t~s Administrati~n has
chosen to consistently pursue such an ill-advised and short-sighted
policy·
·
· ,_..:i at its
•
h eanngs
·
Based upon testunony
which t h e Comnu.•ttee receiv""
on S. 2893, and based upon subsequent communications the Committee
has received (see No. IX-Appendix), the Committee believes decisive action is necessary to legislatively remedy this situation.
Accordingly, on February 19, 1974, Senator Kennedy, along with
Senators Beall, J avits, and Schweicker, introduced S. 3023, a bill to
to establish a President's Biomedical Research Panel to oversee
and monitor the biomedical research program of the National Institutes of Health (including the research programs of the National Institute of Mental Health). This panel is directly modelled after the
existing President's Cancer Panel and includes the chairman of the
President's Cancer Panel as one of its 5 members.
The Committee believes that the President's Biomedical Research
Panel will be as effective as the President's Cancer Panel has been
under the remarkable leadership of its Chairman, Mr. Benno C.
Schmidt.
In testimony before the Committee, the Association of American
Medical Colleges indicated:
The Association expressed its concern about the possible
adverse impact that the singling out of one institute :for special statu&l and authority would have upon the other institutes and divisions at the National Institutes o:f Health. During the past few yearsr budget requests of staff positions for
the National Cancer Institute have increased dramatically,
while the total budget request and staffing for the remaining
research components of the NIH have been reduced. The full
meaning o:f this situation is not clear, but the .Association is
nonetheless Ckeply concerned about its implications because
of the Association's concern for the welfare of all of the NIH
research programs. In order for the cancer program to be
effective, it must have imput from the other bioscience disciplines. If these activities are not adequately sta:ffed and
funqed, the e:ffectiveness of the cancer program must neceRsarily be impaired.
The.A~iati-0~ and its membership are in a~eement t?at
extensive b10med1cal research efforts are essential if medical
science is to discover the causes and to develop cures and
treatment for this oomplex of killer diseases.
.
The Association has repeatedly stressed that the besic
causes and nature of the cancerous process are unknown. The
nature of cancer is deeply embedded. in the. most elemental
13
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life processes and is an obscure and complex part of the life
cycle. Major further progress in the conquest of cance~ is, in
the final analysis, dependent upon greater understandmg of
. the intrica,te working of the basic life cell and its responses to
both internal and external forces.
It is important to realize that the new leads which seem
to offer proniise for advances in cancer have emerged in scientific fields .which at the same time were far removed from the
mainstream of scientific effort in cancer. These new efforts are
derived from, and are dependent upon, ·scientific achievements
in the fields of vfr.ology' immunology, genetics, and cell biology. ~9 one can predict with certainty the fields from which
will c'ome the f:iridings that will provide .further insights into
the 'nature of cancer. All bfoscientists, however' will agree
that real progress in •under8tanding cancer can oqly. crime
through greater understanding of the rondamental life proc..
.
·
..
·
esses of which ids a part.
The national attack upon cancer cannot be fought exdusively with programs sponsored by the National Cancer Institute. Cancer researcn is also dependent, in..part, upo:P. advances in the various biOscience.s which are sporisored by .the
other institutes at the Nlff-particularly the general basic
research programs of the NatiOnal Institute o(General Med. ical Sciences. . . . . · ·
.. ·
'
· ;
The 'Adniinistratic;in'~ ~ailm:e to per~ive the impoQ:a.hce
of the other NIH d1sc1plmes m the n,at10nal attack diam.st
cancer is evident :riot only in the lowered budgets of these.institutes, but also in the distribution of staff positions within
the NIH. Over. the past several years, the NIH as a whole
has suffered an outright loss of approximately 600 permanent
fulltime staff positions. In addition, over 350 more positions
have been transferred from the other institutes of the NIH to
the NCI and the Na~ional Heart and Lung Institute. The net
result has ·been a loss of approximately 950 staff positions
within the other institutes of the NIH~a loss which has seriously compromised the ability of the NIH staff to administer
the programs und!lr its ·direction._
•
.
The impact of the Administration's decisions,. on the
morale and effectiveness of NIH administrators is Clear. The
national biomedical research program established by the Congress. has been s.tymied by administrative fiat. The repeated
attempts to terminate. research training programs, abolish
peer review,. and reorganiz~ staffing pattern.s indicate all too
dearly that biomedical research and the nation's. health do
not hold a high priority within this Administration. Such an
att~tude cannot be allowed to stand unchallenged, ·
The Secretary :of Health, Education and Welfare, the Honorable
Caspar W; Wein~erger '·also testified in respect to the need to inaintain
the mtegnty of b1omed1calresearch when he stated: · ··
NCI op'eratiOl}S an~ only one of the 'aven:ues o! approach.
The um:Turstandmg of the abnormal growth and spread of
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cancer is inextricably linked to the biology of normal cells. ·
The National Cancer Act recognized that, "the present state
of our understanding of cancer is a consequence of broad
advances across the full scope of the biomedical sciences."
This ranges from the molecular biology of genetic control to
the biochemistry of cell membranes metabolism, and immunology. The National Institute of General Medical Sciences,
the National Institute of Aller~ and Infectious Diseases, the
Nation.al Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Digestive
Diseases, along with the National Cancer Institute and the
other Institutes, are responsible for exploring these -"fundamental life processes through support of basic research .
Tbese processes are still far from being fully understood.
Mr. Benno C. Schmidt, Chairman of the President's Cancer Panel,
also testified in respect to this problem area when he indicated:
We have also been deeply concerned about the cuts. whi~h
have occurred in the bud~ts of General Medical Sciences,
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Arthritis and Metabolic
Diseases, and the other Institutes. Neither the cancer program nor biomedical research in general can thrive if these
Institutes are not healthy. At the time we were urging on the
Congress and the Administration a greater effort in cancer,
we were very explicit in the position that the increased cancer effort should not be at the expense of other biomedical
research. I am not sure that the cancer effort has been the
cause of these other Institutes receiving less, but it is difficult
to prove the contrary when the cuts have in fact taken place.
Also, regardless of what would have been the case in other
circumstances, the fact is that this country cannot afford to
reduce the research efforts of these other Institutes at this
time. Therefore; we have urged the Office of Management and
Budget to give the highest priority to budget increases for
these Institutes. I am hopeful that the Budget for 1975 will
include increased appropriations for these Institutes.
The most recent example of the effectiveness of the President's
Cancer Panel can be found in a letter from President Nixon to Secretary Weinberger on January 29, 1974, (the day before the Committee's
hearings on S. 2893) which states in part:
I have followed progress on the attack on cancer carefully.
In addition, I have met with Benno Schmidt and other members of the President's Cancer Panel and have reviewed their
report and the report of the National Cancer Advisory Board
with great interest. It is my feeling that considerable progress
has been made in the attack on cancer in recent years and that
there is much hope for additional knowledge that can be developed in the future.
That is why I plan to ask for an additional $100 million
above last year's request of $500 million for the expanded attack on cancer in the budget that I will be submitting to the
Congress next MondaY.. I realize that this will result in
spending over $415 million more for this effprt next fiscal
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year than was available the year I took office, but I think the
dual goals of an expanded research effort to find the causes
of cancer along with more intensive demonstration and education programs to help prevent and control cancer warrant
this support.
The genesis of the authority for the Presi<lenes Cancer Panel dates
back to the actions of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives in its bill to authorize the
establishment of the National Cancer Program of 1971. In its report,
92-659, to accompany R.R. 11302, the House Committee stated:
The bill f.rovides for a three-man President's Cancer
Attack Pane, w~ose duty it will be to monitor the development of the natwnal cancer attack program and report directly to the President. The Committee recognizes the fact
that the President of the United States has man:y responsibilities and although the attack on cancer is a significant one,
it would be imJ?ossible for him to follow its progress on a
day-by-day basis. Therefore, direct oversight of the progra~ wil! ~ !lccomplished !hrough this panel of highly
quahfred md1viduals, who will meet at least twelve times
a year, to evaluate the program and make suggestions for
improvements, as well as to report directly to the President
on any delays or blockages in rapid execution of the program.
The House Committee also went on to comment :
The Committee recognizes that cancer, while it is the
number one health concern of the American people, is not
the only or even the major killer disease. Many eminent scientists have testified that promising leads now existing in
cancer re,search are paralleled in other areas of biomedical
research. The strengtheniilg of cancer research should in no
way diminish research efforts in other areas of biomedical
research.
Biomedical research conducted and supported by the National Institutes of Health has long been recognized as an outstanding American contribution to the worldwide effort against the physical and
mental diseases and impairments of man. Recently a number of factors have emerged which threaten the continued excellence of the
1-.'IH. Establishment of the President's Biomedical Research Panel is
designed to correct those factors.
Within the NIH, problems have arisen in attempts to make effective decisions regardrng allocations of resources. Judgments have had
to be made for achieving optimum balanee within finite resources.
Choices have had to be made between individual projects versus multifaceted program projects and centers, between: research versus training, between basic research versus applied research and development,
between investigator-initiated research versus targeted or NIHdirected l?rog.rams,. betwtlen grants versus contracts, between scientific disciplirie& versus disease c~tegories. In addition, the NIH programs of research have faced increasing difficulties due to such factors as rapidly escalating costs of research and training efforts, in-
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cre~sed_ co~petition .fo! avo;ilable ~ding due

•

t? increased numbers
of mst1tut10ns but hm1ted mcreases m funds, differences of opinion
regarding selection of the most appropriate national goals for health,
bases for new targeted or directed programs questioned by various
sectors of the scientific community, needs for investigators to improve
definition and explanation of their work to the satisfaction of broader
audiences, and implications of goverrunent control inherent in the
trend toward forward planning and direction of programs.
The coming together of these problems has resulted in intense pressures on the NIH. These pressures have been aggravated by sin~ling
out two of the 12 research institutes and divisions for special nat10nal
emphasis because of their work with major killer diseases: cancer and
heart disease. Targeting special attention on segments of biomedical
research-while highly appealing in one sense----disregards the interrelationship of research generally and of advances in knowledge of
si}ecific diseases. An example of this is research on diabetes. While the
principal NIH Institute res,ponsible for investigating diabetes is the
National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive Diseases,
numerous .other NTH Institutes also conduct and support research directly or generally related to diabetes. Moreover, a key scientific breakthrough in diabetes may come in research totally unrelated to the disease. Thus, a decision to increase funds and staff for the NIAMDD in
order to advance a national attack against diabetes might in fact have
exactly the opposite effect. The effect might be to set back diabetes research. This is particularly likely if funds and staff for other research
institutes and divisions are sacrificed to increase the resources available to the NIAMDD.
The complex set of interconnecting relationships among various
fields of biomedical research .was perhaps best described by a former
NIH Director, Dr. James A. Shannon:
The inescapable fact is that biomedical science is a complex,
interrelated, n-dimensional universe. One can wish it were
not, but it is. True, there are within it some large confluences •
of great density, such as concer, but even this is inseparable
from other large islands such os agin·g, human development,
etc., which in turn relate to arteriosclerosis and stroke. To
look at any isolated fragment, no matter how large, apart
from its innumerable major and minor connections in the vast
network of relationships, would be at best naive and at worst
selfdefeating. This reality animates the processes that the scientific community has institutionalized in the NIH, to view
biomedical sciences, to the extent possible, holistically and
thereby to assess opportunities not in isolation but in the context of the past state of the art and recent changes in
contiguous domains of science.
f
Since enactment of the National Cancer Act of 1971 and of the National Heart, Blood Vessel, Lung· and Blood Act of 1972, there has
been a measurable shift in the NIH research effort. Instead of advances
over tbe broad front of NIH research activities, the NIH generally has
stood still, while the National Cancer Institute and the National Heart
and !Lung Institute have surged ahead. Comparisons of fiscal 1972 ap17
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propriations and the fiscal 1975 budget requests illustrate the point.
Funding for the National Cancer Institute is up 61 percent. Funding
for the National Heart and Lung Institute is up 37 percent. Funding
for all other research institutes and divisions is down $2.3 million. NIH
,staffing levels tell a similar tale. Over the past several years the NIH
as a whole has been forced to cut back some ~O permanent full-time
staff positions. In addition, more than 350 additwnal positions have
been transferred from other institutes and divisions to the NCI and
the NHLI. The net result has been a loss of approximately 950 staff
positions within the other institutes of the NIH-a loss which has seriously compromised the ability of the NIH staff to administer the programs under its direction. These decisions have been ordered and approved by the Office of Management and Budget, des,pite its lack of
staff experts in biomedical research. The OMB professwnal staff does
not include a single physician or PhD in the biological sciences.
The President's Biomedical Research Panel is designed to deal
with these problems before they further dismpt the nation's biomedical research effort. The Panal is to monitor the complete range
of research activities of the ~IH. Recognizing the indivisible, unitary nature of biomedical research, the Panel is to assess the research
programs of the various institutes and divisions in light of the available resources and of the scientific opportunities across the whole·
front of biomedical science. The Panel is to have direct access to the
President and is to identify for his consideration and possible action
anv problems that threaten the coherent development and prosecution of an effective biomedical research effort. The Panel is to be
particularly mindful of presently identified problems and is to be
alert to, and shall be responsible 'for idei:itifying as rapidly as possible, the development of new problems which threaten or may threaten
the continued excellence of the National Institutes of liealth.
The Committee recommends that the President, in selecting the
appointed members of the President's Biomedical Research Panel,
solicit the names of appropriate candidates from groups of experts
in the scientific and biomedical fields, such as the National Academy
of Sciences.
The Committee's recommendation for establishment of a President's Biomedical Research Panel stems in part from experience under the National Cancer Act, since the growth of the cancer program
has clearlv been at the expense of other NIH research activities. More
importantly, however, it represents the Committee's concern that
the present Administration does not understand the importance of
a balanced, stable biomedical research program, and that the consequences of this misunderstanding will be far reaching and difficult to
remedy.
The Panel of Consultants on the Conquest of Cancer emphasized
in. its initial report to this Committee that while a national cancer
program would demand additional resources, "It is of utmost importance that the financing of this program not result in cutbacks in
other health programs." Yet the present Administration has in effect
reduced the resources available to other NIH Institutes (except the
National Heart and Lung Institute). A major task of the new panel
will be to call to the President's attention the consequences of such
18
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shortsighted policies, and to inform the Congress-and the publicof obstacles to continued progress across the broad spectrum of biomedical research for which NIH is responsible.
A broader issue to which this provision is addressed is the unavailability of scientific expertise and 'advice to those Administration
officials who make the ultimate decisions about funding and program
emphasis in health research. The dissolution of the White House
science advisory apparatus has left a major gap in the chain of advice
and command affecting NIH programs. The Committee feels that the
decisions affecting the level and direction of NIH efforts are far too
complex to be treated simply as part of "health," "HEW," or even
"human resources" budgets. What is needed is a strengthening of the
interpretive process, through which the demands of seientific inquiry
and management of the nation's resources are melded into res.Ponsible
public pohcy. At present the "health" dimension of NIH activities is
reviewed at higher levels in reasonably responsible fashion, but there
is no voice for the underlying and essential science dimension, as may
be seen by an examination of NIH budget and staffing patterns over
the last five years.
No responsible scientific investigator, at NIH or elsewhere, would
deny that the ultimate goal of publicly supported biomedical research
is to improve the health of our citizens. The Administration and the
Congress have become increasingly concerned-and properly sowith the quality and availability of health services. The Committee
notes with regret, however, that the Department appears to be ignoring the warnmg of the NIH that service needs ". . . should not be
viewed as competitive with those of the re8earch programs which have
made them possible. . . . The goose and the golden egg-medical research and health services--are not alternatives. They are a continuing sequence essential to the progress and well-being of man." (The
Advarwement of Knowledge for the Nation's Health: A Report to
the President on the Research Program<J of the National Institutes
oj H eal,th, 1967) .
Despite this warning, the various HEW orRanizational arrangements have traditionally lumped together all 'health" programs, so
that research in effect does compete with service programs, and the
first level of Departmental analysis involves budget trade-offs that
are inherently exchanges of non-commensurable quantities. Even more
disturbing is the fact that NIH funds constitute a highly visible and
substantial proportion of the shrinking HEW "controllable" budget,
so that biomedical research has become increasingly vulnerable.
The point to be made is not that other HEW programs arE) not
meritorious, but that level of the nation's biomedical research effort is
m~as~red not b_y a. s~ngle year's bu4get, but by the quality of the inst1tut10ns and md1v1duals performmg the research. The Committee
believes that this Administration, in its laudable concern for reexamination of the proper Federal role in many areas of national life
has overlooked the importance of stable support and reasonablo pro~
gram growth in the maintenance of a pool of excellent institutionfl and
talented investigators. The Committee hopes that the panel will be
able to articulate the importance of maintaining and strengthening
the nation's biomedical resources.
19
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It is significant that the initiative for Federal medical researchbeginning with establishment of the NCI in 1937-has traditionally
co~e from the. Co.ng~ss, as has the conce.rn for the lon~-range well;.
bemg of the b10medrcal research enterprise. The Committee intends
.that the panel will strengthen the Executive's capacity to assess the
long-term need.s of biomedical resea.rch. Certainly both Branches will
have an even greater need for the long view as they continue to work
to resolve the related-but fundamentally different-issues of the financing and organization of health care.
Th,e panel's specific task is to appraise the biomedical research program of the NIB. However, the Committee believes that the panel
coul~ play ~ number of additional, useful roles. For example, it could
a_dd i.ts a~vice t? the process by which NI.H identifies areas of scientific mqmry. s~ita?le for increased emphasis. It could also serve. to
prom«;>te coordination of related research by NIH and other agencies.
,Certamly the Committee intends that its evaluation of NIH research
take place in the context of all Federally supported biomedical
:research.
The Committee is aware that performance of the panePs task will
fequire considerable staff support. The Committee expects that the
Director of NIH, will provide the needed support and that sufficient
'MW positions will be made available to him for this purpose.
At the time the Committee met in executive session to take final
fiction on S. 2893, the Acting Secretary of the Department of HEW,
the Honorable Frank Carlucci, wrote to the Committee expressing
the I)epartment's objections to S. 2893. Specifically with respect to the
President's Biomedical Research Panel, he stated:
Dear Mr. Chairman: It is our understanding that the full
Labor and Public Welfare Committee will hold an executive session in the near future on several bills which are of
considerable interest to the Department. Many features of
these bills are desirable and have our support. But we
strongly oppose certain .Provisions which have been included
by the Health Sub~mmitte~ or are ex~cted to.be co.nsidered
in the full Comnuttee. This letter will explam briefly our
opposition to certain undesirable features of these bills.
S. '2893-Extension of Cancer Research Authority
The Administration supports extension of the authority
for the expanded cancer research effort, and we so testified
before the Senate Health Subcommittee on January 31, 19H.
·However, the bill which has been reported to the full Committee includes the provisions of a separate bill, S. 3023, raising entirely new issues. S. 3023 would establish a threemember Presidentially appointed panel (the President's
Biomedical Research Panel) to oversee the biomedical
research activities carried on by the National Institutes of
Health (including the National Cancer Institute). The Panel
•would report directly to the President and could bring to the
attention of the Congress directly any "delays or blockages
in rapid executio:n of the biomedical_ research programs of
the National Institutes of Health."
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I believe that the National Institutes of Health are well-run and well-manage~, and that. their progra;1DS are easily
accessible to Congress10nal oversight Rl}d reyiew. I d~ not
believe that the establishment of a Presidentially appomted
Panel would either enhance Congressional control or aid in
the administration of the health programs of HEW. To the
contrary, it would make program administration more complicated and inefficient. Moreover,. the prop~s~d dual reportmg relationship cannot but result 111 undermr~1mg the responsibilities of the.HEW Secretary and the Ase1$tant Secretary
for Health.
For these reasons, I strongly oppose the creation of such it.
Presidential Panel. I would feel constrained if S. 2893 is sent
to the President with provisions for such a Panel to recommend to the President that he veto that bill, in spite of our
strong support for an extension of the cancer research
authority.
·
In recognition of this serious challenge by the ad.ministration the
Committee voted on the question and in a roll call vote unanimously
endorsed the inclusion of the authority for the President's Biomedical
Research Panel as Title II of S. 2893.
The Committee believes that it is in the Nation's interest for this
panel to come into existence as quickly as possible. The Committee
does not believe it is in the Nation's interest, if the President were to
veto the National Cancer Act of 1974.
B. A·1Jailability of Fwnds
The :Medical Facilities Construction and Modernization Amendment of 1970 (the 1970 Hill-Burton amendment) contained a provision designed to assure the availability and expenditure of appropriated health funds. This provision, unless amended, would expire on
the first of July, 1974. S. 2893 would permanently extend it. The Committee has felt it appropriate to do this in view of the recent Administration record of impoundment of funds and the Administration's
express desire to termmate many health programs prior to Congres·
sional review of them.
The provision which requires obligation and expenditure of the
appropriated funds is Section 601 of the Medical Facilities Construction and Modernization Amendments of 1970 (P.L. 91-296), 42
U.S.C.A. §§ 201.note and 2661 note ("Section 601"). Section 601 reads
as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, unless enacted after the enactment of this Act expressly in limitation
of the provisions of this section_, funds appropriated for any
fiscal year ending prior to July 1, 1973, to carry out any
pro(J'ram for which appropriations are authorized by the
Pub1ic Health Service Act (Public Law 410, Seventy-eighth
Congre.ss, as amended) or the Mental Retardation Facihties
and Community :Mental Health Centers Construction Act
of 1963 (Public Law 88-164, as amended) shall remian available for obligation and expenditure until the end of such
fiscal year.
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Section 601 has been understood by the Congress, as preventing
any withhalding o:f appropriated :funds. The Section was initially
inserted into the bill which became the Medical Facilities Construction and Modernization Amendments o:f 1970 by the Senate. Although
there was no comment regarding Section 601 when passed by the Senate, the subsequent Conference Report stated as :follows:
AVAILABILITY OF .APPROPRIATIONS

The Senate amendment would have provided that :funds
appropriated :for any fiscal year to carry out any program
under the Public Health Service Act, the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act o:f 1963, certain acts relating to Indian health
programs, the Vocationa:l Rehabilitation Act, the Clean Air
Act, the Solid Waste Disposal Acti and Title V of the Social
Security Act would remain available :for obligation and
expenditure until the end o:f the fiscal year :for which appropriated.
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate amendment, except that it is limited to :funds appropriated :for
fiscal years en~ing before July 1, 1973, and applies only t;.o
funds appropriated to carry out programs under the Pubhc
Health Service Act or the Mental Retardation Facilities and
Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act of
1963. The purpose o:f the amendment is to prevent administration imposed :freezes, reductions and rollbacks :from
applying to health programs authorized under these Acts.
When:i a program authorizes availability of appropriations
for more than· one fiscal year, the conferees intend that the
amendment shall apply to the entire period covered by the
appropriations.
After passage of the bill, it was vetoed by the President on June 22,
1970. He stated in his veto message :
One of the most unacceptable provisions of the bill is in
Section 601. Here, the Congress insists that funds appropriated for any fiscal year through 1973 to carry out the programs involved must be spent. In aadition to restricting flexibility in management of federal expenditures, this provision
would interfere with my ability to comply with tlie limitation on total 1971 spending that has already passed the House
of Representatives and has been reported by the Senate
Appropriations Committee. The amount of money involved
is large; Section 601 would affect $2.5 billion of my bu_c!get
request for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare for 1971. This kind of provision puts the Congress in the
position of withdrawing with one hand the authority necessary to do what it requires with the other. I ask the Congress
to eliminate Section 601.
With this common understanding as basis for action, the 'House and
Senate each overrode the Presidential veto on June 25 and 30, 1970,
respectively.
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Section 601 was then scheduled to expire June 30, 1973. Last year
the Congress extended the authority for an additional year as a part
of the Public Health Service Extension Act of 1973, Public Law
93-45.
.
In summary, it is unarguable that, assuming there have been public
moneys validly appropriated, Section 601 mandates that such funds
must be obligated and expended.
There was no general appropriation act enacted by Congress for
fiscal year 1973 for the programs administered by the Department of
Health, Education and vVelfare; although Congress on two occasions
passed fiscal year 1973 appropriations acts for DHEW (H.R. 15417,
H.R. 16654, 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. (1972), both were vetoed by the
President. Thus the Congress enacted (and the President signed) a
continuing resolution appropriating funds for such agencies, H.J. Res.
1234, 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. (1972), Public Law 92-334, which was extended four times to cover the entire fiscal year 1973.
Although Congress appropriated funds for the DHEW health
programs for fiscal year 1973 and under Section 601 mandated the
obligation and expenditure of all of such funds, the Secretary refused
to obligate and expend the entirety of such funds 2 claiming that the
need to control federal spending in order to curtail the rate of inflation and eliminate the need for a tax increase requires cutbacks in
these particular programs, which he has characterized as either ineffective or nonessential. As a result, a number of legal actions were
instituted, relying on the authority of Section 601, to force the release
of the impounded health funds for obligation and expenditure. The
legal actions were uniformly successful, and on December 19, 1973,
President Nixon announced the release of all impounded funds,
whether subject to legal actions or not. Section 601 clearly served an
important function in this series of actions.
A summary of the legal actions brought under Section 601 is listed
below:
Natfonfil League for Nursing v. Ash (D.D.C., C.A. No.
1316-73). Preliminary injunction entered .July 10, 1973, requiring HEW to record as a Fiscal Year 1973 obligation the
$21.7 million balance of the $38.5 million appropriated for
grants to nursing schools. Final order entered November 19,
1973, requiring obligation and expenditure of funds.
American Association of Colleges of Podiatric :Medicine v.
Ash (D.D.C., C.A. No. 1139-73), consolidated with:
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy v. Ash
(D.D.C., C.A. No.1244-73). (Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry permitted to intervene as plaintiff.) Preliminary injunction entered June 27, 1973, requiring HEW
to record as an obligation for Fiscal Year 1973 the unallotted
balance of funds appropriated from grants to Schools of Podiatry, Pharmacy, and Optometry. On October 26, 1973, the
court granted plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment requiring the allotment of $9,914,327.
Eastern Virginia Medical School v. Weinberger (E.D. Va.,
C.A. No. 73-315-N). Plaintiff seeks the allotment of $240,000
for Fiscal Year 1973 and $180,000 for Fiscal Year 1974. The
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statute involved is 42 U.S.C. 295f-l(a), concerning start-up
assistance to schools of medicine, osteopathy, and dentistry.
Plaintiff moved for summary judgment on November 1, 1973.
Defendants answered on October 8, 1973.
Associatwn of American MedicaZ Colleges v. Weinberger
(D.D.C., C.A. No. 1794-73 and 1830--73, consolidated); No.
1794-73 involves special project grants to medical schools under 42 U.S.C. 295f-2 (approximately $28.6 million at issue).
No.1830--73 concerns research grants; research training grants
and fellowships to medical schools under 42 U.S.C. 241 and
242f (approximately $112.5 million is involved). On October 26, 1973, the court granted plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction and granted a final judgment in favor
of plaintiffs.
National Council of Comwunity Mental HeaZth Centers,
Inc. V'. Weinberger (b.D.C., C.A. No. 1223-73). Plaintiff's
motion for summary judgment granted on Au~ust 3, 1973,
requiring the obligation of approximately $50 million.
National Asso&iati&n for 1llental Health, Inc. v. Weinberger (D.D.C., C.A. No. 1812--73). Plaintiff's motion for
TRO denied on September 28, 1973.
Natwnal Association of Regional Medical Programs, et. al.
v. Weinberger (D.D.C., C.A. No.1807-73).
The Committee c-0ntinues to strongly believe that the continuation
of Section 601 is essential to assure the allocation, obligation, and
expenditure of funds appropriated pursuant to the authorities of
the Public Health Service Act and the Mental Retardation Facilities
and Community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963.
C. Need for Additional Comprehensive Cancer Centers
The Committee, as well as the vast majority of witnesses who testified before it, believes that to effectively implement Section 408 (a),
provision must be made to permit the designation of more than the
15 new Comprehensive Cancer Centers stipulated in the National
Cancer Act of 1971. The question has been, how many Comprehensive
Centers are needed to re,ach the greatest number of Americans without wasting- valuable resources. Testimony delivered before the Committoo indicates that based on population studies which have been
carried out to determine the potential impact of Comprehensive Centers based on geographic distribution, a total of 35 would provide
access to 75 percent of the population without requiring an overnight stay. Additional cente:s beyond this number 'Yould not substantially increase the potential access to Comprehensive Center programs. The Committee believes that no American should be denied
first class cancer care simply because of where he may live. Equity
demands that this limitation on the number of high quality cancer
centers be removed.
D. Need to Facilitate Administrative Management
The Director of the National Cancer Program must be able to
plan, manage, organize and assess the activities of the program with
sufficient flexibility to maximize the program's efforts. The Commit24
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tee is aware that a program the size and scope of the National Cancer
. Program will inherently have administrative requirements that, despite the soundness of the managerial theories involved, will create
delays in implementation. Therefore, the Committee recommends the
following changes in the law to allow the Director, NCI, additional
latitude in the management of the program.
·
(t) The inclusion of indirect costs in the computation of $35,000
grants that the Director, NCI, can award without review and recommendation of the National Cancer Advisory Board. In fiscal 1973,
as an example, the number of proposals eligible for funding under
this provision would have been 258 instead of 179, permitting the
Director to award those additional 79 prior to NCAB recommendation. This would save as much as two months from the usual time
required in making an award.
(2) The striking out of the J?hrase "where appropriate" in Soot.ion
407(b) (7) to assure the contmued supply of high quality cancer
researchers.
·
(3) The inclusion of a provision to permit the NCI Director to
award grants for new construction as well as alterat.inm: An~ renovations for iipprovement of basic research laboratory facilitie:;, inc~udi..tg
those related 1:0 biohazard control.
( 4) The increase of the number of consultant/expert appointments
available to the NCI from 50 to 100 with specific recommendation to
exclude these appointments from the regular position ceilings assigned
to the NCI by the DREW and NIH.
E. lnform.atum Services
The Committee is concerned about the loss of the independent authorities of the Director, NCI, to conduct a full range of communications, information and public affairs activities in support of the National Cancer Program. These authorities are important to the effective implementation of the Act, and are not to be subject to regulation
or modification within the DREW. Testimony before the Committee
indicates such regulations, guidelines and rules do exist and therefore
the Committee's bill offers new provisions to provide independence for
the Director in this regard.
Although no specific changes in the law are included concerning Section 407 (b) ( 4), the establishment of an International Cancer Research
Data Bank, the Committee believes its information services amendment
strengthens the ability of the NCI Director to fully implement this
program and will watch the development of the program carefully
over the three-year extension of the National Cancer Act.
·
Concern was expressed by the Committee as to the implementation
of Section 407 (b) ( 4), the establishment of an International Cancer
Uesearch Data Bank, and the development of a system for making its
contents available to researchers from all nations.
The Committee was not satisfied with the Administration's testimony in this respect. The intent of Congress in this section was to
establish a central system by which the Cancer research effort would
be substantially assisted through the systematic storage of all Cancer
research data, including information on past and present, successful
and unsuccessful research projects.
25
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Because the ICRDB would fully integrate information from all
sources, it would facilitate and promote the exchange of Cancer research information among scientists and clinicians on a world wide
basis. To date, the primary activities of the ICRDB project have been
limited only to the identification of specific gaps in the existing information services systems throu~hout the world, and to the tentative
development of products and services to fill these gaps.
·
While these tasks are properly part of the eventual buildin~ process, the Committee firmly believes that a concentrated and redirected
effort must be made to bring together under a single roof the information in these scattered res~urce repositories,, and to make their relevant
contents fully and quickly retrievable with a single inquiry.
The Committee expects the National Cancer Institute to redirect its
efforts and to make substantive progress to implement the clear directive of Section 407(b) (4) but with understanding and appreciation
for prudent fiscal management.

V. Cost Estimates Pursuant to Section 252 of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970
In accordance with Section 252 (a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-510, 91st Congress) the Committee
estimates that the cost which would be incurred in carrying out this
bill is as follows :
·
NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY FOR FISCAL YEARS 1975, 1976, AND 19n UNDER S. 2893

[In mllllons of doll~
Fiscal year1975

~::e~~C:t':'p~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1976

7~

~

isn

~

~~~~~~~~~~~

Total •• --------------------------------..;..................

BOO

895

1, 070

VI. Tabulation of Votes Cast in Committee ·

.

Pursuant to section 133(b) of the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1949, as amended, the following is a tabulation of votes in
Committee:
Motion to lay on the table the motion to delete Title II of the bill,
thereby retaining the pro.Posed authority respecting the establishment
of a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel.
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Senator Williams
Senator Re.ndolph
Senator Pell
Senat.or Kennedy
Senator Nelson
Senator Mondale
Senator Eagleton
Senator Cre.nston
Senator Hughes
Senator Hathaway
Senator J avits
Senator Dominick
Senator Schweiker
Senator Taft
Senator Beall
Senator Stafford
Mdti.on to favorably report the bill to the Senate carried unanimously by voice vote.
VII. Section by Section Analysis of S. 2893

•
,

Section 2 of the bill a.mends Section 301 (h) of the Public Health
Service Act so as to perme.nently extend the expiring authority of the
National Institutes of Health to let research contracts.
Section 3 a.mends Section 402 (b) of the Public Health Service A.ct
to reguire that only direct costs he included in the determination respectmg whether National Ce.near Institute gre.nts am in excess of
$35,000, thereby requirin$ peer review.
Section 4 amends Section 407(b) of the Act in the following ways:
1. By requiring the use of training stipends, fellowships) and
career awards in the training of manpower m fundamental sCiences
and clinical disciplines respecting cancer.
2. By including where appropriate nutritional pro~ for persons under treatment for cancer in the National Cancer Institute's
data systems, and
3. By requiring the inclusion of the number and types of personnel
necessary to carry out the National Cancer Program in the submission
of the annual budget estimate for the Program to the President.
4. By including a new paragraph 10 which requires the Director
of the National Cancer Institute to conduct or contract for programs
to disseminate and interpret information respecting cancer.
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Section 5 amends Section 408 (a) by removing the limitation respecting the establishment of new centers for clinical reseattli, tra.ining and
demonstration of advanced diagnostic and treatment methods relating
to cancer. ·
Section 6 .amends Section 409{b) by extending the authorization
for the Cancer Prevention and Control Program through 1977 as
follows:
1975-$50 million.
1976--$65 million.
1977-$85 million.
Section 7 amends Section 410 by1. Increasing the number of consultants the Director of the
National Cancer Institute may call upon from 50 to 100, a.nd
2. Including authorization to award grants for new construction as well as alterations and renovations for improvement of
basic research laboratory facilities, including those related to biohazard control.
~ection 8 amends Section 410A(a) by subjecting contracts tQ peer
review.
Section 9 amends Section 4100 of the Public Health Service Act
to extend the authorization for appropriations for the National Cancer
Program for an additional three years through 1977 as follows :
1975-$750 million.
1976--$830 million.
1977-$985 million.
Section 10 amends Part A of Title IV of the Public Health Service
Act by adding at the end thereof a new Section 410I> which permanently extends the expiring Section 601 of PL 91-296 respecting
the availability of appropriations.
Section 11 amends Section 454 of the Public Health Service Act
to require the advice and consent of the Senate respecting the appointment of the Director of the National Institutes of Health.
Section 201 amends Title IV of the Public Health Service Act by
adding at the end thereof new Section 455 which establishes the
President's Biomedical Research Panel to be composed of the Chairman of the President's Cancer Panel and four members a:ppoint;ed by
the President who are exceptionally qualified to appraise the biomedical research program of the National Institutes of Health (including the research program of the National Institute of Mental
Health). At least three members of the Panel shall be distinguished
scientists or physicians. The Panel shall monitor the development and
execution of the biomedical research programs of the National Institutes of Health and shall report directly to the President. Any
delays or blockages in the rapid execution of the biomedical researeh
programs of the National Institutes of Health shall immediately be
brought to the attention of the President and the Congress. At the
request of the President, the Panel shall submit for his consideration
a liSt of names of persons for consideration for appointment as Director of the National Institutes of Health.

VIII. Changes in Existing Law
In compliance with subsection (4) of Rule XXIX. of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill as
28
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repeated are shown as follows (existing law J;>roposed to be omitted
is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is prmted in it.a.lie, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

TITLE III-GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES
OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
4

•

p ART

A-RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

*

•

•

(h) Enter into contracts [during the fiscal year ending June 30,.
1966, and each of the eight succeeding fi.5cal years,] including contracts for research in accordance with and subject to the provisions
of law applicable to contracts entered into by the military departments under title 10, United States Code, sections 2353 and 2354,
except that determination, approval, and certification required thereby
shall be by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare; and
(b) Under procedures approved by the Director of the National
Institut~ of Health, the Director of the National Cancer Institute
may approve grants under this Act for cancer research or training(1) [in amounts not to exceed $35,000] if the direct costs of
such research and training do not e;nceed $35,000, but only after
appropriate review for scientific merit but without the· review
and recommendation by the National Cancer Advisory Board
prescribed by section 403 ( c), and
(2) [in amounts exceeding $35,000] if the direct costs of such
research and traimng exceed $35,000, but only after appropriate
review for scientific merit and recommendation for approval by
such Board as prescribed by section 403 ( c) .

•

NATIONAL CANCER :PROGRAM

I

T

SEc. 407. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall
coordinate all of the activities of the National Institutes of Health
relating to cancer with the Na ti on.al Cancer Program.
(b) In carrying out the National Cancer Program, the Director of
the National Cancer Institute shall :
(1) With the advice of the National Cancer Advisory Board,
plan and develop an expanded, intensified, and coordinated cancer research program encompassing the programs of the National
Cancer Institute, related programs of the other research institutes,
and other Federal and non-Federal programs.
(2) Expeditiously utilize existing research facilities and personnel of the National Institutes of Health for accelerated exploration of opportunities in areas of special promise.
(3) Encourage and coordinate cancer research by industrial
concerns where such concerns evidence a particular capability for
such research.
·
33-088 0 . '14
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(4) Collect, analyze, and disseminate all data (including where
appropriate '11/UtrUional programs for .persons under treatment
for cancer) useful in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of
cancer, including the establishment of an international cancer research data bank to collect, catalog, store, and disseminate insofar
as feasible the results of cancer research undertaken in any country for the use of any person involved in cancer research in any
country.
.
(5) Establish or support the large-scalelroduction or distribution of specialized biological materials an other therapeutic substances for research and set standards of safety and care for persons using such materials.
(6) Support research in the cancer field outside the United
States by highly qualified foreign nationals :which research can
be expected to inure tci the benefit of the American people; support collaborative research involving American and foreign participants; and suprort the training of American scientists abroad
and foreign scientists in the United States.
(7) Support appropriate manpower programs of training in
fundamental sciences and clinical disciplines t.o provide an expanded and continuing manpower base from which to select investigators, physicians, and allied health professions personnel,
for participation in clinical and basic research and treatment
programs relating t.o cancer, including [where appropriate] the
use of training stipends, fellowships, and career awards.
·
(8) Call special meetings of the National Cancer Advisory
Board at such times and in such places as the Direct.or deems
necessary in. order to consult with, obtain advice fr<?m, ot to
secure the approval of projects, programs, or other actions to be
undertaken without delay in order to gain maximum benefit from
a new scientific or technical findinl!'.
(9) (A) Prepare and submit, directly to the President for review and transmittal t.o Congress, an ann.ual budget estimate for
the National Cancer Program, including the 'llllJ/TlWer and typett
of personnel necessary to carry out sUtJh program, after reasonable opportunity for comment (but without change) bv the Secretary; the Director of the National Institutes of Health, and the
National Cancer :Advisory Board; and (B) receive from the President and the Office of Management and Budget directly all funds
appropriated by Congress for obligation and expenditure by the
National Cancer Institute, and tM allocation of personnel requested to Can:!:!f out the N atio'llhl, Cancer Program.
(10) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall conduct or contract for pro[l_rams to disseminate wnd interpret on a
current basis for practitioners and other health professionals,
scientists, and the general public, scientific and other information
respecting the cause, prevention, diagnosis amd treatment of the
disea,se 01' other health problem to which the Mtivities of the Institute are directed. The Director of the National Dancer lmtitute
shall issue such regulations (l8 are necessary to carry out thi,s
Mtivity.
(c) (1) There is established the President's Cancer Panel (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Panel") which shall he com30
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posed of three persons appointed by the Presid'en.t, ":"ho by virtu,e of
their training, experience, and background are exceptionally quahfied
to appraise the National Cancer Program. At least two of the members of the Panel shall be distinguished scientists or physicians.
(2) (A) Members of the Panel shall be appointed for three-year
terms, except that (i) in the case of two of the members first appointed, one shall be appoin.ted for a term o.f one year and one .shall
be appointed for a term of tw:o/ears, as designated by the President
at the time of appoint!'.llent, an (ii) any member appointed to fill a
vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term for which his
predecessor was appointed shall be appointed only for t~e remainder
of such term.
( B) The President shall designate on.e of the members to serve as
Chairman for a term of one year.
(C) Members of the Panel shall each be entitled to receive the daily
equivalent of the annual rate of basic J?ay in effect for grade GS-18
of the General Schedule for each day (including traveltime) during
which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties vested in
the Panel, and shall be allowed travel ex{lenses (including a per diem
allowance) under section 5703(b) of title 5, United States Code.
( 3) The Panel shall meet at the call of the Chairman, but not le,ss
often than twelve times a year. A transcript shall be kept of the proceedings of each meeting of the Panel, and the Chairman shall make
such transcript available to the public.
( 4) The Panel shall monitor the development and execution of the
National Cancer Program under this section, and shall report directly
to the President. Any delays or blockages in rapid execution of the
Program shall immediately be brought to the attention of the President; The Panel shall subinit to the President periodic progress re]JOrtB on the Program and annually an evaluation of the efficacy of the
Program and suggestions for improvements, and shall submit such
other reports as the President shall direct. At the request of the President, it shall submit for his consideration a list of names of persons
for consideration for appointment as Director of the National Canc~r
Institute.
XATIOXAL CANCER RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION CENTERS

SEc. 408. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute is authorized to provide for the establishment of [fifteen] new centers for
clinical research, training, and demonstration of advanced diagnostic
and treatment methods rela,ting to cancer. Such centers may Ee supported under subsection (b) or under any other applicable provision
of law.
(b) The Director of the National Cancer Institute, under policies
established by the Director of the National Institutes of Health and
after consultation with the National Cancer Advisorv Board, is authorized to enter into cooperative agreements with public or private
nonprofit agencies or institutions to pay all or part of the cost of planning, establishing, or strengthening, and providing basic operating
support for existing or new centers (including, but not limited to,
centers established under subsection (a)) for clmical research, training, and demonstration of advanced diagnostic and treatment methods
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relating to cauc~r. Federal payments under this subsection i~ support
of such cooperative ali\'reements may be used for (1) construct10n (notwithstanding any limitation under section 405), (2) staffing and other
basic operatmg costs, including such patient care costs as are required
for research, (3) training (including training for allied health professions personnel), ad (4) · demonstmtion purposes; but support under
this subsection (other than support for construction) shall not ex.reed
$5,000,000 per year per center. Support of a center under this section
may be for a period of not to exceed three :years and may be extended
by the Director of the National Cancer Institute for ::..dditional periods
of not more than three vears each, after review of the operat10ns of
such centers by an appropriate scientific review group established by
the Director of the National Cancer Institute.
CANCER CONTROL PROGRAMS

SEc. 409. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall
establish programs as necessary for cooperation with State and other
health agencies in the diagn0S1S1 prevention, and treatment of cancer.
(b) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, $30,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, [and] $40,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1974, $50/)()(),()()0 for the fiscril year ending
June 30, 1975, $65,0()(),000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976,
and $85,000,0()() for the fiscal year ending Jurne 30, 1077.
AUTHORITY OF DIRECTOR

SEc. 410. The Director of the National Cancer Institute (after consultation with the National Cancer Advisory Board), in carrying out
his functions in administering the National Cancer Program and
without regard to any other provision of this Act, is authorized(!) if authorized by the National Cancer Advisory Board,
to obtain (in accordance with section 3109 of title 5, United
States Code, but without regard to the limitation in such section on the number of days or the period of such service) the
services of not more than [fifty] one hwndred experts or consultants who have scientific or professional qualifications;
(2) to acquire, construct, improve, repair, operate, and maintain cancer centers, laboratories, research, and other necessary
facilities and equipment, and related accommodations as may be
necessary, and such other real or personal property (including
patents) as the Director deems neeessary_; to ~uire, without
regard to the Act of March 3, 1877 (40 U.S.C. 34), by lease or
otherwise through the Administrator of General Services, buildings or parts of buildings in the District of Columbia or communities located adjacent to the District of Columbia for the use
of the National Cancer Institute for a period not to exceed
ten years;
(3) to appoint one or more advisory committees composed of
suc'h private citizens and officials of Federal, Sta~_, and local governments as he deems desirable to advise him with respect to his
functions;
32
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(4) to utilize, with their oonsent, the services, equipment, personnel, information, and facilities of other Federal, State, or local
public agencies, with or without reimbursement therefor;
( 5) to accept voluntary and uncompensated service8;
(6) to accept unconditional gifts, or donations of services,
money, or property, real, personal, or mixed, tangible or
intangible;
('T) to enter int.o such contracts, leases, cooperative agreements,
or other transactions, without I"e_gard to sections 3648 and 3709 of
the Revised Statutes of the United States (31 U.S.C. 529, 41
U.S.C. 5), as may be necessary in the conduct of his functions,
with any public agency, or with any person, firm, association,
corporation, or educational institutions; [and]
( 8) to take necessary action to insure that all channels for
the dissemination and exchange of scientific knowledge and ininformation are maintained between the National Cancer Institute and the other scientii_c, medical, and biomedical disciplines and organizations nationally and internationally [.] ; and
to award grants for new construction as well as rilteratiffns and
renovations for improvement of baJJie research Uiboratory fad"liti,es; including thOse related to biokazard control, as deemed
necessary for the National Cancer Program.
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW; REPORTS

SEc. 410A. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall,
by regulation, provide for proper scientific review of all research
grants, contracts, and programs over which he has authority ( 1) by
utilizing, to the maximum extent possible, appropriate peer review
groups established within the National Institutes of Health and composed principally of non-Federal scientists and other experts in the
scientific and disease fields, and (2) when appropriate, by establishing, with the approval of the National Cancer Advisory Board and
the Director of the National Institutes of Health, other fonnal peer
review groups as may be required.
(b) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall; as soon
as practicable after the end of each calendar year, prepare in consultation with the National Cancer Advisory Board and submit to the
President for transmittal to the Congress a report on the activities,
progress, and accomplishments under the National Cancer Program
during the preceding calendar year and a plan for the Program during the next five years.
NATIONAL CANCER ADVISORY BOARD

SEc. 410B. (a) There is established in the National Cancer Institute
a National Cancer Advisory Board (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Board") to be composed of twenty-three members as
follows:
·
( 1) The Secretary, the Director of the Office of Science and
Technology, the Director of the National Institutes of Health,
the chief medical officer of the Veterans' Administration (or his
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designee), and a medical officer designated by the Secretary of
Defense shall be ex officio members of the Board.
(2) Eighteen members appointed by the President.' Not more
than twelve of the appointed members of the Board shall be scientists or phy-sicians and not more than· eight of the ap;t?ointed
members shall be representatives from the general pubhc. The
scientists and physicians appointed to the Board shall be appointed from ~rsons who are among the leading scientific or
medical authorities outstanding in the study, diagnosis, or treatment of cancer or in fields related thereto. Each appointed member of the Board shall be appointed from among 1>ersons who by
virtue of their training, experience, and background are especially
·qualified to appraise the programs of the National Cancer
Institute.
(b) (1) Appointed members shall be appointed for six-year
terms, except that of the members first appointed six shall be ·
appointed for a term of two years, and six shall be appointed for
a term of four years, as designated by the President at the time of
Appointment.
(2) Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to
expiration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed
shall serve only for the remainder of such term. Appointed members shall be eligible for reappointment and may serve after the
expiration of their terms until their successors have taken office.
(3) A .vacancy in the Board shall not affect its activities, and
twelve members thereof shall constitute a quorum.
(4) The Board shall supersede the existing National Advisory
Cancer Council, and the appointed members of the Council serving on the effective date of this section shall serve as additional
members of the Board for the duration of their terms then existing or, for such shorter time as the President may prescribe.
( c) The President shall designate one of the appointed members to serve as Chairman for a term of two years.
( d) The Board shall meet at the call of the Director of the National Cancer Institute or the Chairman, but not less often than .
four times a year and shall advise and assist the Director of the
National Cancer Institute with respect to the National Cancer
Program.
(e) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall-designate a member of the staff of the the Institute to act as Executive
Secretary of the Board.
(f) The Board may hold such hearings, take such testimony,
and sit and act at such times and places as the Board deems advisable to investigate programs and activities of the National
Cancer Program.
(g) The Board shall submit a report to the President for transmittal to the Congress not later than January 31 of each year on
the progress of the National Cancer Program toward the accomplishment of its objectives.
(h) Members of the Board who are not officers or employees of
the United States shall receive for each day they are engaged in
the performance of the duties of the Board compensation at rates
34
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not to exceed the daily equivalent of the annual rate in effect for
GS-18 of the General Schedule, including traveltime; and all
members, while so serving away from their homes or regular
places of business, may be allowed travel expenses, including per
diem in lieu of subsistence, in the same manner as such expenses
are authorized by section 5703, title 5, United States Code, for
person in the Government service employed intermittently.
( i) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall make
available to the Board such staff, information, and other assistance as it may require to carry out its activities.
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

SEc. 410C. For the purpose of carrying out this part (other than
section 409), there are authorized to be appropriated $400,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972; $500,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1973; (and] $600,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1974j $750,000,()()() for the fiscal, yea'!' ending June 30, 1975;
$830,000,000 for the fiscal, year ending Jwne 30, 1976; and $985/)00fJOO
·
joT the fiscal yeaT ending June 30, 1977.
AVAILABILITY OF APPBOPBIATIONB

SEc. 4,JOD. Notwithstanding any other prO'IJUtion of l<lw, wnl&s enacted afteT the date of enaotment of this section expressly in limitation
-0/ the provi.aions of this section, fund!J appropriated for any fi,Bcal, yeaT
to ca'l'1'Jj out any progTam /or which appropriations a'l'e authork,ed by
the Public HeaJ,th SeTViee Act (42 U .S.0.1301) or the Mental RetaTdation Facilities and Community Mental Heal,th OenteTs Oonstructimt
Act of 1963 (42 U.S.O. £661) shal,l Tem<Lin available for obligatimt and
.e'J:penditure until the end of such fiscal, year.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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PART G-ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
DIRECTORS OF INSTITUTES

[SEc. 454. The Director of the National Institutes of Health aT\d the
Director of the National Cancer Institute shall be appointed by the
President. Except as provided in section 407 (b) ( 9), the Director of
the National Cancer Institute shall report directly to the Director of
the National Institutes of Health.]
SEc. 454. (a) The DireotoT of t!ie Nati!Jnal Institutes of HeaJ,th skall
be appointed 'by the President by and with the advice and eonsent of
:the Senate. Appointees shal,l be eligible for Teap'f.ointment.
(b) The DirectoT of the National OanceT Institute shal,l be appointed
lJy the PTesident. Except (l8 provided in settimt l/)7(b) (9), the Dfrector of the Natwruil OanceT institute shaJ,l repdrt dfrectly to the Diree:tOT of the N ationalinstitutes of Health.
SEc. 455. (a) TheTe i~ estaoU.1Jhed the President's Biomedical Re1Jearch Panel ( heTeinafteT in this section Te/erred to (l8 the 'Pa'T/R,l')
which shaJ,l be composed of (1) the Ohairman of the President's Oance'!'
Panel,- and (93) four membeTs appointed by the President, who by
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virtue of their training, eilJperience, and background are ernceptionally
qualified to appraise the biomedical research program of the National
Institutes of Health (incVuding the research program of the National
Institute of Mental Health). At least three of the members of the
Panel rhall be distinguished scientists or physicians.
( b) ( 1) Appointed members of the Panel who are appointed pursuant to clause (~) of subsection (a), shall be appointed f01' threeyear terms, erncept that ( i) in the case of the four members first
appointed after the date on which this section becomes effectime, two
shall be appointed for a term of one year and two shall be appointed
for a term of two years, as designated by the Pre.cident at the time of
appointment, and (ii) any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the eilJpiration of the term for which his predecessor was
appointAd shall be appointed only for the remainder of such term.
(~) The President shall designate one of the appointed members to
seri'e as Chairman of the Panel for a term of one year. ·
( c) Appointed members of the Panel shall each be entitl,ed to receive
the daily equivalent of the annual rate of basic p_ay in effect for grade
GS-18 of the General Scheduk for each day (including traveltime)
during which they are engaged in the actual performance of dutie.~
vested in the Panel, and shall be allowed travel eilJpenses (including
a per diem allowance) urlder section 5703(b) of titl,e 5, United States
Oode.
(d) The Panel shall meet at the aall of the Ohairman, but not less
often than twefoe times a year. A transcript shall be kept of the
proceedings of each meeting of the Panel, and the Ohairman shall make
such transcript available to the public.
(e) The Panel shall monitor the development and eilJeaution of the
biomedical research proqrams of the National Institutes of Health
(includinq the research program of the National Institute of Mental
Health) under this section, and shall report directl;y to the President.
Any delays or blockages in rapid eilJecution of the biomedical research
programs of the National Institutes of Health (incVuding the research
proqram of the National ln..~tit'Ute of Mental Health) shall immediately be brmtnght to the attention of the President and the 8e11ate
Oommittee on Labor and Public Welfare, the House Oommittee on
Interstate a11d Foreign Oommerce, the Senate Oommittee on Appropriations and the HmUJe Oommittee on Appropriations. The Panel
.shall s11bmit to the President periodic progress reports on the biomedical research programs of the National Institutes of Health (incli1ding the research proqram of the National Institute of Mental
Health) and annually a evaluation of the effecacy of the biomedical
research proqrams of the National Institutes of Health (including
the research.program of the National Institute of Mental Health)
and suggestions for improvements, and shall submit such other reports as the President shall direct. At the request of the President, it
shall submit for his consideration a list of 11a111.es of persons for consideration for appointment as Direat01' of the National Institutes of
Health.
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IX Appendix
The following are communications which the Committee has received thus far in respect to the President's Biomedical Research
Panel. All but one endorses the need for such a Panel.

.
•

;

AM:t~RICAN

DENTAL AssooIATION,
TV a.shington, D.O.,March5, J,974.

Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Olwirman, Subc01rimittee on Health, Oomimittee on Labor and Publfo
Welfare, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
D-""AR SE"N"ATOR KENNEDY: The American Dental Association is
pleased to have this opportunity to present its views on S. 3023. The
sponsors of this bill are to be commended for their efforts to strengthen
the research programs of the National Institutes of Health.
In recent years, an increased emphasis on certain areas of research
such as cancer and heart disease hlls created a competitive climate in
which other important research activities have suffered. In the case of
dentistry, the National Institutes of Dental Research is the third oldest
of the research institutes, yet it is still one of the smallest of any of the
N.I.H. basic research components. The outstanding contributions
made by this Institute, and the international recognition it has
achieved, is in large measure the product of its dedicated scientists
and administrators.
The American Dental Association is deeply concerned that ill-judged
actions to economize in some research areas in order to accelerate the
progress of other, more visible, research progrnms will exact a heavy
payment on our future research efforts. For this reason, the Association endorses the concept of a Biomedical Research Panel to monitor
the "development and execution" of all the biomedical research programs ·of the National Institutes of Health.
It is recommended, however, that in addition to the Chairman of the·
President's Cancer Panel, the membership of the Biomedical Research
Panel be increased to a minimum of four other members. This would
permit the appointment of a broader and more representative crosssection of the scientific community. In keeping with this, it is also recommended that membership on the panel be determined on the basis of
scientific achievement in the health field. To accomplish this, line 7 on
page 2 of the bill should be amended tO read "of the panel shall be
distinguished health scientists."
The American Dental Association will greatly appreciate your consideration of these comments and respectfully requests the inclusion of
this letter in the hearing record.
Sincerely,
PAuL ~V. KuNKEL,
Olwinnan, Council on Legi-Blatfon.
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[TELEGRAMS]

BALTIMORE, Mn.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,
RU8~ell Se;wte Office Building,
Capitol Hill, D.O::
The American Ga.stroenterological Association urges you to support
the new proposal for a Presidential Bio-Medical Research Panet The
emphasis on cancer research in the past, although desirable, has been
at the expense of general support of NIB and all other biomedical
research.
ALBERT I. 1\iJENDELOFF, M.D.,
President, American GaBtro Association.
NEW YoRK, N.Y.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Capitol Hul, D.C.:
The American Heart Association supports the basic purpose of
S. 3023, to establish a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel. There
is a critical need for overview of the biomedical research program of
the National Institute!9 of Health. While we are convinced of the
necessity for increased Federal funding for cardio vascular research1
we believe that this should not be accomplished at the expense ot
funding for other meritorious research projects.
To achieve the purpose of the legislation, however, it is absolutely
essential that the panel be completely impartial. In addition, we in
biomedical research hope that a mechanism can be found so that persons with the highest qualifications in the scientific community are
appointed. We believe it would be unwise to impose any other specific
conditions on membership.
RicHARD S. Ross, M.D.,
President, American Heart Association.

Assocu TION,
'Kansas City, Mo., March 5, 1974.

AMERICAN NURSES'

Hon. EDwARD M. KENNEDY,
Chad'rman, Senate SubcO'Tlllmittee on Health, Cum;rnJ,ttee on Labor a'Tld
Publ,ic Relationa, New Senate Office Building, Washington, I>.C.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: The American Nurses' Association would
like to express its support for provisions of S. 2893 to extend the Na~
tional Cancer Act for three additional years.
It is imperative that this law be extended. Failure to do so would
retard co'iitinued progress in the war on cancer and dissi:eate some of
the potential benefits of knowledge already gained. Despite advances
made in the treatment and management of this disease, great numbers
of people still are affected. It continues to b.e one of the major causes
of death in this country.
'acutely aware of the impact of cancer on both victims and
Nurses
their families. We want to emphasize the importance not only of continued and intensified research, but of the early application of research
findings to bring the benefits as quickly SB possible to patients and to
potential victims of the disease.

are
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In the final analysis, the justification for any strch program lies in
the progress it achieves toward conquest and cure. As nurses, we are
constantly made a ware of the human suffering caused by the various
types of cancer.
Federal support 'for cancer re.search should, 0:£ course, in no way
minimize the importance of other research pro_grams. There are other
diseases afilicting large numbers of people which require maximum
attention of the federal government. Support of cancer re.search should
not be at the expense of support for needed research in other areas.
We ask that this letter be made a part of the record.
Sincerely yours,
·~
RosAMOND C. GABRIELSON, M.A., R.N.,
President.
(MAILGRAM]

CHARLOTTESVILLE,

vA.

Senator EDw ARD KENNEDY,
Senate Office BuiUing,
lVashingto~ D.O.:
I think bill S. 3023 is an important step in assuring continued progress of national bio-medical research efforts.
.
K. R. CHRISPELL, MD.,
Jf embe1· Association for Academic HeaUh Centers.

AssocIATION FOR AcADEMio HEALTH CEN'I'ERB,

lV ashington, D.O., February 28, 1974.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Ohmirman, Senate Subcommittee on Health, Old Senate Office Building, TV(18kingto11, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: On behalf of the members and Board of
Directors 0:£ the Association for Academic Health Centers (AAHC),
I wish to communicate to you the strong endorsemen.t 0:£ our membership for passage of this bill S. 3023, the Biomedical Research Act of
1974. Inasmuch as this bill favors the establishment of a biomedical
panel at the National Institutes of Health, similar to the Cancer Advisory Pai:iel, we believe the integrity and creative productivity of
research will be greatly enhanced by this measure.
To provide you with a better background of the nature of our support, I believe a brief description of our membership is in order. Membership in the Association. is on an institutional basis. Only one _person
from each institution is qualified to participate in the A.AHC. This
person is the chief executive health officer of the institution with senior
responsibility for all of the health educational programs of the
institution.
In addition to the above membership category, persons responsible
for state-wide systems of health education are also members. We have
representation from 84 health sciences centers (an institution with a
school of medicine, a teaching hospital and at least one other health
school) in the United States.
The objec_tive of the ~AHO is to represent ~ationally the collective
efforts of higher education devoted to producmg the knowledge and
39
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skills n,ecessary to meet the health needs of the people. Within this
framework of commitment, we believe the establishment of a President's Biomedical Research Panel is most appropriate and essential
to the continuing progress of national biomedical research efforts.
With best regards.
Sincerely yours,
EDMUND D. PELLEGRINO, M.D.,
President, A.AHO,
Ohancellor, Umversity of TenMSsee Medical Units_

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES.
Washington, D.O., March 1, l974.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health, Senate Labor and Public Wel-·
fare Committee, lVashington, D.C.
DEAR ~fa. CHAIRMAN : The Association of American Medical Colleges supports the intent of legislation you recently introduced to establish a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel to monitor the·
progress of all National Institutes of Health and National Institutes
of ~fontal Health research programs.
The Nation's biomedical research scientists have been disturbed by
recent appointments to the NIH and NIMH Councils. In order to ensure that the Presidential Biomedical Research Panel is composed of
individuals of stature, respected by the scientific community, we suggest the followin,!!.' changes to strengthen this legislation.
1. Appointment to the panel should be subjeet to the advice and
consent of the Senate.
2. The legislation should require the President to solicit recommendations from the National Academy of Sciences for individuals to
serve on this panel: This mechanism would ensure that the three
scientific members of the panel will be individuals of stature within
the scientific community.
·
3. The Association recommends that the activities of this panel
should be subject to review by the Congress three years following enactment of the legislation.
·
The Association appreciates the opportunity to comment on this
legislation.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN A. D. COOPER, M.D.
THE Assoc1ATION OF STATE
AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICIALS.
Washington, D.C., February 6, l974.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Ohairman, Subcommittee on Health, Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, U.S. Senate. Washington, D.O.
DEAR l\.fa. CHAIRMAN : I am writing on behalf of the Association of
State and Territorial Health Officials to express support for the enactment of the National Cancer Act of 1974, S. 2893, that you introduced
on January 24, 19J4.
40
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This Association strongly endorses the increases proposed under
section 5 of the bill that would increase the authorizations for appropriations for cancer control programs to $50 million in 1975, $65 million in 1976 and $85 million in 1977. Such funds are essential to our
national effort to reduce the toll of cancer through prevention and
early detection programs.
Let me take this opportunity to commend the National Cancer Institute for its effective leadership in the implementation of cancer control programs as authorized by the National Cancer Act. This Association is working very closely with the Institute in this endeavor.
With kindest regards, I am
Sincerely,
MAURICE S. REIZEN, M.D., Preaident.

[TELEGRAM]

HOUSTON, TEX.
Senator Tho KENNEDY,
Capitol Hill, D.O.:
S. 3024 is a very important step to assure continued progress in
national biomedical research efforts I urge its adoption.
JOE MERRILL,
&:cecutii•e Vice-President Ba:ylor College of Medicine.

[MAILGRAMJ

BosToN, MA.ss.
Senator EDw ARD KENNEDY,
Capitol Hill,
W a,shington, D.C.:
I support your bill, the Biomedical Research Act of 1974, because it
is important to the continued progress of national biomedical research efforts.
RICHARD H. EGDAHL,
Director Boston Uwiveraity Medical Center.

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

New York,N.Y.,March 1,1974.
Hon. EDWARD :M. KENNEDY,
Senate Office Building,
lV a.shington., D.C.
DEAR SEN ATOR KENNEDY: I am writing to support S. 3023 to establish a Bio-medical Research panel. Currently there is a lack of communication between the Executive Branch and the Bio-medical Research area.
Your bill will go a long way in establishing such communications.
Sincerely,
LOWELL M. GREENBAU1\1 1 Ph.D., Profess0r.
41
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CoRNELL UNIVERSITY,

Ithaca, N.Y.,March 7, l!J74.
Senator EDWAIID M. KENNEDY,
Senate Offece Bui:lding;
lVashington, D.O.
DRirn SENATOR KENNEDY: I am writing to urge passage of bill
S. 3023 which vour committee has introduced to establish a President's Bioresearch Panel. As proposed, this panel would include the
chairman of the President's Cancer Panel, and two additional members who are distinguished scientists or physicians. They would monitor developments and execution of biomedical research programs of
NIH and report directly to the President. Such a panel is essential
for preventing delays or blockades in execution of biomedical programs of NIH which need to be brou~ht to the attention of the President and the Senate Labor and Pubhc Welfare and House Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committees. Essential research programs in
health must have ass1 ~ance o:f continuous support and immediate
action from the administration. The bill is an excellent idea and one
we have needed for a long time.
Sincerely yours,
WILLARD J. VISEK, Ph.D., M.D.,
Professor of Nutrition and OomparativeMetabolism.

.

'

[MAil.GRAM]

DURHAM, N.C.
Senator EnWARD KENNEDY,
Oapitol Hill, D.O.:
We support the new amendment to the cancer bill, specifically we
believe that a national presidential Biomedical Research Panel is
necessary to provide emphasis on the many important areas of Biomedical research. Although the recent emphasis on cancer research was
necessary, we should recognize the need for a similar thrust in other
areas of biomedical research which have an equal import to the Nation's health.
Dr. M~ P. TroRCHIEF,
Gastroenterology Department of Medicine Duke University.

[TELEGRAMS]

NEW YORK, N.Y.
Senator EnwARD KENNEDY,
Oapitol Hul, D.O.:
DsAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Committee on National Medical Policy of
the American Society for Clinical Investigation, wholeheartedly endorses S. 3023 providing for a President's Biomedical Research Panel.
We deeply appreciate your supportive comments and constructive
action.
NEAL s. BRICKER M.D.,
Ohairman, Albert Einstein Oollege of Medfoine.
42
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BRoxx, N.Y.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

•

Old Senate Offeoe Buildirng,
'
W (J)Jhington, IJ.O.:
I would like to urge you to support S. 3023 to establish a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel. Such a prestigious group would
serve to insure the continued growth and development of American
biomedical research and training in all areas for the future benefits
of mankind.
ERNST R. JAFFE, :M.D.,
Acting Dean, Albert Einstein College of 111edicine.
PHILADELPHIA, p A.
Hon. EDWARD KENNEDY,

Senator of Oommonwealth of Massachusetts, Senate Offeoe Building,
W (J)Jhington, IJ.O.:
The Board of Trustees and Administration of Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital unanimously endorses your proposed BioMedical Research Act of 1974 ( S. 3023) calling for the establishments
of a President Bio-Medical Research Panel, similar to the Cancer Advisory Panel. vVe believe this bill will assure continued progress and
integrity of America's bio-medical efforts in research.
'VHARTON SHOBER,
President and Chief Ewecutive Offecer,'
H ahnemann 11/edical College and Hospital.
PHILADELPHIA, p A.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,

Capitol Hill, IJ.O.:
The proposed biomedical research bill is of extreme importance to
the advancement of medicine in the U.S. I give it my full support.
PETER A. HERBUT, M.D.,
President, Thoma8 JefferBon University.

[MAILQRAM]
PHILADELPHIA, p A.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,

Senate Offece Building,
W (J)Jhington, IJ.O.:
Biomedical Research Act 1974 (S. 3023) important step in assur·
ing viability and continued progress in U.S. biomedical research.
THOMAS w. LANGFITT M.D.,
Acting Vice President for Health Affairs.
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Lmu LINDA UNIVERSITY,
Loma Lindi;i, Oalif., March 5, 1974.

Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR Sm : It has come to my attention that you have introduced a
bill ( S. 3023) to establish a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel
in an endeavour to strengthen the program of the National Institutes
of Health. May I indicate the support of our faculty here in this department of Loma Linda University for this bill and encourage you
m your efforts to improve the support for the NIH programs.
As you are well aware, the NIB budget in recent years has been
inadequate to fund many valuable research projects under way in the
medical schools and other research institutions of this country. In our
own department, funds for significant research in areas such as the
safety of new carhamate pesticides, the problem of drug-induced
anemia and the eft'ects of chronic methadone administration on the
physiology of the brain have been severely cut or eliminated even
when approved by the NIB advisory committees. Congressional action to alleviate this unfortunate situation is most urgently needed.
Your concern for and interest in these problems · is much
appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
IAN M. FRASER, Ph. D.
Chairman and Professor.
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY,
Loma Linda, Oalif., March 1, 1974.
Senator EnwARD M. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I am writing to support your bill S. 3023
to establish a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel.
I am also urging my State Senators, Alan Cranston and John V.
Tunney to support your bill.
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
LAWRENCE D. LONGO, M.D.
LoMA LINDA UNIVERSITY,
Loma Linda, Oalif., March 6, 1974.

Senator EDwARD M. KENNEDY,
Senate Offeoe BuiUing,
Washington, D .0.
DEAR SENATOR KEN~"EDY: As a biomedical scientist and cancer
researcher, I am extremely concerned about some of the changes in
the approaches to solving the cancer prctblem which have taken: place
recently. The cancer problem is not an engineering problem, and
therefore cannot be approached successfully with the same methods
used to put man on the moon. To limit funds for cancer research to
a few large institutions seems, to me, to be very short-sighted.
44
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Bill S. 30'23 establishing a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel
has recently come to my attention. I want to go on record as supporting this bill. It should expedite the execution of biomedical research
programs of the NIH. It would seem advisable to have five rather
than three panel members.
Thank you for your interest in helping to find a solution to the
cancer _problem.
Sincerely,
RoBERT L. NUTTER, Ph.D., Professor.
[TELEGRAMS]

TOLEDO, OHIO.
Senator TED KENNEDY,
Oapitol Hul, D.O.:
S. 30'23 represents an important move towards establishing integrity and continued medical research.
M. c. ANDERSON' M.D.
Pr.esident Medical Oollege of Oltio.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Senator EDWARD KEN?>."'EDY,
Oapitol HiJZ, D.O.:
This telegram is sent to you in my support :for your amendment to
the national cancer bill ( S. 3003) which I understand will come up for
vote soon. I totally endorse it as well as many other persons in this
academic and scientific community.
EDWARD G. lhon,
Profess01' w Ohairmaoi,
M ehrry M edw<il Ool'lege.

RICHMOND, VA.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,

Seria_te Office Build~g,
0 apital Hia, D .(J••

I think your Biomedical Research Act of 1974 (S. 3023) is an important step in. assuring integrity and continued progress of national
biomedical efforts.
M. PINSON NEAJ;l Jr., M.D.,
Medical (}oucige of Virgi114a.
WA.SRINUTON' D.C.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Oapit<il Hill, D~O.:
As former associate director for clinical care at NIH I greatly appreciate the importance of program balance at NIH and ur~ you
a~ree to amendment to Cancer Act which provides for a President's
b10medical research panel.
THOMAS CHAI.MER, M.D.
Preside!nt, Mount Sinai Medical Oenter, New Y orlc Oity.
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NEw Yorur, N.Y.
Hon. EDWARD KENNEDY,
Labor and Public Welfare Committee, Dirksen New Senate Office
Building, Capitol Hill, D.C.:
The National Hemophilia Foundation strongly supports the amendment to the Cancer Act which would trovide for the creation of a
Presidential Biomedical Research Pane while the President's Cancer
Panel has been proven effective, it has 'created a distortion in funding
at the National Institutes of Health. What is needed is a panel to determine the overall direction and priority for all of the in.stitutes
which will be provided for by this amendment.
RoY S. HEAVNER, President.

•

NORTHWESTERN u NIVERSl~Y,
Chicago, Ill., Marohl, 1974.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate;
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I wish to express my support for the
amendment to the Cancer Bill sponsored by. Senators Javits,
Schweiker, Beall and yourself.
The appointment of a policy-making panel for The National Institutes of Health will give direction and stability to· biomedical investigation in this country. Both of these characteristics have been
·
·
sadly lacking qf late. .
Once agarn, may I express my enthusiastic support for this
amendment.
·
·
·
Sincerely yours,·
MURRAY L. LEVIN, M.D.,
.A88ociate Professor of Medicine.

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., March 1, 1974.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I and my colleagues support your move,
with Senator Schweiker, Javits, and Beall, to create a special panel to
oversee the National Institutes of Health. Whether this remains as S3023 or is attached to another bill is immaterial.
I am informing my two Senators, Howard Baker and Bill Brock,
of my interest (and that of essentially every scientists here) and am
urging their support of the bill. · · ··
Sincerely,

wALDO E. CoHN,
Senior biochemist, Biology Dilvision.
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ROCHE INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY,

Nutley, N.J., March 6, 1974.

Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
W (l8hington, D.O. ·

DEAR SENATOR KENJ)."'EDY: I am writing to indicate my support of
your bill (83023) to establish a Biomedical Research panel. This hill
should do much to shorten the lag between scientific discovery and
application to human medical care...
Yours sincerely,
B. L. HoRECK.ER, Professor.
Jl>

[TELEGRAM J

BOYNTON BEAc~, FLA.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Oapi,tol Bill, D.O.:
Although I favor stronger support for many areas of basic biomedical research and will for the reasons set forth in my testimony do all
in my power t6 obtain such support, I have very serious re'8ervations
about the proposed legislation which would create,a Pre$ident's Bio.:
medical· Research Panel for the following reasons: ·
·
1. The Cancer Panel is a very unusual and unorthodbx organizational arrangement that will only work effectively if it is reserved for
unn8ual circumstances of extraordinary and specific priority as cancer
re8earch was felt to be. The Secretary of HEW could not be expected
to accept this organizational anomaly for substantially increased areas
of his basic responsibility;
.
·'
·
2. The Cancer Panel· has been an effective tool because the President
has genuinely shared the priority it was designed to implement and
the P~ident has made his support of the .Panel clea:r t? ~11 concerned.
As an instrument to proposed the President's priorities the Panel
would not in my opinion be effective. The Panel could easily be
rendered ineffective without the President's strong and well publicized
support;
3. By trying to extend the special emphasis that the Panel has helped
to achieve for cancer to all areas of biomedical research we are more
likely to lose the cancer priority to gain the same priority for a vastly
extended area;
.
4. The effective discharge of the duties as Chairman of the President's Cancer Panel requires a very substantial portion of the time of
the occupants of that position. The added duties envisaged by the
proposed bill would make this a full-time job. Such a full-time person
attempting to fµnction outside the regular organizational set-up would
be likely to become a nuisance who would soon lose his effectiveness;
5. In my opinion there is a better prospect of achieving the desired
·ends with the present set-up and a much better chance of continuing a
vital and effective cancer program;
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6. I made these views known to Lee Goldman and Jay Cutler before
my departure. I assumed they will come as no surprise to you;
7. I am highly hopeful that with a little more time we can obtain
the desired priorities with respect to other biomedical research with
the present organization without risking the loss of the momentum in
the cancer program by changing the set-up in mid-stream. I hope
these views will be helpful in your deliberations.
)Vann regards,
BENNO ScaMIDT.

ScrnPPS CLINIC AND RESEARCH Foul\"DATION,
La Jolla, Calif., Mareh 6, 1974.
Senator EDWARD

)f.

..

KEX1'"EDY,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: The establishment of a Presidential Biomedical Panel (S. 3023) deserves considerable sup
It is important to bring to the attention of the executive bra
the government solid information on the merits of biomedical research. Careful
monitoring of the programs of the NIH will surely accomplish such a
goal. Much of the painstaking efforts of th~ Congress to understand
the benefits of research and the needs and problems currently :facing
the biomedical research community would hoJ?0fully through such a
committee be transmitted to those in the admmistrative branch who
are expert in methods of budget but not science. I would favor a
panel consisting of five scientists rather than three, as is called for in
the bill, which would be necessary to bring to the panel greater representation of so complex a body of information.
Sincerely,
CHARLES G. Cocmu.NE, M.D.

[TELEGRAMS]

STANFORD, CALIF.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

OU SeMte Offeee BmUing,
Capitol Hill, D.C.:
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I support provisions of S-3023 for a biomedical research panel and for other measures in support of a vigorous
biomedical research program for this Nation.
,,
CLAYTON RroB:, M.D.,
Vwe P'f.'esident for Medictil Affaira,
Stanford University School of Medicine.
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ALBANY, N.Y.
Sen. EDWARD KENNEDY,
Capitol Hill, D.O.:
Regarding the Biomedical Act of 1974. I think this bill is an
impoi:tant step in assuring integrity and continued progress of national
bio-medical research efforts.
TH011rAs W. :Mou. 1\1.D.,
Provost for the Health Sd,ence,
State University of New York .

•

PHILADELPHLo\., PA.

Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY.
/Senate.
'
Oapit~l Hill, D.O.:
Recent history underlines the importance of monitoring the execution of NIH research programs. The panel envisioned in your S-3023
would be an important step toward accomplishing that purpose.
PAUL ToKIN, M.D.,
Vice Presi,dent and Provost Health Smenoe.~ Center,
Templ,e University.
[MAILGRAMJ

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

•

•

Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Subcowmittee on Health,
Washington, D.C.:
Please pardon the terseness of this communication but I only learned
of the urgency of the following today. I wish to lend strong support
to your move (Bills HR 12314 and 82893) to provide for a panel of
five non-Federal representatives from the scientific community to review priorities and foster implementation o:f monetary support for
bio-medical projects under Federal purvey .
•ToHN H. PHIT,LIPS~ :\f.D.,
Professor of Medicine, Tulane University .

[TELEGRAM]

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,
Capitol Hill, D.O.:
· S-3023 establishing a Biomedical Research Panel would move
toward continued effective national biomedical research. Urge support of this measure.

s. RICHARDSON HILL,

Junior Md/University of Alabama.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
DEPAR'l'MENT OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY,
ScrrooL OF B10LOGICAJ, ScrnNcEs,
/ruine, OaJ,if., March 6, 1974.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Senate Offece Bui"lding,
lVa.~Mngton, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I am writing to yon with regard to the
formation of a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel, whose purpose would be to monitor the development and execution of biomedical
research programs of the National Institutes of Health.
I am writing to you to indicate my support for the formation of this
c01.nmittee. I feel that it will expedite the movement of funds appropriated by thb Congress to the NIH. I also feel it will expedite the
proposed research programs, and will allow a more direct communication line on matters of the budget from the NIH, through the committee, to the President on a different vein than perhaps the head of
the NIH. who is a Presidential appointee who may favor Presidential
programs. This committee, I feel, would provide a second voice, which
would help prevent manipulation of the National Institutes of Health
and our own health care programs for political reasons.
Sincerely yours,
G. A. GRANGER,
Professor of Immurwlogy and 1Vicrobiology.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SCRIPPS INSTITU'l'ION OF OCEANOGRAPHY,
La Jolla, Calif., March 8, 1974.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Senate Offece Building,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR Sim ATOR KENNEDY: I am writing in appreciation of yonr efforts with regard to the introduction of Rill S3023, along with Senators Beall, .Tavits, and Schweiker, to establish a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel. For some time we in the biomedical research community have been concerned about the disproportionate influence exercised by the Executive, as compared with the Legislative, branch on
Federal biomedical research programs. The Executive influence is
wielded chiefly through the Office of Management and Budget, an
agency with little if any of the scientific expertise needed to evaluate
the programs over which it holds such power. Creation of a Biomedical Research Pand, as embodied in your bill, wi.ll ensure that informed
scientific input is received both by the President and by appropriate
Congressional committees. Alt.hough I would prefer to see a panel 0£
five members, rather than the three mentioned in your bill, I very much
hope that S30.23 will pass and be implemented.
By copy of this letter I am conveying my sentiments to your cosponsors and to my own Senators.
Yours sincerely,
CHRISTOPJIER IC MATHEWS,
Visiting Professor.
50
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[MAILGRAM]

...

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO MEDICAL CENTER,
Denver, Colo.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.0.:
Senate bill 3023 has strong support from the faculty and administration of the University of Colorado Medical Center, having served
as the first director of the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development during your late brother's administration I
have viewed with grave pain the decline of the National Biomedical
effort. It is time to reestablish a strong bipartisan biomedical research
policy.
Your bill can do this.
With best wishes for success,
ROBERT A. AwRICH, M.D.,
Vice President for HeaJ,th Affairs.

u NIVERSITY

•

•

OF COLORADO MEDICAL CENTER,
Denver, Colo.

Senator EDWA1!D KENNEDY,
Senate Office Building,
W (J)IJhington, D.C.:
We support the proposed amendment to the Cancer Act which would
provide for the President's Biomedical Research Panel. The cancer
program has expanded greatly as a result of the Concer Act but as a
biomedical researcher we are concerned that this progress have been
at the expense of other research programs. We need such a panel to
provide a balanced view of the research needs and opportunities available to the NIH.
F. KERN, Jr.bM.D.
F. SIMON, M. .,
H. CLAMAN, M.D.,
V. OsTROWER, M.D.
w. BROWN, M.D.

u NIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA,
Los Angeles,, Calif., March 8, 1974.

Hon. EDWA1!D M. KENNEDY,
United States Senate,
Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: This letter is in support of your Bill
S. 3023 to establish a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel. The
development and execution of biomedical research programs have
been substantially arrested. This stems, in part, from tbe low priority
assigned to this human enterprise by the present administration. We
believe it essential that the influence of the Office of Management and
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Budget be counterbalanced by a panel of the type provided for in
your bill.
Sincerely yours,
MAX HAnRY "\VEIL, M.D.,
Director mul OlinicaJ, Professor,

Medicim and Biomedical, Engineering.

•
(TELEGRAM]

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA,

Gainesville, Fla.
Senator Enw ARD M. KENNEDY,

Capitol Hill,
lVashington, D.C.:
Continued effort in biomedical research is necessary in the quest for
treatment and cures. "\Ve support bill S. 3023 as an approach to progressive legislation for researclL
ED::11uND Acn:ELL,
Vice-President for Health Affairs.

J. HILLIS MILLER HEALTH CENTER.
UNIVERSITY OF FLORrDA,
Gainesville, Fla., JIarch 6, 19'74.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY.
Chairnw.n, Subcommittee on Health, Old Senate Offece Buililing,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR l\IR. KENNEDY: This letter is written in support of S. 3023
to establish a President's biomedical research panel. I think the scientific and health community is eager to best utilize funds made
available to them for biomedical research. Every indication which we
have receiYed is that such a panel is needed and would expedite the
efficient utilization of available funds.
Sincerely yours,
Dox L. ALLEN, D.D.S., M.S.,
Interim Dean.
DIVISION OF SPONSORED RESEARCH,
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA,
Gainesville, Fla., Feb1·uary gs, 1974.
SPnator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

Ohairmari. Subcommittee on Health, Old Senate Offece Building,
lV ashington, D.O.
Dt:AR SENATOR KENNEDY: One of the severest frustrations that has
faced those of us attempting to develop answers to pressing health
problems has been the constrant stream of road blocks to biomedical
research stemming from OMB actions. I interpret these as reflecting
Administration attitude since actions speak louder than words.
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The introduction of S. 3023 by Senators Kennedy, Beall, Javits,
and Schweiker to provide a mechanism for monitoring the development and execution of biomedical research programs provides a
way to de,·elop a rational approach to the problem of maintaining
factual input for presidential and congressional dedsions. The present, almost capricious decision-making with regard to biomedical research could then be ended or exposed for what it is.
Your efforts in introducing and supporting this action are welcomed and appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
GEORGE IL DAVIS,
Director, Divisi'on of Sponsored Research.

C. V.

'VHITNEY LABORATORY,
NIVERSITY OF FuirunA,

u

St. Augustine, Fla., March 7, 1974.

•

Senator EDWARD :M. KENNEDY.
Chairnian~ Subcommittee on Health, Old Se1wte Offece Building,
lVashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: This is to express my support for S. 3023
which yon have introduced. American biomedical science leads the
world. and it would be a dreadful step backward if our forward thrust
were to be blunted. Even though the advances in biomedical science
~ave been spectacular over the past 20 years, it is only the tip of the
iceberg that has been revealed. A number of quantum jumps in our
knowledge of living processes are discernable-for example membrane
phenomena, the three-dimensional structure and activity of lrnge macromolecules, neurobiological advances and their significance for understanding cell and organ behavior. ·we need this kind of information for better undei·standing of human disease.
I hope your efforts will be successful, for it will be tragic if support
for fundamental research falters as it has been doing for the past few
years.
Sincerely,
SAMUEL Grmx .
Dfrector, Projessor of Biochemistry.

J. HILLIS ~fII,LER HF.AI,TH CENTER,
lJNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA,
Gainesi•ille, Fla., March 1, 1974.

Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Chairman. Subaommittee on Health, Old Senate Office Building,
lVasMngton, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: This is to applaud vour introduction of
S. 3023, and to express the wholehearted support of our faculty and
administration for this bill. It would do much to insure the orderely
implementation of legislatiYe intent. with respect to biomedical research proirrams of the NIH. Naturally, it is the extramural portion
of the XIH program that concerns us most, and I know that you are
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fully aware of the distressing cutbacks, slowdowns and phase-outs in
research and research training programs in our medical schools that
have been occasioned by impoundment and other administrative delaying tactics in recent years. Su.ch delays car. only be detrimental to
the public health, as they postpone development of new knowledge
necessary to control or prevent disease.
'Ve sti·ongly urge passage of the bill, and express our thanks to you
for your initiative in this matter.
Sincerely yours,
CHANDLER A.SETSON, M.D., Dean.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS,

Vrbana-Ohampaign, March 1, 1974.
To: Senators Kennedy, Beall, Javits and Schweiker.
From: F. A. Kummerow, Director, The Burnsides Research Laboratorv.
Subject: Senate Bill S-3023. The Establishment of a President's Biomedical Research Panel.
I would like to express my support for S-3023. The research community is dedicated to the solution of health problems in. the U.S.A.
However, it cannot operate in a vacuum. I know from my own participation in volunteer health organizations, such as the Illmois Heart
Association, that the general public understands the need for a contin.ued and steady funding of research pro~ams. This unde~t~nding
at the grass roots level will support carefully thought-out declSlons at
the national level. The Office of the President needs the support that
a distinguished panel of scientists can provide. The present dependence
on the Office of Management and Budget for such guidance has not
provided for an optimum research e:ffort. S-3023 will be of ben.efit to
the Congress, the Office of the President and the scientific community.
We must all work in harmony in order to provide for maximum value
from the funds that are provided for research programs.

KENnJcxy,
Leanngton, Ky., February ~8, 1974.
UNIVERSITY OF

Senator EDwARD M. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I am writing in behalf of the Public Affairs Committee of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) to support Senate Bill S. 3023. It has been
apparent for a number of years that one of the impediments to the
efficient use of the federal dollar in biomedical research has been poor
communication among the administration, certain key Congressional
committees, and the NIH. Objectives and motives are sometrmes misunderstood, and, in the resulting confusion, time and money are
wasted. The proposed President's Biomedical Research Panel would
serve as a high-level coordinating body that would substantially
54
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reduce these kinds of waste. I therefore strongly endorse your efforts
in behalf of S. 3023.
Sincerely,
HENRY R. HIRSCH,

Associate. Professor.
[TELEGRAM]
\VoRCESTER, MAss.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,

•

Capitol Hill D.O.:
I urge your support of Senate biU Number 3023 at the subcommittee
on health meeting on March 6th. The need for a President o-4Biomedical Research Panel and continuing support of basic research is clear
and urgent. This will have direct effects on the health of the Nation.
R.
BUTCHER, Ph.D.,

w.

University of Massacliusetts Medical School.
UNIVERSITY OF M'.Iiln,
iViami, Fla., February BB, 1974.
Senator EDwARD KENNEDY,

Subcommittee on Health,
Dirksen Senate Offeee Building,
lVmJhington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: As a member of the American Federation
for Clinical Research and a councillor of its Southern subsection, I
urge your support of the current cancer legislation. Academicians
consider passa~e of this bill which provides for independent scientific
control immune from Federal (Presidential) influence for fund distribution as critical.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
GERALD s. LEvEY, M.D.,

Professor of MedimM .

•
[TELEGRAMS]

•

CHAPEL Hn,L, N.C.
Senator EDwARD KENNEDY,

Capitol Hill D.0.:
Senate 3025 constitutes an important forward step to protect and
support national biomedical research efforts. I only hope it could be
eYen stronger.
CECIL G. SHEPS, M.D.,

Vice Chancellor, Health Science,
University of North Carolina.
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PrrrsBURGH, PA.
Hon. EDWARD KENNEDY,

U.S. Senate, Senate Offece Building,
W (l8hington, D.G.:
I support your statesmanlike efforts to establish a President's Biomedical Research Panel which would provide real leadership for the
Nation's biomedical research efforts.
F. s. CHEEVER,
Vice Chancellor Health Professions,
Cniversity of Pittsburgh.
il

DALLAS, TEX.
Hon. EDWARD KENNEDY,

U.S. Senate,
W (l8hington, D.O.:
Your bill entitled Biomedical Research Act of 1974 is vitally important to the preservation of a vigorous national biomedical research
effort. Such a national effort is absolutely essential if this country is
going to contiI~ue as a world leader in the health field.
CHARLES c. SPRAGUE, M.D.,
President, The University of Texas Health Science Genter at Dallas.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH,

Galveston, Tex.
DEAR Sm: I was just informed about bill S. 3023 and I want yon to
know that I consider this of extreme importance for the continuation
of biomedical research. This is exactly ·what is needed and what is of
utmost urgency now so many good projects get approved but not
funded. My own project was for instance approYecl last November
with an excellent critique but it has not been funded yet. In the mean
time research was reduced due to the loss of technical help. My mm
future is in jeopardy since also my salary is paid from this grant. vVe
do- not know anymore where we stand clue to these delays in funding.
Action is indeed necessary.
Sincerely yours,
L"GDDO B. N ANNING A,

llesearch Professor,
Department of Physiology and Biophysics.

[TELEGRAMS]
SYRACUSE N.Y.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

Capitol Hill D.O.:
I support the Biomedical Research Act of 1974 (S-3023) as &
means of strengthening integrity and further accomplishment in biomedical research.
·
LEWTS w. BLUEMLE, .Jr .• M.D.,
.
President, Upstate Medical Genter.
56
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NASHVILLE TENN.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

Capitol Hul D.C.:
I strongly support the national cancer bill S. 3023.
Dr. ALLAN D. BASS,

Professor of Pharmacology, Vanderbilt M ediaal Sahool.
NA.sHVILLB TENN.

Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

•

Capitol Hm D.C.:
I firmly urge the passage of an amendment to the NCB S. 302!1 to
include the appointment of a Biomedical Review Panel to monitor
this bill.
HARRY P. BROQUIST,

Professor Biochemistry, Vanderbilt University.
VANDERBILT U NIVERSITY1
Nashville, Tenn., Marchi, 197.~.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Subco1111Tnittee on Health, U.S. Senate, New Dirksen Senate Office
Building, Washington,D.0.

•

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I am writing to indicate the importance I
attach to the amendment I understand you plan to introduce on the
Senate floor next week to the Bill to Extend and Amend The National
Cancer Act of 1971 ( S. 3023). The amendment, as I understand it,
will create a panel of several individuals, drawn in large part from
the scientific community, to review and oversee the overall funding
of health science programs of the N.C.I., N.I.H., and N.LM.H. This
panel would report to both the President and the Congress and would
be charged with maintaining balance and scientific diversity among
the various programs. It would, therefore, be in a position to modulate
significantly the increasing effort of the Executive Branch to politicize science. I want to commend you :for introducing this legislation
and to encourage you and your fellow Senators to resist what I suspect
:ire strong efforts by the White House to defeat it on the Senate floor.
I have talked to Mr. Dalrimple on Congressman Paul Rogers' staff,
and he indicated that there would be little chance of further modifying
·their bill (H.R. 13053) in the full committee, but that he felt that,
should your amendment pass, there would be little difficulty in incorporating it in conference.
Let me offer my appreciation for your continuing efforts on behalf
of biomedical science and the health professions, and my best regards.
Sincerely,
DAVID N. ORTH, M.D.,

Director, Oanaer Research Oenter.
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[TELEGRAM]
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NAsliV1u:.i,
'
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.
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.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,
Capi,tol Hill, RO.:. .
Strongly'.su'ppurt;yduramendment to national cancer bill S. 3023, to
establish Biomedical Research Panel to report to Congress and the
President on NIH funding.
·
Dr. OscAR TouSTER,
. . 1 ,; ·.
· · ·· ·' .. • '
Professor and Chairman,
Department of M olemdar Biology, Vanafi11but Ynivetrsity.
.

•
'

;

'·'

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MEDICAL CENTER,-.
Madison, Wis., February 27, 1974.
Hon. EDw.Ai!D M. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: As a biomedical scientist who has been
increasingly concerned about the fate of health research in the U.S.A.,
as well as in Latin America (see enclosed), I am most pleased to learn
that you along with Senators Javits, Schweiker and Beall have introduced S. 3023, an amendment to the Public Health Service Act to
strengthen the research programs on the National Institutes of Health.
I have written to Senator Gaylord Nelson in this connection. Your
amendment will be widely supported and applauded by the community
of biomedical scientists as it represents a major step in insuring the
integrity and renewed vigor of the National Institutes of Health which
has been able until recently to ~oster an internationally renowned program of hea.tth research.
·
··
The partial separation of the Cancer Institute and the threats to
further disintegration of the National Institutes of Health by tlie efforts to·sepii,'rate the Heart and Lung and NeurologicaJ Diseases Institutes have served tc> dishearten the biomedical community. Your
amendment>will go a considerable way in helping to reestablish the
confidence Of the biomedical scientists in the justifiable belief that their
collective research efforts, if adequately supported, will contribute the
basic knowledge, urgently needed for more effective diagnosis, treatment and prevention of not only cancer, and heart disease but also of
arthritis, diabetes, and the many other ills of our citizens.
·
The enclosed report on Health Research in Latin Anierica may·be of
interest to· vou. It reveals the difficulties which our sister natlons in
this hemisphere are facin~ in meeting their health research needs. The
intewity an?- :einvigorat10n b}'.' more. a~equate financial support of the
N at10nal Inst~tuteS' of Health m their. mtra- and extramural research
proO'rams are essential not only to meet the needs and expectations of
our"'own dtizens~ but also tCi serve as a model-and even as a source of
support..,:.....fol<otlrer countries,· and in particular, Latin America.
Respectfully yours, ·
·
PHILIPP. COHEN,
Professor of Physfolo,qical Chemistry.
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2dSession

RE.l'oRT

No. 93-954

NATIONAL CANCER AMENDMENTS OF 1974

MARCH

27, 1974.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. STAGGERS, from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 13053]

The Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to whom
was referred the bill (H.R. 13053) to amend the Public Health Service
Act to improve the National Cancer Program and to authorize appropriations for such Program for the next three fiscal years, and for other
purposes, having considered the same, report favorably thereon
·without amendment anrl recommend that the bill do pass.
SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION

•

H. R. 13053 as reported provides a three-ye.ar extension of the
National Cancer Act with total authorizations for fiscal years 1975-77
of $2,565 million for the National Cancer Pro!:Sram and $200 million
for cancer control programs. The legislation also makes the following
substantive modifications in the National Cancer Act:
1. Specifies that the director of the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) may make research and training grants without national
advisory board review having direct costs of up to $35,000.
2. Requires the director of NCI to collect, analyze and disseminate information on nutrition programs for cancer patients
and the relationship between nutrition and cancer.
3. Requires use of training stipends, fellowships, and career
awards for training relevant to cancer.
4. Requires the director to submit, with the NCI's budget,
estimates of the personnel needed for the cancer program.
5. Removes the limitation of fifteen on the number of cancer
research and demonstration centers which the NCI may support.
(347)
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6. Provides the director of NCI with additional. authority to
employ experts and consultants, make grants for construction,
alteration and renovation of research facilities, and disseminate
and interpret new information concerning cancer.
7. Mandates in law peer review throughout NIH of grant applications and contract _projects in a manner comparable to that
presently done administratively for grant applications, and
8. Extends permanently the present, expinng authority for the
Secretary of HEW to contract for research projects.
BACKGROUND

This proposed legislation provides new authority for the support of
the National Cancer Program through a three-year extension of the
National Cancer Act of 1971 (P.I~. 92-218), and is a companion bill
of S. 2893, introduced in the Senate by Mr. Kennedy on January 24,
1974. Hearings were held in the House on R.R. 12314, a bill similar to
R.R. 13053, on February 5 and 6, 1974, and focused on the operation
and effectiveness of the National Cancer Program; progress in cancer
research; treatment and diagnostic methods made available to Americans since the passage of the National Cancer Act of 1971; new and
improved techniques for delivering information to the biomedical
community and to the public; how well the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) organizational structure created by the 1971 Act has worked;
and improvements which could be made in each of these areas. Almost
all the testimony heard was supportive of the work accomplished by
the National Cancer Pro~am since the passage of P.L. 92-218 in
December, 1971. In addit10n a Presidential message was introduced
into the record reaffirming the President's commitment to a continued
national effort against cancer. The legislation was considered by the
Subcommittee on Public Health and Environment in open mark-up,
introduced as a clean bill, R.R. 13053, and reported by unanimous
voice vote. It was then considered by the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce in open mark-up and reported by unanimous
voice vote. It is cosponsored by the Chairman of the Committee and
all members of the Subcommittee.
CosT oF LEGISLATION

As reported by the Committee, H.R. 13053 provides for authorizations of appropriations for three fiscal _years for the National Cancer
Program as shown in the following table.
TABLE 1.-NEW OBLIGAl'IONAL AUTHORITY FOR FISCAL YEARS 1975-77 UNDER H.R. 13053

[In millions or dollars)
Fiscal year1975

1976

1977

Total

National cancer program, sec. 410C of the Public Health Service
AcL ............................ --------- ------ ___ ..... ..
control program, sec. 409(6) of the Public Health Service

750

83C

985

2, 565

50

65

TotaL •••••••••••••••••• -.......................... .

800

895

2

85. !I

1,070

200
2, 765
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These authorizations may be compared to the following recent program budgetary experience.
TABLE 11.-RECENT BUDGET EXPERIENCE
TABLE !!.-RECENT BUDGET EXPERIENCE OF. THE NATIONAL CANCER PROGRAM
[In millions of dollars!

'
'I

Fiscal year-

National cancer program:
Present obligational authority ________________ _

~Cft~~fi~~~i~_s_._-_:::::: ::: :: : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : :

Budget reque!lts. ________ --------- _------- __
Cancer control program:
Present obligational authority ________________ _

~cn~~fi~~~~-n_s_._-_-_-_:::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : :

1972

1973

400.0
379.0
378.0
372. 2

500.0
462. 2
425. 7

2. 0

30. 0
30.0
5. 5
4.0

0
0
0

Budget requests---------------------- -----1
1

428. 2

1974

1

1975

Total

600.0 -----------555. I -----------555. l -----------466. 0
555. 0

I, 500.0
I, 396. 2
I, 358. 8
11,266.4

40. 0 -----------34. 0 -----------34.0 -----------34. 0
45.1

90.0
64. 0
39. 5
' 3tl.O

Includes funds impounded in fiscal year 1973 and released in fiscal year, 1974.
Total does not include fiscal year 1975 request so that it is comparable to the totals above it.

NEED FOR LEGISLATION

•

The National Cancer Program has progressed well since the passage
of the National Cancer Act of 1971 and only a few changes are necessary to facilitate the full implementation of the Act. Cancer in its
more than 100 forms constitutes one of the most devastating health
problems of the American people. It is estimated that 655,000 Americans will develop cancer in 1974, and 355,000 will die. This makes
cancer the second leading cause of death behind heart disease. Beyond
an incalculable toll in suffering and family disruption, this disease
produces an economic loss in the United States estimated at more
than $15 billion annually. Yet the outlook is improving at a steadily
accelerating pace. One out of every three persons who now have cancer
can expect to be alive five years after treatment. There are one and
a half million Americans who have had cancer but are now well. An
additional one million cancer patients diagnosed and treated in the
last 5 years are expected to live to join these ranks.
The National Cancer Act enlarged the authorities of the National
Cancer Institute and the National Institutes of Health to conduct an
expanded, intensified and coordinated National Cancer Program. This
Program has two principal thrusts. The first is to speed the development of new knowledge by an intensive and coordinated research effort
involving the broad scope of medical, biological, chemical and physical
sciences. The second. is to bring the mQst effective methods for the
prevention and control of cancer to all the people of this nation through
unprecedented demonstration and education• efforts. This delivery of
research results to the people uses the best of our present knowledge
and will provide for the rapid application of new information as the
National Cancer Program continues to gather momentum.
Even before the National Cancer Act was passed, investigators
representing the U.S. scientific and medical community were brought
together to begin planning a research strategy for the National Cancer
3
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Program. The resulting plan, transmitted to the Congress by the
President last year, sets forth research approaches needed for progress
in the areas of cancer cause and prevention, detection and diagnosis,
treatment, and rehabilitation.
It is not expected that a. cure for cancer will be found in the space
of a year or two-nor is it anticipated that there will even be a single
cure for the many forms of cancer. Instead, scientists and physicians
are exploring all promising avenues of research that may lead to
identifying the causes of cane'er, preventing cancer whenever. possible,
diagnosing cancer earlier and more accurately, and treating it more
effectively. The host of individual advances all work toward the ultimate goal of preventing the occurrence of cancer, curing cancer when
it does occur, and restoring former cancer patients to full and productive lives.
In 1971, the National Cancer Institute appropriation level was
$233 million. In 1974, the appropriation level is $551 million, with an
operating budget of $527,517,000. The Committee is in agreement
with the Administration's emphasis on this program and their promise of future commitment.
Progress has been made in many areas. The international scientific
community has been brought into the National Cancer Program, as
called for by the Act, with research in 19 foreign countries being
supported by the NCI. Further, the broad range of information programs envisioned by the Act have become operational to facilitate the
exchange of scientific and medical information among scientists,
physicians, other health professionals and the public.
The first thrust of the N e.tional Cancer Program is the development
of new knowledge of cancer. As one facet of this the NCI has placed
new emphasis on developing treatment methods that effectively use
combinations of surgical, radiation, immunologic and· drug therapy.
In this area, the following examples illustrate the progress made
under the ausfices of the National Cancer Act of 1971:
Half o . those children with acute lymphocytic leukemia, a
terrible c·ancer of the blood, now are alive five years after diagnosis
when treated aggressively with radiation and a combination of
anti-cancer drugs. Twenty years ago, this disease killed most of
its victims within a. few months and all of them within several
years.
Radiotherap,v for the early stages of Hodgkin's disease, another
cancer of the circulatory system, now produces five-year survival
rates of more than 90 percent. This is compared to a 68 percent
survivial rate for early Hodgkin's disease five years ago. A fourdrug combination treatment for advanced Hodgkin's gives 65
percent survival after five years, a vast improvement over the
survival rate of less than 10 percent five years ago.
Patients with another form of lymphoma can achieve a fiveyear survival r·a.te of 66 percent when this cancer is diagnosed
early and treated with a combination of drugs. Five years ago,
the rate was only a.bout 20 percent.
There are indications that breast cancer may yield eventually
to a combination of drugs, sur~ery and radiation. Five-year
survival rates for this disease, which kills more women than any
other form of cancer, have remained near 60 percent for the past
two decades. Scientists now have found significant decrease8 in
4
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tumor size when advanced breast cancer patients are treated with
any one of six drugs. Although these observations do not show any
lenghtening of these patients' lives, they are essential first steps
toward improved treatment for breast cancer in the future.
The National Cancer Institute screened more than 78,000
compounds for anti-cancer activity during 1972 and 1973, a significant increase from the approximately 15,500 compounds screened
in 197L Fifteen drugs received Food and Drug Administration
approval in 1973 for experimental use against human cancers,
after stringent tests by NCI with animals. Five drugs received
similar approval during 1972.
Andrimycin, one particular experimental drug, has been found
to have activity agamst a broader range of cancers than any other
known drug. This includes breast cancer and lung cancer, the
leading cancer killer among American men and now the third
greatest cause of cancer deaths among women as well. Research
now centers on developing less toxic forms of this promising drug.
Investigators at several institutions have shown that a person's
immune system can be stimulated to defend against cancer and
further research to develop this treatment approach is underway.
The treatment of cancer is more effective when the disease is
detected in an earlier and more localized stage, and progress is
.
also being made in the detection of cancer.
X-ray examination used in combination with physical examination in mass screening for breast cancer has resulted in a one-third
reduction of the death rate from that disease over a five-year
period among study populations.
A study of 18,000 persons over age 50 who had over the past 25
years received periodic examinations of the lower colon, and removal of polyps or other precancerous conditions showed that
the rate of colon cancer among these individuals was only 15
percent of.that expected if they had not been examined regularly.
Scientists are using immunologic techniques to detect cancerrelated chemicals, or "markers," in the blood or urine of persons
with cancer. One such marker, called carcinoemhryonic antigen
(CEA), may be useful in combination with other tests for early
detection and follow-up of cancers of the digestive system, particularly colon cancer.
Advances in detection and treatment will cure or prolong the lives of
cancer patients, but understanding the causes of cancer may lead to its
prevention as well. Progress is also being made in this area.
The National Cancer Institute has significantly expanded its
program to identify cancer-causing chemicals in the environment.
Approximately 445 chemicals are now being tested in two-year
and three-year studies with animals. The tests are under way at
20 laboratories, includin~ the Frederick Cancer Research Center,
converted by Presidential mandate from a biological warfare
center, at Fort Detrick, Maryland.
Screening tests that may identify cancer-causing chemicals in
as little as two weeks (normally a very time consuming process)
·.
are being developed by NCI scientists.
5
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Research efforts have found asbestos increasingly as a pollutant
in both air and water, and suggested that its apparent role as
one cause of lung cancer may depend on the shape of asbestos
particles rather than on their chemical nature.
Stud~es of cancer amc;ing various populati<?n groul?s has pointed
to other causes of the disease. A hormone, diethylstilbestrol,· used
for a number of years to prevent miscarriage among pregnant
women, has been linked with the occurrence of vaginal cancer in
their dauf?hters 15 to 22 years later. Other studies are finding
relationships between dietary patterns and cancers of the digestive
tract in Japanese migrants to Hawaii, California, and British
Columbia.
No virus has yet been found to cause hu:µian cancer, but
scientists are accumulating evidence of the association of several
viruses with breast cancer, leukemia, cancer of the cervix, and
other forms of cancer. A battery of highly sensitive biochemical
and immunologic tests have been developed for this research.
These tests have been used to show that at least two candidate
human cancer viruses are instead of animal origin, important
information which allows NCI to direct its resources elsewhere.
Totally new approaches for cancer control and prevention may
ultimately emerge from fundamental research into the life processes
of cells, and are presently bein~ developed.
An artificial and potentially functioning gene has been synthesized for the first time. Years of further research may lie ahead,
but scientists hope artificial genes can be used to learn how
cancer starts-and how it can be stopped.
Genes direct the synthesis of enzymes that cells need to function. There is new evidence that several enzy:rp.es may appear
only in cancer cells. If these enzymes are essential for the survival
of cancer cells, blocking the enzymes may kill the cells while
leaving normal cells unharmed.
Turning to its second thrust, the National Cancer Program has
posted an excellent record in delivering research results to the people.
The program is doing what can be done, now, for the cancer patient
and those at risk of cancer.
.
Nine major medical institutions across the country have.established
Comprehensive Cancer Centers. Three pre-existing Centers of comparable scope have been strengthened. The remainin~ six Centers called
for by the National Cancer Act will be in operation by July 1, and
additional Comprehensive Centers are being planned. These Centers
engage in the full range of basic and clinical cancer research. They
train professional manpower required for the National Cancer Program. They assist other institutions in their surrounding areas in
providing the best possible programs of cancer prevention, detection,
diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation.
The Cancer Control Program, also called for by the National Cancer
Act, has been firmly established. This new Program is speeding the
application of research advances through relatively short-term projects conducted in and out of major centers.
In cooperation with the American Cancer Society, 20 breast
cancer detection projects have been established throughout the
country. More than 100,000 women will be screened annually to
6
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find breast cancer8 in the earliest possible stage-when this
leading cause of cancer death among American women is most
curable.
•
A network of more tha1t 100 community hospitals is being
established to demonstrate effective new treatments for acute
lymphocytic leukemia, Hodgkin's disease and non-Hodgkin's
lymphomas.
.
Collaboration with the HEW National Clearing-house for
Smoking and Health is.aimed at reducing the number of cancers
·
caused by smoking.
Several centers and hospitals are developing model cancer
rehabilitation programs that can be replicated in community
hospitals as well as the large centers for cancer care.
The National Cancer Institute also conducts and supports W.inical
research involving all 36 major forms of cancer. More than 20,000
patients, 1,600 physicians and 320 cancer centers and other hospitals
throughout the country are particip.ating in these programs. This is
the frontline where gains are gradually being made in treating cancer.
In addition, the participating physicians and hospitals are integral
parts of the nation's .medical care system, routinely caring for cancer
patients not enrolled in studies. This integration of effort strengthens
cancer care generally, and speeds research advances to all patients.
Although progress against cancer since the passage of the National
Cancer Act of 1971 has been dramatic, the Committee feels that
certainJroblem areas do exist which have tended to impede the
Nation Cancer Institute's ability to conduct the program in the
mo,;t efficient and effective manner. A major area of concern has been
the failure of the Executive Branch to fund Congressional appropriation bills, through veto.and impoundment. These practices have made
the conduct of the National Cancer Program, as well as all of DHEW
programs, tenuous and has caused delays in the implementation of
many aspects of the National Cancer Program. The Committee further
feels that:
(1) The NCI has been severely limited in its efforts to secure
sufficient numbers of personnel to conduct its activities by
reduced DHEW personnel ceilings and an inadequate number of
supergrade positions. The original Congressional intent of Section
410(1) of P.L. 92-218 was to provide the National Cancer
Program with 50 experts or consultants over and above the
normal DHEW position ceilings for the National C,ancer Institute. The intent of the law, in this case, has not been complied
with.
(2) The Director, NCI, has been prevented from conducting
a full ran~e of communications, information and public affairs
activities in support of the National Cancer Program because of
the centralization of much of the responsibility to conduct these
activities in the NIH and DHEW and accompanying 25%
reduction in NCI public affairs personnel.
(3) There has been an insufficient number of NIH central
staff to support the NCI as well as the other N a.tiona.l Institutes.
Examples of the types of central staff in short supply at NIH
are nurses and other Clinical Center support staff, li.ousekee~rs,
security personnel, and personnel for the renovation of facilities.
(4) The amount of time incurred between the submission of a.
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grant application or contract proposal and approval or disapproval is excessive. Improved regulations and streamlined
procedures are urgently needed to facilitate the decision-making
process in this area.
(5) The Director, NCI, has been limited in his authority under
Section 410(c) (1) to award grants not exceeding $35,000 without
review and recommendation of approval by the National Cancer
Advisory Board, through a DHEW General Counsel decisibn that the
$35,000 specified must include both direct and indirect costs. This
decision significantly limits the number of approved grants the
Director may choose to award and reduces the effectiveness of the
original Congressional intent of this Section.
(6) The Director, NCI, has not been h:~itted to exercise the
independent contracting authority given · in Section 410(7) of
P.L. 92-218.
The Committee was distressed to learn that the NCI is unable to
· make grants for new construction, alteration, or renovation of basic
research laboratory facilities. A further concern is any' possible limitation of the number of new clinical cancer research and demonstration centers (Comprehensive Cancer Centers) that can be funded
under section 408(a). The Act now calls for 15 new centers to be assisted !1J!d it was felt that this limitation severely restricts the National
Cancer Program from carryin~ out. its goal of demonstrating the
latest methods of cancer diagnosis and treatment to health practitioners
across the United States. Comprehensive Cancer Centers are not a
medical delivery system nor are they expected to treat cases of cancer
in their regions except when research is done as an adjunct to the
Centers' research and demonstration programs. They are expected
to be geographically evenly distributed to allow for a significant
impact on the quality of cancer care throughout the nation through
effective demonstration and outreach programs.
During recent years, the balance among NIH programs has been
undergoing a dramatic shift. This shift is characterized by the support
of certain categorical disease areas at what seems to be the expense
of others, and the favored support of special initiative research programs (contracts) over individual_ investigator initiated research
(grants). The Committee appreciates the difficulty of the NIH in
maintaining a balance among its programs durin~ this period of
overall level of declining funding and has become mcreasingly concerned about the problems created by this tr.end. The following tables
show·appropriations for NIH by institute in first real and then constant (1965=100) dollars and make the problem of program balance
visible.
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TABLE 111.-NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH COMPARABLE APPROPRIATIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1965-75
(In thousands of dollars!
P1esident's

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

bu~\~~

National Cancer lnstitut•------------------------- __
143, 429
157, 279
168, 458
National Heart and Lung Institute.-----------------·
115, 784
132, 331
154, 667
National Institute of Dental Research.-----_-------__
19, 033
22, 492
26, 985
National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive
Diseases.---------------------------_---------·
105, 224
115, 289
126, 912
National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke.
82,085
95, 263
'109, 397
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases..
68, 667
77, 094
88, 934
National Institute of General Medical Sciences __ ,_____
108, 658
121, 562
138, 306
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development__Eye
___ Institute
------------------·-----------------·
51, 125
60, 565
National
•• _______ .. ___________________ ------39,
__ 364
-------_____________________

172, 373
154, 141
28, 229

174, 509
153, 826
28, 009

181. 460
159, 195
29, 120

223,633
182, 360
33, 504

224, 389
42, 366

372. 838

485,317
290, 728
45, 797

551, 192
302, 915
45, 565

600,000
309, 299
43, 959

130, 589
94, 231
95, 259
145, 984

130, 985
95, 466
97, 729
149, 343

134, 202
96,818
94, 200
150,875

125. 095
93,647
92, 329
146, 557

145, 032
lll, 557
103, 986
166, 358

158, 082
124, 434
107,640
175,281

159, 447
125, 000
114, 000
176, 778

152, 961
119, 958
110, 404
168, 329

72, 400
89, 222
112, 515
24, 142
28, 619
35, 555
[9, 361
17,697
25,889
127, 149
130, 211
131, 955
3, 732
4, 357
3,020
24, l1l
19, 563
21, 430
11, ll7
10, 113
11,074
3, 565
1, 900 -----------·
l, 126, 660 1, 197, 712 1,513,846

125, 949
36, 792
30, 364
135, 791
4,666
28, 488
12, 618
8, 500

130, 254
41, 631
28,879
133, 472
4, 767
25, 871
12, 000
8,000

124, 897
39, 947
28,684
82, 700
4, 784
27, 738
18, 124
3,000

Institute or program

i:o

1965

1966

62,
67,
798
22, 967
040
22, 040
National Institute of Environmental Health Selences___
9, 181
15, 752
24, 054
16, 609
17, 154
Division of Research Resources______________________
87,635
96,665
107,880
122,957
125, 753
Fogarty International Center._______________________
2, 462
2, 520
4, 464
3, 340
i 390
National Library of Medicine________________________
3,858
9,569
20,090
19,641
lt,889
Office. of the Oirec~or.• _--------------------------4, 984
5, 780
6, 107
9, 783
9, 783
Buildings and Fac1hlles•• _----- _____ --------- _-.---- __________ -----. ________ : ••• ________________________________ _
Total. ••• ---·----··---------------------:-.

790, 364

I Includes portion that established National Eye I nst1tute..

902, 721

I, 036, 799

1, 078, 143

I, 093, 674

1, 770, 447

784

c.:i

°'
°'

TABLE IV.-NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH COMPARABLE APPROPRIATIONS IN CONSTANT DOLLARS (1965=100),' FISCAL YEAR 196~75
[In thousands of dollars)
President's
1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

bu~,~~

National Cancer Institute ___________________________
143, 429
153, 010
158, 803
156, 220
150, 894
Natlooal Heart and Lung Institute ___________________
115, 784
128, 739
145, 802
139, 696
133, 010
National Institute of Dental Research ________________
19, 033
21, 882
25, 438
25, S84
24,219
National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Diges118, 351
105, 224
112, 160
ll9, 638
113,260
tive Diseases_______ .----------··-._ ••• ------·· ••
• 103, 127
National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke._
82, 085
92,677
85, 4Gl
82, 547
68, 667
75, 001
83, 837
86,332
National Institute of
84 504
108,658
118, 262
130, 379
132,304
National Institute of
129: 134
an DevelopNational Institute of
57, 066
58,623
menLEye
.......
-----------·-------·----···-----·39, 364 --------49, 737
57, 074
National
Institute
_________________________________________
________________
19,975
19, 058
14, 833
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.....
9, 181
15, 324
22, 675
15, 053
lll, 435
108, 736
of Research Resources·----------·---------87,635
94, 041
101, 697
nternatlonal Center. ________________ .-----2, 462
2, 452
4, 208
3,027
2,931
Library of Medicines.-------------·-------3, 858
9, 309
18, 939
17, 800
15, 468
Office of the Director____________ ----------------___
4, 984
5, 6235, 757
8, 866
8, 459
Buildings and Facilities •• _____ -----··----------- ____ • ____________ ----- .... _____ • ____ .• _. ____ , ••• _____ ._. _______

148, 738
130,488
23, 869

175,069
142, 759
26, 228

282, 882
170,250
32, 144

349,652
209, 458
32, 995

372, 578
204, 755
30, 800

388, 72"!
200, 388
28,480

U0,002
79, 359
77, 213
123, 668

97, 929
73, 311
72, 279
114, 731

110, 039
84,641
78,897
126, 220

113,892
89,650
77, 550
126, 283

107, 778
84, 494
77,058
119,493

99, 100
77, 718
71, 528
109, 057

85, 368
26,976
19,643·
98, 794
3,306

90, 741
26, 507
21,876
97, 832
3,362
20, 524
9,091
6, 124

88, 045
28, 143
19, 521

80, 918
25, 881
18 584
53: 580
3,099
17, 971
11, 742

1965

Institute or pro•am

.._.
0

ToteL •.••••• - ------- -••• -• _-- ••••. -- •• -- • ·1 Using implicitGN P price dellators.

790,364

1966

878,219

1967

977, 375

1978

977, 110

945, 676

59, 344
69,847
19, 789
22,404
14, 506
15, 157
108, 160
99, 537
2, 475
2, 922
16, 035
16, 776
8, 289
8, 669
1, 557 -----------923, 492
937, 617

!~,~~.
2: 705

11: 487

8, lll
5,408

112

'Includes portion that established NEI.

-

9g·~~

... '

1,944

l, 188, 717

c.:i

<:;-.
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Several comments on these tables are ap.Propriate. First, it is important to notice the major effects that inflation has had on the
availabilitv of real resources to the NIH. Between 1965 and 1975 the
total NIH budget has increased from $790 million to $1,834 million ..
However, in constant dollars this has represented an increase to only
$1,188 million, certainly not as much growth as the real dollar figures
would suggest. Second, it is interesting to note that in constant dollars
both the cancer, and heart and lung :programs had diminishing real
resources between 1967 and 1970. This suggests a large part of the
underlying reason why the Congress enacted special legislation to
support these two institutes. The effect of this legislation is obvious
in that both institutes have had major increases in their real resources
since the enactment of their legislation. The effect in the case of cancer
has been more marked than that in the case of heart and lung diseases,
which after a real boost in 1972 and 1973 apparently is again beginning
to lose ground. For the rest of NIH available constant dollars have in
fact been decreasing since the latter part of 1971 with a uniform loss by
all institutes of real resources to inflation.
If the selection of a number of research programs for increased
funding (cancer and heart being the largest cases) continues the
result will be to severely limit the NIH's capabilities to effect a program balance so vital to the success of biomedical research. Biomedical research has reached the stage today that there are no longer
sharp dividing lines between the various diseases and research disciplines. It was stated by numerous witnesses that there will be
important contributions to cancer from basic biomedical research
aimed at other diseases, and that there will also be important contributions for other disease areas from cancer research. But it is also true
that a great deal of the increased funding for these institutes is expected
to be devoted to such highly focused activities that such crossfertilization will be minimal. Therefore, the Committee takes the position that this country cannot afford to reduce the research efforts of
other NIH Institutes and urges a higher priority to budget increases
for all of NIH. Also, because it is estimated that in constant dollars
tbe total allocations for investigator-initiated programs (grants) has
declined by 103 since FY72 while expenditures for contract support
at NIH for the same time period increased 163, it is recommended
that this trend be reversed and support stabilized for projects initiated
by individual investigators.
The Committee is deeply concerned about the lack of support by
the Executive Branch for the training grant and fellowship program.
It is absolutely essential that the training of scientists, researchers
and physicians go forward in all areas of biomedical research, cancer
as well as other areas. When the high cost of medical care in this
country is examined, it becomes clear that we cannot afford to economize on the effort to produce the people who will make the discoveries
that will facilitate prevention or simplify cure.
·
PROPOSED LEGISLATION

The Committee feels it is appropriate to extend the authorizations
of the National Cancer Act to assure the continuance of the national
J>rogram against cancer. The Members are particularly concerned that
the activities of the National Cancer Program proceed uninterrupted
and with a maximum flexibility of effort. Therefore, the Comrmttee
11
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has recommended minimum changes in the law and a general threeyear extension. While it is pleasing that there has been significant
progress against cancer since the passage of the National Cancer Act
.of 1971, nevertheless, as with most major program expansions, there
have been some problems and growing pa.ms.
These are related primarily to the availability of certain types of
personnel, the processing time for grants and contracts, the scope of
the NCI's public information pro~am and the contract authorities
exercised by the Director of the NCI. In addition, the committee has
also been concerned that past budgetary policies of the Administration
have affected the budget for the cancer program. However, in contrast
to the great strides which have been made, these problems are manageable. Further, the committee is heartened by the Administration's new
policy in dealing with enacted appropriations. A number of modifications have been recommended to facilitate an improved cancer research effort. These include increasing the number of authorized
'supergrades for cancer experts from 50 to 100, removing indirect costs
as a component of the $35,000 ceiling on non-Council approved grant
awards, and removing the current limitation of 15 on the number of
Comprehensive Cancer Centers authorized under the act. Moreover,
the committee urges that the Director of the National Cancer program be allowed to exercise his full statutory authority relative to the
contract process and public information activities.
With the proposed legislative and programmatic improvements, the
NCI programs will be on an even more stable footing. Problem areas
will be kept under close surveillance and will be brought to the attention of the House if continued difficulties with the expanded cancer
. research programs are encountered. The changes and accompanying
committee recommendations which have been made are described
below and in the section-by-section analysis in m<?re detail.
Nutrition programs
The Committee heard testimony from the Candlelighters Association, which was confirmed by the Director of NCI, that the NCI's
}>rograms of support for nutrition were inadequate. Severf!l specific
projects to study the relationship between the nutritional status of
cancer patients and their survival, and the relationship of diet to the
cause of cancer were described. However, indications were given that
the NCI has not mounted a general program of collection and disseminaation to people concerned with cancer and afflicted by it of information
about the relationship between nutrition and cancer. For this reason
the proposed legislation contains an amendment designed to encourage
the Cancer Institute to improve its performance in these areas. The
amendment will require the Institute to gather information on the
relationship between nutrition and cancer and the roll of nutrition in
the treatment of cancer patients and then to make this information
i;enerally available to all those who would be interested in or aided by
1t.

.

Increa8es in authority for the NO!
The Committee heard testimony, described above under "Need for
Lesislation,'' that there have been a variety of areas in which the
legislation presently gives inadequate authonty to the director of the
NCI for the effective operation of the National Cancer.Program. In
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some cases the need is for more legislative authority while in other cases
the need is for a more explicit direction that the NCI be allowed to
function free of interference from the rest of HEW and the OMB.
Some evidence was presented to the Committee that the personnel
available to the NCI has been inadequate in number and grade. Particularly the Committee was told that positions available to the NCI
are on some occasions not being released by HEW for actual use by the
Cancer Institute. For these reasons the legislation adds to the authority
for the director of NCI to prepare and submit budget estimates, authority for him to include with the budget estimates of his personnel
needs for the operation of the national cancer program. These budget
and personnel estimates are to be submitted directly to the President
for review and transmittal to the Congress. It is the Committee's hope
and intention that positions made available to the NCI by the Appropriations Committees and by the OMB in response to its estimates of
its needs will be made directly available to NCI by OMB. The inclusi.on
of the requirement for specific personnel estimates in the budget is
intended to make possible a public comparison of estimated needs and
available resources. This public comparison should also make it possible to identify where the responsibility lies for any inadequacy in the
number or quality of the personnel available to the NCI.
Second, the Committee was concerned that the interpretation by
HEW of the provisions in the legislation which allow the Director of
NCI to make direct grants without national advisory board review has
been such as to limit this granting autho1ity to less than the $35,000
direct cost limit intended in the original legislation. For this reason
the legislation contains amendments specif) bg that the $35,000
amount applies to the direct rather than the direct and indirect costs
associated 'With the grant. This is intended by the Committee to
increase the effective amount of any grant which the Director of the
NCI can make without national advisory board review.
,
Third, the legislation originally provided to the NCI authorizes
the conduct of training for individuals concerned with cancer and the
use of training stipends, fellowships, and career awards for this purpose. 1'he original legislation includes a provision that this training
is to be undertaken "where appropriate". This provision has been
interpreted by HEW as allowing them to find that such training is
never appropriate and therefore as allowing them to denv the NCI
the opportunity to conduct such training. Since it was clearly the
original legislative intent that such training be undertaken, the proposed legislation' deletes the phrase "where appropriate" so that the
director of NCI's authority for training is unambiguous and cannot
be curtailed by HEW or OMB.
Fourth, the original legislation contains authority for the Director
of NCI to hire up to 50 experts and consultants over and above any
personnel ceilings and limitati~ns placed upon him by HEW. Again,
testimony was heard that the Direct.or's authority in this regard has
been circumscribed and that he therefore has been unable to obtain
as many experts and consultants as the program could use. For this
reason the legislation increases the limit on how many experts and
consultants may be hired to 100. The Committee wishes to reiterate
its intent that the director of NCI be unfettered in his use of this
authority and that these tJOsitions not be considered in any personnel
ceilings or allocations available to the NCI.
13
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· Finally, substantial testimony was presented to the effect that
existing research facilities, especially those for research in biohazard
control, are inadequate in number and in many cases outdated, run
down, and in need of renovation. For this reason the legislation contains direct authority for the director of the NCI to make grants for
the construction, renovation, or alteration of basic research facilities .
Gamprehensive cancer centers
Impressive testimony was heard concernin~ the need and desirability
for the National Cancer Program to have tne flexibility to designate
sufficient Comprehensive Cancer Centers to put into the mainstream
of modern medicine information about new discoveries, new and
improved methods of diagnosis, and new approaches to treatment
that emanate from the research activities of the National Cancer
Program. The outreach of the 15 new and 3 pre-existing Comprehensive Centers is insufficient to serve the entire United States. Such
major cities as St. Louis, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Atlanta, New
Orleans, Chicago, and many others are without Comprehensive
Centers and the Committee therefore recommends striking the
present limitation to 15 on new centers from the Act to permit the
NCI to designate and support the wowth of enough centers to place
the vast majority of citizens in the United States within a reasonable
distance of a Comprehensive Cancer Center.
Information programs
The NCI is presently involved in many crucial information programs. It answers more than 18,000 public inquiries a year. Many of
these come from people with canc~r seeking advice on where to find the
best possible care or on their own appropriate handling of their disease.
Others seek advice on how to prevent cancer. Many more would turn
to the NCI if they knew that information of a kind that is often not
11vailable in their local communities could be obtained from the program. Many information programs are also operated to support researchers and practicing physicians. These include an International
Cancer Research Data Bank and a Journal of the National Cancer
Institute. On the other hand, the Committee heard some testimony
that impressive and appropriate as these programs are, the NCI has
inadequate resources and_ is doing an inadequate job of sharing with the
research, f:rofessional, and public communities the results and discoveries o the cancer program which could be used to improve the
prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of cancer.
For these reasons the legislation includes specific authority for the
Director of the NCI to engage in the dissemination and interpretation
of new and existing knowledge and information produced by the cancer
program to the concerned communities including researchers, practicmg physicians, and the general public. This new authority is not intended as a new Federal public relationsfrogram but rather as a mandate for the appropriate dissemination o new and existing knowledge
to those who need to benefit from it. As such this authority and its
exercise by the NCI should not be restricted or curtailed by HEW.
The Committee is impressed that part of the rea."lon why the NCI has
been criticized for the inadequacy of its information programs is that
these programs have been slowed and limited by the elaborateness of
the reviews and approvals which must be sought for them in the
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bu:reaucrac;r surrounding the NCI. Since the Committee feels that
these activities on the part of the NCI are crucial to the program and
appropriate for it, it is intended that this limitation and interference
by HEW will be stopped.
Peer Review of Grant Appl'ieatWns and Contract Projects
The Committee is aware that, under the Public Health Service Act
the NIH institute advisory councils, composed of nonfederal scientific
experts and laymen, make recommendations on funding awards for
NIH or NIMH administered research grant applications. At the
present time, although not required by law (except for the National
Cancer Institute), grant applications are initially reviewed by peer
groups of scientific experts (free of any conflict of interest) who
evaluate the applications on the basis of scientific merit and make
recommendations to the advisory council. Research and development
.contract projects administered by the NIH or NIMH are not required
by law to undergo peer review. The Committee understands that the
NIH has long used peer groups in· a highly decentralized system for
review of research contract proposals and has begun to establish a
central referral and surveillance system on these reviews to capture
data. These moves are expected to insure equity and high quality
research throughout all operating elements of the a&'ency.
The Committee has been told that the most significant component
in the research contract process is deciding what should be investi~ated/developed, e.g., defining the "project." The term "project"
is used by the NIH to define a circumscribed activity which (a) involves investigation designed to acquire new knowledge and/or mobilization of resources to support the acquisition of new knowledge and
(b) involves one of the following: (1) a single contract, (2) a small
number of contracts which are similar in scope and content, or {3)
a small number of contracts which are interdependent. If project
selection is well done, the succeeding steps are well within the scope
of in-house competence: writing the RFP {Request for Proposals)
and determining which performers submitting proposals are equipped
(have the resource$ and technical competence) to perform the well
defined and circumscribed tasks. Under prevailing practice, these
tasks are defined in the project statement developed by the staff under
the direction of the peer group. If the project cannot be well defined
and the RFP seeks performers who will provide innovative approaches
in a particular problem area, then a peer group is used to supplement
in-house staff in the selection of the most meritorious proposals.
The Committee supports the existing peer review system and
concludes that the peer review sys-tem of the NIH must be maintained
and strengthened, and extended to cover review of the research and
development contract projects. The Committee has therefore established a requirement in the legislation for peer review by assembled
groups of qualified independent scientific experts of all grant applications and research and development contract projects administered
by the NIH and the NIMH.
·
The provisions of the National Cancer and Heart Acts, allowing the
Institute Directors to a!)prove grants under $35,000 with peer review
but without advisory council approval, would be retained in law
[sections 402(b) and 419{A)(c) of the Public Health Service Act].
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It is the intent that this new mandated peer review system use, to
the maximum extent possible, existing mechanisms.
This is not a mandate to set up an entirely new peer review system,
but rather to build upon the existing system. The Committee also
intends that the prevailing methods of the existing system to avoid
conflicts of interest among peers on the assembled groups be maintained.
The importance of the peer review process mandated in the new
section 455 cannot be overemphasized. The very existence of biomedical and behavioral research of the magnitude now supported by
the Federal government makes it essential that a system of research
administration be specified. So far the most productive the United
States has known, the present peer review system relies on spreading
decisional responsibility throughout the recognized top ranks of
United States biomedical and behavioral scientists.
The Committee does wish to note that despite the generally excellent results which the existing peer review system has produced,
there has been some criticism that on occasion it operates in a manner
which is unfair to individual researchers. It is hoped that the NIH
in implementing the provisions of the new section will consider the
extent and seriousness of such criticism and will take whatever steps
are necessary to insure that a just and proper recourse is available
to every unsuccessful applicant who wishes to appeal an .adverse
decision. In this connection the Committee feels that, if the present
appeals mechanisms are determined to be insufficient, it would be
appropriate to consider the creation of an independent appeals
process through which scientists who feel that the peer review system
has treated them inappropriately can seek redress of their grievances.
SECTION-By-SECTION' ANALYSIS

OF

R.R. 13053

Section 1.-Provides that the Act may be cited as the "National
Cancer Amendments of 1974".
Section 2.-Amends section 402(b) of the Public Health Service
(PHS) Act in two places. First, by striking "in amounts not to exceed
$35,000" in paragraph 1 and inserting in its place "if the direct costs
of such research and training do not exceed $35,000, but only". Second,
by striking ''in amounts exceeding $35,000" in paragraph 2 and
inserting in its place "if the direct costs of such research and training
exceed $35,000, but only".
Se0tion 402(b) of the PHS Act contains the granting authority for
cancer research or training grants for the director of the National
Cancer Institute (NCI). It presently provides that he may make
grants in amounts not exceeding $35,000 without the review and
recommendation of the National Cancer Advisory Board prescribed
by section 403(c) of. the PHS Act, but must have such review and
recommendation in making grants in amounts exceeding $35,000.
In administering the provisions of this section, the Department of
HEW has interpreted the $35,000 amount to include both direct and
indirect costs associated with the making of a grant. This amendment
clarifies the Committee intent that the $35,000 amount be interpreted
to include only the direct costs of a grant. The amendment thereby
increases the effective amount of a grant which can be made by the
director of the NCI without review and recommendation by the
National Cancer Advisory Board.
16
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Section 3.-Amends section 407(b)(4) of the PHS Act by striking
out "all data" and inserting in its place "information (including
information respecting nutrition programs for cancer patients and the
relationship between nutrition and cancer)".
Section 407(b).(4) of the PHS Act presently provides the director
of the NCI with authority to collect, analyze, and disseminate all
data useful to the cancer program. The amendment changes the phrase
"all data" to "information", a term which the Committee considers
both more general and more feasible than the term "all data". In
addition the amendment adds to the Act specific reference to the' collection of information concerning nutrition programs for cancer
patients and the relationship between nutrition and cancer. It is
intended that this amendment allow the program to explore both the
role of appropriate nutrition in the treatment and rehabilitation of
people with cancer and the role of nutrition in causing cancer.
Section 4.-Amends section 407{b) (7) of the PHS Act by striking out
the phrase "where appropriate". Section 407(b)(7) presently provides
the director of the national cancer program with authority to support
the training of manpower for the national cancer program through the
use of training stipends, fellowships, and career awards. As presently
written this section indicates that training stipends, fellowships, and
career awards are to be available to the director of the national cancer
program "where appropriate." The Administration has recently
announced that the use of these training devices is "never appropriate" .
and thereby denied them to the national cancer program. This was not
the Committee's intent in including: the phrase "where appropriate"
and the present amendment underlines that intent by removing the
qualifying phrase in order to assure that tra.ining stipends, fellowships,
and career awards are always available to the national cancer program
for the training of needed manpower.
Section·5.-Amends section 407(b)(9)(A) of the PHS Act by inserting after the phrase "budget estimate" the new phrase "(including an
estimate of the number and type of personnel needed for the national
cancer program)".
Section 407(b)(9)(A) provides authority to the director of the NCI.
to prepare and submit directly to the President for his review and
transmittal to the Congress an annual budget estimate for the national
cancer program. This amendment is designed to insure that the budget
estimate includes an estimate not only of the dollar resources needed by
the national cancer program, but also of needed personnel resources.
Section 6.-Amends section 408(a) of the PHS Act by striking
out "15".
Section 408(a) of the PHS Act provides the director of the NCI with
authority to establish centers for clinical research, training, and
demonstration of advanced diagnostic and treatment methods relating
to cancer. The section presently limits this authority to the establishment of 15 such centers and the suggested amendment removes this
limit and allows the director to establish as many centers as he finds
to be appropriate.
Sectio.n 7.-Amends section 409(b) of the PHS Act containing
authori?J:ations of appropriations for cancer control programs by
authorizing appropriations in fiscal year 1975 of $50 million, 1976 of
$65 million, and 1977 of $85 million.
17
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Section 8.-Amends section 410 of the PHS Act concerning the
authority of the director of the NCI in several respects. First, increases
from 50 to 100 the number of experts or consultants whose services
the director is authorized to obtain, if authorized by the National
Cancer Advisory Board. Second, adds a new subparagraph 9 authorizing the director of the NCI to award grants for new construction as
well as alterations and renovations for improvement of basic research
laboratory facilities, including those related to bio-hazard control, as
he finds necessary for the national cancer program. Third, designates
the' existing section 410 as section 410(a) and adds a new section
410(b) authorizing the director of the NCI to provide and contract
for a program to disseminate and interpret on a current basis, for
practitioners and other health professionals, scientists, and the
general public new scientific and other information respecting the
cause, prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cancer. The new section 410(b) further provides that the director of the NCI shall include
in the annual report required by section 410A(b) a report on the progress, activities, and accomplishments of, and expenditures for, the
information services of the national cancer program.
In increasing the number of experts and consultants available to the
NCI from 50 to 100, the legislation responds to testimony heard that
such increased resources would facilitate the work of the NCI. It is not
intended that these additional experts and consultants be considered
or included in the number of positions counted by the NCI against
its position ceiling allocated from the Office of Management and
Budget.
Similarly, the new authority for construction grants for either new
construction or alterations or renovations of basic research laboratory
facilities is responsive to testimony heard that there were an inadequate number of such facilities and that many such facilities were
. outdated and in need of modernization. The term "bio-hazard control" refers to the control of aspects of our environment which are
likely to be hazardous to human biology. In the context of cancer, as
here, the phrase would refer to :programs designed to control man's
exposure to or damage by chermcals, viruses, or forms of radiation
which are likely to cause cancer. Some of the work currently being
performed at the Frederick Cancer Research Center (the former
Ft. Detrick in Frederick, Maryland) would constitute an example of
bio-hazard control activities.
The new authority for the director of the NCI to provide or contract for a program to disseminate and interpret existing and new
scientific and other information respecting cancer is responsive to
the Committee's desire that the results of the national cancer l?rogram be made available as early and understandably as possible
to all concerned communities. It is responsive to the often heard
charge that the work of the NIH and its various institutes is not as
generally available to practitioners and the public as would be desirable. The program called for is not intended to be a new public
relations effort on the part of the bureaucracy but rather a more
effective effort than that to date to make existing and new knowledge
available throughout the nation. The requirement that the NCI's annual report include a report on the information programs conducted
18
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by the national cancer program and their costs should be understood
to include a report on activities conducted under this section as well
as sections 410(a) (8), 407(b)(4), and other authorities.
Section 9.-Amen,ds section 410c of the PHS Act which authorizes
appropriations for the national cancer program by authorizin~ appropriations for fiscal year 1975 of $750 million, 1976 of $830 million, and
1977 of $985 million.
Section 10.-Amends part G, containing administrative provisions,
of Title IV of the PHS Act by adding a new section 445 to that part.
Provides that the new section 455 shall be entitled "Peer Review of
Grant Applications and Contract Projects". The new sef,\tion 455
requires the Secretary of HEW to require appropriate scientific peer
review of:
(1) applications made after the effective date of regulations
implementing the new section for grants under the PHS Act for
biomedical and behavioral research; and .
(2) biomedical and behavioral research and development contract projects administered after such effective date. The scientific
peer review is to conform to regulations which are to be prescribed
after consultation with the Director of the NIH, and, where
appropriate, the Directors of the National Institute of Mental
Health, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
or the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
The regulations requiring scientific peer review are to the extent
practicable to require that the review be conducted:
(l) in a manner consistent with the system for scientific peer
review applicable on the date of enactment of this Act to applications for grants under the PHS Act for biomedical and behavioral
research and to biomedical and behavioral research contract projects administered by the institutes listed above, and
(2) by peer review groups performing such review on or before
such date. The members of any peer review group established
under the regulations are to be individuals who by virtue by
their training or experience are imminently qualified to perform
the review functions of the peer review groups, and not. more than
one-fourth of the members of any peer review group established
under the regulations are to be officers or employees of the United
States.
Section 11.-Amends section 30l(h) of the PHS Act providing
authority to the Secretary of HEW for contracting for research by
deleting the phrase "during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966, and
each of the eight succeeding fiscal years."
_
The deletion of the quoted phrase has the effect of making the
research contracting authority in section 301 (h) a permanent authority
for the Secretary of HEW.
AGENCY REPORTS

Agency reports have not been received on H.R. 13053 or any of
its similar predecessors. However, the following letter from President
Nixon to Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Weinberger
:indicates the administration's general support for the extension of the
National Cancer Act contained in the legislation.
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THE WHITE HousE,
Washington, January 29, 1974.
Hon. CASPAR WEINBERGER,
Secretary of Heal.th, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR CAP: It has come to my attention that you wi11 appear tomorrow at Senate hearings called to consider the extension of the National
Cancer Act of 1971 when it expires on June 30. I want you to know
that I strongly support an extension of this Act with whatever
improvements ·mie,ht be made in consultation between the Executive
Branch and the Congress.
I continue to have strong and continuing interest in this program.
I remain just as committed to the attack on cancer as I was when
I signed the original legislation on December 23; 1971. Our joint
efforts with the Congress in this area have provided an excellent
example of the ability of the Executive and Legislative Branches to
work together in dealing '""ith a major problem.
I have followed progress on the attack on cancer carefully. In addition, I have met with Benno Schmidt and other members of the
President's Cancer Panel and have reviewed their report and the
report of the National Cancer Advisory Board with great interest.
It is my feeling that considerable progress has been made in the
attack on cancer in recent years and that there is much hope for
additional knowledge that can be develo{>ed in the future.
That is why I plan to ask for an addit10nal $100 million above last
year's requeBt of $500 million for the expanded attack on cancer in
the budget that I will be submitting to the Congress next Monday.
I realize that this will result in spending over $415 million more for
this effort next fiscal year than was available the year I took office,
but I think the dual goals of an expanded research effort to find the
causes of cancer along with more intensive demonstration and education programs to help prevent and control cancer warrant this
support.
I hope you will share my strong interest in this program with the
members of the Committee and express my appreciation for their past
efforts in enacting the National Cancer Act of 1971.
Sincerely,
RICHARD NIXON.
C!JANGES IN EXISTING LAw

~IADE BY

THE BILL, As REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Repre~entath·es, changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported, are sho"·n as follo\\·s (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
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PUBLIC HE.!LTH SERVICE ACT

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TITLE III-GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OF PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE

.

PART A-RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION
IN GENERAL
SEc. 301. The Surgeon General shall conduct in the Service, and encourage, cooperate with, and render assistance to other appropriate
public authorities, scientific institutions, and scientists in the conduct
of, and promote the coordination of, research, investigations, experiments, demonstrations, and studies relating to the causes, diagnosis,
treatment, control, and prevention of physical and mental diseases and
impairments of man, including water purification, sewage treatment,
and pollution of lakes and streams. In carrying out the foregoing the
Surgeon General is authorized to(a)

•

* * *

•

•

•

•

•

(h) Enter into contracts [during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1966, and each of the eight succeeding fiscal years], including
contracts for research in accordance with and subject to the provisions of law applicable to contracts entered into by the military
departments under title 10, United States Code, sections 2353 and
2354, except that determination, approval, and certification required thereby shall be by tb,e Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare; and

•

•

•

•

•

•

TITLE IV-NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES
PART A-NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
TO BE A DIVISION IN NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
SEc. 401. The National Cancer Ins ti tu te shall be a division in the
National Institutes of Health.

.• ."' •

CANCER RESEARCH, AND SO FORTH

SEc. 402. (a)

•

•

•

•

•

(b) Under procedures approved by the Director of the National
Institutes of Health, the Director of the National Cancer Institute
may-approve grants under this Aet for cancer research or trairllng-
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(1) [in amounts not to exceed $35;000] if the direct costs of suck
researCh and training do not exceed $35,000, but ordy after appropriate review for 'scientific merit but without the review' and
recommendation by the National Cancer Advisory Board pre-:
scribed by section 403(c), and
(2) [in amounts exceeding $35,000] if the direct costs of suck
researcTi and training do not exceed $35,000, but ordy after appropriate review for scientific merit and recommendation for approval
by such Board as prescribed by section 403(c) .

•

•

•

.\

•

•

..

•

•

NATIONAL CANCER PROGRAM

SEc. 407. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall
coordinate all of the activities of the National Institutes of Health
relating to caneer with the National Cancer Program.
(b)

•

***

•

•

•

•

•

•

. (4) Collect, analyze, and disseminate [all data] information
(ineluding iriformat{on respecting mttrition programs for cancer
patients and the relationship bet'W.6en nutrition and caneer) useful
in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer, including
the establishment of an international cancer research data bank
to collect, catalog, store, and disseminate insofar as feasible the
results of cancer Tesearch undertaken in any country for the use
of any person involved in cancer research in any country.

.

. . . . .

·~

(7) Support appropriate manpower programs of training in
fundamental sciences and clinical disciplines to provide an expanded and continuing manpower base from which to select
mvestigators, physicians, and allied health professions.personnel,
for participat10n in clinical and basic research and treatment
programs relati~ to cancer, including [where appropriate] the
use of training stipends, fellowships, and career awards.

•

•

•

•

•

(~)(A) Pdrepare !lJld subCmit, directly to t heb Pdresiden.t for

review en transnntta1 to ongress, an annua1 u get estimate
(including an estimate of the number and type of personnel needed
fm- the National Ganeer Program) for the National Cancer Program, after reasonable opportunity fo.r comment (but without
change) by the Secretary, the Director of the National Institutes
of Health, and the National Cancer Advisory Board; and (B)
receive from the President and the Office of Management and
Budget directly all funds appropriated by Congress for obligation
and expenditure by the National Cancer Institute.
I

•

*

I
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NATIONAL CANCER RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION CENTERS

SEc. 408. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute is
authorized to provide for the establishment of [fifteen] new centers
for clinical research, training, and demonstration of advanced diagnostic and treatment methods relating to cancer. Such centers may be
supported under subsection (b) or under any other applicable provi·
sion of law.

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

CANCER CONTROL PROGRAMS

SEc. 409. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall
establish programs as necessary for cooperation with State and other
health agencies in the di9,gnosis, prevention, and treatment of cancer.
(b) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this
section $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending__June 30, 1972, $30,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, [and] $40,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, $50,000,000 far the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1975, $65,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and
$85,000,000 far the fiscal year ending June 30, 1977.
'AUTHORITY OF DIRECTOR

SEc. 410. (a) The Director of the National Cancer Institute (after
consultation with the National Cancer Advisory Board), in carrying
out his functions in administering the National Cancer Program and
without regard to any other provision of this Act, is authorized(1) if authonzed by the National Cancer Advisory Board, to
obtain (in accordance ·with section 3109 of title 5, United States
Code, but without regard to the limitation in such section on the
number of days or the period of such service) the services of not
more than [fifty] one hundred experts or consultants who have
scientific or professional qualifications;
(2) to acquire, construct, improve, repair, operate, and maintain cancer centers, laboratories, research, and other necessary
facilities and equipment, and related accommodations as may be
necessary, and such other real or personal property (including
patents) as the Director deems necessaryj to acquire, without
regard to the Act of March 3, 1877 (40 U.S.C. 34), by lease or
otherwise through the Administrator of General Services, buildings or parts of buildings in the District of Columbia or communities located adjacent to the District of Columbia for the use
of the National Cancer Institute for a period not to exceed ten
years;
(3) to appoint one or more advisory committees composed of
such private citizens and officials of Federal, State, and local
governments as he deems desirable to advise him with respect to
his functions;
(4) to utilize, with their consent, the services, equipment,
personnel, information, and facilities of other Federal, State, or
local public agencies, with or without reimbursement therefor;
(5) to accept voluntary and uncompensated services;
·
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(6) to accept unconditional gifts, or donations of services,
money, or property, real, personal, or mixed, tangible or intangible;
(7) to enter into such contracts, leases, cooperative agreements,
or other transactions, without regard to
sections 3648 and 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States (31 U.S.C. 529, 41 U.S.C. 5), a.s may be necessary in the
conduct of his functions, with any public agency, or with any
person, firm, association, corporation, or educational institution;
[and]
(8) to take necessary action to insure that all channels for the
dissemination and exchange of scientific knowledge and information' a.re maintained between the National Cancer Institute and
the other scientific, medical, and biomedical disciplines and organizations nationally and internationally(.]; and
(9) to award grants for new construction as well as alterations and
renovations for improvement of basic research laboratory facilities,
including those related to biohazard control, as deemed necessary for
the National Cancer Program.
(b)(l) The Director of the National Cancer Institute may provide and
contract for a program to disseminate and interpret, on a current basis,
for practitioners and other health professionals, scientists, and the general
public new scientific and other information respecting the cause, prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer.
(2) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall include in the
anmtal report required by section 410A(b) ·a report on the progress,
act1:v1'.ties, and accompUshments of, and expenditures for, the information
services of the National Cancer Program.

*

*

*

•

•

•

•

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

SEc. 4100. For the purpose of carrying out this part (other than
section 409), there are authorized to be appropriated $400,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972; $500,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 19n; [and] $600,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1974; $750,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975;
$830,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976; and $985,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1977.

•

*

*

*

•

•

•

PART G-ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

PEER REVIEW OF GRANT APPLIOATIONS AND OONTRAOT PROJECTS

SEa. 455. (a) The Secretary, after consultation with the Director of
the National Institutes of Health, and, where appropriate, the Director of
the National Institute of Mental Health, the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, or the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
shall by regulation require appropriate scientific peer review of24
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•

(1) applications made afur the ejfect,ive date of such reg1ilations
for grants under this Act for biomedical and behavioriol research;
and
.
(2) biomedical and behavioral research and development contract
projects to be adminisured after such effective dau through an institute established under this title, the National Institute of Mental
Health, the National Institute on Alcohol A!Juse and Alcoholism, or
the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
(b) Regulations promulgated under subsection (a) shall to the extent
practical, require that the review required by the regnlat,wns be t;p,nducted(1) in a manner consistent with the system for scientific peer review applicable on the date of the enactment of this section to appUcations jor grants nnder this Act for biomedical and behavioral research
and to biomedical and behavioral research contract project.s administered by the inst,itutes referred to in paragraph (2) of subsection (a),
and
(2) by peer review groups performing such review on or before
such date.
The members of any peer review group established under such reg11lations
shall be individuals who by virt1uJ of their training or experience are
eminently qualified to perform the review functions oj the groups and not
more than one-fourth of the members of any peer review group established
under such regulat·ions shall be officers or employees of the United States .

•

•

•

•
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF THE HONORABLE JOHN D. DINGELL
PROGRAM BALANCE

During recent years the balance among NIH research programs
has been undergomg a dramatic shift, characterized by the support
of certain categorical disease areas at the expense of others, and the
favored support of special initiative, or targeted research programs
over individual investigator initiated research. This shift has resulted
from· a mixture of the always present pressure of the political process,
the requirements of the orderly advancement of biomedical knowledge
and the end of growth in the Administration's support for medical
research. The NIH has been able to maintain a reasonable balance
among its programs during periods of increasing overall support.
Continuing thiS balance during periods of level or declining funding
has been extremely difficult, for the advantage has been with the
short-term, highly visible, publicly appealing programs. The essentially level budget for FY '75 proposed by the Administration for
NIH with the large proposed incre~ in heart and cancer funding will
contribute further to the shift in program balance that has been
steadily occurring, unless the Congress addresses the issue of balance
among research programs early in 1974, and establishes a position
which accommodates an appropriate emphasis on targeted research
and special initiatives but restores investigator initiated research
efforts to a level more representative of the central role that they
play in NIH's support of the entire spectrum of biomedical research
activities.
These views will briefly examine the major issues involved in the
question offrogram balance and suggest a more reasonable approach
than that o the Administration. These views are being filed with the
Committee's legislation supporting an attack on cancer because I
strongly believe that, until the issues I will discuss are resolved, this
kind of special disease legislation should be resisted. Such legislation,
while supportive of a particula:r: disease, of necessity robs other
disease research efforts i~ a manner without rationale. Were cancer
the only example I could hold my peace but recent years have also
seen blindness, sickle cell anemia, diabetes, heart and lung diseases,
digestive diseases, multiple sclerosis, Cooley's anemia, sudden infant
death and aging played as variations on th'> same theme. Why not
cystic fibrosis, Tay.Sach's disease, arthritis, homophilia, birth defects,
hypertension, or cirrhosis of the liver? The Committee would do better
leaving the choice of research directions to scientists operating under
carefully drawn legislative mandates and dev,)ting its energies to
assuring adequate support for those scientists.
(26)
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CATEGORICAL DISEASE AREAS

•

•

In the past several years, opportunities for research progress have
been accorded priority in certain categorical disease areas at the
expense of others. The effect has been to accelerate the probability of
achievement in the management of some diseases while at the same
time slowing down the development of opportunities for progress in
many other disease areas. Primary among the areas selected for intensified support are cancer and diseases of the heart and lung. Major
initiatives in these areas are clearly warranted. In addition to these
disease areas, however, there a.re many others in which human suffering and losses to the Nation's economy are severe and where the
probabilitv for 'Significant research progress is also good. The issue
is one of balance among programs which deal with the entire range of
disease problems.
TRENDS

The following are some brief statistical highlights of recent trends
in the NIH support of categorical disease areas. Note that all these
figures would be much more disturbing if they were adjusted to show
the effect of our continued uncontrolled inflation.
NIH RESEARCH SUPPORT
(Obligations in millions!
1967

1970

1972

1973

19741
1, 532

Total, Nllt research ___ ------------------- .. ······-·-

1, 021

1,038

1,475

1,483

Subtotal •• _·----_ •••••.• : •• -----------······----- --

320

326

597

673

National Cancer Institute_. ________ ·-------·-·····--·--·····
National Heart and Lung Institute •.•••• -------------·-····-All other institutes and research divisions ____________________

165
155

175
151

373
224

701

712

878

810

767

1970

1972

1973

1974

l. 02

1.44

1.45

1.50

National Cancer Institute ___________ ..• -----._ •• -----------National Heart and Lung Institute______________ ••••••••..•••

1.06
(.97)

2..26
1.45

2..58
1.59

3.03
1. 71

All other institutes and research divisions. ___________________

1.02

1.25

1.16

1.09

1

President's budget.

INDEX OF GROWTH IN NIH RESEARCti SUPPORT
1967

J

.....

Total, NIH research·--·-····--·········--··-----···Subtotal •.•••••••• __ -· .•••• -----._ •• ···--·~ •••• ___
;

765
500
265

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF NIH RESEARCH SUPPORT
1967

1970

1972

1973

1974

Total,, NIH research.----· ••• ··---------------------Subtotal. __ ••... _____ ••• _.·-··---------···· __ .-----

100

100

100

100

100

National Cancer Institute ____________ ·---- ____ -------------National Heart and Lung Institute••••••• ____________________

16
15

17
15

25
15

29
17

23

All other institutes and research divisions ____________________

69

68

60

54

50

27

17
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The President's budget for 1974 called for an increase of $92 million
over the 1973 level in the total for the Cancer and Heart Institutes.
This was to be accompanied by a $43 million decre.ase in the remaining
research activities of the NIH. Thus, almost% of the increase provided
for Cancer and Heart Research was to be at the expense of other research activities. The NCI, which in 1967 accounted for 16 percent of
the NIH research total, consumed about}' of all NIH research activities in 1974. The share of the NHLI has remained approximately level
over the 1967-1974 period, but that of the other research institutes and
divisions has dropped from 69 percent in 1967 to only about 50 percent
in 1974.
IMPLICATIONS

For fiscal 1975, the Heart and Lung Institute estimated its program
needs at $365 million, an increase of $100 million over the 1974 level.
The Cancer Institute has proposed a preliminary budget to the
National Cancer Board at two levels, the lower of which was $610
million, an increase of $110 million over the 1974 level. If, in 1975, the
research total for the NIH were held to the 1974 dollar level, this would
bring the remaining I/RDs down to $557 million, a decline of 27
percent below the 1974 level. Cancer and Heart-Lung would then
·account for 64 percent of the research total of NIH while the remaining
I/RDs account for 36 percent.
The problem of "program balance" presented here is not merely a
question of aesthetics. It was never anticipated that the expanded
programs in Cancer and Heart-Lung would be at the cost of the
remaining biomedical research activities of the NIH. But this is
precisely what seems to be happening. There is an overriding need to
maintain the viability of the nation's fundamental biomedical research
capability in all areas. Despite the fact that cancer and heart disease
are major killers and have taken the center of the health research
stage, there is strong evidence that significant unexploited research
opportunities exist in all categorical areas and are growing. If the
existing trend toward increasing research support to Cancer and HeartLung continues, the general effect on the nation's fundamental biomedical research cap&bility will be harmful and a good deal of the
previous investment in research in other areas will simply be lost.
No algorithm exists which leads either planners, managers or
biomedical research experts to automatic agreement on what constitutes optimal program balance across the spectrum of diseases which
comprise the NIH mission. In the absence of such a, tidy pathway,
reason and good judgment alone would indicate a violation of program
balance when ~ or more of the Agency's resources are devoted to two
disease areas. While it is undoubtedly true that some research supported by Cancer and Heart-Lung dollars will be on a fundamental
level and may well have implications for other disease areas, it is also
true that a great.deal of the increased funding for these institutes is
expected to be devoted to such highly focused acti.vities that general
sprn-off will be minimal. In addition, the number of individuals
afflicted each year by all the disease problems which NIH regards as
central to its mission does not justify such a limited concentration of
effort in certain area..<> at the expense of others.
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SPECIAL INITIATIVES

A number of research programs selected by the Executive Branch or
by Congress for increased funding have continued to receive preferential treatment even though the general funding conditions which obtained at the time of selection have changed substantially. These programs have not only been funded at accelerated rates but, during
periods of financial stringency they have continued to prosper with
relative impunity. In addition, items in budget.<i have frequently been
earmarked for :aru;row, highly specified purposes. The effect has been
an expansion of "uncontrollable" expenditures and a reduction of
funds available for "discretionary" use. The implications of this pattern under a level effort budget for FY 1975, are clear-a continued
reduction in discretionary funds for use in meeting research opportunities in numerous other program areas. The issue is essentially
another facet of the question of program balance.
Those programs in such a favored position can be described collectively as special initiative programs or targeted research. Each may
have somewhat differing characteristics but all enjoy a unique funding
position primarily growing out of the political process. These programs
address specific goals in problem areas usually of high public visibility.
The emphasis is usually on applied problems and technical development, and they often involve large scale, costly efforts. If they are to be
productive and not wasteful of money or manpower, they should only
be undertaken when there is an adequate scientific base and the assurance of a high probability of success.
·
The programs involved in the major cancer and heart and lung
initiatives are in this special initiative group. Other examples are the
mandated programs dealing with dental caries, digestive diseases,
child health, population/reproduction and aging.
TRENDS
!Dollar amounts in millions)
1968

Percent

1973

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

1~~¥J

Total NIH research .. ·----------------------- .. -----Special initiative programs, total__ ____________________

$1, 044

100

$1, 483

100

42

National Cancer Institute-National Heart and lung Institute ___
IRitiative prngrams ..•.•• ___ ... _____ . ----- ________ . ________

336

32
7

144

673

45
10

100

All other biomedical research programs ______________________

636

n

100

IIB6

. Special initiative programs have doubled over the 1968-73 period,
while all other biomedical research programs have increased by about
5 rercent. In 1973 discretionary programs accounted for 55 percent of
al NIH biomedical research support, compared to less than 40 percent
in 1968.
IMPLICATIONS

With the Administration's essentially level effort budget for FY
1975, continued preferential funding for these programs· as in the
past can only lead to a further loss by NIH of the discretionary funds
so vital to pursuing the range of research opportunities that exist
in many other important program areas.
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I believe that special interest programs play an important role in
this Agency's quest for the solutions to disease problems. However,
during penods when NIH is directed to discharge its responsibilities
under a level effort budget which provides for no real program growth,
these programs should compete for the allocation of resources equally
.with other biQmedical research programs focused on· the broad range
of other health problems within the NIH domain, The background
leading to the identification and funding of special initiatives must
be carefully weighed against. all the conditions and factors which
.
shape the biomedical research plan for a given period.
The acquisition of new knowledge and hence, progress in medicine
depends on the contributions of the creative individual. The evidence
is clear that major innovations of significant impact and broad applicability emerge largely from the work of individuals and small groups
pursuing ideas arisinet out of their own experience and reflecting their
personal creativity .. There is no evidence to suggest that this will be
less true in the future than it has been in the past, or that any other
approach will increase the rate of important discoveries. Yet, mvestigator initiated research fares less wel in nonscientific decision-making
than other highly visible programs. Periods of fixed and/or declining
resources exacerbate conditions to the extent that the base of excellent
investigator initiated research is steadily eroded. A level effort budget
emphasizes the need to examine the current status of investigator
initiated research to consider the consequences of continued erosion
and to establish a position more reflectfre of the central role that
investigator initiated research plays in the NIH support of biomedical
research.
INVESTIGATOR INITIATED RESEARCH

Investigator initiated research projects are an integral part of the
great majority of research programs administered by the NIH. Such
projects contnbute to the entire spectrum of biomedical. research
from fundamental to applied. From investigator initiated research
comes the innovations which are the basis of later developmental work.
Innovations cannot be deliberately planned but occur when a creative
individual is allowed to follow his own instincts. The investigator
plans his research design very carefully in the light of existing knowl"'
edge, aiming for a high return of useful, important information on his
investment of time and effort. NIH reviews all project,<; for scientific
merit and program relevance and monitors and evaluates progress
made. This is done regardless of whether the project was initiated by
the investigator or by NIH and regardless of whether it is a part of a
highly targeted program or not; While the investigator decides exactly
what lead he is going to pursue, and how, NIH fits his work into the
overall scheme and makes sure the program as a whole moves forward·.
TRENDS AND IMPLICATIONS

Investigator initiated research projects have been steadily eroding
over the past six years or so. In FY 1972, the most recent year for
which complete data are available, funding for the Institutes and research divisions of the NIH was almost 50 percent greater than it had
been for the same I/RD's in FY 1967. Funding for the investigator
30
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initiated programs of those I/RD's, however, was only 16 percent
~eater. Real growth, of course, was much smaller. In constant dollars
it is estimated that the total I/RD pro~rams increased by almost 16
percent. Funding for investigator mit1ated research, however, declined by 10 percent. The number of projects supported is down by
one-fourth from 1967 levels and the number of principal investigators
supported has dropped by one-fifth. If current trends remain unchecked during FY 1975, further erosion will occur.
During FY 1975, the NIH must check this trend and stabilize its
support of investigator initiated research projects at levels consistent
at least with those of 1972 with suitable adjustment made for the
deflating effect of inflation. This recommendation reflects the high
priority given to this activity because of the central role it plays in
the majority of NIH programs, all of which have as their goal the
management and resolution of disease problems]
CONCLUSION

The Committee's report contains two tables, tables III and IV,
which show the budgets for the National Institutes of Health from
1965-1975, the first table in real dollars and the second table in dollars
adjusted to show the effects of inflation. The report goes on to politely
bemoan the negative effect which increased support for cancer and
heart disease has had upo1!1 the rest of the NIH's institutes. Careful
scrutiny of these tables will show that the real devastation of the
other Institutes brought on by our support for cancer and heart disease
research is. much too severe to be polite .about. In constant dollars
every Institute except the NCI itself would have a decrease in its
available real resources under the President's 1975 budget. Most of us
have realized that NIH is no longer expanding. The truth is that
except for NCI all of NIH is contracting. One cannot maintain an
operation of the high quality which we have come to expect of NIH
and diminish its resources at the same time. This loss of real resources
and the lack of support from the Administration for the NIH certainly
are two of the principal explanations for the essentially complete
turnover of top staff which the NIH has experienced in the last year
and a half.
It should be clear by now that my remarks are not intended as an
attack on cancer, or on this legislation particularly. They are separate,
not dissenting, views. The point is that the trends which I have decribed at the NIH are more important policy issues than is the adequacy or inadequacy of NIH's research on any one disease. The
series of special disease bills which we have been writing represents an
approach to the problems of the NIH comparable to trying to solve
the ship Titanic's problem by repairing its lifeboats when the ship
itself could be saved. The NIH would receive better attention from
the Congress were we to deal dfrectly with the real problems which I
have described rather than continuing to exacerbate them.
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'93D CoNGRESS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES {

REPORT

No. 93-1164

ftd Session

NATIONAL CANCER ACT AME.NDMENTS OF 1974

JuNE 27, 1974.-0rdered to be printed

Mr.

from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

STAGGERS,

CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany S. 2893)

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendment of the House to the bill (8. 2893) to amend
the Public Health Service Act to improve the national cancer program
and to authorize appropriations for such program for the next 3 fiscal
years, having met, after full and free conference, have agreed to
recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the House and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the House amendment insert the following:
Tiae I-Extension of Ganeer Program

'

SEC. 101. Thi's title may be cited as the "National Ganeer Act Amendment& of 1974".
SEc. 102. Section 402(b) of the Public Health Sen-ice Act is amended(1) by striking out "in amounts not to exceed $35,000" in paraqraph
(1) and inserting iv, lieu thereof "if the direct costs of such research
and training do not exceed $35 ,000, but only"; and
(2) by striking out "in amounts exceeding $35,000" in paragraph
(2) and inserting in lieu thereof "if the direct costs of such research
and training exceed $35 ,000, but only".
SEC. 103. Section 407(b) (4) of the Public Health Service Act is amended
by striking out "all data" and inserting in lieu thereof "information
(including information respecting nutrition programs for cancer patients
and the relationship between nutrition and cancer)".
SEc. 104. Section 407(b) (7) of the Public Health Service Act is amended
by striking out "where appropriate".
,
(879)
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SEc. 105. Section 407(b)(9)(A) of the Public Health Service Act is
amended by inserting "(including an estimate of the number and type of
personnel ueeded for the National Ganeer Program)" after "budget
estimate".
SEc. 106. Section 408(a) of the Public Health Service Act is amended by •
•
striking 011t "fifteen".
SEc. 107. (a) Subsection (a) of section 409 of the Public Health Service
Act is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof a comma
and the following: "including programs to provide appropriate trials of
programs of routine exjoliative cytology tests conducted for the diagnosis of
uterine cancer".
· (b) Subsection (b) of such section is amended by striking out "and"
before "$40,000,000" and by inserting before the period at the end thereof a
comma and the following: "$63 ,500 ,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1976, $68,600,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and $88,500,.
000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1977".
SEc. 108. Section 410 of the Public Health Service Act is amended(1) by striking &Ut ''fifty" in paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu
thereof "one hundred";
(2) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (7);
(3) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (8) and
inserting in lieu thereof "; and";
(4) by adding after paragraph (8) the following new paragraph:
"(9) to award grants for new construction as well as alterations
and renovations for improvement of basic research laboratory facilities, including those related to biohazard control, as deemed necessary
for the National Ganeer Program."; and
(5) by inserting "(a)" after "410." and by adding after paragraph (9) the following new subsection:
"(b) (1) The Director of the National Ganeer Institute shall provide
and contract for a program to disseminate and interpret, on a current
basis, for practitioners and other health professionals, scientists, and the
general public scientific and other information respecting the cause,
prevention, diagnosis, and tre«.tment of cancer.
"(2) The Director of the Nat'ional Cancer Institute shall include in the
annu.al report required by section 410A(b) a report on the progress,
activities, and accomplishments of, and expenditures for, the information
services of the National Ganeer Program."
SEc. 109. Section 410G of the P11blic Health Seri-ice Act is amended
by striking out "and" before "$600,000,000" and by inserting before the
period at the end thereof a se:mi'colon and the following: "$750,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976; $830 ,000 ,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1976; and $986,000,000 for the fiscal year end-ing
June 30, 1977".
SEC. 110. The part Hof the Public Health Service Act relating to the
appointment of the Directors of the National Inst1:tides of Health and the
National Ganeer Institute is redesignated a.9 part I, section 461 of such
part is redesignated as section 471, and siich part is amended by adding
at the end the following new section:

'
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"PEER REVIEW OF GRANT APPLICATIONS AND CONTRA.CT PROJECTS

j

"SEc. 472. (a) The Secretary, after consultation with the Director of
the National Institutes of Health, and, where appropriate, the Directors
of the National Inst#ute of Mental Health, the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
shall by reg1tlat·ion require appropriate scientific peer rev·iew of11 (1) applicat-ions made after the ejjective date of such regulations
for grants under this Act for biomedical and behavioral research; and
"(2) biomedical and behavioral research and development contract
projects to be administered after such effective date through an institute established under this title, the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, or the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
"(b) Regulations promulgated under subsection (a) shall, to the extent
practical, require that the review of grant applications required by the
'.f'egulations be conducted"(1) in a manner consistent with the system for scientijic peer
review applicable on the date of the enactment of this section to applications for grants under this Act for biomedical and behavioral
research, and
"(2) by peer review groups performing such review on or before
such date.
"(c) The members of any peer rein:ew proup established under such
regulations shall be individuals who by virtue of their training or experience are eminently qualified to perform the review fnnctions of !he
gro11p and not more than one1ourth of the members of any peer remew
gronp established imder such regulations shall be ojficers or employees
of the United States."
SEc. 111. Section 301 (h) of the P11blic Health Service Act is amended.
by striking out "during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966, and each
of the eight succeeding fiscal years".
SEc. 112. (a) The.first sentence of section 471 of the Public Health
Sen-ice Act (as so redesignated by section 110) is amended to read as
follows: "The Director of the National Instituf£s o.f Health shall be ap·
pointed by the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,·
and the Director of the National Cancer Institute shall be appointed by
the President."
·
(b) The amendment made by subsect·ion (a) shall apply with respect to
appointments to the office of Director of the National Institutes of Health
made after the date of the enactment oJ this Act.
SEc. 113. Section 601 of the Medical Facilities Construction and
Modernization Amendments. of 1970 is amended by striking out "ending
prior to July 1, 1974,".
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TITLE II-BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
SEc. 201. (a) (1) There is established the President's Biomedical
Research Panel (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Panel")
which shall be composed of (A) the Chairman of the Presment's Cancer
Panel (established under section 407(c) of the Public Health Service
Act); and (B) six members appointed by the President who by virtue of
their training, e:rperience, and backgrm1:nd are exceptionally qualified to
carry out the dilf ies of the Panel. At least .five of the members of the Panel
shall be distinguished scientists or physicians. The appointed members
of the Panel shall be appointed for the life of the Panel.
(2) The President shall designate one of the appointed members to
serve as Chairman of the Panel.
(3) Appointed members of the Panel shall each be entitled to recefoe
.the daily eqnivalent of the annual rate of basic pay in effect for grade
GS-18 of the General Schednle for each day (including traveltime)
during which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties vested
in the Panel; and while away from their homes or rerrular places of
business in the performance of services for the Panel, all members of
the Panel shall be all-Owed travel expenses, incl11ding per diem in lieu
of subsistence, in the same manner as persons employed intermittently
in the Government service are allowed expenses under section 5703(b) of
title 5 of the United States Gode.
(4) The Panel may appoint and fix the pay of such personnel as it
deems necessary to carry out ,its duties.
(b) The Panel shall(1) review and assess,
(2) identify and make recommendations with respect to policy
iss,ues concerning the subject and content of, and
(3) identify and make recommendations with respect to policy
issues concerning the organization and operation of,
biomedical and behavioral research conducted and supported 'Under
programs of the National Institutes of Health and the National Institute
of Mental Health.
(c) (1) Not later than the expiration of the 15-month period beginning
on the first day of the first month that follows the date on which all of the
appointed members of the Panel have taken office, the Panel shall su,bmit
simultanemisly to the President and to the Congress a comprehensive
report of (A) its findings made on the basi.s of the review and asse81ffnent
conducted under clause (1) of subsection (b), and (B) the policy issues
identi;fied 'Under clauses (2) and (3) of such subsection and the Panel's
recommendations with respect to such issues.
(2) The Panel shall terminate upon the expiration of the 18-month
period beginning on the fir8t day oj the first month that follows the date
on wkich all of the appointed members of the Panel have taken office.
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And the House agree to the same.

'

HARLEY 0. STAGGERS,
PAUL G. ROGERS,
DAVIDE. SATTERFIELD,
PETER KYROS,
RICHARDSON PREYER,
JAMES W. SnnNGTON,
WILLIAM R. RoY,
SAMUEL L. DEVINE,
AN CHER NELSEN'
TIM LEE CARTER,
J. F. HASTINGS,
H. JOHN HEINZ III,
WILLIAM H. HUDNUT,

Managers on the Part of the House.
EDw A·RD 1\1. KENNEDY,
HARRISON WILLIAMS,
GAYLORD NELSON,
THOMAS F. EAGLETON,
ALAN CRANSTON'
HAROLD E. HUGHES,
CLAIBORNE PELL,
ALTER F. MONDALE,
BILI, HATHAWAY,
RICHARD
SCHWEIKER,
J. JAVITS,
PETER H. Do:mNICK,
J. GLENN BEALL, Jr.,
BoB TAFT, Jr.,
ROBERT T. STAFFORD,

w

s.

Managers on the Part of the Senate .
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JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE
The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the
conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the House to the bill (S. 2893) to amend the Public Health
Service Act to imprt>ve the national cancer pro!:!ram and to authorize
appropriations for such program for the next 3 t1'scal years, submit the
following joint statement to the House and the Senate in explanation
of the effect of the action agreed upon by the managers and recommended in the accompanying conference report:
The House amendment struck out all of the Senate bill after the
enacting clause and inserted a substitute text.
The Senate recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of the
House with an amendment which is a substitute for the Senate bill
and the House amendment. The differences between the Senate bill,
the House amendment, and the substitute agreed to in conference
are noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming changes
made necessary by agreements reached by the conferees, and minor
drafting and clarifying changes.

,

t

INFORMATION RESP)ECTING NUTRITION AND CANCER

The Senate bill required the national cancer program in collecting,
analyzing, and disseminating data to include, where appropriate,
nutritional programs for cancer patients.
,
The House amendment changed the requirement that the cancer
program collect, analyze, and disseminate "all data" useful with
respect to cancer to a requirement that the program collect, analyze,
and disseminate "information" useful with respect to cancer and
include information respecting nutrition programs for cancer patients
and the relationship between nutrition and cancer.
The conference substitute adopts the provision in the House
amendment.
PERSONNEL FOR THE NATIONAL CANCER PROGRA:<.1

The Senate bill required the President and the Office of Management and Budget to allocate to the National Cancer Ins ti tu te all
personnel requested by it to carry out the national cancer program.
The House amendment contained no comparable provision.
The conference substitute follows the House amendment. However,
the conference committee noted its concern that the national cancer
program and particularly, the clinical center of the NIH have been inadequately staffed; its desire that this be corrected in the future; and
its expectation that, where the President, the Office of Management
and Budget, or the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare do
not make available to the cancer program the personnel which it has
requested, they "';n offer justification for such a failure to provide
needed personnel.
(7)
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PROGRAMS OF ROUTINE EXFOLIATIVE CYTOLOGY TESTS

J

The Senate bill contained a requirement that the national cancer
control program include programs to provide routine exfoliative cytology tests (Papanicolaou or Pap tests) conducted for the diagnosis of
uterine cancer, and authorized for the cancer control program $7 Inillion for this purpose for each of the fiscal years 197 5 through 1977.
The House amendment contained no comparable provision.
The conference substitute requires programs to provide appropriate
trials of such programs of routine exfoliative cytology tests conducted
for the diagnosis of uterine cancer. The conferees intend that of the
sums authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year for cancer
control programs $3.5 million is to be considered as authorized to be
appropriated for each fiscal year for trials of such programs.
Since controversy exists as to how routine exfoliative cytology
tests in mass screening programs can be made effective, efficient, and
cost-beneficial, the conference committee felt that it would be appropriate to require appropriate trials of such programs before finally
authorizing additional amounts of Federal money for them. There is
genuine uncertainty as to the frequency with which such tests should
be conducted, which parts of the female population should be included
in screening programs utilizing such tests, the settings in which the
programs will be most effective, and the nature of follow-up of each
positive or possibly positive smear which should be required. It is
these questions which the conference committee is hopeful will be
answe:ed by large scale trials of the relative merits of various types of
screenrng programs.
INFORMATION PROGRA'.\!S OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE

The Senate bill contained a requirement that the Director of the
NCI conduct or contract for programs to disseminate and interpret
on a current basis, for practitioners and other health professionals,
scientists and the general public, scientific and other information
respecting the cause, prevention, diagnosis and treatment of the disease or other health problems to which the activities of the institute
are directed. The director of the NCI was required to issue such regulations as proved necessary to carry out the requirement.
The House amendment contained a similar provision except that
it was perinissive rather than a requirement, applied only to new information rather than existing, did not require the director of the
NCI to issue regulations, and did require the director to include in
his annual report a report on the progress, activities and accomplishments of, and expenditures for the information services.
The conference substitute follows the House provision except
that it is made a requirement rather than a perinissive provision and
to apply to both new and existing information.
PEER REVIEW OF GRANT APPLICATIONS AND CONTRACT PROJECTS

The Senate bill contained a requirement that the director of the
NCI provide for proper scientific peer review of research contracts
using, to the extent possible, appropriate peer review groups estabB.R. 1164
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lished within the NIH and composed principally of non-federal
scientists and other experts in the scientific and disease fields.
The House amendment contained a similar provision except that it
applied to grants as well as contracts and to all Institutes of the NIH,
the National Institute of Mental Health, the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and the National Institute on Drug
Abuse.
The conference substitute follo"·s the House provision.
SENATE ADVICE AND CONSENT ON APPOINTMENT OF THE DIRECTOR
OF THE NIH

The Senate bill contained a requirement that the Senate advise
and consent to the appointment of the Director of the NIH.
The House amendment contained no comparable provision.
The conference substitute follows the Senate bill with the addition
of language making it clear that the requirement applies only to
appointments occurring after the date of enactment of the Act.
AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATIONS

The Senate bill contained a provision stating that notwithstanding
any other provision of law, unless enacted after the date of enactment
of the provision expressly in limitation of its requirements, funds
appropriated for any fiscal year to carry out any program for which
appropriations are authorized by the Public Health Service Act or
the !viental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health
Centers Construction Act were to remain available for obligation and
expenditure until the end of such fiscal year.
The House amendment contained no comparable provision.
The conference substitute achieves the Senate policy by deleting
from section 601 of the Medical Facilities Construction and Modernization Amendments of 1970 the expiration date, thereby making it a
permanent provision of law.
PRESIDENT'S BIO~IEDICAL RESEARCH PANEL

The Senate bill contained a requirement that there be established
a President's Biomedical Research Panel with the following provisions:
(1) Composition-Five men including the Chairman of the
President's Cancer Panel, four members appointed by the President, and at least three members who were distinguished scientists or physicians. The members were to be appointed with
staggered terms and one of the appointed members was to serve
as Chairman of the panel for a year at a time.
(2) Pay-Members of the panel were to be paid the daily
equivalent of the rate for grade GS-18, and appropriate travel
expenses.
(3) Meetings-The panel was to meet at the call of the chairman not less often than 12 times a year, with a transcript kept
of the proceedings of each meeting and available to the public.
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(4) Responsibilities and reports-The panel was to monitor the
development and execution of the biomedical and behavioral
research programs of the NIH and related institutes, report
immediately on any delays or blockages in rapid execution of the
programs, submit periodic progress reports and an annual evaluation of the programs' efficacy ·with suggestions for improvements
to the President, and, at the request of the President, submit
for his consideration names for consideration for appointment
as Director of the NIH.
(5) Term-The pnnel was to continue in office permanently.
The House amendment contained no comparable provision.
The conference subf'titute requires the establishment of a President's
Biomedical Research Panel with the following provisions:
(1) Composition--Similar to the Senate bill except that
members will serve for the life of the Panel and one member,
designated by the President, will serve throughout its life as its
Chairman.
(2) Pa~·-Same as the Senate bill.
(3) ::vfeetings-At the discretion of the Panel.
(4) Responsibilities-The Panel is to:
(a) review and assess,
(b) identify and make recommendations with respect to
policy issues concerning the subject and content of, and
(c) identify and make recommendations with respect to
policy issues concerning the organization and operation of,
biome\lical and behavioral research conducted and supported
under the pro~rams of the National Institutes of Health, the
National Institute of ~fental Health, the National Institute of
Alrohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and the National Institute of
Drug Abuse.
(5) Report-Not later than 15 months after the appointment
of the Panel. it is to submit a report to the President and the .
Congress of its findings made on the basis of its review and fulsessment of the biomedical research programs, the policy i3sues
which it has identified, and its recommendations with respect to
these issues.
(6) Term-The Panel is to terminate 18 months after the
appointment of its members.
HARLEY 0. STAGGERS,
PAUI, G. ROGERS.
DAVIDE. SATTERFlELD,
PETER K YROS,
IhcHARDSON PREYER,
J.uIEs \V. SnuNGTON,
\VrLLIAM R. RoY,
SAMUEL L. DEVINE,
ANCHER NELSEN,
TBr LEE CARTER,
J . .F. HASTINGS,
H. JOHN HElNZ III,
·w1LLIA2\I H. HuoNu·r,
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Managers on the Part of the House.
EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
HARRISON WILLIAMS,
GAYLORD NELSON,
THOMAS F. EAGLETON,
ALAN CRANSTON,
HAROLD E. HUGHES,
CLAIBORNE PELL,
ALTER F. MONDALE,
BILL HATHAWAY,
RICHARD
SCHWEIKER,
J. JAVITS 1
PETER H. DOMINICK,
J. GLENN BEALL, Jr.,
BoB TAFT, Jr.,
ROBERT T. STAFFORD,

w

s.

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

'
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Public Law 93- 352
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2ln 2lct
To amend the Public Health Service Act to impro\·e the national «an«er program
and to authorize appropriations tor such program tor th!" nl'xt tllree fiscal
years.

Be it enacted by the Senate 0;11d Hou1Je of Nepreamttatirea of the
National oanUnited States of America in O<mgreaa assembled,
TITLE I-EXTENSION OF CANCJ:m PROGRAM

oer prog1'8111 1
improvement.

National Can-

SEC. 101. This title may be cited as the "Xntioanl Cancer Act Amend- cer Aot Amendments of 1974.
ments of 1974".
SEc. 102. Section 402(b) of the Public Health Serdce Act is 42 USC 282
note.
mnended65 Stat, 784,
(1) by striking out "in amounts not to exceed $:~5.000" in pam- 42 USC 282,
graph (1) and inserting in lien thei·eof "if the direet costs of such
research and training do not exceed $il5,UOO, but only": and
(2) by striking out "in amounts exceeding $:~5.000'' in para- es STAT. 358
graph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "if the dire<'t costs of s·::1:-:1c'.1'.·h:--Baie!'"">'s"'TA"1""·."-35""9
research and training exceed $:~5,000, but only··.
S}:<'. 103. Section 407(b) (4) of the Public Health ~rvice Act is 42 USC 2869.,
1unended by striking out "all data .. and i11se11:inir in lieu thereof
"information (including information 1·especting nutrition progrmns
. for cancer patients and the relationship between nutrition nnd eancer)"
SEc. 104. Section 407 (b) (7) of the Public Henlth Sen·ieC' Act is
amended by striking out "where appropriate''.
SEc. 105. Section 407(b) (9) (A) of the Public Health 8i>tTice Act is
amended by inserting " (including an estimate of the number and type
of personnel needed for the Nat ion al Cancer Pro1trnm) •· after "hndget
estimate".
SEc. 106. Section 408 (a} of the Public Health 8ervice .\ct is amended 42 USC 206b,
hy striking out "fifteen'.
· SEc. 107. (a) Subsection (a) of section 4-0!l of the Public Health 42 use 286o,
Service Act is amended by inserting before the pe1·iod at the end
thereof a comma and the following: "induding programs ro provide
appropriate trials of programs of routine exfoliative cytology tests
conducted for the diagnosis of uterine cancer".
(b) Subsection (b) of such section is amended by striking out "and"
before "$40,000,000" and by inserting before the period at the end
thereof a comma and the following: "$53,500,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1975, $68,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1976, and $88,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June ao, 1977".
SEC. 108. Section 410 of the Public Health Service Act is amended- 42 use 286d.
(1) by striking out "fifty'" in paragraph ( 1) and inse11:ing in
lieu thereof "one hundred'';
(2) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (7);
1
(3) by striking out the period nt the end of paragraph (8) and
inserting in lieu thereof" ; and";
(4) by adding after paragraph (8) the following new paragraph:
"')
"(9) ro award grants for new construction as well as alterations
and renovations for improvement of basic research laboratory
facilities, including those related to biohazard control, as deemed
necessary for the National Cancer Program."; and
(5) by inserting "(a)" after "410." and by adding after paragraph (9) the following new subsection:
(389)
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"(b)(l) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall provide and contract for a program to disseminate and interpret, on a
current basis, for practitioners and other health professionals, scientists, and the general public scientific and other information respecting the cause, prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer.
"(2) The Director of the National Cancer Institute shall include
in the annual report required by section 410A(b) a report on the
progress, activities, and accomplishments of, and expenditures for,
the information services of the National Cancer Program."
SEc. 109. Section 410C of the Public Health Service Act is amended
by striking out "and" before "$600,000,000" and by inserting before
the period at the end thereof a semicolon and the following:
"$750,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; $830,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976; and $985,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1977".
SF..c. 110. The part H of the Public Health Service Act relating to
the appointment of the Directors of the National Institutes of Health
and the National Cancer Institute is redesignated as part I, section
461 of such part is redesignated as section 471, and such part is
amended by adding at the end the following new section:

"

(

"PEER R~~VIEW OF GRANT APPLICATIONS Al\"'D CONTRACT PROJECTS

42 USC 289!-4,

79 Stat, 448J
84 Stat, 1308,
42 USC 241,

"SEc. 472. (a) The Secretary, after consultation with the Director of
the National Institutes of Health, and, where appropriate, the Directors of the National Institute of Mental Health, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and the National Institute on
Drug Abuse, shall by regulation require appropriate scientific peer
review of"(1) applications made after the elfective date of such regulations for grants under this Act for biomedical and behavioral
research ; and
"(2) biomedical and behavioral research and development contract projects to be administered after such elfective elate through
an. institute established under this title, the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and A1coholism, or the National Institute on
Drug Abuse.
"(b) Regulations promulgated under subsection (a) shall, to the
extent practical, reqmre that the review of grant applications required
by the regulations be conducted" (1) in a manner consistent with the system for scientific peer
review applicable on the date of the enactment of this section to
applications for !!'"lilts under this Act for biomedical and behavioral research, and
"(2) by peer review groups performing such revie''" on or before
such date.
"(c) The members of an:v peer review group established under such
regulations shall be individuals who by virtue of their training or
experience are eminently aualified to perform the review functions of
the group and not more than one-fourth of the members of any peer
review group established under such regulations shall be officers or
employees of the United States."
SEC. 111. Section 301 (h) of the Public Health Service Act is
amended hv strikin~ out "durinll the fiscal year ending June 80, 1966,
nnd each of the eight succeeding fiscal years".

•
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SEc. 112. (a) The first sentence of section 471 of the Public Health
Service Act (as so redesignated by section 110) is amended to read as
follows: "The Director of the National Institutes of Health shall be
appointed by the President by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate; and the Director of the National Cancer Instit1,1te shall be
appointed by the President."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with respect
to appointments to the office of Director of the National Institutes
of Health made after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEc. 113. Section 601 of the Medical Facilities Construction and
}fodernization Amendments of 1970 is amended by _striking out "ending prior to July 1, 1974,".
TITLE II-BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
SEc. 201. (a) ( 1) There is established the President's Biomedical
Research Panel (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Panel")
which shall be composed of (A) the Chairman of the President's
Cancer Panel (established under section 407 (c) of the Public Health
Service Act); and (B) six members appointed by the President who
by virtue of their training, experience, and background are exceptionally qualified to carry out the duties of the Panel. At least five of
the members of the Panel shall be distinguished scientists or physicians. The appointed members of the Panel shall be appointed for the
life of the Panel.
(2) The President shall designate one of the appointed members to
serve as Chairman of the Panel.
(3) Appointed members of the Panel shall each be entitled to receive
the daily equivalent of the annual rate of basic pay in effect for grade
GS-18 of the General Schedule for each day (including traveltime)
during which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties
vested in the Panel; and while away from their homes or regular places
of business in the performance of services for the Panel, all members of
the Panel shall be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu
of subsistence, in the same manner as persons employed intermittently
in the Government service are allowed expenses under section 5703(b)
of title 5 of the United States Code.
( 4) The Panel may appoint and fix the pay of such personnel as it
deems necessary to carry out its duties.
(b) The Panel shnll(1) review and asseSE,
(2) identify and make recommendations with respect to policy
issues concerning the subject and content of, and
(3) identify and make recommendations with respect to policy
issues concerning the organization and operation of,
biomedical and behavioral research conducted and supported under
programs of the National Institutes of Health and the National Institute of ~Jental Health.
( c) ( 1) Not later than the expiration of the 15-month period beginning on the first day of the :first month that follows the date on which
all of the appointed members of the Panel have taken office, the Panel
shall submit simultaneously to the President and to the Congress a
c:imprehensive report of (A) its :findings made on the basis of the
review and assessment conducted under clause ( 1) of subsection (b).
nnd (B) the policy issues identified under clauses (2) and (3) of such
subsection and the Panel's recommendations with respect to such issues.

Effective date,
42 USC 2B9!,
note,
B4 Stat, 353J
B7 Stat, 95,
42 USC 201
note,
BB STAT 360
BB STAT, 361
President's
Bianedioal Researoh Panel,
Establishment,
42 USC 2ff9!,-l
note,
B5 Stat, 779,
42 USC 2B6a.,

Compensation.

5 use 5332
note,

BO Stat. 499.

Duties,

Report to President and Congress.

392
88 STAT

361
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(2) The Pa.nel sha.ll terminate upon the expiration of the 18-month
period beginning on the first da.y of the first month tha.t follows the
da.te on which a.ll of the appointed members of the Pa.nel ha.ve ta.ken
office.
Approved July 23, 1974.
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